I n i t i a t i o n A c t i v i t i e s C r i t i c i z e d

By Janelle Case

What do you think would happen if Christ walked into a Whitworth initiation? "He'd laugh," "He wouldn't approve," "I'm sure it would all stop!"

It was not an easy question, and definitely not one which had been given any thought in the past. The 28 students interviewed invariably greeted the question with staring, a quizzical glance, and comments to the effect of "I think of that as a multi-faceted idea. The concept is multi-faceted: What goes on at campus initiations? Should they continue? Did they ever work with Whitworth's Christian Theme?

The ingredients of a Whitworth initiation which is meant to draw people together, can vary considerably, but there are a few staples—singing "childish" songs as one student put it; midnight walks, runs, and relay races; men escorting women to meals; backing men of the opposite sex into corners and telling them she's his girl; making out with trees; military exercises, doing push-ups in front of the dorm in good clothes, wearing ties, having to stay in one room until you learn the names of people in your dorm, and holding water balloon raids. Freshman are sometimes given large doses of swearing and abusive language. One dorm makes its newcomers, clad only in underwear, stand in a trash can full of ice until they can make upperclassmen laugh at their jokes. There was an incident a few years ago in which a dorm went out for pizza, with the juniors and senior quietly departing sometime during the evening, leaving the freshmen stranded. The fresh ended up walking back through the hills to campus, and a few become temporarily lost along the way. And one year, a girl arrived late and had no idea that the ordeal through which she was going was an initiation. She was not informed until later.

One initiation activity that has been very meaningful for its participants is the climbing of one of the campus sand dunes. The initiates are told that the hill represents their first four years at Whitworth and that none of them can make it up the hill alone. At this point, the upperclassmen appear over the crest of the hill, form a human chain, and help the newcomers up.

Students, were rather evenly divided as to whether failure to participate would cause trouble in the dorms. Almost all thought that initiation should continue, and, many had suggestions for guidelines and changes. Although some students felt that no guidelines were necessary. Suggestions included having better organization, making initiation process less degrading, reducing or totally cutting out the swearing and abusive language, and emphasizing fun and unifying activities.

When asked if the initiations fit in with the college's Christian theme, many said yes, because it brought people closer together. But there were dissenting voices—one student said, "Definitely not—it's not a good witness."

The final question startled many students: they had never considered what might occur should Christ walk into a Whitworth initiation. 22 out of 28 students thought that our Lord would be displeased in some way, 5 thought He'd enjoy it, and one had no answer. Several thought that He would be more than slightly disappointing. What do you think?
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KWRS Summer Success

By Shannon Maher

"WE DID IT," shouts Kenny Cragg, KWRS Station Manager, Chris Frimoth, Program Director, and Jill Bauermeister, News Director, when they talk about KWRS being on the air.

It took a total of 15 people—nine extremely dedicated ones to keep Whitworth's 10 watt radio station on the air from May until school began in September.

Kenny explained the enormity of the successful attempt. (Oddsmakers gave them a 25% chance.) "The walk of everything you did this summer... and think we were on the air during that time. The FM 90 broadcasted 18 hours a day from 6 am until midnight without fail, excepting Sundays when they took off and only worked nine hours.

Chris Frimoth added, "It was real dedication to the station." None of the staff, other than the station manager and the secretary, were paid. The rest were all volunteers, some with little or no experience.

Kenny commended the efforts of Rich Brock, Thom Lamb, Jody Drew, Debbie Galbraith, Ken Foster, Bill Davie, Stan Boner, Dennis Blossingham, Jeff Halstead, Randy Sitton, Mark Watson, Jon Flora, Mary Norman, and Perry Landis. DJ's pulled three hour shifts, sometimes working six or nine hours a day.

The FM 90, as KWRS promotes itself, is not standing still remembering the glory of the summer, but using it as a foundation. The management has had a chance to work and figure out how the station are going this year. The DJ's have gained more experience and are more efficient, according to Kenny and Jill. The summer has been a time for experimentation as well as building a foundation.

One major change is the elimination of the block format of rock music, Christian rock, jazz and Christian blended in.

Kenny explained that they changed the format because during the block programming some listeners would turn off their radio when Christian rock or jazz came on. Those who listen to the Christian programs tended to be Christians already. Kenny stated that mixing the Christian rock with rock would get the Christian message to more people and yet we are still being sensitive with this blend.

"Now, they can't sit there and listen for any hour during the day and not realize we're a Christian station, a Christian college," added Kenny.

Kenny Cragg perceives KWRS as a major communications device with the Spokane community. He feels it can serve both the campus and project a positive image of Whitworth College outside.

Although Kenny, Jill, and Chris are serious about KWRS and dedicated, like all radio people everywhere, they crack some very bad jokes.

Kenny and Chris cannot resist one liners like most radio announcers. Arguments over a $4 pen is common! And WKRSP could take lessons from KWRS's management's theatrics.

Their irreverence masks a genuine love of the station and a desire to see it improve. For all three, Kenny Cragg, Jill Bauermeister, and Chris Frimoth, the second anniversary of KWRS, the FM 90 on September 27, 1979, will be a time to celebrate.
San Francisco Marked
By Teaching Triad

First-hand contact with San Francisco's musical, religious and literary cultures will be the essence this fall term of what faculty have titled, "The Urban Experience."

The annual San Francisco study-tour will be led by Music Professor Tom Tavener, Dr. Laura Bloom, from the English department and Co-Chaplain Lorraine Robertson. Each teacher will have a class of more than ten students. The three groups will live together and share some activities.

Tavener's "Music in the City" class will attend at least 15 concerts during the tour, which starts January 7 and concludes February 1. Among them will be the San Francisco Symphony, the B ren Bag Opera, and most likely avant garde jazz group. "It won't all be classical," he said. The class may even visit cocktail lounges for their musical offerings. The academic work will involve keeping a journal and making a research report on the particular subject of a scheduled concert to share with the class before the event.

Students will be encouraged in their free time to take advantage of plays, ballets and tourist attractions in the city.

Robertson's class will meet every morning to discuss the nature of ministry in the city. The rest of the students' time will be available for working on individual projects on a subject that interests them, using as resources ministry people in the city, and written material.

The areas covered by the religion class will be, week by week, mainline (Presbyterian, Episcopalian), ethnic ministries (neighborhood ministry), social concerns (elderly, poor, prison runners), and the work of non-traditional ministries.

Robertson predicts the class will be 85% experimental, 15% theoretical.

"Literature of oppression" will deal with problems facing ethnic minorities as well as the psychological oppression associated with living in the city. Students will scout out literature of the time, use literary sources. They will also work out of two different textbooks, keep a journal, and do creative writing of their own. One activity planned is viewing the Broadway production, "Die", to open in the city that month.

"We'll study sources for coping with oppression—art and other forms of beauty," Bloom said. They will investigate the issues of justice, charity, and art's role in relieving suffering.

All the Urban Experience students will take part in an orientation to the city, a visit with Miss Newhall (a city resident and friend of the college) and a trip to Alcatraz.

All students and their instructors will live in the Arizona Club, a rooming house three blocks from Union Square. "It's fascinating," said Robertson, describing the house's ethically diverse setting. There will be three students per room.

The costs of the trip will be $240 for transportation (students can receive food and room rebates), $100 and $200 (depending money to $200 for music students) and the cost of travel comes to and from San Francisco.

Applications for the study tour, which can be picked up in the Off-Campus Studies office in Dixon Hall, will be due by October 15 with a $25 deposit.
EDITORIAL

To Question or Not

How can you react to a lot of facts that you have not had a chance to verify? You can either accept these facts as the truth, you can completely reject those facts you question, or you can reserve judgement until you have a chance to either verify or deny those facts.

Whitworth College seems like it should have an atmosphere that is safe from this problem. It is not. Even in our refuge from the rest of the world, we must question the facts we are presented. We want to accept everything we are given as absolute truth, but if we do, we will be disillusioned and not ready or able to question the real world beyond the safety of our college.

This past week we had two powerful forums. The first told us to question everything; and the second gave us an opportunity to put the first into practice. I say this about Ms. Metalapala’s speech not to condemn it, but because I saw things in it that I could not accept at face value.

Is the Christian community’s reaction to Idi Amin’s persecution of the Christians in Uganda really any different than their reaction to Hitler’s persecution of the Jews? What was actually done for the Christians in Uganda? What were the possible alternatives?

I don’t know the answers to these questions, but I can neither accept nor reject this argument without at least some knowledge of the facts. I got the feeling leaving this forum that some people were accepting everything that was said without any question at all.

How can we know? What should we question? We should question anything that doesn’t fit our view of what the world is. We should also question our own world view. This can’t be done all at once, but in time we should be able to reconcile our view of the world to fit the reality of the world.

It may seem like a small thing to question what the son of the Shah of Iran has for torture techniques, but if we don’t question the small things, will we question the major ones?

Arlette Mattson-Beze

Future Forums

The September 20th Forum will feature John Roskelley speaking on “Never Before”. Roskelley, a Spokane native, is one of the world’s leading mountain climbers and in 1978 he scaled K-2. He will narrate a multimedia presentation of the 1979 first assaults on Pakistan’s Uli Biaho and Nepal’s Gaushankar.

The first Chapel program will be held on September 25th. Dr. Clarence J. Simpson, Professor of English, will be speaking first in a series on the theme of the four titles for Jesus Christ: Lord, Friend, Servant and King. This is the theme design carved in the paving brick at the center of the Chapel walkway.

Arthur F. Sueltz will be speaking at the September 27th Forum: “It Depends on Your Point of View”. Sueltz is the pastor of Lakewood first Presbyterian Church, Long Beach, California. He is the author of four books, if I Should Die Before I Live, New Directions from the Ten Commandments, Deeper Into John’s Gospel, and When the Wood Is Green. Art and his wife, Millie, will be the speakers for “The Weekend” on September 28-30, which this year holds for its theme “Accents on Living.”
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**South African Stirs Whitworth**

"I did not come here to win people for South Africa. I came to win people for Christ, and justice, and humanity," the speaker said. Ms. Motalepula Chabaku, a black woman from Botswana, recently expressed her views during the September 13 Forum, and other meetings later that day.

Ms. Chabaku said, in recalling her early years in South Africa, that her parents themselves had educated her through the sixth grade level, then she became her own teacher. "I was denied opportunities for learning that were easily available to white children. My parents were denied the facilities and economic help that were needed" in order for her to learn, because their wages were based on their race. She did become bitter, but says she used the experience positively to help her become a better person. "There are very few who will live above deprivation," she said.

I questioned Ms. Chabaku about the possible union of Third World countries so that they might more forcefully promote their own goals. She replied that nations are already a big political power in the UN, however, and that they might need to begin being more powerful in the church. There is now an African Council of Churches. Those working for Third World unity have coined the term, "Lalatians" to refer to the peoples of Latin America, Africa and Asia. The word "black" is now used by these groups in reference to all those who share the economic and political conditions of people who are black.

When asked in a meeting about the kind of revolution going on in the world today, Ms. Chabaku said that there will first occur a political revolution, followed by a move towards economic self-reliance. She says that she is one of the few Africans who still hold out hope for peaceful change. "Violence has never been the right solution," she declared, but she also added that people can be driven to violence out of desperation. The reason that so many African nations have become pro-Marxist is that they have not received the support they needed from the West.

Ms. Chabaku was wary of Americans when she first came to the US. She has since learned that many Americans are caring people, but when she writes to her countrymen about her experiences here, they believe she has been brainwashed.

She is very concerned with US policy. She believes that our country is more sincere and people-centered. The fact that the injustices surrounding the trial of Wilmington Ten have never been resolved is seen as our country's great shame by the rest of the world.

According to Ms. Chabaku, one's guilt is determined in this country according to color and economic status. She further states that people from other countries (notably Chileans) come to a place in Texas to be trained in the latest techniques of torture, and that a company in Greenville, Texas manufactures espionage equipment. She also added that chains to restrain prisoners are still exported from this country.

Ms. Chabaku wondered aloud if the apathy of the Western church concerning the situation in Africa might cause African Christians to become so bitter that they would turn away from the church, but Ms. Chabaku emphatically stated that the US church is not apathetic. She said that the American church is US with the process of growth from being purely spiritual to being purely spiritual and also having a social action orientation. In the past she said, the churches have concentrated on preparing people for the next world, but "the realities of today demand that they prepare people for this world."

**Whitworth Creates the Whole Person**


Now that you are here have you experienced any of the qualities which will eventually make you a "whole person? Are the themes which Whitworth College diligently tries to express in their public relations books in reality, true?

During recent interviews, freshmen students expressed their first impressions of "Whitworth Experience" in a generally positive manner. Most were quite enthusiastic about being here, and feel that Whitworth has a lot to offer. They were, however, a few weak points mentioned by both freshmen and upperclassmen.

The first is the college's theme of "Jesus Christ." Some students felt that the emphasis of the college is placed more on "Community" than "Christ." The PR pamphlets were felt to contain a "Skepticism, cheery attitude," just as comments were made that administration members try to find out what a student is interested in as a major, and really play it up." One student felt that if the emphasis is placed more on Christ, a community bond will result.

Many freshmen were surprised at how loosely some standards are permitted, especially pertaining to freshmen initiation. Some enjoyed the initiation activities, but others felt threatened by the competition. A few who chose not to take part in initiation because the activities violated certain ethical standards now feel unacceptable by others in their dorm. They feel that dorm life is not "all brotherhood" as is put across in PR brochures. One upperclassman living in a co-ed dorm thought that each dorm cannot be "one big happy family," because each floor has its own traditions and different kinds of people living in it.

Another theme brought up is that of "Whitworth not putting one in a box."

Many comments were made about "really being able to be myself here." The small size of the college and the openness, friendliness and dedication shown by the professors were strong points which were widely expressed.

On the other hand, one student felt that the "Christian shelter" present here puts one in a box." While the liberal Christian theme allows one to discover what kind of a Christian one wants to be, if any, there seems to be little room for opposition. The student suggested having more forums in which the speakers voice very controversial subjects, in order for students to learn how to handle the realities of life better.

All-in-all, the interviewees felt that Whitworth generally seems to be living up to the claims made in its public relations brochures. The atmosphere for growth, especially in the area of Christian commitment, was seen to be very prevalent at Whitworth. Even though Whitworth provides many of the circumstances necessary to produce a "whole" person, reaching that goal is totally dependent on the individual.

Steve Lowe - ASWC President

Lowe Assumes Presidency

By Laura Hutchison

This year promises to be a busy one for Steve Lowe, ASWC President. Steve, junior, arrived at Whitworth a week early, along with Executive Vice-President Debbie Krause and Financial Vice-President Kevin Turner, in order to prepare for the year's work.

The main objective which Lowe hopes to attain is good communication throughout the whole campus. Steve said that in the past, part of the problem of the government was communicating to the students exactly what goes on in administration. To help alleviate that problem, a student reporter will attend administration meetings and give an account to the student government and KWRS radio, who will then relay the information directly to the student body.

Other plans for the year include activities that people are extra excite about," said Lowe. Each dorm will be putting on one campus-wide activity. Plans are already being made for a Casino night, as well as a McVHann dinner club, which involves a dinner followed by night club activities.

Jan-term promises to be more exciting than in past years. Ideas include having two campus movies per week, workshops, Backgammon tournaments and guest speakers for certain classes who will speak at night for the benefit of the whole campus.

When commenting on his specific duties as ASWC President, Steve Lowe said, "I see my job as the students." Lowe serves as the student representative at Board of Trustee meetings where he interacts with the administration, in order to take care of student needs and interests.

His major responsibility is in President's Council, where he and the dorm presidents deal with pertinent issues and problems and work out a solution. Once the President's Council reaches a decision, it is Steve's responsibility to make sure that the issue is carried out.

Steve encourages students to talk to him. He wants to know people's feelings and ideas. His office, located in the HUB Chambers, is open Monday through Thursday, 9-11 am, and Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1-3 pm.
Norman Fills Auditorium

By Margie Harbaugh

Larry Norman and Heirborn appeared in concert on September 7 at 8:00 pm in Cowles Memorial Auditorium on the Whitworth Campus. The concert, presented by the Associated Students of Whitworth College, drew a crowd which filled nearly every seat in the auditorium.

Heirborn's five members, formed their band only nine months ago. They were received enthusiastically by the audience. The band's music ranged from rock and easy listening melodies to songs with a country western flavor. All five of their selections carried a Christian message, and many of them were introduced with scripture quotations or Bible stories. Musically, Heirborn maintained a good balance between percussion and guitars as well as between instruments and vocals. The fact that the vocals were clearly distinct added to the effectiveness of their message. The crowd brought them back by applauding until they returned for an encore after their last selection.

The audience also had a warm greeting for Larry Norman, a great musician, comic and evangelist, whose style is in stark contrast to that of Heirborn. With his blonde hair falling below his shoulders, Larry Norman appeared on stage with only his guitar and a piano. Instead of dwelling on the hopeful messages of Christ, he began his performance by attacking social injustices, poking fun at well known personalities, and criticizing the establishment. His concert agenda seemed informal and loosely structured. Many times he halted in mid-sentence to offer a bit of criticism or make a joke. In both appearance and manner he was extremely reminiscent of the Beatniks.

Few subjects were left untouched by Larry Norman's sarcastic wit. Everything from President Carter and the bureaucracy to the space program hit. Norman also put down the older generation for their acceptance of new ideas. He spoke out on social causes such as war, the future of the poor, and racial injustices. His reasons were that too many Americans fit the image of the self-serving, success-craving individuals who turn their heads from problems that they don't want to see.

His humor aroused scattered laughs from the audience, but many seemed unimpressed by his wit. Much of it was at the expense of other performers and public figures. His stories seemed unimpressed by his wit. Many of it was at the expense of other performers and public figures. His stories were the answer to Dr. White's curiosity as it was also a clear warning about cults. Mel White had considerable knowledge in the film and TV areas, having been an independent producer for ‘Cathedral Films’ and a motion picture writer and director. He found out about Jonestown was something that he believed the people should know more about.

This warning was what Mel White believed to be the important thing in his story about the deceptions of the cult. His unwillingness to be satisfied with brief news reports about a real situation led to an honest picture of Jonestown, why it happened and what people could do to prevent it from happening again. In that lies the importance of the whole subject to both christians and non-christians; that in knowing what to look for and who to recognize decline, many more people can avoid another Jonestown.

Like his jokes, Larry Norman's songs were packed full of examples of the hypocrisy of our society. His lyrics were biting, yet not as pointed as his humor. He demonstrated versatile musical ability, starting many songs a cappella and joining in with guitar part way through. Several of his voice imitations of musical instruments were so convincing that some concert-goers looked around in uncertainty, as if expecting to see another person accompanying him.

Larry Norman's style began to change slightly as the concert progressed. Instead of criticizing outside personalities, he had some frank words for the crowd, reminding them that they should read the Bible, help their brothers and sisters in Christ listen for God's guidance, and not only profess to be Christians, but show their love for Christ by their actions and lifestyles. As he left the stage, the crowd broke into applause that lasted only a few minutes. Larry Norman had made it clear that although he had ridiculed and criticized he had done so to motivate his listeners to take action and live better lives rather than to gain glory for himself.

Guitarist Mike Dwyer and bass player Ben Mayo have solved the problem of necks on stage.

The audience also had a warm greeting for Larry Norman, a great musician, comic and evangelist, whose style is in stark contrast to that of Heirborn. With his blonde hair falling below his shoulders, Larry Norman appeared on stage with only his guitar and a piano. Instead of dwelling on the hopeful messages of Christ, he began his performance by attacking social injustices, poking fun at well known personalities, and criticizing the establishment. His concert agenda seemed informal and loosely structured. Many times he halted in mid-sentence to offer a bit of criticism or make a joke. In both appearance and manner he was extremely reminiscent of the Beatniks.

Few subjects were left untouched by Larry Norman's sarcastic wit. Everything from President Carter and the bureaucracy to the space program hit. Norman also put down the older generation for their acceptance of new ideas. He spoke out on social causes such as war, the future of the poor, and racial injustices. His reasons were that too many Americans fit the image of the self-serving, success-craving individuals who turn their heads from problems that they don't want to see.

His humor aroused scattered laughs from the audience, but many seemed unimpressed by his wit. Much of it was at the expense of other performers and public figures. His stories seemed unimpressed by his wit. Many of it was at the expense of other performers and public figures. His stories were the answer to Dr. White's curiosity as it was also a clear warning about cults. Mel White had considerable knowledge in the film and TV areas, having been an independent producer for ‘Cathedral Films’ and a motion picture writer and director. He found out about Jonestown was something that he believed the people should know more about.

This warning was what Mel White believed to be the important thing in his story about the deceptions of the cult. His unwillingness to be satisfied with brief news reports about a real situation led to an honest picture of Jonestown, why it happened and what people could do to prevent it from happening again. In that lies the importance of the whole subject to both christians and non-christians; that in knowing what to look for and who to recognize decline, many more people can avoid another Jonestown.

Their story was the answer to Dr. White's curiosity as it was also a clear warning about cults. Mel White had considerable knowledge in the film and TV areas, having been an independent producer for 'Cathedral Films' and a motion picture writer and director. What he found out about Jonestown was something that he believed the people should know more about.

This warning was what Mel White believed to be the important thing in his story about the deceptions of the cult. His unwillingness to be satisfied with brief news reports about a real situation led to an honest picture of Jonestown, why it happened and what people could do to prevent it from happening again. In that lies the importance of the whole subject to both christians and non-christians; that in knowing what to look for and who to recognize decline, many more people can avoid another Jonestown.

Their story was the answer to Dr. White's curiosity as it was also a clear warning about cults. Mel White had considerable knowledge in the film and TV areas, having been an independent producer for 'Cathedral Films' and a motion picture writer and director. What he found out about Jonestown was something that he believed the people should know more about.

This warning was what Mel White believed to be the important thing in his story about the deceptions of the cult. His unwillingness to be satisfied with brief news reports about a real situation led to an honest picture of Jonestown, why it happened and what people could do to prevent it from happening again. In that lies the importance of the whole subject to both christians and non-christians; that in knowing what to look for and who to recognize decline, many more people can avoid another Jonestown.
X-Country Carries On
By Brad Stenberg

Both the mens and womens Cross Country teams will be adjusting to changes this season in the meets that really count. For the mens team this will mean one less meet as the Northwest conference and District I championship races will be combined on the same day. Added to this enlarged group will be the District II and Evergreen conferences. This all adds up to four championship races being run on the same power packed afternoon. Each conference and district will be scored as if they were competing in separate races as before, simply eliminating an extra week of competition.

For Whitworth this means that the men will be scored against their Northwest Conference foes as one race to determine the NWC championship team. They will also be scored against the District I teams to determine who will own that championship crown, one that in the past has been determined the weekend following conference. What is the advantage of this system? According to Coach Terry Kelly: "It eliminates forcing someone to peak three weeks in a row!" In the past, both meets have been qualifying races for nationals, forcing the runners to hold top form for three consecutive races if they qualified for the NAIA (National Association for Interscholastic Athletics) meet. By reducing the qualification races to one, the runners will have a better chance for peak performances to come at the national meet. To Kelly, this is a welcome change, one that is themselves suggested at the NWC and District I coaches meetings last year.

As the men go from two smaller final meets to one large one, the women will be decreasing in numbers from the regional meet of past years to a newly formed District III championship race. They will still have only one national qualifying meet as before, but this year it will be a smaller group of schools, closer in both location and size. They will no longer have to run against giant state schools including the likes of the Universities of Washington and Oregon. Of the schools who will be competing in District III this year, Whitworth finished behind only Pacific Lutheran at last years regional meet.

All in all, the new systems should create both better team score opportunity and improved individual performances for both teams.

From the left this years cheerleading Harvey Moyer, Susan Johnston, Tammi Rock corps consist of: Michelle Mallory, Mary Lloyd, Dana Schilleroot and

Harriers Run Deep

Hopes are high for the 1979 mens and womens cross country teams, which has the largest turnout in years.

Coach Terry Kelly, beginning his second year at Whitworth, is hopeful that the addition of a large freshman turnout and a talented group of transfer students will make up for the absence of graduates Bob Harlan and Brian Haffercamp as well as underclassmen Paul Graham and Mike Rubrecht who are no attending Whitworth this fall.

Returning letterman from the nucleus of the 1978 squad include Art Kelly, Tom Sutton, Ray Robertson and an improved Charlie Lewis. Varsity standout from the 1976 and '77 teams, Wes Hikida, is back on the squad and looking forward to a strong return to running after sitting out all of last year with a severe achilles tendon injury. "I'm feeling good, but have to keep it under six (miles a day)" says Hikida. "I don't want to blow my achilles again." While Hikida is finally returning to the line-up, a real prospect for the number one spot this season, Art Kelly, is hampered by a recent ankle sprain. "I have it wrapped every day," said Kelly, which allows him to do some light running but, he probably will be out of competition until the Fort Casey Invitational on Whidbey Island the sixth of October.

Challenging the lettermen for the top spots this season will be transfer students Jeff Rahn from Seattle Pacific University, Craig Detlitz a sophomore from SCC and Ron Dinger from Concordia College. Looking very strong in the early season workouts, Rahn has only to clear a hurdle involving his eligibility for this season to assure himself of a high spot on the squad. When asked about the personal adjustments to be made to this program after seasons at both SCC and SPLU, Rahn described Whitworth's run for fun as well as success attitude as "mentally more suitable to my type of running." If ineligible, Rahn will run the meets for experience and look forward to the Track season this spring.

Freshman standouts include Steve Reed from Yelm, Craig Detlitz from Stockton CA, and Mark Pierce from Deer Park. With only two seniors out of the sixteen runners vying for the top seven varsity spots, Kelly is looking forward to both a budding season and an immediate improvement over last years fifth place finish at the conference meet.

The mens team, led by the powerful duo of senior Dixie Reimer and sophomore Kathy Armstrong, will be out to avenge themselves after finishing behind Pacific Lutheran University out of all of the newly formed District teams that competed in last years regional AAIA (Association of Interscholastic Athletics) for Women meet. According to Kelly, "I am still the team to beat." Show off or early front runner for the women are letter winners Paula Speric-Nunnally and Susan Jeffers Knoch, who missed last season and about six months of running last spring while on a Whitworth field study of Central America. Now is to get back in the swing. "It makes me want to run a lot more" said Reimer, referring to her absence. "It's a privilege to be able to run."
On Saturday the Bucs take on Eastern Washington in the Pine Bowl.

**Bucs Bobble Ball**

To many costs mistakes ruined the Pirates chance for victory, as the season opening contest against the Eastern Oregon State Mounties, Saturday afternoon in the Pine Bowl. The final score was EOSC 31 and Whitworth 3.

The Mounties got on the scoreboard first, via a 43 yard pass from Cliff Wilson to Don Henn. The conversion attempt was wide to the left and EOSC led 6-0. Whitworth narrowed the gap to 6-3 when Greg Strom kicked a forty-two yard field goal. The last points of the first half came when Cliff Wilson went around left end for thirty-six yards and six points. Eastern Oregon faked the extra point kick and threw a pass to a wide open receiver, making the halftime score a respectable 14-3.

Coach Squires said after the game, “If our receivers would have caught the ball early on in the game, it would have been much closer.”

Throughout the game, and especially in the first half, the Pirate defense played extremely well, making the Mounties work for every yard they gained. In the first half Ken Peck (1 interception) and Greg Strom (2 interceptions) made life difficult for Mountie Quarterback Melendez. The Pirate front line and linebacker Bill Penrose were tough on the EOSC running game. Coach Squires praised his defense, saying, “We had a great effort from them.”

The only score of the third quarter came with six minutes and forty-one seconds remaining when Cliff Wilson gobbled up from two yards out. The extra point kick was good and Eastern Oregon led 21-3.

The Mounties scored twice in the fourth quarter, the first coming on a 26 yard field goal by Tim DeCoff. The second score was on a one yard plunge by Onnrell Gierly. That made the score 31-3, which stood up until the end of the game. Whitworth came close to scoring their first touchdown of the season opening contest against the Mounties, but the offense was unable to get going.

**Spikers Set for Season**

What has the volleyball team been up to? Practice, practice, and more practice according to JoAnn Atwell-Scriber, the new volleyball coach. She feels Whitworth has a strong team this year, following the standard set by last years championship team.

Both Varsity and Junior Varsity teams have returning players. The Varsity team has four returning players: Nancy Hammack, Doris Hoffman, Mary Dunlap, and Lynn Becker. Two Junior Varsity players are moving up: Emily Kallman and Elaine Mononmeyer. Adding to the team are: Holli Schroeder and Stacey Shagool, both freshman. Cydney Kawamura is a sophomore playing her first year of college volleyball.

The Junior Varsity squad has a “Good batch of freshmen” remarked Coach Atwell-Scriber. Along with the freshman are girls who were on the JV team last year.

The squad has a full season ahead of them. They travel to the University of Idaho on September 21 for an Invitational Tournament. JV will be playing an away game at North Idaho College on the 26th of September.

**I.M.'s Underway**

By Debbie Reinwand

The Whitworth Intramural program is ready and rarin' to go. Under the seasoned direction of Marie Saffrey, the program will kick off with a tennis tournament on Sept. 22 and 23. That will be followed up by a football season running from Sept. 23 till Nov. 11.

For those students who enjoy individual sports, there will be two cross-country runs on the 6th of Oct. and Nov. 10. Along those same lines, there will be two bike races, Oct. 7 and Nov. 11.

Indoor sports fans who hate playing in the elements can take advantage of both badminton and volleyball. Badminton will start Oct. 20 and terminate Nov. 11. The games will be held on the weekends. The volleyball season will, start 9 days later and end on Nov. 19.

December, as short as it is, is packed with activities. Bowling is getting a one-day-shot on Dec. 3. Everybody’s favorite, the 5-on-5 basketball tournament will take place the weekend of Dec. 7-9.

This year’s conference is stronger and the coach says it will not be easy. If the team can make it through the conference to the regionals they will be up against stiff competition. The squad was playing South Oregon University and Lewis and Clark in the playoffs last year, coach Atwell-Scriber felt both teams were hard squads to be playing against.

Whitworth’s women have a chance to show their talents October 12-14 at the Portland State University Invitational Tournament. The team will be playing some strong Division One schools. Included in the tournament roster are Washington State University, University of Washington, Portland State, Montana State, University of Montana and University of British Columbia. The intercollegiate champion last year.

Coach Atwell-Scriber feels the Portland Tournament is the top tournament in the Northwest.

The team is looking forward to a good season. The first chance for Whitworth to see its team in action will be September 28-29 at the Whitworth College Invitational Tournament. We will be able to see our squad play such teams as: Oregon State University, U of Montana, U of Idaho, Washington State University, Mount Hood and College of Idaho. 

Last anyone be bored during Jan-term, the Intramural department has scheduled 6 different activities which will hopefully, appeal to most students. A cross-country ski race will be held Jan. 12. There will be badminton on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, Saturday’s men’s and women’s doubles, there will be men and women singles, and mixed doubles. Volleyball will start Jan. 9 and run through Jan. 28, on Mondays and Wednesdays.

Other Jan. term activities include 3-on-3 basketball, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, Jan. 9 through Jan. 24. A downhill ski race will be held Jan. 16. The race will be held dangerously. Finally, there will be a floor hockey tournament Jan. 12-13, and Jan. 19-20.

The Intramural season tries to offer activities for everyone. To become involved, get some exercise, and have a good time, ask your Intramural rep. for more information on the programs.
"Alternative Christian College" Outdated

I always wondered what that phrase would mean, when an anonymous sophomore commented when asked her opinion of what the phrase "Alternative Christian College" meant. Others (students, teachers, and administration) had their own personal definitions for this phrase.

The public relations department has dropped using the phrase "Alternative Christian College" in favor of the traditional high standard of advice. According to Dawn Bowers, one reason for the discontinuation of the phrase is that it was "confusing.

Linda Shammin, of the public relations department, said they were "talking about a style that was different from the traditional conservative Christian college that had a lot of rules about student behavior. We allowed the students to establish their own rules." One example of that is Community Building Day this September 18, she added.

A number of students gave their definition. For Lisa McLaughlin, a transfer student from Spokane Falls Community College, it means that "the school has more freedom in religion."

Shelly Pinsky, a freshman said, "It is that you worship God in your own way, and you can come here for a religious experience as well as for an education."

Various members of Whitworth's faculty commented upon their interpretation of the phrase "Alternative Christian College."

Chairman of the business, Accounting And Economics Studies Department, George Weber, said, "By saying alternative, it implies that Whitworth is different in some respects from the typical Christian College. There's a danger in making that statement. The danger is that we could move away from true biblical Christianity. For example, Whitworth is different in the area of openness to ideas, accepting various lifestyles but always maintaining the high ideals in thought and action prescribed by the New Testament."

Another faculty member and Physical Education instructor, Diane Murphy explained her view: "From my perspective the word "Christian," when it applies to a type of college, speaks of a school which integrates the Christian faith and academics. In each academic discipline, God's truth illuminates a specific body of knowledge and we who teach and learn at a Christian college seek that kind of illumination. The word "alternative" at Whitworth means that we allow for and respect diversity within the body of Christ and that we believe this very diversity fosters growth."

For Bobby Pokinghorn, a transfer student from Cal. St. University Sacremento, it is an "Alternative to the strict, narrow point of view...".

That's almost the same view that Dr. Duncan Ferguson, Dean of the College holds. He stated, "Originally, as the phrase was devised or developed three or four years ago, referred to the fact that we are a college which takes very seriously our Christian faith, Christian foundation, Christian convictions, but that we don't try to impose a particular point of view of lifestyle or way of living out these Christian convictions.

To Ferguson, Whitworth is an alternative to Westmont, Oral Roberts University, Wheaton, or other stricter Calvinist schools "where there's probably a sharper, clearer definition of what it means to be Christian."

Kathy Kirby and Julie Dixon felt that the "Alternative Christian College" label meant that at Whitworth there was an opportunity to explore. Kathy stated, "It (Whitworth) allows you freedom...to find out who you are and be that person. They will ask the questions, you have to find the answers."

CAMPUS HOUSING DILEMMA SOLVED

Increasing enrollment caused a campus housing shortage, forcing enrollment students into temporary rooms until spaces in dorms could be found.

Whitworth, with a maximum housing capacity of 816, faced fifteen to twenty students without housing. When the students were informed, they all felt shocked but many expressed approval of a large student body. These students felt a greater number of students promised more friends and more social activities.

Overcrowded students were placed in Alder, one of the older dorms that has been condemned in recent years. Although Alder was uncomfortable and had no phone, Mitra Seraji, Whitworth Housing Coordinator, stated, "Students in Alder were really cooperative and concerned about when they would be getting housing."

Most of the students only stayed in Alder two or three days. Seraji attempted to put the students in the dorms they wanted, provided there was room.

Seraji commented that only two students remain in Alder at the present time. Ten spaces left open by students were placed. Students who did not arrive early to alleviate the problem so that all the women have been placed with room to spare. The crisis still persists in the lack of space to house men. In an effort to solve the problem, students and south Warren's basement are voting to see if they will move so that men may use these rooms. Interpersonal marriages and people moving off campus will also help solve the overcrowded conditions.

Even with the lack of housing, the number of students living off campus has not increased. Future predictions are kind. Dorm overcrowders have not been foreseen but if the need arises Alder will be opened again. Although not probable, if the problem persists Alder may be opened permanently, after being renovated. As of now, no plans have been made.

MUSIC HALL RENOVATED

During the past two years, one new building was constructed on Whitworth's campus, while another is planned to undergo renovation.

Vacated since December 1977, the Old Music Building, located northwest of Cowles Library, will soon be used as a "Center for Adult Education and Continuing Studies." says Business economics professor George Weber.

The building will also be a seminar center and will be used for History, Political Studies, Sociology, and Economic offices.

The Murdock foundation, a private foundation which focuses on education in the Northwest, is still in negotiation concerning the program money. This need recently came to the administration's attention. The foundation has been presented with a "Substantial request" to renovate not only the Old Music Building, but also MacKay Hall and Calvin Hall.

In October, 1978, another project concerning campus buildings started. The only chapel in the United States that the Seeley C. Mudd Foundation would agree to finance is now complete. Associate Chaplain Lorraine Robertson says, "We probably wouldn't have built it if it wasn't a gift. We felt God was intending this for the Whitworth community."

The went on to explain that for the first 85 years of Whitworth college there was not a particular place for the campus services to be held. After a month's delay because of a rather severe winter last year, the first Campus Worship was held Sept. 9.

Other activities that are going on in the new Chapel include Compline Services on Wednesday evenings, Morning Prayers from 7:30 to 7:50 am each weekday morning, and various classes, seminars, bible studies and talks.

Ms. Robertson described the Chapel as a quiet crossroads where the Whitworth community comes to worship and then scatter into the world as witnesses for Christ.

The projected cost of this building was 800 thousand dollars and the Chapel's office was moved into the new facility Sept. 7. Earlier, the Hardwick Union Building has served as the site for services and other activities. The new Chapel adds a quieter quality to worship, Ms. Robertson commented.

This year's Weekend will be "Accents on Living." Rev. Sueltz will also be speaking in Forum on September 27. In addition to the Suelz's talk, there will be several faculty-led seminars of Saturday, September 29. Seminar leaders will include Dr. Bill Peterson, Whitworth's Vice President for student Affairs, Bruce and Diane Murphy of the History and Political Education departments, Dr. Norman Krebs of the Philosophy department, and Dr. Lisa Blossman of the English department. The final seminar will be led by Dr. Ron white, Whitworth's Chaplain.

This year's Weekend retreat will be a well known, youth, Art, and Marie Suelz of akewood Presbyterian Church in Long Beach, California Lorraine Johnston seemed excited about their coming. "Rev. Sueltz's ministry has been especially significant for college students over the years," she said.

The theme for the Weekend this year will be "Accents on Living." Rev. Sueltz will also be speaking in Forum on September 27.

In addition to the Suelz's talk, there will be several faculty-led seminars of Saturday, September 29. Seminar leaders will include Dr. Bill Peterson, Whitworth's Vice President for student Affairs, Bruce and Diane Murphy of the History and Physical Education departments, Dr. Norman Krebs of the Philosophy department, and Dr. Lisa Blossman of the English department. The final seminar will be led by Dr. Ron white, Whitworth's Chaplain.
Teacher Given Ultimatum: Nutrition Phased Out

By Laura Hutchison

In last Wednesday’s tension-filled meeting between more than fifty concerned students and Duncan Ferguson, the Vice-President attempted to answer the persistent question, “Why phase out the Nutrition Department?”

And yet, the decision has been made. Within the next five years, Whitworth’s Home Economics and Nutrition departments will be in the process of being phased out of the curriculum, along with Isla Rhodes, who has been a full-time Nutrition teacher here for the last twenty years.

Mrs. Rhodes’ fate is essentially summed up as “either agree to teach at Whitworth in the future on a part-time basis only, or resign.” Dr. Ferguson admitted that Mrs. Rhodes was given “no opportunity” to have an open hearing with college officials in order to present her case as to whether or not the Nutrition department should be continued. Mrs. Rhodes commented, “It is inconceivable, especially in a Christian college, that this decision would be made about the future of a department and the faculty members thereof without consultation with faculty members in that department.” She said that she believes there are “enough students wanting subjects in that field (of Nutrition) that there should be a full-time person.”

Thoughts of phasing out the Home Ec department began during Spring term of 1978. At that time Mrs. Rhodes presented a strong case for maintaining the department on the basis of the number of students enrolled and the efficiency of the department. As a result, the Redesign process phased out only the Home Ec department, leaving some general courses intact. At that time it was thought that there would be enough money to keep up a Nutrition department.

However, this summer, in projecting the next five years’ budget and having more precise figures to work with, it was discovered that money was lacking. Whitworth wasn’t living within its income, and if things didn’t shape up there could be a quarter of a million dollar deficit by next year.

At an earlier interview, Ferguson said, “The college is under a financial strain. We need to make reductions in order to live within our income.” At Wednesday’s meeting he reiterated, “The college is relatively stable.”

Whitworth has an accumulated wealth approaching $20 million. However, it also carries a $2 million deficit which costs $120,000 per year to finance. Ferguson calculated that the overall cost of the present Nutrition department runs about $50,000 and with staff and equipment increases, would cost $65-70,000 in the future. Mrs. Rhodes refuted this statement, saying that in the last four years “I have made no requests for (new) equipment because I don’t need any.”

Ferguson argued, “We thought that somehow, someway, we could continue the Nutrition program.” He said, “I think we need Nutrition. I’m a believer in Nutrition, and if there is any way we can manipulate the money so we can have it we’ll do it...we are the kind of people who are open to being persuaded by a good argument.”

And yet the case is closed. The final decision was made at the end of August. The full-blown Nutrition major WILL be phased out; a dedicated full-time Nutrition teacher will be given four years (maybe five) to phase out the program. She can either resign or work part-time, receiving only two-thirds of her retirement benefits.

Faculty and Board of Trustee members are up-in-arms about the whole situation. Ferguson said, “The faculty is concerned that we follow fair procedure.” The faculty felt that they should have been more involved in the decision. Guidelines for releasing a tenured teacher are set by the American Association of University Professors. The only instance in which a teacher with tenure can be touched is if a program is phased out and/or if the college is under financial strain. Mrs. Rhodes stated that she has made contact with the AAUP regarding the situation.

At Wednesday’s meeting in the Home Ec House, students exchanged inquisitive and doubtful glances, sighed, and shook their heads in frustration at their fate, as the question, “Why did you choose the Nutrition department?” came up again and again. Mrs. Rhodes pointed out that this year there are between fifteen and twenty declared Nutrition majors, not counting the freshmen who are now entering the program. In the Spring of 1977 before Redesign was started, there were 62 Home Ec and Nutrition majors. She said, “In the Spring of 1978, Dr. Ferguson announced that they were taking out Home Ec as a major and the following fall the number of majors had dropped to 42. However, thirteen students of the 62 had graduated.”

Ferguson’s explanation for choosing the Nutrition department is that it is the ONLY department that “didn’t seem to be as central to the college’s overall liberal arts mission.” He said, “One would define liberal arts (departments) as ones which deal more specifically with reality and truth...liberal arts is more theoretical and less applied.”

Students ardently argued that the field of Nutrition DOES deal with reality—it offers a good outlook for future employment and is very concerned with world hunger issues and not just scientific learning. Students also pointed out that other majors, such as Nursing, depend on the Nutrition department. What will happen to those students?

Ferguson believes that people choose to come to Whitworth “because it’s Whitworth, and not because of a particular department.” He said, “We are taking the risk that we can keep our enrollment up and still phase out the Nutrition department.”

Isla Rhodes returned to teach nutrition this year only to find out that her department had been put onto “phase out” status. Photo by Barbara Murray

Students again disagreed, saying that they chose Whitworth specifically because of its academic standing and that it offered a major in which they were interested.

The last important question raised was, “Why not drop some other small department?” Ferguson replied, “No other department of the college is expendable.” He “guaranteed” that introductory Nutrition courses WILL be continued to be offered.

Finally, when asked if the same situation could occur in the future to other departments, Ferguson answered, “Not necessarily.”

On The Inside

Gary Paulkert comments on the theme of “Jesus Christ” in the first of a series (page 3)

Pirate Women’s Volleyball team dominates Whitworth Invitational. (Page 7)

Advantages and disadvantages of Co-ed and single-sex dorms. (Page 12)
Dear Editor,

After reading Ms. Case's article in the first issue of the Whitworthian I was thoroughly disappointed with the uninformed, wholesale disapproval of initiations on campus. I further believe that the grouping of all initiations into one category shows ignorance about the true value and purpose behind our initiations in McMillian Hall as opposed to some that occur in other dorms on campus.

"The article cast initiations in a negative light and I believe that a further explanation is necessary to view the entire picture. I thoroughly agree that midnite walks, relay races, or making out with trees might serve no purpose - but I would like to finally inform you about the purpose behind some of the McMillian initiations of which you are obviously unaware. Our initiations are historically (the last 30 years) designed to not only build community within the dorm but to prepare the freshman for their 4 years at Whitworth and to make them aware of their dorm brothers who will help them through the difficult times. I don't see how anyone can fault this purpose!! Your paper made staying in one room until the freshmen learn each other's names sound like some sort of unbearable torture, how naive. The purpose of this is very clear, it is to make everyone learn each others names in case of an emergency or a important long-distance phone, this knowledge of the people around you is vital! Besides it only takes about an hour! As far as the ice in the trashcan and telling jokes -ask our freshmen or anyone else who has been through it if they found it to be an unpleasant experience - few if any will be found. I want to emphasize that our initiations are not done to tear down, haze or to have fun at the expense of the freshmen - the purpose is to build community and a sense of "down brotherhood." Being a senior I have seen this purpose fulfilled 4 times, and also my closest friends were met during initiations and we all think that it was a very positive experience for us. I feel that the methods of initiations might be in question but the results speak for themselves.

I encourage the Whitworthian to practice responsible journalism and not one sided reporting. Before anyone attempts to write another article of this nature I ask you to survey informed and involved students instead of students who don't know what they are talking about. Please don't be like the Phartees and judge something before you really know the whole story!

A concerned student,
Neill Anderson

Dear Editor,

I would like to comment on the Larry Norman Review in the September 17 issue of the Whitworthian. The writer is entitled to her opinions, but here assessment of the audience reaction is quite different from mine.

From where I was sitting his jokes tickled quite a few funny bones. I was impressed by his wit. His comments you make and think without being irreverent.

The other comment in the review that bothered me was "applause that lasted only a few minutes." A standing ovation with continued applause is a compliment to the performer, even if he didn't want to come back for an encore. His message was powerful, packed with almost too much to grasp all at once.

Larry Norman, thank you for challenging us.

Janis Johnson

Dear Editor,

Apparently the Home Economics department here at Whitworth is being cut out. This is a great loss for our college. Home Economics classes are valuable to all students regardless of whether or not they decide to major in this area. Everyone could benefit greatly from a nutrition class. It is important to know how the food we eat affects our bodies. Perhaps a home finance class could help prevent some of the divorces caused by money problems. So much of what a child learns is learned before he enters the classroom. The well being of future generations could be improved if parents were better equipped to raise children. The home is still the foundation of society. Everyone from Whitworth will someday be (if not already) on their own. This affects us all concerned students to make themselves heard.

Sincerely,
Tamara Vuchek

Dear Editor,

One does not need to conduct a Gallup poll to realize that conditions in the 1985 program have changed drastically. If you have doubts about this statement, try raising a friend for the last sesame cookie or slice of swiss cheese. You will find yourself standing in lines longer; perhaps you are already pressed for time. And try to find the 1985 Coordinator free sometime. Usually you will find yourself paging just to keep up with her. Somehow the finite time to talk to students, even if she's never not busy. The gulling '85 program be diagnosed as suffering from over population. It's immediate affects:

1. The program no longer has room for visitors
2. There is a walking list longer than your leg to get into '85.
3. Tables are more crowded.

It is my opinion that this over population stems from a higher percentage of people within '85 who chose to join the program for the larger variety in foods and the quieter atmosphere rather than '85's original goals and philosophy. A choice that I cannot condemn. After all those are some of the reasons I eat in '85. But I can't ignore the effects either. Fewer people pay attention to the programs and films, the staff is overworked and the hall is crowded.

It could be that students are flooding the '85 program because their needs are not being met upstairs. If the regular SAGA program had more options wouldn't more people enjoy eating there? We could keep coke and cakes but for the student who wants less sugar without moral or strict vegetarian definitions on his meal why couldn't upstairs offer the consistent variety of condiments for salads, nuts, fruit juices and cheeses that downstairs offers? Why couldn't the lights at one end of upstairs be dimmed, with a quieter atmosphere, and the other end be well lit and lively as it now?

If there were more choice I'm sure more students' needs would be met. Thus, downstairs would have more room and 1985 would not be put in the position of the moralist imposing it's standards on people who are not there for philosophical or ethical reasons.

We the students should either ask for these things if we are not pleased, or we should find other alternatives.

Wesley Taber

Dear Editor,

Friday night I left the campus movie shortly after intermission. Walking alone to my care was not a pleasant experience. I was verbally harassed by roving groups of EOSC team members. They were very rude and offensive. For the first time I felt fearful for my well-being on Whitworth's campus.

Saturday did not improve my opinion of our EOSC guests. The behavior of many of them was greedy, arrogant and incommoderate.

I hope EOSC does not return to our campus.

Sincerely,
Jamie Fletcher

Dear Editor,

There is one thing that has troubled me ever since I chose Whitworth College to be the place for my higher academic training. Whitworth proclaims Jesus Christ as its theme, yet I do not see this theme manifested in one important aspect of the college. Every member of an athletic team at Whitworth is known as a "Pirate".

When a person thinks of a pirate, the image that comes to his mind is one of a lawless, vulgar, ugly man with a patch over one eye and a blood-stained sword in hand. Check the tee shirts hanging in the book store, or any number of cars in the parking lot with Whitworth stickers in their windows. Isn't this what you see?

How does Whitworth justify the theme of Jesus Christ---hold Him up and seek to emulate Him---and at the same time hold up the figure of a pirate, giving it great importance to a high percentage of students here? In my eyes, Christ and Captain Blaye do not have much in common.

I have heard of professional sports clubs changing their names in the past. Is Whitworth ready to admit a serious inconsistency, and do the same? Do you suppose that a mascot commonly considered a noble figure, such as a lion, eagle, or even an astronaut, could have a positive psychological effect on Whitworth athletes---maybe even enough to give them a winning edge?

I am very glad that I am a student at Whitworth College, and I can't think of any school that I would rather attend, but I would feel even better about being if Whitworth had a mascot that I could be proud of.

Sincerely,
Kim Pedersen
By Gary Paukert, HR Stewart Hall

The traffic. A smooth wind
whirs crystals of ice and snow across an eerie white winter's day against the leaden sky. The massive dish of a remote radio output, dwarfing the small shack beside it. Inside the operator dozes in his chair, bundled with fluff, headphones perched atop his head. Suddenly, his eyes flash open and he leaps to his feet, grasping for the pen and paper on his desk. Furiously he scribbles, instantly deciphering the bits and pieces of data which form the assistant's Mayday Mayday Stranded On Island LONGBAT & L249 Survivors' Location, Hope Send Help Soon. — 44 58 117

Such a message might well have found its way to that outpost from Whitworth College, for we are undoubtedly an island, and a quite isolated one at that. Perhaps no other factor is more responsible for our isolation than our statement that our theme is Jesus Christ. Yet the usual overriding pessimism which hangs over Whitworth is like a rolling thunderhead of cries aloud that our theme is not working.

Horsefeathers! There is little doubt in my mind that the theme of Jesus Christ is alive and kicking at Whitworth. Although Webster's wasn't much help on a definition of "theme," I would see a theme as a recurring idea found in every aspect of Whitworth's life: book, movie, or college event. Therefore, if Whitworth's theme is Jesus Christ I should be able to walk into any building or program on this campus and hear people talking about Christ and practicing his teachings. This is undeniably true. I can walk into the science building and hear professors talk of Christ. I can walk into a Bible study in any dormitory and see people striving to follow Him. I hear His name in the HUB, at SACs, in the lounge, or at the watercooler on Friday nights.

All right then, if this is all true, what's the big noise we hear so often about Whitworth's theme being a big joke? My contention is that the problem lies in the fact that Jesus Christ is not the only theme we have here at Whitworth. There is severe competition from a number of themes, a couple of which come immediately to mind.

Cynicism is our theme: Break out the penicillin, gang, because this is very much an epidemic. Even though I happen to be one of the main carriers of the disease of cynicism, I would really like to go through one day without hearing somebody gripe about the food, maintenance, or the school in general. Worst of all is the way we make funny-but-cutting remarks about the different people around us try to walk with God. Picture once again the island, this time with hopeless castaways, who are totally cynical about their chances for rescue. What are their (and our) chances for survival? You tell me.

"Mefirst is our theme: This is my fourth year living in a dorm on campus and I am still amazed when people come in at 4 am and set the volume control on their stereo to 'earthquake.' We are so wrapped up in what's enjoyable for us, that nothing else matters. Alas, so we're human, very true, but shouldn't there be a little difference at Whitworth due to our theme of Jesus Christ? A "me first" attitude among our castaways would favor - they would be at each other's throats. There are so many people on this campus out only for what they can take, but liberal doses of consideration would greatly reduce this source of competition in our theme of Jesus Christ.

One could, I'm sure, fill an entire issue of the Whitworthian with examples of all the competing themes we profess in the daily life of the college. But don't despair, we continue to have a theme which is both valid and workable. Whitworth remains an exceptional place. Our theme may isolate us, but with some aforesaid and work and consideration the theme can emerge as a very positive force.

First, we must clear away the competition and then castaways we will not only survive, but prevail.

The list, obviously, does not end here. In addition, many of our social, academic and emotional needs are not being met in the ways they could be, and the energy we expend trying to meet these needs depletes what was available to the theme of Jesus Christ.

The Whitworthian is the student owned and operated publication of the Associated Student Body of Whitworth College.

By Karen Harris

Are people deceived at Whitworth? Noel White told a forum audience last month that an institution can lose control of its time, money, loyalty and intimacies when they put too much trust in the institution. His point was not that institutions are bad, but that when people feel tired and vulnerable they stop questioning their situation. Cynicism, in particular, is any easy place to feel vulnerable.

Forums, student groups, classes these aren't wicked forces aimed at manipulating time and loyalty. But sometimes students stop questioning their feelings—feelings of frustration at not having time to join organizations, guilt from not fulfilling their scholarly roles, and helplessness toward world problems. It's then easy to sweep up into a campus mentality: "I'm tired, I'm busy, I wish I could do more."

Weekly forums, while inspiring and informative, often leave people feeling called to come kind of action but not sure where to start, of just curious about the speaker. I think it's ridiculous to schedule the "non-coffee hour" at 11:30, right along with Core 150, Core 250 and other mandatory courses. A few weeks ago a teacher backed the system and canceled her class so those interested could hear a forum. This activity is always possible and shouldn't be necessary. Rescheduling the occasion would relieve some unsettled feelings.

Another feature which affects popular student attitudes is the campus' seclusion from the Spokane community. It's nice to have a church and a chapel within shouting distance of the dorms, but it takes an incentive for visiting churches off-campus. Most people don't have cars in which to get off campus, who do are usually grounded by campus jobs, campus activities and the price of gas. It takes a continuous effort to keep from being cut-off from the "outside world."

"Maybe you don't feel vulnerable to prevalent student attitudes or your seclusion situation. But are you vulnerable with your money? Are you aware of how the college spends it? For example, the football program, which spends much more money than it makes with admission fees, operates for the sake of a small team, six or so cheerleaders, and a handful of fans including nostalgic alumni andsentimental trustees. Money pours into paint and labour so that dorm rooms can do annual disguises, often regardless of need. And then, there's the new "crabgrass and patio" administrative distributed to every department recently with instructions to ignore both the mountains of "crayons and gold" paper leftover, and stacks of another variety that were ordered in mistake. I question these expenditures: not that they are in themselves scandalous, but they reflect the large amounts spent on a "school image." I would like to see fewer dollars spent thus, and more spent on keeping tuition stable and strengthening those other image-builders: our academic departments.

Are you bored with the Whitworthian's nameplate? Is it too static or just too boring? Whatever the answer is I think it needs a change for the next two weeks. The Whitworthian will be holding a contest: If you have a new design drop it off in the Whitworthian box in Westminster hall. The winner of the contest will receive $10. The nameplate must be between seven and eleven inches long and no more than two inches high. The contest ends Friday October 12.

Pat Williams, Editor-in-Chief
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I was talking to my friend Mortimer Galstone the other day. Don't be surprised if you've never heard of Mort; most people haven't. He's one of those little known people that makes the wheels turn in administration without Mort the wheels don't turn, you know what I mean? Mort was excited by the latest plans that were being put in the back room of McEathan.

"It's simply amazing, Malcolm, how we can provide more education for less money!" he said in a high pitched voice. "I believe Re-design is only the beginning!"

Caught up by his excitement and desperate for some thing to fill this column with, I whispered back, "What do you mean, are more changes on the drawing boards?"

"Well, I don't know if I should say anything, nothing is certain yet."

"I'll keep quiet about it", I said, keeping my fingers crossed. "I understand the necessity for saving. Also the necessity for meeting deadlines."

"Well, as I said this is all tentative, but we're all at work on re-design phase two, RERE-DESIGN, and I tell you the possibilities are tremendous!" he whispered as he knocked his ink into his lap. "For example, we're considering letting student development live up to its name and making it completely student run. Not only would they have a better understanding of the problems that face their fellow students, but we can save thousands each month."

"Uh, yeah Mort; that is a tremendous idea, and then will the money; saved go to Academics?"

"Worried to no end. We're consolidating the Math, Science, Psychology, Sociology, and Business Department to save even more."

"I'll have to agree, that will save plenty, "I replied as I choked down my apple juice. "But now does that help the students?"

"Don't you see, in this age of future shock and over choice we're reducing the number of choices the student has to make, he exclaimed gleefully as his yolk fell into his lap.

"I imagine you've played some role in this?"

"I have to say, I did my share," he blushed modestly with a big smile on his face. I hope you can keep that smile Mort, I'm really sorry, you understand Mort, don't you... Mort?"

Letters to the Editor, continued.

Dear Editor,

Your first issue this year hasn't made it past my copy desk, I am sad to say. Over dinner, my conclusions were reverberated, concerning your review of the Larry Norman/Heibron concert- a soft spot.

"First of all, you say that Heibron's vocals were "clear." I don't know where you sit, but from the back the lyrics were moderately unintelligible- particularly during a song they had introduced as a Christian witness for the young people in the audience. That was a very disturbing moment for Christian music, don't you think?"

Another point. We seemed "unimpressed" by Larry Norman's wish I still wonder where you sat, because I heard gasps like, "this guy is so mellow." Perhaps you didn't fully realize the norman tone had set. We were holding back our dyke leaks in order to hear more.

Finally, friend, about the applause. Unlike Heibron, Norman made it clear he sought no encore. He delivered his sermon and said goodnight. Bringing him back out would have been awkward at best. Our applause, which, incidentally, was at least partially a standing ovation- and I'm not even speaking for myself, here- was long, only to affirm to each other an appreciation for what had happened to us. From the back, it seemed the Lord had sent us a '70's person.

Sincerely yours,

Robert D. Graham

---

**Editor questions possible cuts**

By Pat Williams

Have you ever asked yourself what happens to a department when the lone member decides to throw in the towel? This month you will get to see how the process works when the question of Mort will replace retiring journalism professor Al Gray, is asked.

Mr. Gray has taught at Whitworth for 34 years and is the senior faculty member. Naturally he is recommending that the school hire another journalism teacher, but will that happen? On the strength of a recent interview with vice-president Durcan Ferguson I would have to say no.

To many of youth idea of losing the journalism department may not be that awful and in itself it might not be. But the question is, what is the necessary evil to surround such a decision; effect virtually every department on campus.

First why is the department being cut? To say that Mort is too costly is junk. Mr. Gray is not doing the job for free, I have been assured of that in no uncertain terms and to the act of paying a new teacher would not increase the school's unemployment facets. More so that it would merely be the same as renewing Mr. Gray's contract. If this were not so then would it stand reason that the administration was willing to cut the cost of any job even if Mr. Gray didn't retire. Or that they simply were not planning on paying him, figure it out yourself.

The only other reason I can think of to cut out journalism is it is not vital to the liberal arts theme of the college (this was the rather same excuse used by the administration when Nutrition was shuttered) but Dr. Erby when told the department on campus not vital to the liberal arts core. Exit that excuse.

So that you won't think that this is merely a cry for help from a frustrated journalism/econ major I'll tie it in the analogy.

Isla Rhodes was the lone Nutrition teacher, though she had no intention of retiring it now looks like she will have no choice. What would the decision have been if were two full time faculty members in that department, could the school afford to have on two teachers?

What will happen in the science department when the time comes for Ed Olsen and Glenn Erickson to move on? How will Modern Languages fare without Pierrette Coulson or Economics without Harry Dixon?

The economics question is especially relevant at this time since by the end of the month a decision on whether or not Economics after Dixon will exist will be made. The question in that area is whether or not the Business/Economics department should hire another full time Economist to complement Dixon or whether the department should shift its emphasis more into the area of Business Management. On the one hand if the staff receives a new member (last year they were promised one and had in fact picked out a promising International Economics expert who at the last minute decided to pursue another interest) the Econ department can use. On the other-hand the teacher was not in the Business department that option still remains a possibility since George Weber and Bill-Yager don't appear to be on their way out.

All of the school's problems seem to go back to the question of dollars. The school simply doesn't have enough of them to go around: We are carrying a $27 million deficit, under normal circumstances I could easily relate to the problem and would be happy that I am assured of getting my major.

But two things bother me. First this year, the school sold land and properties for the tune of $1 million. The other question concerns sound financial management. There are 18 open seats at Whitworth this year than last. This means that the school should have been able to raise an extra $100 thousand dollars. Why? To get these other students the school upped its already large financial aid package by $5 thousand and hence virtually break even. Without any argument, the more students the better.

What I do not understand however is the administration planned the "budget around" an enrollment of 1,200 students. Yet this year we have 1,208 students here this year and as far as I can see there will still be some $75 thousand floating around somewhere. Does anyone know where it is?

Last year we were assured by no less than President Ed Lindeman and this year by Mike Gains that the college was in its best financial position in ages. If this is so then it would seem that we should either be expanding our programs or at least keeping even but certainly not decreasing them.

Let me tell you from first hand knowledge I know that it is tough to get a straight answer to any question about OUR money. Open discussions are a nice idea but rarely have I ever seen any positive advancement on whatever the subject of the meeting was about. Usually the team time up and take shots at each other and in the end go home proclaiming, "I learned shit because of the great amount of interaction or because of the rhetorical pretenses of the team leaders.

If we are to pay some $5 thousand a year to go to school at Whitworth we deserve a right to know just where we stand on any matter that concern us. In the future the WHITWORTHIAN will make an attempt to keep you up on the matters but hold on, the job of the job will have to go to KWRIS. They can have guest speakers and call in shows discussing with us who is in charge of the money (definitely not the students) what is happening but that is all. If the students are involved, Why shouldn't they? The whole question would seem to raise itself. For example, "Would you blindly trust your banker with your books without holding him accountable?"
What is an R.A.?

By Shannon M. Mahler

"We are Student Development," is the refrain that the RA staff seems to be chanting this year. Since Student Development lost four of its staff in budget cuts last year, they are now relying more upon their student staff.

The idea of RA's being a part of Student Development is not new, but rather the idea is being stressed more. Warren Hudlow, as the 2nd floor East Warren said, "It was always supposed to be this way, but people have not been thinking of it as Student Development." The RA's have been a part of Student Development.

Chip Peterson, an RA in Carlson, added, "I think RA's and Student Deveopment have suffered a lot of unearned criticism. People do not know what Student Development is: what its goals, what its philosophy are..."

Sandi Gill of Student Development said that in the past some RA's had not made use of Student Development. She felt they were frustrated that they were not put in the RA role and were not a part of Student Development. "The RA's are also working to increase communication between Student Development and the student RA's," said Sandi. "Every day, an RA on 3rd floor South Warren, stated she thought that one of her duties was "to show the RA's that they are a part of Student Development." To voice their opinions, ask questions, and let them (the girls) know the answers.

Sandi and Chip both encouraged students who did not know what Student Development is to go over to the building and find out that Student Development is people. According to Sandi, the people who see Student Development as a building do not know the people who work there.

Another part of the communications process is meetings for the RA's. They meet once a week for an hour of in-service training, according to Sandi. Other meetings depend on what area they are in. Different complexes have different organizational structures and numbers of meetings.

But almost all the RA's said they were frustrated that they spent at least three to five hours in meetings every week. Marcia Erickson in Keela said, "Meetings are another large responsibility. They helped the staff keep in touch with each other and made them more professional, but Marcia added, "I personally feel my time on the floor has been reduced. My ability to be there is a lot smaller than last year," because of time spent at meetings and because of paperwork.

Constance Webster also felt frustrated with all the meetings. "We have support groups, area meetings and training sessions a minimum of three hours per week. That really gets me down because I spend more time training to be an RA and getting support. Constance felt that she would find support from other RA's with the RA's of the 2nd floor.

Marcia stated, "I'm finding a big duty is paperwork as compared to last year. There's a new system that is attempting to keep items of property, keys and other things that have been lost or damaged. So there's a large amount of paperwork that falls on the RA's that hasn't been there before."

Sandi pointed out that the mechanical, administrative work is making some RA's say, "that's not the part we value the most important part of the job." She went on to say, "We also ask them to be a part of their community, to be a member of the dorm, sensitive to the needs of people on their floors; they work toward unity, and they work with people in their dorm at establishing community - an atmosphere they would like to happen."

Wayne felt that he had met many people and being an RA was a great opportunity to meet and make friends. He said he was there from the first day greeting people as they came in.

Heidi Vaughn explains what being an RA is to her: "I listen a lot and talk a lot. Go to people's rooms, have a pizza around, and look at pictures of family or listen to the latest letter from a boyfriend, you name it." She continued, "I like being able to sit down and talk with people and know that's what I'm there for and not be torn between talking and listening and feeling our energies should be elsewhere."

Most of the RA's agree that a part of their time is spent interacting with people. Some RA's put in up to 25 hours a week attending meetings, talking to residents, having informal conversations with groups, and playing with people on their floor. Most RA's devote between 12 and 15 hours a week working on RA duties.

Like every job, being an RA, is not always pleasant or easy. Anne Kiehl worries that being an RA alienates people. "I'm the person who busts people for the three Rs. So no one's going to invite the RA to the party. Often people feel uncomfortable confiding, 'I'm sleeping around' because I might bust them." Anne said she tried to build up trust and friendship first.

Anne continued, "If the reason I want to be an RA is because I want to help people: I care about them so it's frustrating not being able to help people because of your title "RA.""

Heidi had encountered another problem. The people on her floor will disagree on a Student Development action and "they see me as being separate. It's really hard to put the balance in saying, 'yes I'm part', yes, I'll voice your opinions, but the in the end, if they feel they got a raw deal they still look at Student Development as being the bad guy out there and I have a tough time trying to bridge that."

All the RA's said they enjoyed their job, though at times responsibility, overwork and other things got them down.

Heidi pleaded for tolerance of other students. She asked people to "allow room for me, Student Development, anybody here...to be human. And people are going to be as efficient as computers. But people can care, and the RA's do."

Music department auditions occurred during the first week of September. As a result, individuals were chosen to represent Whitworth in the Concert Band, Jazz Band, Choir and Madrigals.

The 45 individuals in Concert Band are directed by Dr. Evans. Evans views his band as a strong and promising group. Concert band's first concert will be December 2nd. No time or place has been set for the concert. On October 9th both Concert and Jazz band, which consists of 20 members, will perform for Homecoming. Dennis Carey, lead alto saxophone player of the Spokane Jazz Society, will be a guest soloist. Also a band retreat will take place October 5 and 6 in Asterlitt's. Main purpose is for band members to meet one another and pull together.

Whitworth's Pep band consists of the concert band for football season and volunteers for basketball season. The September 14th football game against EOSC began a controversy involving the Pep band. After Pep band performed, one of the sports writers for the Spokane Chronicle wrote in his column that the band was not supportive of the team. He said he was there from the first day putting in energy and effort and the band coming to supporting the team. Band member Cara Brautigam had "I was disappointed because he was so unknowledgeable." Both Evans and band members felt that the pep band was pulled together because of the incident. They have invited the sports writer to sit with the pep band at the next game and have given them two free tickets to the December concert. Evans said, "95% of our effort is spent in getting ready for concerts and 5% in preparations for games. We want him to see us in our major effort."

The choral department has also had changes. Dr. Johnson on a sabbatical, therefore, Mr. Zimmerman has taken his place for the year. Zimmerman feels the group is doing well, especially considering the mutual "getting used to" taking place. Out of 90 students auditioning 63 were selected for the group. Their program will consist of accapella selections for the December 2nd concert. They are looking forward to performing in the Fine Arts Weekend, a concert for the student body, and a Spring Tour.

Zimmerman states he is looking forward to the coming year and that the group shows promise.

Madrigals, directed by Dr. Tavenor, has increased from 18-20 members to 30. The group, which sings 17th century music, rarely uses instrumental accompaniment. "They now are embracing on the special project of performing madrigals. A program has dancers on stage performing the action as the singers tell the story from the pit. They sing at the Chapel dedication and are looking forward to the Fine Arts Weekend also. Tavenor said he was impressed with the quality of the group.

The Whitworth College band is enhanced by cheerleader Harvey Meyer on tuba.
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By Janelle Case

It's a wonder to me. I'm fascinated by the ways that people's lives intertwine and join together. Consider Whitworth's Philosophy and Religion Department, for instance. How can it be that all the people in this department, no matter what their reason for being there, somehow all arrived in this place? Coincidence!

Eugene Gottesman is Rabbi for the Temple Beth Shalom ("House of Peace") here in Spokane. Originally from Szabadka, Hungary, he came to Berkeley, California. Before beginning her graduate studies, she worked here in Ballard as a residence counselor and also managed the bookstore. She then went on to New York Theological Seminary, doing her doctoral work in adult Christian education. She came to Whitworth in 1949. She took sabbatical in 1966, studying at New College, Edinburgh, Scotland, and traveled extensively, visiting Whitworth alums along the way. (One was private secretary for Princess Grace of Monaco.) Miss Smith is looking forward to her retirement, and, as an outgrowth of her course on death, is considering doing volunteer work with the dying and their families.

Rogel Mohnl is originally from Nebraska. While majoring in physics at Carnegie-Mellon University, he became a Christian and interested in science as a career. He spent a year teaching in Korea after graduation, and as the only teacher at the secondary school, taught fourteen subjects. He studied the Bible, translated, and took two summers of study with Wycliffe Translators, teaching in the Illinois/ Minnesota interim. He then spent seven and a half years doing linguistic work in Nigeria. When he came back, he went to Fuller Seminary, where he met his wife, Dottie. He and his wife spent two years at Oxford University in England, while he was working on his doctorate from Keble College. When there, he and his wife bicycled into other villages, and did lay preaching in small Methodist churches where the congregation usually consisted of six to eight people. He normally would have spent another year at Oxford, but he heard of an opening at Whitworth and came here last year. He must go back to Oxford in January to defend his doctoral thesis, "Ethical Dynamics in Matthew and Paul." He hopes he will be a "true good teacher" and "to give myself to serve the church." He and Dottie have one son.

Evelyn Smith was born in Portland, Oregon, and grew up in Berkeley, California. Before beginning her graduate studies, she worked here in Ballard as a residence counselor and also managed the bookstore. She then went on to New York Theological Seminary, doing her doctoral work in adult Christian education. She came to Whitworth in 1949. She took sabbatical in 1966, studying at New College, Edinburgh, Scotland, and traveled extensively, visiting Whitworth alums along the way. (One was private secretary for Princess Grace of Monaco.) Miss Smith is looking forward to her retirement, and, as an outgrowth of her course on death, is considering doing volunteer work with the dying and their families.

Howard Redmond was born and raised in Los Angeles. He obtained his Ph.D. from Princeton University in "The Sense of Beauty in Calvinism." He came to Whitworth in 1957 after having taught and pastored in the East. At one point in his life, Dr. Redmond considered becoming a professional musician—he plays string bass and piano. He is very fond of water sports, especially sailing, and also likes downhill skiing and tennis. He is presently writing his second book and plans to continue writing. His wife's name is Lois.

Leonard Deohan is from Bolton, England. He has lived in France, Spain, and Italy. He obtained his doctorate in Rome on the subject, "The Role of the Layperson in the Roman Catholic Church." He has traveled in Europe and the Far East. Dr. Deohan has taught courses in religious studies, but is unable to teach classes here. One of his dreams is for more ecumenism in Spokane. He and his wife Helen have three children.

Dale Bruner is from Los Angeles. He received his B.A. and Ph.D. from Trinity College in English. He has had a sabbatical in 1966, then went on to New York University, where he traveled for a year in Italy and the Balkans. When he returned, he went to Fuller Seminary, where he met his wife, Ruth. They have three children. His second wife, Gerry, has a sabbatical in 1979. His dying wish is for 'House of Prayer' to be a wonder to me. There is a small but faithful group in the Boise area. His wife, Ruth, has a MA in Marriage and Family Counseling, and for three years, she got a phone call from Ron White, whom she didn't know—they had mutual friends—asking her to come to Whitworth. One thing she likes about Whitworth is the opportunity to develop as an individual, and to enable others to do the same. Her dreams range from hiking the Cascade Trail to the existence of the presence of Christ in the World.

For Whitworth, she hopes that the "Center for Community and Life" will grow and will live on in her hope for the future. ["That we have one, I pray...""]

Bored at Whitworth?

You say you're bored? On Whitworth's campus? You are through with the best studying for the day (week/month) and what do you do with the rest of your time? Maybe you just feel that there is no way to have a "good time" here. Is there? Is there? Or is it possible that you could con some of those days that you could open a book and sit at the same time for five hours? In any case what you need is recreation. Yes, recreation; make breaks, let your eyes sink back into their sockets and actually do something.

- What? Don't you know what to do? Well, here at Whitworth you surely find something to do. We'll just have to start out with the basics. You've seen those people in lounges all sitting there trying to pretend that they are interested in a noisy squad with pictures on it. They are watching television! Some of them are permanent fixtures by this time, but some are still movable is you are willing to wait long enough. There are three things that you, as a bored student can do in this lounge: a) you can sit down and try to assume the interested look (lest the rest of the crowd, b) you can observe the reactions of each individual or of the group as a whole (make a noise and see how many people look around for knives), or) you can leave.

Once you are past the lounge, you have a whole new world in front of you. You can now go to the "Game Room". You just stroll over to the HUB and see all the fascinating entertainment in this room. There is pool, foos ball, pinball, and a Space Invaders game. The HUB game room has provided endless hours of entertainment (monotonous after a while, but nevertheless endless hours of entertainment) to many a bored "Whitworth" person. (By the way, pool cues and balls, and foosball can be borrowed for a small fee from the manager for your meal card or your life, whichever comes first.) Go there and get a pinball wizard or keep all the invaders from reaching the earth. There is virtually no limit to the practical skills you can acquire in this room.

There are also other alternatives. If you can pick the days that are going to study, you can choose the activities that happen on those days for your entertainment. For example, on Wednesday nights there is a small but faithful gathering of board game players looking for someone to join them. You can become a part of this activity, or if you are more interested, Sunday afternoonse are excellent times for both participating in and observing intramural Sports. If you are an observer of sports, you could not only watch intramural football, but on selected weekends you could also be a Pirate fan.
Volleyball can be dangerous to your health. Well, only if you are on the receiving end of a spike from either Nancy Hammock or Doris Hoffman, as several teams found out Saturday during the Whitworth Invitational Volleyball Tournament. During every match, Doris and Nancy would rise above the net and send the ball whizzing past the defender's heads. It wasn't just a two-person show however, as the other seven members of the team each made important contributions during the tournament. The Whitworth women finished the tournament with a record of three wins and one defeat.

The last match of the tournament was especially gratifying as the Pirates whipped the gals from down the road at Pullman, 16-14, 10-15, 15-8. The win ended a streak of Whitworth losses to Washington State that goes back as far as anyone can remember. The record for Pirate head coach JoAnn Atwell-Scrivner, Coach Atwell-Scrivner also had the win fulfilled a goal the team set last year, when they were narrowly defeated by WSU.

If that was the highlight of the tournament, the lowlight must be the loss to Montana. The Pirates came back and blasted Lewis and Clark, 11-15, 15-11, 15-3. In the first game, the Pirates fell behind early and were losing 14-2, but when they put a streak of nine points together before Lewis and Clark was able to win another point to take the opening game.

In the second game, the Whitworth offense started to click and Nancy Hammick and Doris Hoffman began dominating the net. Assisted by some excellent sets by Lynn Becker, Nancy and Doris drilled some wicked spikes past the LC defenders. Then, when the blockers got up to stop the spike, the Pirate spikers tapped the ball over the defenders heads for an easy point. Also playing well against Lewis and Clark was Holly McPherson, who came up with many outstanding shots and saves.

The deciding third game was close early on with the Pirates holding a narrow 6-3 lead. Then, on the next point, LC hit what looked like a sure kill, but one of the Pirates dove down and scooped the ball of the ground, hitting it to a teammate on the back line, who hit it back at the top of the net. The ball struck the top of the net and spun over, dropping unobserved on the LC side. Just after this point, LC appeared to lose heart, and the Pirates ran off nine straight points to end the match...

"I knew they could come back," commented Coach Atwell-Scrivner after the match. "It was just a matter of us putting the pressure on and being more aggressive. Momentum is everything in this sport. When two teams are both well drilled in the fundamentals, the momentum is what makes the difference."

When asked to comment on the tournament, Coach Atwell-Scrivner said, "I feel very, very good. I'm really pleased with the way we played, it was a total team effort. Before the tournament began I expected us to play well and knew that WSU would be tough, but I was surprised by Montana. They really played well, keeping the ball in play and making some great saves." The Whitworth Invitational was the second outing for the Pirate women. The previous week they competed in the University of Idaho Invitational. Both this tournament and the Whitworth tourney were no-world tournaments. In other words, all the teams entered were playing for the experience in game conditions. In the Idaho tourney, the women from Whitworth defeated the volleyball team from Carroll College in two straight games, split with Montana State, and lost in two straight games to Lewis and Clark State College.

The major goal set by the volleyball team this year is to repeat as conference champs and as regional champions. From there to go onto the Nattinals and place higher than last year. Coach Atwell-Scrivner feels that it will be tough for them to repeat as champs because they won't have the home court advantage this year and that the other teams have improved over last year. Another goal is to play well at the Portland State Tournament, which has been described as being the toughest tournament in the Northwest, composed mainly of Division I schools.

"This hasn't of the years squad will be the four returning starters from a year ago. Two of the returnees, Nancy Hammick and Doris Hoffman, have been described by their coach as being the best middle hitters in the league and should make the Pirates hard to stop. The two remaining starters returning for another year are Mary Dunlap, a universal player, who does anything he coach asks of her, and Lynne Becker, a setter who is doing a really fine job according to Coach Atwell-Scrivner. There are five new additions to the team, either girls who played on the JV's last year or are new students. Emily Kalmann is a junior who is adept at keeping the ball in play and is very strong. Elaine Moneymaker is a sophomore who hits on the powerhouse. Holly Schroeder is a freshman setter, and Cydney Kawa- mura, a universal player who played well against Montana in the Whitworth tourney, round out the rest of the squad. Coach Atwell-Scrivner is very optimistic about her team, "I think we plugged our holes with people who are as strong or stronger than the people we had last year."

Is there any pressure in taking over a team that had such an outstanding season the year before, going all the way to the national tournament? "No, I don't feel any pressure," replied Coach Atwell-Scrivner. "We are going to go out and play as well as we can and let the outcome take care of itself."

The Pirates will open their conference season at home against Whitman on October 6. Coach Atwell-Scrivner feels the conference race will be interesting. "Carrick will be extremely tough; so will Northwest Nazarene. Both Whitman and the College of Idaho are rebuilding."
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Bill Knuckles took over as Athletic Director when Bob Beerajeter opted to accept the same position at his Alma-mater, Northwest College in Lew.

**New Director**

The Whitworth athletic department solved one of its headaches over the summer when they hired Bill Knuckles as the new athletic director. Mr. Knuckles is now Whitworth's seventh athletic director in the past ten years. Mr. Knuckles explained that he was hired only as an interim AD, serving until the coaching staff can find a permanent one. However, if the search for a new AD should turn up unsatisfactory, Mr. Knuckles said he wouldn't hesitate to accept the job on a full-time basis.

Bill Knuckles is no newcomer to Whitworth. From 1957-59, he was the Pirates head basketball coach. This year, in addition to his duties as Athletic Director, he will also help coach the football team.

The coaching career of Bill Knuckles has spanned the years and the map. After graduating from the University of Denver, he coached high school football up in Colorado. After his brief stint in basketball here at Whitworth, he returned to football as an assistant coach at the University of Idaho and later at the University of Louisville. From there he accepted the head coaching job at McPherson, a small college in Kansas. Later he became the head football coach at Rocky Mountain College in Billings, Montana. Two years ago, Mr. Knuckles returned to Whitworth as an assistant football coach, while at the same time was the Athletic Director and head football coach at Northwest Christian here in Spokane.

The biggest problems an AD faces, according to Mr. Knuckles, are keeping a full slate of men and women's intercollegiate sports going and the organization and public relations aspects of dealing with the Pirate Booster Club.

"We've got two major goals we'd like to accomplish this year within the athletic department," said Mr. Knuckles. "One is establish some sort of continuity within the athletic program and the other is to develop a Pirate Booster Club."
The Pelleur Invitational included a field of our 100 runners.

Whitworth's Bloomsday

By Brad Stenberg

The Whitworth men's and women's cross country teams got the year rolling with the season opening Alumni meet and the gigantic Pelleur Invitational. The Alumni was run on September 15 and the Pelleur on the following Saturday.

The Alumni race historically a low-keyed, warm-up meet and time to encounter the Whitworth fleet feet of the past showed encouraging results, as many of our alumni were able to run the race, Cindy Vanderwerff who placed seventh, the pack was led by Dixie Reimer's winning effort in a time of 17.04 for the three mile course. Finishing next respectively were Kathy Armstrong, Suzie Jefferies, Lori Carlson, Cheryl Hoff and Paula Nunnally. Judy Manley finished eighth overall to fill out the top seven.

Joining Whitworth's men at the Alumni were ten runners from SCC, and another from Club Northwest to increase the competitive tempo of the race. Responding to the added challenge, Jeff Rahn running unattached finished 26th in a very tough field including the University of Idaho, Boise State, University of Montana, Calgary, SCC, North Idaho, Whitman and members from several non collegiate track clubs. Finishing 30th and improving forty seconds over last week, Charlie Lewis continued his upsweep with a great whole way by responding a smiling Lewis. "It's incredible!: Slightly disappointed in his race this week, Craig Deitz and Steve Creel talked positively about the races to come Deitz explained: "You don't really think about the first race, you think about mid-season and toward the championships," Creel added. "I'm not in shape yet!" The men will be strengthened in the upcoming Whitman invitational with the return of Art Kelly, Tom Sutton and Mike Wendlandt, all recovering from sickness and injury.

For the men, Jeff Rahn running unattached finished 26th in a very tough field including the University of Idaho, Boise State, University of Montana, Calgary, SCC, North Idaho, Whitman and members from several non collegiate track clubs. Finishing 30th and improving forty seconds over last week, Charlie Lewis continued his upsweep with a great whole way by responding a smiling Lewis. "It's incredible!: Slightly disappointed in his race this week, Craig Deitz and Steve Creel talked positively about the races to come Deitz explained: "You don't really think about the first race, you think about mid-season and toward the championships," Creel added. "I'm not in shape yet!" The men will be strengthened in the upcoming Whitman invitational with the return of Art Kelly, Tom Sutton and Mike Wendlandt, all recovering from sickness and injury.

For the women, the powerful top five did a near repeat of their group finishing order last week with the exception of Cheryl Hoff finishing ahead of Lori Carlson by a mere five seconds. Reimer led her teammates once again, finishing twenty-second overall. Hoff affirmed her improvement over the Alumni meet noting that: "It felt better than the week before. Like the men, Cheryl is also confident of further improvement. Everybody's getting a lot stronger—I think we'll be doing better!"

Talking about the women's finish, Kelly affirmed the presence of his scoring nucleus. (The accumulative places of each team's top five runners represents their score, in a low score wins situation). "We've got five really good strong women. We've got to start moving people up from the rest of the pack." Among these vying for the sixth and seventh varsity spots will be the ever present Paul Nunnally, a vastly improved Judy Manley and veterans Cindy Standley and Julie Dixon.

Looking ahead, Kelly plans to continue working through the meets, keying for only the Willamette Invitational on October 13th before their finishes at the district finals. The reason for this confidence. Says Kelly: "The men will get to see almost all of the Northwest Conference teams. The women will be matched with many of the District III teams. These are the teams we'll be running against in our championship meets."

Whitworth's Bloomsday

By Brad Stenberg

The Whitworth men's and women's cross country teams got the year rolling with the season opening Alumni meet and the gigantic Pelleur Invitational. The Alumni was run on September 15 and the Pelleur on the following Saturday.

The Alumni race historically a low-keyed, warm-up meet and time to encounter the Whitworth fleet feet of the past showed encouraging results, as many of our alumni were able to run the race, Cindy Vanderwerff who placed seventh, the pack was led by Dixie Reimer's winning effort in a time of 17.04 for the three mile course. Finishing next respectively were Kathy Armstrong, Suzie Jefferies, Lori Carlson, Cheryl Hoff and Paula Nunnally. Judy Manley finished eighth overall to fill out the top seven.

Joining Whitworth's men at the Alumni were ten runners from SCC, and another from Club Northwest to increase the competitive tempo of the race. Responding to the added challenge, Jeff Rahn running unattached finished 26th in a very tough field including the University of Idaho, Boise State, University of Montana, Calgary, SCC, North Idaho, Whitman and members from several non collegiate track clubs. Finishing 30th and improving forty seconds over last week, Charlie Lewis continued his upsweep with a great whole way by responding a smiling Lewis. "It's incredible!: Slightly disappointed in his race this week, Craig Deitz and Steve Creel talked positively about the races to come Deitz explained: "You don't really think about the first race, you think about mid-season and toward the championships," Creel added. "I'm not in shape yet!" The men will be strengthened in the upcoming Whitman invitational with the return of Art Kelly, Tom Sutton and Mike Wendlandt, all recovering from sickness and injury.

For the men, Jeff Rahn running unattached finished 26th in a very tough field including the University of Idaho, Boise State, University of Montana, Calgary, SCC, North Idaho, Whitman and members from several non collegiate track clubs. Finishing 30th and improving forty seconds over last week, Charlie Lewis continued his upsweep with a great whole way by responding a smiling Lewis. "It's incredible!: Slightly disappointed in his race this week, Craig Deitz and Steve Creel talked positively about the races to come Deitz explained: "You don't really think about the first race, you think about mid-season and toward the championships," Creel added. "I'm not in shape yet!" The men will be strengthened in the upcoming Whitman invitational with the return of Art Kelly, Tom Sutton and Mike Wendlandt, all recovering from sickness and injury.

For the women, the powerful top five did a near repeat of their group finishing order last week with the exception of Cheryl Hoff finishing ahead of Lori Carlson by a mere five seconds. Reimer led her teammates once again, finishing twenty-second overall. Hoff affirmed her improvement over the Alumni meet noting that: "It felt better than the week before. Like the men, Cheryl is also confident of further improvement. Everybody's getting a lot stronger—I think we'll be doing better!"

Talking about the women's finish, Kelly affirmed the presence of his scoring nucleus. (The accumulative places of each team's top five runners represents their score, in a low score wins situation). "We've got five really good strong women. We've got to start moving people up from the rest of the pack." Among these vying for the sixth and seventh varsity spots will be the ever present Paul Nunnally, a vastly improved Judy Manley and veterans Cindy Standley and Julie Dixon.

Looking ahead, Kelly plans to continue working through the meets, keying for only the Willamette Invitational on October 13th before their finishes at the district finals. The reason for this confidence. Says Kelly: "The men will get to see almost all of the Northwest Conference teams. The women will be matched with many of the District III teams. These are the teams we'll be running against in our championship meets."

Bucs Rob EWU...

By Sue Almour

It was an afternoon owned by the Whitworth Pirates as they faced the Eastern Eagles. Kenny Lindgren, started it off, recovering a fumble deep in Eastern Washington's territory setting the stage for a Riley-Archuleta pass combination giving Whitworth a six to zero score early in the first quarter.

The awesome Buc defense continually stifled Eastern's offense as they were unable to sustain a drive to the goal line.

After two consecutive 1st downs the Pirates were able to push the ball from 37 to the 20 yard line. Greg Strom kicked a field goal to beef up the Bucs score 9-0.

The rest of the 1st quarter the Eagles could not keep their hands on the pigskin.

The beginning of the second quarter saw the Eagles on our three yard line. The psyched-up defense held Eastern Washington on the goal line. Easterns attempt for a touchdown on the fourth down failed, giving the Bucs the ball.

After numerous exchanges the Whits stopped the Eagles on the 39, leaving them scoreless again.

The Bucs initiated another drive to the goal line but a pass completed to Steve Adams was called back because of a penalty.

The Eagles offense could not keep up with the Pirates which resulted in the Bucs regaining possession. The Whits offense showed Eastern how the game should be played with completed passes and excellent carries made by Larry Gunn and George Hays.

The second half the Eagles started with the ball, but lost it on J.D. Sollars punt. On the next play the Pirates were struggling to gain some footage against the now active Facle defense.

The EWU offense could not find it within themselves to control the ball. The Pirates seemed to have caught EWUs sluggishness, resulting in another loss of the football. Darryl Bell of the Eagles tried to run but didn't make it past the line of scrimmage thanks to our outstanding defensive line.

Fourth quarter saw the Eagles losing the ball once again. The Bucs offense gave the ball back to the Eagles on a fumble. Whitworths defense stopped Eastern from going anywhere with the pigskin. Steve Adams caught the 4th down punt giving the ball back to the Pirates. Ed Riley made two complete passes to Marc Archuleta for another Buc 1st down.

After several exchanges of the ball between Whitworth and Eastern Washington, the Pirates downed the punt.

The fourth quarter was highlighted by two spectacular plays back to back by Ken Pecka. The first was a booming 96 yard punt followed by an interception giving Whitworth a first down deep in Eastern territory.

For Whitworths last scoring drive Ed Riley rushed for 26 yards in two consecutive plays giving the Pirates their final touchdown, followed by Greg Strom's successful extra point, leaving the score 16-0.

The Eastern Washington-Whitworth match-up has always been a traditional classic in Spokane.

In the past two years the Pirates have been unable to defeat the Eagles, even though the two 'contests' have been close.

The Pirates this year have spent a lot of physical and spiritual energy preparing for this game.

It has been rumored that the Eagles may move into the Big Sky League with larger schools, but after the results of the September 22 match, the Bucs may be headed for that Big Sky, too.

The women's team is extremely competitive through the first five positions. Dixie Reimer once again led the women, finishing in 22 place.

The Pelleur Invitational included a field of our 100 runners.

Photo by Brad Boersma
Lose To Central

The tide of victory ebbed and died as the Whitworth Pirates were defeated by the Western Washington Vikings, 14-7. The Bucs had hoped to keep up the trend after beating Eastern, and include Western, in their next match against Central, in a sweep of Washington schools.

Although they played up to par, a few breakdowns cost them a lot of plays. Jim Judd stunned the Vikings with 132 yards in 20 carries, piling up the yardage for Whitworth. The defense did an outstanding job once again. Dave Pomante gave Western some trouble with four sacks. Ken Pecka intercepted a crucial Western pass on the fourth yard line, to stop the Vikings. Mike Carstensen did a great job relieving Curt Carr in the second half. Carstensen also intercepted a Western pass to aid the Bucs cause.

The first and fourth quarters belonged to the Bucs, while the Vikings dominated the second and third. Riley ran an Whitworth's lone touchdown, while Greg Strom kicking in the extra point. Western scored their 14 points in the second and third quarters.

Whitworth tried to tie it up in the fourth quarter, but was thwarted by the Western defense. The Bucs got the ball to the 6 yard line, but failed to take it over the line.

Although the match against Western was a disappointment to the Bucs after trouncing on Eastern, they are looking forward to meeting Central next weekend. The following contest is against Linfield, before they return for Homecoming in face Lewis and Clark. Hopefully, they will be coming home with a string of victories.

Ed Riley attempts another pass against EWU.

New Coaches Named

By Brad Stenberg

Faced with four varsity head coaching positions to fill, the athletic department has given new positions to some familiar faces—names that seem to be making both coaches and players happy. Whitworth grad Dave Vaughn and Sam Brasch and 1978-79 assistant volleyball and basketball coach JoAnn Atwell-Scrivener have taken on the positions of baseball, basketball and volleyball-track coaches respectively.

As an emphasis in sports seems to have been put on a familiarity with Whitworth College and its players rather than bringing in new players to fill new programs.

Dave Vaughn is a 1977 Whitworth graduate and four year letterman in baseball under the direction of Spike Crosvenor. In those four years, the baseball team placed second at conference twice and were both conference and district champions in 1977. That same year, Dave led the league in hitting and received honorable mention as an All American designated hitter. He both pitched and played first base. Dave also played on three sports ambassador teams. (U.S. college all star teams relate to the ministry program) twice as assistant coach. In 1976 he was player coach on an ambassador team that went to the Orient posting an incredible 19-1 won-loss record. He was also assistant coach at Ferris High School while student teaching.

With only three years of actual coaching experience so far, Vaughn sees his experience as a player as his greatest asset at this point and expects to be learning a lot more of the mechanics of coaching with added experience.

One of Vaughn's major goals for his first year here as coach, is to set up a strong player-coach relationship. Coming recently from the same college background of his players, it is his hope that: "My aim can be an asset."

As for their style of play, Vaughn plans to stress aggressiveness. "We have excellent team speed—we'll take a few chances out there," Vaughn explained, adding that the team play is "Fundamentally sound."

Coach Brasch played two years of baseball at SCC before transferring to Whitworth in 1975. He was elected to the All-Conferece team both years at Whitworth. He was also selected for the NAIA District I all star team in 1977, and was voted most valuable player twice and team captain in his senior year. He has remained at Whitworth for the last three years as assistant coach, and taught at Spokane Community last year.

Concerning his strategy for this year, Brasch plans to work on the "Up tempo type game" that was attempted last year. Because the team will be much smaller in size than last year, defense will be stressed. "We'll press on the defense this year and won't be as much of a pattern defense team as last year," commented Brasch. I asked what predictions or goals he had in mind for his first year as head coach. "It's awfully early to tell," he responded, "but I expect that we will be right in the thick of the conference this year. PLU—has four starters returning will probably be rated as the conference favorite. I look for us and Linfield to be right up there too."

Perhaps his greatest asset to the program will be the five years of experience Sam has had with Whitworth basketball. Brasch hopes to have a stabilizing effect on a team that has suffered from the instability of three different coaches in the last four years.

Taking on the responsibilities of his predecessor Peggy Warner, Johann Atwell-Scrivener will be entering her first year as head volleyball and women's track coaches. Scrivener will be looking into the University in biology and spanish, played three years of intercollegiate field hockey, as well as seasons in volleyball, basketball, track and softball. She received all star selections in volleyball, softball and field hockey. Having taught for six months in Central America—after graduation, she came to Whitworth in 1979 as a graduate assistant in cross country and basketball. In 1978-79, she was the JV and assistant volleyball coach and assistant basketball coach.

JoAnn's goals for the upcoming volleyball season will be centered around good performances in the tournaments. "The girls really enjoy the tournaments," offered Scrivener. "I think tournament play is going to be the key issue." On October 12-14 Whitworth will be among some of the toughest divisions in volleyball and field hockey having taught for six months in Central America—after graduation, she came to Whitworth in 1977 as a graduate assistant in cross country and basketball. In 1978-79, she was the JV and assistant volleyball coach and assistant basketball coach.

Whitworth upset Eastern 16-0 for the first win of the season. AS usual the Chronicle picked Eastern to destroy the Pirates. It is rumored that the "unpick" policy is sending tickets to the Chronicle for the rest of the home games. However, they are requesting that the paper send its music editor, not sports editor to review the upcoming performances.

Although projecting for the spring this early is not easy, Vaughn is optimistic about his team's opportunties. "If I could put together a starting line-up like I have for our scrimmage, our starting line-up really looks good. However, any coach that looks at his team on paper sees it as potentially good," he cautioned. "I don't know what the end result will be, but I anticipate us as being competitive right away." Already working out three days a week, Vaughn sees the team attitude as an "Excellent." "There are quite a few players who are battling for a spot," he added. "They know if they don't do it in the fall they might not have a chance in the spring."

Replacing Bob Boerichter who has taken on the job of athletic director and head basketball coach at his alma mater, North Western College in Iowa, will be Whitworth alum, Sam Brasch.

Coach Brasch played two years of basketball at SCC before transferring to Whitworth in 1975. He was elected to the All-Conference team both years at Whitworth. He was also selected for the NAIA District I all star team in 1977, and was voted most valuable player twice and team captain in his senior year. He has remained at Whitworth for the last three years as assistant coach, and taught at Spokane Community last year.

Concerning his strategy for this year, Brasch plans to work on the "Up tempo type game" that was attempted last year. Because the team will be much smaller in size than last year, defense will be stressed. "We'll press on the defense this year and won't be as much of a pattern defense team as last year," commented Brasch. I asked what predictions or goals he had in mind for his first year as head coach. "It's awfully early to tell," he responded, "but I expect that we will be right in the thick of the conference this year. PLU—has four starters returning will probably be rated as the conference favorite. I look for us and Linfield to be right up there too."

Perhaps his greatest asset to the program will be the five years of experience Sam has had with Whitworth basketball. Brasch hopes to have a stabilizing effect on a team that has suffered from the instability of three different coaches in the last four years.

Speaking about the success of last years team that went to nationl tournament, Scrivener commented that: "We don't want to look on past laurels. I think that would hurt more than help. We really have to concentrate on what we're doing right now."

Looking ahead to her responsibility as women's track coach, Scrivener a graduate from Willamette graduate assistant and assistant volleyball coach Teddy Breeze in handling the women and emphasizing on sprinters in the mixed men's and women's program.
Riley Nominated For Athlete Of The Week

The Miller Sports Award recently announced the nomination of Ed Riley, Whitworth quarterback, for the Miller player of the week award. The award was presented to Washington Linebacker, Bruce Harrell. Players are selected weekly, from their performance in games around the state.

Riley was selected after Whitworth soundly defeated Eastern Washington, 16-0. Some of his accomplishments included 14 completed passes out of 22 attempted, Riley had a total of 159 yards, one touchdown, and ran for 14 more yards. A 6'2" senior, Riley also plays varsity basketball ball for the Pirates.

Other nominees for the award included Brad Westering of PLU, Ron Blumberg of Western Washington, Darryl Bell of Eastern, Rick Lindblad of Puyallup Sound, Scott Claymore of Central Washington, and Tall Eina of Washington State.

"Player of the week Bruce Harrell helped UW hold the Oregon Ducks to 34 yards passing as the Huskies came from behind to win, 21-17, wrapping up their third straight victory. Harrell was the second leading tackler on the team in 1978"

THE FIRST
SPOKANE INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

MAGIC LANTERN THEATRES
of S. 123 Wall St. in Spokane
FOR THE FIRST TIME:
8 SPOKANE PREMIERES
OF GREAT NEW
FOREIGN FILMS!!!

PREVIOUSLY UNAVAILABLE HERE, these new works by great international film directors and performers have received enthusiastic reviews from respected film critics and promise first-rate entertainment, uncommon humor, insight, and major artistic achievement.

SPONSORED BY THE EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY ARTIST AND LECTURES COMMITTEE AND THE MAGIC LANTERN THEATRES.

DISCOUNT SEASON TICKETS AVAILABLE ONLY TO LOCAL COLLEGE FACULTY AND STUDENTS BEFORE SEPT. 30, 1979

The Magic Lantern Theatre will reserve half of all available seats for season ticket holders, and will hold sufficient seats for reserved times and dates up to 10 minutes before show time. Season ticket holders who do not attend at the time shown on their tickets will be admitted on a first-com, first-served basis.

SEASON TICKET SAVINGS:
Adult: $19.50 (2 films free, 25% saving)
Student: $13.00 (4 films free, 50% saving)

SUBSCRIBE NOW! SEATING IS LIMITED!!
TO PURCHASE SEASON TICKETS:
Send your check or money order, a stamped, self-addressed envelope and the form below to:
EWU ARTIST AND LECTURES COMMITTEE
KEDNEY LIBRARY
EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
CHENAL, WA 99004

SEASON TICKETS ON SALE IN THE ENGLISH DEPT.

NAME _______________________ ADDRESS _______________________ CITY ______ ZIP ______ PHONE ______

Please indicate below the day of the week and showing time you wish to attend.

M W T H F S S

7 p.m. ___________
9 p.m. ___________
3 p.m. ___________
6 p.m. ___________

No. of adult tickets @$19.50 ea
No. of student tickets @$13.00 ea
(Students must enclose xerox copy of current registration card to qualify for student rate)
Community Building Day

A Success

By Jeri Hansen

Community Building Day was held on the Whitworth campus, Sept. 18. Activities included and all campus breakfast, meetings with faculty members, community worship at Pirate's Cove, games in the loop during the morning, and residence hall activities in the afternoon.

An all campus breakfast was held at Saga from 8-9:30, an involved both off campus students and faculty in addition to building students. It was a chance for the community to sit down and eat together as a whole and in an informal atmosphere. Breakfast was followed by meetings with faculty members for the students, also informally and in the same setting.

Community Worship in Pirate’s Cove began at 10:15 a.m. “I think a good atmosphere was set,” Jef Olson, head resident in Baldwin dorm, commented. The service included messages from two instructors, Diane Marz and Bob Sokosch. Also participating were faculty members Bill Peterson, Harry Dixon, Lorraine Rinella, and Susan Underwood. Student Susan Underwood led a responsive prayer in the worship on “community.” Jef explained that the service was intended to involve people from every aspect of the Whitworth community.

After the worship was completed, participants went to the Loop for games and relays. Some activities were the amoeba relay, British Bulldog, the caterpillar game, jeoust, and dragon tail. In the dragon tail group, two groups form a line and each person holds on tight to the person in front of them. The person on the end has a handkerchief tucked loosely in their back pocket. The object of the game is to take the handkerchief from the other “dragon,” which the group has named. The dragon named “Egbert” won the game after many collisions, falls, and coming apart at the seams.

Another activity, the caterpillar game, is a favorite of freshman, Jennifer Williams. It involves two persons going down the ground in two lines ten feet apart. Each individual rolls over the others to get to the other end of the line in a race.

Later in the morning, as the games were completed, the participants performed the traditional “lap-sit,” where 131 people sat on each others laps.

Jef Olson commented that it was a valuable experience “just being a part of the whole community, worshipping together, eating together, playing together.”

In the afternoon, individual residence halls had various activities. These included visits to places such as Riverfront Park to Lake Coeur D'Alene, Jenkins dorm even stopped for ice cream on Manito Park, Head Resident Susan Underwood said.

Many dorm communities went on picnics, played frisbee, swam in a lake, or just explored new areas. The consensus of all dorms was for students to see those who reside with in new surroundings and build a sense of community there. Jef said she believed that this was accomplished. “At least it served its purpose for the ones who participated,” she observed.

Concluding the day was the second annual Carlson Duck-Walk held in the main lounge of Arrend Hall. The grand prize, won by Steve Crenshaw, included two on Carlson deck. Chuck the duck gave a good performance to highlight the evening’s activities.

Bascially it was good because it pulled the whole school together, especially at the Service,” commented Becky Barnes, freshman, about the day.

Another student, Lana Bratt, added “it was good to get away from campus.”

“I was disappointed because they didn’t have any games for the whole dorm to be involved in to pull us together in Baldwin dorm,” commented freshman, John Tooting.

“The service was one of the most beautiful church services I’ve ever seen,” freshman John Tooting said.

Around The Town

By Deby Dunn

For those who have cars there’s a lot more to do in the early part of October than for those of us who are restricted to feet and/or buses.

All Core 250 students might be interested in knowing that the play Equus, which you’ll be studying, is being performed at the University of Idaho in Moscow, Idaho, at the Hartung Theatre, October 4-6 and 11-14 at 8:00 pm.

The Couré’ Alene Community Theatre is offering the well-known play /A Man Far All Seasons/ on the 5th and 6th of October, at 8:00 pm. Those who need to be conseved over the cancellation of Whitworth’s fall play, Murder in the Cathedral, might want to check out /A Man Far All Seasons/ it’s about almost exactly the same thing.

A little farther from campus, at WSU in Pullman, Moiler’s great comedy, /A School For Wives/ is being presented at the New Summer Palace Theatre, Oct. 4-7 at 7:30 pm.

And, especially for Thom Lamb, Jimmy Buffet will be performing in Concert at WSJ’s Coliseum on Oct. 4 at 8:00 pm. With him will be the Choral Reever Band and a surprise special guest.

F o r u m F u n d s R e v o k e d

By Artie Mattsson-Bose

What is Presidents’ Council doing about Forum? Why are we concerned? What can we do about it? These are questions which one might ask oneself in the past few weeks. Those of you who were at Whitworth last year probably heard rumors about Forum not being mandatory for all students this year. What happened?

This is exactly what many of the dorm presidents were asking at the beginning of the year. They had set out guidelines for Forum, and they reserved the right to recall some or all of their funding of the program if these guidelines were not observed. One of their main points in their Summary of Action from May 2, 1979 was that Forum "be a required course for all freshmen, including transfers, and an optional course for all other students".

This was the problem. The faculty Assembly unanimously overruled these proposals and the administration decided that Forum should be a required course for all students, leaving it basically the same as it had been. They were aware that Presidents’ Council could take away its funding, but they seemed unconcerned.

Presidents’ Council met with this problem two weeks ago and they just let the administration take control of part of the ASWC budget without them saying anything. Or should they do something? They decided that since ASWC was basically in charge of activities and academic funds, they should stop funds. Last year’s budget hearings had $98 thousand dollars to allocate to $110 thousand dollars of requests. They had to cut many places to give the six thousand dollars they thought it would deserve if the proposed changes took place. When, however, this year came around with a Forum organized almost exactly like last year’s, they reconsidered.

"Since Presidents’ Council passed a priority resolution last spring and we believe the status of Forum has changed since budget hearings, we believe 4000 of the original 6000 should be reserved for Forum. If Forum is to be killed, it should be done by the faculty coming up with some alternatives to the regular Forum program. They also wanted more discussion by the entire academic community and a general improvement in the Forums themselves and their affect on the college as a whole.

Presidents’ Council does however, emphatically state that the money can and will be reallocated to Forum next spring if changes do occur.

In Spokane, the Spokane Civic Theatre will present a musical review of the music of Rodgers and Hart from Oct. 5 to Nov. 3. Contact the Civic Theatre for more details.

The Spokane Opera House will be offering a Fabulous Forties review in the first part of October.

A shade closer to home, the Kausman-Helton Trio will be performing Sunday, October 21, at Gonzaga’s Rassel Theatre at 8:00 pm. Tickets will be available the second week in October, at Gonzaga’s information office or at the theatre box office, for $1.50 per person.

Works by the faculty of the Spokane Art School will be exhibited in the Watchpocket Gallery until Oct. 30.

There will also be an exhibit here at Whitworth of student photography in the Koehler Gallery, October 1-12. Several interesting Forums are coming up, including one by the Central American Study Group, recently returned from Nicaragua. And on the 19th of October the Whitworth Band and Jazz Ensemble will be performing in a Homecoming concert at 8:00 in the Cowles Auditorium.
St u d e n t V i s i t a t i o n B e g i n s

By Shannon Masler

Mark Weakley was appointed manager of the Student Visitation program over a week ago. Already, things are picking up, and Mark expects October to be a very busy month with prospective students from all over the United States coming to visit Whitworth College.

“We’ve always got a lot of parents, kids or youth groups writing that they want to come visit. We have had 14 kids from Montana... and we have had five from a church group in Puyallup, Washington,” said Mark.

Weakley added that a girl from Oklahoma City and another from Medford, Oregon are making arrangements to see Whitworth’s campus. “Almost every day somebody will write and say they would like to visit,” stated Mark.

After a request comes in, Mark begins handling the logistics of the visit. He arranges where they stay, tentatively plans what they might do, helps them with travel plans, and then meets them at the airport or bus station.

Once a visitor comes to campus he meets with an admissions counselor, who figures out what classes a student would like to see. Someone from the office will then show the visiting student what Whitworth has to offer other schools.

Mark said that visiting campus gives students more information about what a college choice involves. “It doesn’t take long. They can get the general atmosphere and attitude of the college,” Mark said. In a couple of classrooms to see what it’s like. I think they can see what Whitworth has to offer other schools.

Following the visit, Mark or Lisa either makes it up for posters. They want that the visiting student gets whatever additional materials or information they would like.

Mark is beginning to organize the California and the Seattle-Portland trips. “The California trip will be at the end of February. The trip will be at the end of March.”

Last year, 500 students visited Whitworth. Mark foresees a busy year. He predicted that October and November will be his big months in the fall. During the winter, visitation drops off, but again in February it picks up. He encouraged students who wish to get involved with the host program to contact the Admissions Office.

Sex On Campus?

By Lise Greenfield

The parents of the first college students to participate in co-ed dormitories were convinced that their children would be corrupted. This is not so much an issue any more, in fact it is unusual in the majority of the schools to have co-ed dorms. Student's parents have been both kinds and the Whitworthian went to students to find out how they felt about their own dorms, and which they preferred.

Those who preferred co-ed dorms stated many of the same reasons. Kristian Scott, freshman in S. Warren, said, “It’s easier to meet guys and that’s always been hard for me to do.” Chris Herron, fifth year student in Carlson, commented that a co-ed dorm “has an influx of both the same sex at night and day.” Sharri Poff of Baldwin also mentioned “That dorm functions would be a good chance to get to know guys.”

But surprisingly the reasons didn’t stop with meeting members of the opposite sex. Some convincing statements on the learning aspects of co-ed life were brought by Teri Olson, HR at Baldwin, has lived in both single sex and co-ed dorms. She asked whether she had the preference for one or the other? JeF answered, “I think I would probably prefer co-ed. But both dorms can make you grow in different areas, you learn about the sex you’re living with.”

Chris Herron also mentioned the lessons to be learned. “Parents, backgrounds, and lifestyles all have an affect what you learn from a co-ed dorm.” Chris came from an all-boy home, except for his mother, and has played in a co-ed dorm for all five years at Whitworth.

The rest is each other side of the picture is Ray, a senior in MacMillian, who has lived there for all of his four years. Ray had the advantage of living in a double co-ed dorm a few years ago when Ray and Ballard switched half of the residents to make boys dorms level for a week. Ray decided he “liked single sex better because of the lack of maturity that the people showed during the experiment.” Several others must have been equally impressed as Ray stated, “No one was interested enough to change it.”

Another strong advocate of single sex dorms is Craig Rander, a freshman in Stewart. Craig had asked for a co-ed dorm but was put in Stewart. When asked if he would switch he replied with a [question “no”, the Ray way of explanation he answered, “There’s a brotherhood, a unique relationship, a special closeness that’s good for me to have in my life that might not be there if it was co-ed. It’s like a relaxed big family.”

People obviously must be getting something out of it, because you don’t find the opposite sex around dorms. There are advantages to both, and lessons to be learned. In fact, each of the four years of College you have the chance to try both and grow from each experience. The rest is there, and the student who have spoken were enthusiastic rather than competitive about the dorms. The rest is each persons decision, it’s there if you want it.
Board of Trustees To Meet
By Susan Almooor

The Whitworth Board of Trustees will be having their annual meeting October 18, 19 and 20 in the Fellowship Hall of the Whitworth Presbyterian Church.

Friday afternoon at 1:15 the Academic Affairs Committee will meet to discuss department changes. Also on the agenda will be a continued review of the Redesign plan, and the budget is going to be brought up to date.

Mary Simonson, secretary to the board and executive secretary to Dr. Lindaman, said the board will consider all facets of college life.

The Board is made up of nine different committees: Academic Affairs, Admissions, Buildings and Grounds, Christian Life, Development, Faculty, Honorary Degrees, Personnel and Student Life.

There are fifty people on the Board of Trustees. Approximately one quarter of the members are Presbyterian ministers, the remaining are educators, attorneys, physicians and business men and women. A few of the members come from cities in the East but the majority come from the West coast which includes Southern California, Alaska and the Northwest states.

Students are welcome to observe all the meeting, the first being Thursday at 1:00 in the Faculty Lounge in the Auditorium. It will be the first meeting of the Academic Affairs committee. The Christian Life group will be meeting from 7:30 to 9:00 pm in the Seeley G. Mudd Chapel on the 18th. From 9:30 to 10:30 the Student Life committee is meeting in the Student Development Center.

The Board of Trustees adjoins at 11:45 Saturday morning. The members are invited to attend the Homecoming activities throughout the day and evening.

Whitworth students are encouraged to attend the committee meetings during the weekend to get a better understanding of what is decided by the Trustees. The meetings will be covered in the next issue of the Whitworthian.

Homecoming Is This Week
By Arlette Matlssson-Boze

Homecoming this year is a subject of many comments, most of which have something to do with "When is it?" This seems to result from a lack of publicity. The Whitworthian talked to some students asking them what they thought about the upcoming week and many of them didn't even know that there were activities planned. There is some excitement for the dance, though even that is on a very limited scale.

Why is there such a lack of support? Steve Toth thought that much of the problem is the many incoming freshmen this year. Colleen Deasy and Ann Sundsmnacher agreed with this to some extent they felt that if Homecoming were to be a major thing it would have to develop a tradition of being important. Freshmen would be more likely to participate if upperclassmen were excited. Ansa, a recent transfer from a West-coast college, said that Homecoming was much more of a tradition and aroused more support in other schools than it does at Whitworth.

Dana Schiperooor felt that the excitement this year was about equal to that of last year. The opinion, however, did not hold true for many people. Tom Cardell thought that last year there were more activities happening earlier. Doug Watanabe was of the opinion that last year wasn't better publicized, but there seemed to be more people wanting to participate.

Most of the people talked to were not planning to attend the dance. Why? Money was one reason. Why put out the money for someone who isn't that special? There is also a bit of stigma about going with someone to Homecoming: Kevin Connell felt that there were a lot of people he wouldn't mind going with but if you do you have to narrow it down to one person. This in itself forces you to show a special interest to that person that you may have no real desire to do. It is almost like a boyfriend-girlfriend situation, not one for close friends or casual interest.

Tom Cardell and Doug Watanable compared Whitworth's Homecoming to that of high school. In high school it was the thing to do, whereas here it is just a football game with a dance (that most people aren't going to) after it.

What about the idea of having a king and queen? Cardell thought it was a good idea, but no one else seemed to have that opinion. One person said "I think it's funny." As far as the Whitworthian can see, this seems to be the general opinion on campus.
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Whitworth should think ecology

By Karen Harris

The environmental issue is one which needs to be faced—especially here at a college which specifically attempts to prepare students to meet the challenges of the world "out there."

Many important issues are openly grappled with now: world hunger, political oppression, ethical eating, faith development. Still the question of ecology, which faces us every day, receives scant attention compared with these more religious or philosophical questions. The problem of a polluted environment is evident to anyone who walks through the fumes in Division Street, or notices the cartons and cans on the sidewalk by the ICA. But it can be done for the ecological cause than not littering, and making cloth napkins and forgorging SAGA trays at lunch.

Not many are aware that Whitworth's recycling project, operating out of the Arend basement, accepts any kind of paper (except glossy), or bottles and cans, as well as cardboard, aluminum, and brown, green and clear bottles. The items are taken to a recycling plant in Cheney. Think twice before you throw your junk mail in the dustbin. Recyclables are left outside the Arend basement door they will be picked up.

Another important step, especially for Washington State residents, is to support State Initiative 61 titled the "Bottle Bill". This measure, which would go into effect next month, would require mandatory customer deposits on any bottle or can sold in the supermarket. This would provide incentive not only for consumers to return their used containers, but for ambitious people to collect litter and turn it for money.

In Oregon where the same type of bill was passed in 1976, litter declined 85 percent and the number of jobs increased. Although some

Dome issue debated

By Pat Williams

President's council once again is in the midst of turmoil. The problem is the ever present one; should the campus be covered with a permanent all weather dome or should the existing pine trees be the only barrier to the forces of nature.

This week's publicity-seeking proposal was sent in by an anonymous business group. The plan was to stick with the pine trees and set them off by stringing the limbs with Christmas lights. The cost of the project would be a mere $4 thousand as compared to the $20 million for all weather dome.

President's council was in general agreement with the proposal and was ready to vote it in until ASWC's president Steve Lowe raised two questions.

"What about costs?"

"How can lights offer us the same advantages of an all weather dome?"

The representative of the business group suggested that the decision would be made by themselves at the time of the purchase. Lowe maintained that it was President's council's duty to decide the colors. With concern over the alternatives such as the all weather dome the business spokesman said, "The ice and snow and broken limbs are a part of your Whitworth experience." Who can deny that?

So here we are, back at the starting line, President's Council has delayed a final vote on the decision until December 1984.

Presidents Council couldn't come up with a reply to the Christmas Lights proposal, but the answer seems obvious enough, Presidents Council should swallow their pride and request the Spokane City Council to do a formal survey on the proposal. After all who would know better about such an all encompassing and indeed entirely relevant matter?
Professor sees idea persist

When the motto "Our theme is Jesus Christ" was coined a few years ago, I liked the sound of unequivocal commitment. But I never used the expression because I am not sure what it means to others. So I must define first.

I relate the term/theme to books. Sometimes a writer decides in advance what his theme is to be. He selects materials that fit, and only those that fit can be used. The theme is not mistakable. But if he should write another book it probably would have the same theme. His procedures are proper for writing books, but his handling of theme does not fit my understanding of Whitworth.

Another kind of writer, an artist with words, begins with materials that somehow arrest his attention—an image, a subject, an event. As his creative imagination works upon those materials, theme emerges in the form of insight, quest, conclusion. It is not drawn into the work, it grows out of it. The subject determines the theme and its theme compels him. If he writes another book the same theme likely will emerge because it is so essential to his life, even his unconscious life. For me these procedures do characterize Whitworth College.

In that second, artistic sense, the revelation of God that came in Jesus Christ is a life theme for a remarkable number of persons who live and work here. The institutional structures are important, but only because they provide a favorable environment for the life themes to emerge. It is as persons work creatively with their arresting materials their disciplines and personal relationships, that the interactions of lives and the arts and sciences sometimes come together in an illuminating, but often non-verbal, expression of the Truth to be found in Jesus Christ. Now that doesn't happen all the time. But it does happen often enough to give the trust and the sharpest definition I know to the college.

I see this realization of theme in many different ways. Let me mention only a few.

I see it in the relationships that develop between students and faculty members in the four years of college and far beyond.

I see it in responses to suffering and need that do not take away dignity from the receivers of help.

I see it in unimpelled gatherings in the chapel and elsewhere.

I see it in the evidence that persons discover new faith, deepen old understandings, find new ways to embody heart beliefs.

I see it in the ability to face new ideas and new challenges without fear.

I see it in the loving handling of diversity, of pluralism both within and beyond the community of faith.

I see it in the enjoyment of the arts and sciences without attempting to justify them as utilitarian support to doctrine.

I see it in a multitude of other ways.

But some ask, "Isn't the theme declining? Are we not losing something that we once had?"

During my twenty-six years at Whitworth styles have certainly changed. But that sort of change doesn't distract or discourage. The theme keeps breaking out. As a graybeard faculty member I am gratified to see the steady influx of new creative people of faith, both in the student body and on the staff, as others graduate or retire. I cannot judge whether this new day is better. But I know these new people are alive, as others have been in the past, and the theme does persist.

"So grant me my definition and I can affirm that Jesus Christ is our theme."

C.J. Simpson
Professor of English

Dear Editor,

I would like reply to the letter referring to our school's team name, the Pirates. I do not believe that we are called the Pirates to show that we are mean, bloody and generally nasty.

A team name is essentially for fun and to create a school spirit. When I see our school emblem I think of adventure on the high seas and general rowdiness, which is my opinion of how one should act at a football game or other athletic event.

Also, since a Pirate is rough and tough, I can think of no better name to give our football team, for instance, a 'positive psychological effect.'

I do not believe that a school mascot is a serious enough matter to worry whether it follows Whitworth's theme of Christ. Besides, how does a lion or eagle build up the theme of Christ? Perhaps our football team should wear crosses on their helmets and blouses under their shoulder pads.

A Pirate and brother of Christ to my wicked end.

Bob Holsinger

Dear Editor,

I am Mike Dwyer, founder of Helrborn. I am writing in response to Mr. Graham's letter.

Mr. Graham stated in his letter that form the back of the auditorium Helrborn's vocal were "moderately unintelligible." I'm sure that Mr. Graham can understand that in auditoriums built of cathedral design, it is very difficult to produce recording quality vocal mixes. Every person may not hear the exact vocal mix depending upon where they are seated. My suggestion to Mr. Graham is to arrive at the concert a little sooner next time, and find a seat that is positioned more towards the center of the auditorium. In doing this, Mr. Graham should eliminate his "disturbing moments for Christian music."

Lastly, I would like Mr. Graham to know that Helborn never, I repeat NEVER) seeks an encore. We are servants of Jesus, slaves to his will. We feel that Christ has commissioned us to spread the gospel through our music. In the event that an encore is requested by the audience, we praise God for the opportunity to share one more song that God has laid on our hearts. We always try to direct the glory that we may receive to our Heavenly Father.

It's an age old problem, you can't please everyone all the time, from the Apostles of the new Testament to Helborn, Apostles of Now!

Even Jesus Christ Himself received some bad reviews when He walked this planet.

Thanks for the paper space.

Love in Christ

Mike J. Dwyer
Helborn

The Whitworthian apologizes

The Whitworthian is attempting to build up its credibility this year and one way we will try is by printing corrections from the previous issue.

In the October 1 issue the story on new coaches failed to identify English teacher and Student Development assistant Kim Ashley as the new golf coach.

In the music department story we neglected to mention that there is indeed an orchestra.

In the article on the religion department two errors were made. In the section on Dr. Yates, the correct version should have read "he completed his residential doctoral work at Princeton Seminary in 1948." In the section on Evelyn Smith, the column should read "doing her graduate work in adult Christian education" not doctoral work.

The winner of the contest to design a new nameplate for Whitworthian was Mrs. Marlene Olson, wife of Geology Professor Ed Olson. She will receive $10 for her design.
Why Are We The Pirates?

By Lisa Greenfield

In answer to an editorial inquiry about where Whitworth took on the name Pirates, research was done that turned up in Not by Michael蜊t D. Gray. The founder of the school, George Whitworth, had been heading for the Fine Arts Gallery. Lisa Greenfield had some bearing on the students choosing the name.

Nothing could be more fitting than letting the athletes choose their own mascot, for after all they are the ones who wear and compete under the Pirate emblem. The Whitworth jocks of more than fifty years ago were the originators of the traditional Pirate head.

The name for the athletic teams up till then had been the Whitworthians, but the name was difficult to wrap your tongue around, and Whitworth Whitworthians was generally unelegant and unpopular. The student executive realized this and decided to get the student body involved in choosing a name for the teams. However, the names they chose were also a little flat, juicing the student reactions. The student executive came up with all the old standard mascots: "Lynx," "Spartans," "Tigers," "Buccaneers," "Panthers," "Huns," and "Trojans." The students weren't satisfied with all the old favorites, those names to be found at almost any high school or college around. Whitworth was a unique college that the favorite suggestion, according to Robert Stevenson, former student, was that brought up by the athletes of the school. Those who were directly involved came up with the name they were to wear.

The school voted the official title of "Pirates" in and the teams had a new mascot. Perhaps the quick acceptance by a number of students was based on a midnight raid considered a school joke, or perhaps it was a reference to the founder's intention on settling in the Puget Sound area or even a comment on their distance from the ocean. Whatever it was the students wholeheartedly approved. That December 14, 1926 the basketball team was the first to proudly wear the official "Pirates" Heads.

Do You Feel Secure?

By Brad Stember

Is Whitworth campus a safe place to live? Are students happy with the activities of campus security guards? Is the student body doing its part to maintain harmony as well as safety on campus? These are some of the issues that surfaced in an interview with Physical Plant Director Don Holden; a faculty member of the Student Development-Resident Life Program Sandy Gill, and six Whitworth students.

The campus security system under the direction of Holden includes three full-time security guards on duty between 5 pm and 7 am weekdays. On weekends, two student guards divide a 7 am to 5 pm duty day. The responsibility of the security guards according to Holden is "basically to be there as a contact for students who have problems and to perform as a watchman. They are required to look at all of the buildings on campus at least once an hour." This splits their time between campus patrol and the Physical Plant, where they can be reached by telephone.

Intrusions most commonly dealt with by security are in traffic control. Parking citations and speeders are among the things they report. Holden, who, associates this problem to the lack of sufficient vehicle parking on campus. Another common intrusion is breaking into campus buildings at night. Holden used an example a recent party that took place "unannounced" in the Social Studies building. "If it's a residence hall, it is examples such as these and an incident last week, where non-registered, non-affiliated, property fires, were reported. Thehall was burned simultaneously in Warren Hall and the village that has been a traditional gathering spot for students and other groups. The students regard security guards as "rent-a-cops!!"

Incidents of crime involving students directly are also a problem. An example is of a student who had his pillow taken from him bodily by two unidentified people on front of the HUB. Occasional instances of assault have also been reported by students. "That type of thing happens with disturbing regularity," said Holden. "It's not terribly frequent-- once every three or four months," Holden feels that crime is substantially less than one would encounter in the city. "Our incidents of harassment are probably one percent of what you find in the city. This shouldn't surprise students from taking sensible precautions however. I think we tend to have an attitude on campus that we are, walled in from society," commented Holden.

Of the six students interviewed, four asked to remain unidentified. Two of them confessed to having virtually no contact with security or related problems and expressed a general feeling of safety on campus. One student was concerned that an emphasis of security is placed on the least important problems. "It seems to me that people are more concerned with playing cops and robber type games chasing motorcycles that race through the campus. It's all goofy," he said. Another student backed security: "I think the security police are really good. You truly try to do their very best on campus. If you're in a department where you will see them coming through." Senior Stan Boner had no complaints, offering that he was found security to be helpful in the past, including an instance when he was locked out of the radio station. "He helped someone unlock the building for me--they were good about it." One of the students felt that the job of security would be easier if the campus had better lighting. "I think that the lighting in the central part of the campus could be improved for people that are not walking late at night."

Sandy Gill of the Resident Life Program identified with security as a "very difficult thing." Gill, although she can be compared Whitworth to "an island type small town," also felt the growing presence of the city closing in. "There are some people who think of Whitworth as a community & real easy place to do some of the things they do," said Gill speaking to the questions of harassment and vandalism. "College people are real caring, friendly, people. Sometimes people off campus will take advantage of that." Gill can relate to the problem of a campus community & easy place to do some of the things they do," she commented. "We're always careful as a campus community all share in the security of things that happen here."

Holden also stressed the need for cooperation of the Whitworth Security Department, "I think that with our citizen-type aid that police departments receive in a community situation that our security program can be a good one. The students don't support Can Whitworth take care of itself? According to Gill and Holden, "No, you can't rely only on the chain of students that represents the University but you should have strong enough links to support the security program's lock."
President's Council Discusses Room Phones

By Mary Manger

Who will pay for damages to the dorms? How the students' money should be spent, and by whom were just some of the topics touched on in last Monday night's President's Council meeting.

The meeting opened with a discussion over how repairs in the dorms should be paid for, and by whom. After a lengthy discussion, it was decided that either the maintenance budget, the dorm dues, or the dorm's individual floors would pay for damages.

After that was decided, one of the members of the council asked ASWC President Steve Lowe if it would be possible to install more phones in some dorms because, they said, it's almost impossible to use the phones in some dorms because they're always busy. After taking their opinions, some expressing a desire for telephones in individual rooms, President Lowe decided to investigate the possibilities of installing more phones. The day after the meetingSteve said, "I'm in favor of putting phones in the rooms, but the students have to be aware of the college's financial situation. When the college is planning to phase out a department, we don't want to add another major expense."  

Next on the agenda was the Executive's report presented by Herb Stocker, the President. Stocker reported that there would be a meeting with ASWC members in three days a week for three hours, giving the students, "60 class hours with their professor, instead of the 48 they had last year. However, student response to the plan has not been very high in the Academic Affairs Council's reconsidering it. Another plan for Jan Term is to schedule one more enjoyable for the students, with possibilities of having a theme for Jan Term and another one a week, along with other planned activities.

Nave then went on to talk about the Curriculum task force, which is studying the graduation requirements and making recommendations about how they can be improved. They are also trying to improve the Whitworth four year program, making it more challenging for the seniors and Juniors. He also spoke about the Grade System Task Force, which is studying the Whitworth grading system and how to improve it. Their one complaint is that the system isn't precise enough, that a more precise method of grading is needed. Nave's final report covered the movies that are shown here every Friday night. First of all, he showed a schedule of the movies that will be shown for the rest of the year. He then went on to say that for every movie shown, the ASWC loses about $100. The budget for movies is $2800, and it usually costs from $600 to $700 to show, and the money is made back through the $75 admissions charge.

Then the council got down to the business that had been scheduled for the evening. First of all, $240 from the unallocated funds was given to the project of making 2, three minute films to be shown during intermissions of the movies, promoting ASWC concessions.

Then a representative of Ammons firms was present to talk to the council about a request for $100, that would be spent on stamps and envelopes. The council agreed to this proposal.

The Whitworth Literary and Scientific Society presented a question about the Integration of stamp and phone bills. The council agreed that stamp and phone bills should be kept separate. The council also decided that they would be responsible for the dorms. That decision was later revoked.

A few days after the meeting, Herb Stocker, the Director of Administrative Support, who is responsible for most of the non-academic services on campus, was consulted about the matter of the telephone situation. He explained that, along with Kay McEwen of Student Development, he is conducting a survey to determine where the most phone use is, when it occurs, and to try and balance out the number of people per phone.

"I went on to say that in 1975, the college installed a new system which showed the public would have to be able to have phones and that would be a problem. He also said that there were only 35 pay phones on the campus and one time a student went into another person's room and used their phone, getting a bill of about $270. He said some of the dorms could have individual phones but that it would be too expensive for the dorms that air already wired. Stocker estimated that the phones will be charged at 50 cents an hour."

Dr. Lindaman will be stepping down from his active duties as Whitworth's president.

Dr. Lindaman will have completed his tenth year at Whitworth by February. Although an acting president will be appointed by that time, Lindaman will be president until the end of July when he returns from his sabbatical. When the new president arrives, Dr. Lindaman plans to move to a home in North-Spokane and have his office in his home. Much of his time during his sabbatical will be spent on research and study in preparation for his speaking engagements.

When asked why he decided to leave the presidency, Dr. Lindaman replied, "I've never stayed in one assignment more than eight years before. It is a normal activity to deliberately move to new horizons." He also commented, "I would like to spend my next career free from administrative pressures and fiscal responsibilities.

As for his next career, Dr. Lindaman plans to travel around the United States conducting workshops and seminars, lecturing and writing about the subject of futuristic studies. He has already received invitations from such places as Bethel, Maine, Los Angeles, Kansas City, Seattle, Denver, Canada, and Detroit. Most of his seminars will be for groups of churches.

Dr. Lindaman said, "I have become so interested in the subject of future studies (or futuring) and recognize a great need throughout the church and other organizations for a better understanding of that subject. Church leaders need to be aware of the future and the financial support to be needed."

As he travels, Dr. Lindaman hopes to make Whitworth's name become known all over the US. He intends to do so by interpreting Whitworth's uniqueness to many people. In the future, he hopes that students at Whitworth can find new ways to integrate the Liberal Arts tradition and the church, and take leadership in finding solutions for some of the complex problems that we have in society.

Dr. Lindaman feels that Whitworth is a good place to spend his time. He said, "I sense that this fall we have the beginning of one of the best years all of the students are being here in terms of attitude and motivation of the students, the school is in a good mood of the campus, and the spirit of excitement of working together
Basketball

Men's basketball at Whitworth begins practice Nov. 1, says Head Coach Sam Brasch to prepare for the opening game against Carroll College in the Fieldhouse, Nov. 30.

Brasch anticipates 12 men on varsity and 12 men on junior varsity will make the team this season.

Whitworth is a member of the Northwest Conference and 12 out of 26 games this season will be against other Conference teams. This team division is based on school size, Brasch explained.

Other basketball coaches are Dave Titter, head JV coach, and Mark Bianchi coaching assistant. Presently a conditioning program is being offered for those preparing to turn out. Brasch said that 28 people have expressed an interest in playing on the team.

"So far in the conditioning everybody's been working really hard," he said, going on to comment that the number of people and quality of possible players impressed him.

Volleyball Scores Again

The indomitable Pirate volleyball team came up against Whitman in their conference opener on October 5th.

The Pirates' downed Whitman in three games 15-2, 15-11, 15-1. The strong points that led to this impressive victory were, according to Coach Mark Atwell-Scrivner, "blocking, concentration, and the excellent teamwork." Overall the Pirates turned in a solid performance. Coach Atwell-Scrivner was quick to remark that Whitman is building its team this year and that they played better defense than in past years. The coach also commented that the Pirates must keep their mental game and momentum going.

The Pirates, when preparing to go public and allow all who wish to go to the District 3 Tournament, will host a home volleyball game Tuesday, October 16th. The varsity team meets the College of Idaho on October 18th at the Fieldhouse.

Football is just one of the many sports offered by the Intramural department.

Soccer, a club sport at Whitworth, is gaining in experience and popularity. In their most recent match on Sunday, the Pirates lost to North Idaho.
Cross-Country Moving
By Brad Sterenberg

The Whitworth Cross Country teams are on the move having competed in Walla Walla on September 29, and on Whitby Island October seventh. While the women continue to expand upon strong team showings, the men have been faced with the struggles of sickness, injury and ineligibility. The last two races prove to be no exception to this trend.

At the Whitman Invitational in Walla Walla, the men were hampered by the ineligibility of Jeff Rahn and Craig Dietz, who would have been the second and third Whitworth finishers if eligible. Both ran the meet unattached. Mike Wendlandt, still recovering from sickness earlier this season was unable to make the trip. The men’s cause was strengthened by the return of Tom Sutton and Art Kelly, who have been on the injured list. Running together most of the race, Sutton finished 37th and Kelly 40th—second and third for Whitworth. The men were led by Charlie Lewis who placed 15th overall. Ray Robertson, Wes Hikida and Steve Creel worked together to finish 47th through 49th, respectively, with Eym Quinn close behind to come in 51st out of 75 runners.

The women, led by the fifth place finish of Dixie Reimer, had another outstanding group effort. Susie Jeffries, Kathy Armstrong, Cheryl Hoff, Lauri Carlton and Paula Nunnally all finished within a span of fifty seconds to place 11, 13, 15 and 16th, respectively. Judy Manley was close behind in 17th position to claim the final varsity spot, while Paula Cullen was 24th overall. "That’s the concept I’ve been trying to convey to the girls," responded Coach Terry Kelly, "grouping and helping your fellow runners.

The Fort Casey Invitational, run on Whidbey Island in the Olympic Peninsula, is the largest college invitational meet in the Northwest. Nearly 250 men and 200 women representing 23 complete teams and many more unattached individuals competed. It is one of the most competitive meets run in the northwest with teams including the Universities of Washington and Idaho and Club Northwest.

How did Whitworth do among all this competition? Kelly answered by saying that the individual performances and our strong team effort made us competitive. Ray Robertson had an excellent race among the elitest, placing 119th and second for Whitworth. He was followed by Art Kelly (122), Steve Creel (130), and Mike Wendlandt (132).

Coach Kelly was pleased with Wendlandt’s Division III type to finish his first of the season, which was nearly a minute faster than last year. "The course is a really beautiful," said Wendlandt, "I didn’t feel like it was really that tough because it was so pretty.

Running his best race of the season so far, Ray Robertson discussed the change. "It was a lot smoother race for me than the others this year. It felt good to start out fast and not be passed by too many people."

Both teams are getting the first rest of the season in hopes of good performances at the upcoming Walla Walla Invitational in Kalispell, Montana. Placing seventh out of 18 teams, the women were only 12 points behind Western Washington U., the only team to finish ahead of them. Reflecting on the significance of the women’s results, Coach Kelly said: "I was very, very pleased with the results of this meet because it showed that we are one of the favorites for the Division III championships. Individually, Reimer placed 25th overall, followed by Susie Jeffries (63), Cheryl Hoff (77) and Kathy Armstrong (90).

"Vastly improved over her last year’s performances," Susie Jeffries has become more consistent since the men’s squad. When asked about her advancement Jeffries commented: "Iled "I had a lot of fun and that’s important to me."

Placing fifty-sixth and running two and a half minutes faster than last year’s Whitby race, Charlie Lewis was once again Whitworth’s number one finisher. With the absence of Rahn, Dietz and Tom Sutton who was ill, the men ran well to finish eighteenth out of the twenty-three teams.

As Homecoming approaches, the Pirates return to Whitworth with a 1-3-1 record. The Bucs are 3-1-1 against Linfield in conference play with their past three meetings against the Wildcats ending in a 3-1-1 record.

Since the Pirates’ Homecoming game, Whitworth has fallen to number 27 in the NAIA FCS poll. The Bucs have won their last two conference games and are now only one game behind the Wildcats for the conference championship. Linfield, on the other hand, has lost three of their last four conference games and will face Linfield in their next game. The Bucs take on the Bobcats on Saturday at 1 p.m. at St. John’s Field.

Dave Pomante; Athlete of Week

David Pomante, Whitworth’s mighty little defensive lineman, who stands just 5 feet 8 inches and weighs 205 pounds, has made a habit of sacking opposing quarterbacks this season. Against Central Washington in a 7-7 tie, Pomante dumped the pouch four times for the second straight week and was named Miller Brewing Co. Player of the Week.

Pomante, an All-Conference and District honorable mention in 1978 who hails from St. Clemens, Mich., was in on 13 tackles and helped the Bucs hold Central to just 46 yards rushing and 135 total offense.

Bucs Tie With CWU; Lose To Linfield
By Debbie Redmond

As Homecoming approaches, the Pirates return to Whitworth with a 1-3-1 record. The Bucs are 3-1-1 against Linfield in conference play with their past three meetings against the Wildcats ending in a 3-1-1 record.

Since the Pirates’ Homecoming game, Whitworth has fallen to number 27 in the NAIA FCS poll. The Bucs have won their last two conference games and are now only one game behind the Wildcats for the conference championship. Linfield, on the other hand, has lost three of their last four conference games and will face Linfield in their next game. The Bucs take on the Bobcats on Saturday at 1 p.m. at St. John’s Field.
Volunteer to Serve
By Mark Meyer

If you are interested in volunteering to help other people and don’t know where to go, then SERVE is the organization for you. Ann Kiemle is the coordinator for the SERVE (Students Eager to Respond to Volunteer Endeavors) organization here on the Whitworth campus, and she described SERVE as being a community outreach program, in conjunction with the Chaplain’s office and ASWC.

The SERVE organization helps place interested volunteers in programs where they can help enrich the lives of others by giving them their time and attention. Some organizations SERVE has been involved with in the past are the Big Brothers or Big Sisters, working in children’s homes, doing recreational and craft work at the YMCA and other service organizations, working on crisis lines, and working with the handicapped.

“I think the important thing about SERVE is that it gives people a chance to come in contact with people they normally wouldn’t come into contact with,” said Ann Kiemle. “We’ve all been blessed with different gifts to offer in serving other people and we should use these gifts in the best way we see fit.”

“SERVE doesn’t just mean us going out into the community, it’s also the community coming here,” stated Kiemle. She went on to explain that during Jan Term a group of people “Fifty years young” will put on a musical production here on campus, and then a group from here will do the same for them.

Miss Kiemle explained that it’s easy to get involved with SERVE. Anyone interested in volunteering should contact her in either the ASWC offices that are located in the MUR or in her room in the basement of Ballard. Her office hours are from 3:00 to 5:00 on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday, and from 1:00 to 3:00 on Tuesday and Thursday. After a person has expressed interest in joining SERVE, they talk with Kiemle about their past experiences in volunteering, what they would like to volunteer for, and how much time they have to offer. After the talk, she calls the different service agencies and if they need volunteers the person is placed in some sort of volunteer activity.

Kiemle spoke of the rewards of being a volunteer worker by saying, “Giving usually ends up being as meaningful to us as to the people we are giving to.”

Amnesty International: Urgent Action

By Karen Harris

Eduardo Viscaya, former president of the Argentine University Federation, disappeared from his home in Buenos Aires September 3. He is one of 16 disappeared persons believed to have been seized by Argentine security forces since August 3. A recently passed decree allowing the government to declare missing persons dead dampens hopes of families who hope to ever see or hear from the victims again.

Whitworth students, in cooperation with Amnesty International, are writing letters asking the Argentine government to investigate Viscaya’s disappearance, and to reveal the missing persons decrees.

Whitworth’s Amnesty International (AI) group has been meeting during noon hour Wednesdays and Fridays in the Sunset West room of 1985. AI is an organization with chapters all over the world, whose purpose is to be “Prisoners of Conscience” or, people imprisoned for their political views.

Viscaya’s case was brought to the attention of Whitworth students via an urgent action request, one of the many press releases which the AI headquarters sends to its chapters following notifications of political repression.

According to Whitworth chapel leader Carol Rose, the headquarters will send however many urgent action requests a group is able to respond to. Whitworth gets two each month.

“The effectiveness of AI lies in flooding a government official with letters from all over the world requesting action,” Rose said. “These letters would be received immediately after the incident, to do the most good.”

Rose urges any students interested to come to the meetings where they can get suggestions if they wish on how to style their letters. For any who can’t attend the letter-writing meetings, urgent action requests are posted in the chapel and in the SALT room in the basement of the library.

Forum Update
By Barry Adams

Forum on Thursday Oct 18 was three members of Connoisseur concerts: David Dutton, Beverly Biggs and Webb Coffee. The trio played Chamber music.

The group played the Harpsichord, Baroque flute, Baroque oboe and recorder. Accompaniment was on two songs.

Connoisseur Concerts is a society of musicians and not an arm of the Symphony. It got its start nine years ago, “because of a lack of chamber music in Spokane,” according to Dutton. Beverly Biggs added that the trio had played at Forum five years ago and that there was a noticeable difference in appreciation for the music.

The group did not get a chance to perform their last numbers as a smoky smell in the building caused an evacuation. Two fire trucks were called to the scene.

About the fire incident Biggs said, “We usually pull out all the stops for our last number, this time someone did it for us.”

On Thursday forum will explore the problems in Northern Ireland. Many Whitworth students and faculty members have visited that country in the past few years and will comment on what is happening.

1985’sers Aware of Hunger

We have been getting organized by the political committee this week and we will be sponsoring a 2 week calendar of events centered at raising awareness of hunger. On Thursday the film “Bread and Life” was shown.

In the coming week Ken Israels from the Spokane Food Bank will be coming us and a film called “Hunger in America” will be shown. The culmination of this time period will be an “offering of letters”, a method of urging Congress to find out who is hungry in the USA. It is a vote against hunger and is sponsored by Bread for the World.

If you can:

Write your US representative:
Washington DC 20515
Washington DC 20515

Ask that a nationwide survey be mandated to monitor malnutrition.

Tell them that the extent and location of hunger in the US is not known.

Ask why existing national measurements of nutritional status are too limited to be adequate.

Take a few moments, your letter will matter, you will hear during announcement time when and where to take your letter.

The Economics group has plans to raise awareness of food cost and availability in the near future.

The Nutrition committee has films and educational presentations in the works and the Ecology committee members are planning a napkin making time and stomping on apple juice, for a few cases of aluminum cans have been rinsed, de-labeled, flattened and delivered to the campus recycling center.

Last Saturday, 4, 1985’s, Christie and family, and 5 very helpful children picked 700 pounds of really delicious apples in Greenbluff. It was a beautiful day and we enjoyed getting apples that were local, fresh and delicious.

Thank you for all your efforts.
Christie Bryant

Lamb’s Players, a Christian Mime troupe, performed to a captive audience at Forum and then again last Sunday.

Photo by Brad Yuan
Ferguson Elected Interim President

By Jiri Hasek

Dr. Duncan Ferguson will be acting president of Whitworth College starting Feb. 1. Jack Hatch, past President of First Presbyterian Church of Spokane and chairman of the Personnel Committee, announced during a meeting Saturday morning. Richard Leon, past president of First Presbyterian Church of Spokane and chairman of the Personnel Committee, also gave a report on the progress and plans of the Presidential Search Committee.

Hatch explained that, since April, when he was requested to find a person to recommend for the position of transitional leadership, he had discussed the matter with past administrative officers of the college, concerned and aware individuals, and professional people in Washington, D.C. He was mostly looking for leadership qualities in administration and faculty, and found Ferguson to be an outstanding individual possessing these characteristics.

Hatch also commented that Ferguson will be considered for the long-term presidency and his main task will be to redesign the curriculum. Relevant changes will be a subtask during this time, endorsed this recommendation as the meeting. Lindaman will still be around during this time but Ferguson will act in his absence until a new President can be chosen.

"There's some controversy in terms of my leadership in the institution," Ferguson, currently Vice President and Provost, commented. He went on to explain that it is not a disadvantage because "the institution does respect that kind of fairness." He said that his main task will be internal management and the primary responsibility is to finish what has already begun in the area. Ferguson said that he will not be starting major new changes in the institution.

Shirley Richner, who is now in good health after hospitalization, will be coming back to Whitworth to assist him in the position Ferguson announced.

He said that the administrative structure may undergo some changes but further discussion is necessary before anything will be done or announced to the Whitworth community.

Leon explained that Jack Hatch had the final word in selecting the one recommended to the Board for interim presidency. The Personnel Committee assisted Hatch in choosing Ferguson for recommendation.

The committee searching for a long-term president is currently receiving recommendations from 220 men and women they feel would be in touch with qualified individuals. These people making the recommendations include presidents of other Presbyterian colleges, pastors, the Presbyterian Foundation, and the Whitworth faculty. They also have advertised in journals dealing with education. So far 115 names are being considered.

Qualities being looked for in the candidates include a deep Christian commitment, a commitment to private liberal arts education, and a desire to strengthen the learning community. Other characteristics desired include management and financial competency in an institution of higher education.

Some candidates have been interviewed and others have sent in material on their qualifications. The first round of nominations to 80 have some files of which 43 are incomplete, Leon commented. A target has been set for the end of November to choose a few names as top candidates. Then in January these people will be interviewed at a neutral location away from Spokane and Whitworth. From these people the number will be cut down to three to five candidates. During February these possibilities will be screened again at places familiar to them. In early March the chosen person will be brought to the Whitworth community for final consideration by the students, faculty, and Board of Trustees.

"We're so scared we're praying daily," Leon commented, emphasizing the seriousness of the decision. The plan makes two assumptions, he explained. More than one person may be brought to the attention of the Whitworth community for consideration or the Committee may decide the people brought to their attention do not include the right man or woman to fulfill this position.

Professional men from the Presidential Search Committee will be assisting the committee starting March 1. The job will come to the campus to review the needs of the college, give advice on how to go about this task, help with the acquiring of more nominations, will have contacts with those candidates the committee is seriously considering, and assist with the visitations.

The committee has yet to decide if they will employ these consultants in the more academic stages of the search, but they are inclined to utilize their service.

The application deadline is November 15 and the position is open as of July 1, 1988. Leon mentioned that rumors were going around saying that the position had already been offered to one candidate seriously considering it, which is far from the truth.

Leon did say that the Presidential Search Committee has a "lot of harmony and trust in their commitment to find a new President. The sense of unity is terrific," he commented.

Whitworth Foundation Funds College

By Pat Williams

The major problem that confronts Whitworth today is that Tuition is already too high, which means that Whitworth today is that Tuition is already too high, where the college turn to meet its financial needs. This question is as relevant today as when Whitworth chose to begin planning for the future by setting up the Whitworth Foundation.

The Foundation was started with $1,000 raised from the Northwest Area Foundation, a Minneapolis-based organization that provides schools with primary financial help so that they can organize funding for themselves that will help to perpetuate the school's existence.

In that seven years the Foundation has accumulated holdings worth some $10 million. This does not however mean that Whitworth College has and extra $10 million to throw around.

The Foundation is a separate legal entity from the college. Its primary goal is to provide a service for people who would like to assure themselves of a hassle free income for virtually any period of time by designating the Whitworth Foundation to be a beneficiary.

The benefits to the person who turns over a piece of land that was bought in 1960 for $10 thousand and to $50 thousand, come in many forms. In addition to escaping the cost that would otherwise be applicable if the land was sold, there are numerous other advantages to putting valuable assets into a charitable trust. The gains can be spread out over a six year period. In the case of life trusts the trustee is not required to distribute any inheritance as long as they recieve the interest payments from the predecessor trust. Also state and probate taxes can be bypassed.

In the seven years since the Foundation began operations the holdings have increased to that $10 million figure. That is the total amount of assets they control. While they invest in almost any number of stocks, bonds or "real estate that they feel will turn over the best return on investments.

How much money needs to be earned to cover the Foundations yearly expenses? According to the Foundation director Richard Matheny trusts pay between 6-8% on the appraised value of the contributed assets. On stocks and cash donations the rates increase depending on the type of trust and the age of the contributor. Therefore the investments made by the Foundation must be able to earn at least 6% yearly just to break even. And they must exceed that for Whitworth to gain anything.

The board of trustees of the Foundation is made up of people who have made large deals in the finance and business who they are the ones who must decide whether or not to invest in a fairly stable area such as real estate or stocks to try their luck in the risky stock and bond business where the rate of return can vary according to the time of day.

The dealings of the board of trustees tend to be very conservative since their first priority is to care for other peoples money. The investment interest must come first and in todays troubled marketplace that is not easy task to perform. In 1978-79 the Foundation invested eight in the nation in growth for the deferred gift Foundation. However while the current rate is good, the Foundation still has a long way to go before the college can begin to focus more on academic concerns.

According to Matheny the school can hope to keep $3.5 million of the trust obligations are met. That amount, called the "remittance," becomes part of the endowment. In that capacity it will help pay salaries, scholarships etc...

While $3.5 million sounds like a lot it really is a meager sum. One of the fines examples of money raising foundations is at Whitman College where the endowment has made that school virtually debt free.

Since the Foundation began only seven years ago it will be 1998 before any of the set trust obligations will run out. Until that time the school will have to scrape enough off the smaller donations to maintain a balanced budget.

On The Inside:

Whitworth was Homecoming gate, 21-15. Page 6

Special on rock climbing, page 6.

Faculty Executive report on Nutrition Department, Page 8.
I am constantly amazed at the apathy that I find at Whitworth. Students here tend to get fired up over things for at least a day or so and then calmly return to their own business, leaving someone else to handle their problems.

The problem is that many students aren't sure what the college stands for. Is it a liberal arts college as our accreditation states or is it more of a glorified Bible school that would put applying scripture to theoretical principles rather than to today's reality. On the liberal arts theme, students can argue that they must look out for themselves rather than others. But as a Christ centered institution shouldn't our concerns be in the area of helping others?

In the case of the Phi Beta Chi strike the Whitworthian ran a full page article and the faculty overwhelmingly voted in favor of the Phi Betas. This was in direct opposition to the administration. What response did the student body show?

At an open meeting 50 students showed up to listen to Dr. Duncan Ferguson explain the problem and were never heard from again. There were no letters to the editor either.

Do we need 'extras'?

By Karen Harris

Time and money—how we spend them is in balance. Perhaps the sole purpose of a college shouldn't be to remind students how much time and money they spend on leisure activities and luxuries compared with people in other parts of the world. On the other hand, some kind of student expenditures lead me to think we have given up trying to close the gap.

Fifty dollars will be awarded to the winner of Homecoming Week's souped-up Volkswagen contest. Someone will appreciate fifty dollars. But no one is depending on it.

Along the same line, who has heard their dorm president announce, "We have seventy dollars left in our dorm fund so do you guys want to have an ice cream social?" Most students consider free munchies nice, but pay for their own when necessary. Taking time out for free food is pressing issue. Why spend money just because it's there?

A dorm spirit at Whitworth is not something which surfaces only in the month of monetary leader. And there can be a community feeling in a dorm regardless of the money it spends on itself. Maybe the winner of the Phi Beta Chi contest could receive a pair of dice for his or her rear view mirror, along with the privilege of driving a fifty dollar check downtown to the Spokane Food Bank. And anyone object to a dorm halloween party with donated refreshments and a cornemhvnic trick-or-treat for UNICEF?

Whitworth students are already putting their time and money to creative and productive use. Some examples: the Creative Writing theme dorm has voted to contribute $50 of its funds to poet Richard Hugo to help finance his trip home; and the Christian Concerns theme dorm members will learn more about nuclear energy at the demonstration in Bangor, near Seattle, this weekend.

Some students have more money than time. Most students don't feel they have much of either. But at those times when one or the other is available, we are sometimes open to suggestions about how to spend it. Therefore I recommend that such outlets as the Spokane Food Bank, 1985, Amnesty International, local needy people, and political causes, remain on the list of options along with dorm parties, homecoming contests, and other recreational activities.

The opinions expressed in the editorial section are not necessarily those of the students of Whitworth College.

The paper needs more writers. Currently the WHITWORTHIAN has too many stories and too few writers to get the job done. If you would be interested in being on the staff drop a note into campus mail in care of the
Dear Editor,

Energy conservation? That's what the daily FLASH announcement implies. Yet the air blowers in each room in the Science building are constantly on. The rooms seem to be constantly cooled to 65 degrees!

And Maintenance just replaced the dead light bulbs in our hallway. Our 100' of hallway in Charis now have 10 100-watt bulbs - 1000 watts of light! With 7 bulbs unscrewed and the other 3 changed to 60 watt bulbs, we still have plenty of light, and we only use 180 watts. And our bathroom lights were changed - 5 100 watt bulbs. We only need 2 in there.

That's a savings of 1220 watts on one floor of our dorm. If each floor in the village did that, we'd save 13,440 watts. That must almost be enough to send a man to the moon!

We cut back on academics, lose a fine teacher, and we spend more on electricity. OOPS.

Brian Best

Couch sets record straight

Dear Editor,

In the article 'Basketball Begins', on page 6 of the October 15th Whitworthian, I'd like to point out a couple of mistakes if I may. In the 8th paragraph it is stated: "From the top four teams go to the National Tournament at Kansas City." In truth, only the winner of the 8 team single elimination tournament goes to the nationals. (I wished the top 4 went). I tried to explain our district playoff format to Jeri Hansen but I think she may have gotten a little confused. It is a pretty technical playoff system.

Also, we play 26 games, not 28 as mentioned. I gave Jeri some schedules when she interviewed me so I don't know what the mix-up was. I enjoy reading the Whitworthian and look forward to each issue. I hope there is a possibility that we can get the above straightened out. Thanks for your time.

Sincerely,
Sam Brach

Dear Editor,

How did homecoming finally go this year? Well, after being thoroughly run into the ground, it went alright. Not all of the activities went well, and the weather was not necessarily on our side, but the week as a whole was successful.

The week, for all practical purposes, started on Tuesday with the waterbed stack. This event seemed to bring things together and unite the student body, making them aware that this week was special after all. The event was followed by other events like the obstacle course and the pep assembly.

Wednesday's obstacle course was interesting not only for those people participating, but also for those trying to be innocent bystanders. The course included many varied stunts; Most of them were not the kind of thing that you would practice every day of the year. After all, when is the last time you ran around with a tennis ball between your knees? Or practiced taking off your shoes in record time?

The weather attacked on Thursday. The planned Volkswagon stuff and push was called off. (Yes, a staff and push is just what it sounds like, you put as many people as you can into a volkswagen and try to push it.) Even this didn't dampen the spirits of the Whitworth students. Friday came and people came out of their closets and supported the volleyball team. The team showed their appreciation by providing the crowd with a victory. After this, many of the loyal fans went on to the pep assembly to make their support known in the football team.

Many students braved the elements to cheer the Pirates on to victory.

Homecoming Was a Success

By Arlette Mattson-Dove

Dear Editor,

Just to let you know that I was interviewed by the band about the concert we went to Friday evening to entertain the Whitworth community.

Even as these events were going on successfully, the band concert was being held. You would think that with something being successful, any other event competing for the same time spot would stand little chance of success. This, however, did not prove to be the case as the band delighted its audience with its repertoire. The audience's reception was more than commendable.

Finally Saturday came with the grande finale. The football game was off to a flying start with Whitworth leading at the half by a score of 21 to 13. Then the rain came. People started to leave, but then they stopped leaving. Even though some did leave for good, many stayed! The crowd didn't exactly fill the bleachers at the beginning of the game, but it didn't dissipate much with the coming of the rain. Furthermore, many of those who did leave came back when the rain stopped. Congratulations, Whitworth! Even though your spirit is carried on by a small number of people, at least those few are faithful.

The dance at the Holiday Inn was also a success. The band, although not the best ever heard, did play good music to dance to. Even if you did not care for one song, there was enough variety, that you were soon bound to hear one that was more to your taste.

Cindy Hubert deserves much of the credit for the week. She was in charge of Homecoming this year, its success is greatly a direct result of her hard work. Her staff is also deserving of commendation as are the cheerleaders. Altogether they did an excellent job.

Many students braved the elements to cheer the Pirates on to victory.
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Whitworth Piles Up

by Arlette Mattson-Boze

Do you know the significance of the number 104? Of course you do. You have only heard about it a million times this week. Ninety-four was the previous record, and now one hundred four is the number to beat when stacking waterbeds with people.

Dave Balan was the organizer and person who was yelling his poor lungs out at the stacking, and was in charge of the details of the event. The Magic Mushroom was the donor of the bed and they made sure that their sign was up. It fell every five or ten minutes, almost fatally wounding dozens of people, but it was still put up.

The first two tries were the victims of disorganization. People knew that they were supposed to get on the bed, but they would have to go on in levels and that more than ninety-four had to get on, but that was above all they knew. The fact that speed was of the essence was not about all they knew. The fact that breathing.

Finally on the fifth try, after threatening a motion to postpone the successful completion of the event until the next day, there was success. It was sheer determination on the part of those on the bottom few rows, but one hundred four people piled on the unfortunate bed. Everyone seems to have survived, too. Even those on the bottom, who did emerge a bit whiter and most faint than they went in came out alive. Whitworth achieved success without losing an

This waterbed held up under the weight of one hundred four students.

Student Forum

Is Violence Ever Justified

by Janelle Case

Violence tends to be a touchy subject. It is one in which reality can collide head on with our principles, and that can be a threatening situation. Here is what eight Whitworth students had to say in answer to the question, "Is violence ever justified?"

Nancy C. Patterson, junior: "I think as Christians, violence as such is never justified. Instigated violence is never justified. If someone else takes it upon himself to instigate violence against you, then I believe you can do what you can to defend yourself."

Glen Gaun, freshman: "An example I could think of is when Jesus overturned the tables in the temple. That was an act of violence which felt was justified, but it hurt no one if violence is being used upon you, violence in self-defense would be justified at a last resort. But even then, I would still be slow to advocate it."

Kim Smith, senior: "I would say for the most part, no--and that's a qualified no: that in the main, Christians are called upon to turn the other cheek, walk the second mile, pray for those enemies. I do, however, agree with C.S. Lewis. There are times when the use of force and even the taking of other human life is justified, as long as it is done without hatred of the other person. That is to say, one can deplore and use violence to oppose the act of another human being without hating the other human being."

Shawn Weakley, junior: "That's a toughie to answer on the spot. I'd have to say yes, but I'd have to qualify it to say that it can't be violence that does harm to people. To me, Jesus driving the money changers out of the temple was a violent act, but it wasn't directed to harm people. Pillow fights are justifiable, and they're violent!"

Peter Graham, freshman: "That's a loaded question. Violence itself: I don't think it's justified, but it would be in the case of self-defense. I feel quite negative towards violence. I don't think that's what Christ wants, and I think we should go according to the way He taught, which is love, not violence."

Susan Brown, freshman: "I think it is. However, not with the connotation that it often has today. I think that there are questions of good and evil that sometimes can only be solved by violence, in the sense of a defensive war or protection. I don't see anything in the Bible that prohibits this."

Joe Gallegos, junior: "I would say that people have reasons for violence, but that doesn't mean that they're just reasons. I think there are better ways of solving a problem than war--I mean through peace talks, etc. I think the word 'violence' itself is bad and unjust, and so how can you justify something that is unjust?"

Connie Hill, freshman: "It seems to me that there's a lot of violence in sports--for instance, football, rugby, and boxing. The word needs to be defined, because some violence is just, such as violence involving sports. Internationally, I don't think that violence is the answer. No, probably the only violence that is justified in our society is sports. Self-defense is another just form of violence."

The third attempt came with some degree of organization. Groups of eleven were formed and people lay down in rows. The problem here was that most of the people were unsure what row was on their own and where their own row was. Again suffocation stopped the proceedings.

When the fourth time came around, everyone was more sure of where they were supposed to be, but the speed factor was not yet conquered.

Depending on the amount of interest shown for the introductory course, Wilderness Activities will be sponsoring the class as a means to promote safe rock climbing. The safe rock climbing course this winter for all new class will be offered by Mark Patterson and Dave Volshuezen are offering an annual event.

The Magic Mushroom have been climbing for some years now and travel weekly out to Minnehaha to keep in practice. Patterson mentioned that he liked climbing and rock it is "Seriously enough to want to get better."

Patterson taught mountaineering at Sonoma College back in San Rafael, California and had other general experiences at teaching the new sport.

Girls as well as guys are strongly invited to try the class. It seems even they have a natural edge. Guys tend to rely on brute force to rock climb while girls rely on grace. In several areas brute strength is not a hindrance than a help because, as Patterson said "It is not an attack, you have to climb with the rock." Girls have a natural grace as well as an ability to fall and trust their safety ropes.

Rock climbing has become a sophisticated art. It requires several diverse types of equipment with names like eccentric, ice-axes, and crampons. It also divides the types of climbs and their difficulty. There are three types of climbs: grade climbing, free climbing, and aid climbing. Each of these is broken down by difficulty and amount of equipment necessary. It is in response to a question about unprofitability of climbing, Patterson replied, "If they get nothing else out of this I want them to step out on a limb and know what to do. There's nothing around too, but in safety."

Patterson is expecting the man who taught him how to rock climb, Jim McGower, to come up and speak to the class. "He is one of the ten best climbers in the world in my opinion," remarked Patterson. He has scaled El Capitan in Yosemite this summer, and various other climbs.

Rock Climbing Grows

by Lisa Greenfield

There's a good chance that a new class will be offered next spring here at Whitworth and it will be taught by two students. Mark Patterson and Dave Volshuezen are offering an introductory course this winter for all those students interested in finding out about the sport of mountain climbing. Actually it's rock climbing rather than mountain climbing and safety is being stressed.

Depending on the amount of interest shown for the introductory course, Wilderness Activities will be sponsoring the class as a means to promote safe rock climbing. The safe part is what is being stressed greatly by Mark Patterson. The winter class will just give the basic elements of the class, touching on basic equipment and campus climbs. Patterson mentioned there are several good climbs along buildings here at Whitworth! Campus climbing may also be incorporated into the course for those wishing to attempt that annual event.

Patterson and Volshuezen have been climbing for some years now and travel weekly out to Minnehaha to keep in practice. Patterson mentioned that he liked climbing and rock it is "Seriously enough to want to get better." Patterson taught mountaineering at Sonoma College back in San Rafael, California and had other general experiences at teaching the new sport.

Girls as well as guys are strongly invited to try the class. It seems even they have a natural edge. Guys tend to rely on brute force to rock-climb while girls rely on grace. In several areas brute strength is not a hindrance to a help because, as Patterson said "It is not an attack, you have to climb with the rock." Girls have a natural grace as well as an ability to fall and trust their safety ropes.

Rock climbing has become a sophisticated art. It requires several diverse types of equipment with names like eccentric, ice-axes, and crampons. It also divides the types of climbs and their difficulty. There are three types of climbs: grade climbing, free climbing, and aid climbing. Each of these is broken down by difficulty and amount of equipment necessary. It is in response to a question about unprofitability of climbing, Patterson replied, "If they get nothing else out of this I want them to step out on a limb and know what to do. There's nothing around too, but in safety."

Patterson is expecting the man who taught him how to rock climb, Jim McGower, to come up and speak to the class. "He is one of the ten best climbers in the world in my opinion," remarked Patterson. He has scaled El Capitan in Yosemite this summer, and various other climbs.

This waterbed held up under the weight of one hundred four students.
Volleyball At 3-0

The women's volleyball team fared well in league action this week, winning two home games.

The volleyballers blitzed College of Idaho in three straight games Thursday night. On Friday, the going was a little tougher as it took them five games to defeat Northwest Nazarene. However, the fifth game was a romp as the Pirate women got the momentum and held onto it, winning 15-6.

Nancy Hammock and Doris Hoffman led the team in both games with high velocity spikes, mostly on sets from Lynn Becker.

This week's schedule has much more competitive than the one last week. The next game is Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the fieldhouse against Gonzaga, another league match up. The team's league record stands at 3-0.

X-Country On The Run

On October 15, the men's and women's Cross Country teams continued a recent trend of "running with the best." At the Willamette University Invitational in Salem, some of the finest runners from Oregon and the northwest were on hand for another powerful display of strength and endurance.

The men's race included individuals such as winner Kelly Jensen, last year's NAIA Cross Country champion. Placing second was Dave Cates, who ran at the 1976 Olympic Trials. Outstanding teams performances included the Oregon Track Club, winning with a low 33 points, followed by an amazing strong Willamette University finishing second with their home course with a team total of 88. Whitworth placed tenth out of thirteen teams, participating and with both fourth of the five teams from their own conference. "I think we have a good chance at catching Pacific at the conference meet," said an optimistic Coach Terry Kelly.

Individually, Charlie Lewis led the men with a 48th place finish and a time of 28:41 for the five mile race that will run in the smoke. Suffering from symptoms of stomach flu on the trip down, Lewis was pleased with his finish. "I thought I ran pretty well considering how I felt." Two other team members were also affected by the sick runner Tom Sutton was unable to make the trip and Kathy Armstrong arrived in Salem too sick to compete.

Coming on strong after missing the first two meets with an ankle strain, Art Kelly placed 65th and scored for Whitworth. "When asked how soon it would be until he felt complete recovery, Kelly responded, "I'm already there." Kelly hasn't been wasting any time making up for lost ground. At the Whitman race three weeks ago he averaged 3:45 per mile for 5 miles. At Fort Casey he paced 3:30 for 8 miles and Banner in 5:19 for the 5 mile course. "I'll be running with confidence by conference, said Kelly, confident that he has time to reach top form before the conference meet on November 10."

Rounding out the men's team, Steve Creel and Ray Robertson ran well together to finish 84th and 85th respectively. Wes Nikiola finished 93rd followed by Mike Wendlandt at 101 out of 133 contestants.

If the men's field was tough, the women's wasn't any easier. Teams like the University of Oregon and Oregon State, ranked highly in national standings, are two good reasons why. Once again, the additional pressure produced some excellent performance. Diane Heimerdinger ran in her respectable 18th overall, ran her fastest 3 mile ever, (including track performances) placed third at the 84th position, with Cheryl Hoff placing 57th. A string of Julie Dixon, Paula Nunnally and Lori Carlton finished 61, 62 and 63rd respectively. Cindy Standley captured the seventh Whitworth spot at 76th with Judy Manley and Paula Cullen following her in 87th and 83rd in a field of 95.

Having an outstanding individual performance, Julie Dixon moved from the seventh Whitworth position of previous races to the fourth "Julie came on like gangbusters," said Coach Kelly. Dixon attributed her improvement to a late start which includes missing two of the first four meets. "I felt really good at Willamette," she said. "I feel like I'm finally starting to get into shape." Like Terry said this morning, I'll probably peak two weeks after the season's over."

Of the four teams competing at Willamette, a race that will run in the smoke, with their chances for nationals looking better every week, a problem has developed in determining the top seven runners from a team composed of competitive women. "Running off the seventh position over the last few weeks, Cindy Standley and Judy Manley feel no animosities toward each other... "It doesn't bother me at all" said Manley cooly. "She's planning on breaking my legs." retorted Standley. Denying the accusation, Manley corrected her saying, "I plan on feeding her an omelet." One thing that both do agree on however, is that running together has helped each of them to faster times. Running the best times of her life, Manley attributed her additional success to mental attitude. "Maybe because I'm relaxed and I don't let my personal identity rest on my running," she said. Standley, recovering from a car accident and whiplash injury, cited new found health for her recent improvement. "Somehow, after that injury it seems like other problems I've had with my back have healed."

Whatever the reasons, the Whitworth women are at the beginning in preparation for what appears to be a nail biting finish on November 3rd.

Varsity Soccer?

Soccer is a sport, right? That maybe true throughout most of the civilized world but here at Whitworth soccer is just a club game. Whitworth's soccer club does not have intercollegiate status. This means their budget is only $700. The teams on their schedule have much higher budgets, for example: Whitman a team the Pirate kickers were narrowly defeated by a score of 3-2 has a budget of $4,000.

The low budget causes serious problems for the players as they often have to use their own money for equipment and travel expenses. Also, players and coaches can not be fully committed to the sport because of its shaky financial situation.

The club hopes to acquire team status next year and with an increased budget generate more interest and be more competitive.

The club's record stands at 1-6 but they are improving rapidly and any support you could give them would help even more.

Their next games are Saturday the 27th at Montana and Sunday the 28th in the Pine Bowl against EWU at 1:30.
Homecoming week at Whitworth was topped off by the victory over Lewis and Clark. It was especially sweet since LC had beaten the Bucs in last Homecoming game. The game was led by the defense, and the vastly improved offense looked better than in previous home games.

The Pirates got off to a quick start and led the first half, 21-15. The Pirates struggled hard in the third and fourth quarters to get ahead, but were continually stopped by the Pirate defense. The Bucs did get in the end zone for a safety.

It was only two plays later that LC sacked quarterback Bob Bracht in the end zone for a safety.

The Pirates were finally put down in the fourth quarter when Dave Pomante and Doug Heins kicked Steenman for an 11 yard fumble. With that, the Pirates had no hope for the game, and the Pirates won 21-15.

The awesome Pirate defense piles on. Whitworth won the game, 21-15, to the delight of the fans.

Both the offense and the defense have vastly improved since the last showing in the Pine Bowl. For the offense, Dann Moomaw led all rushers with 78 yards. Bob Bracht showed his superior ability as a quarterback as he completed three out of six passes, for 57 yards.

Several defensive players deserve mention, including Kenny Lindgren, Greg Strom, John Perkins, and Sam Wiseman. Lindgren recovered a LC fumble on a punt by Ken Pecka.

Whitworth now goes on the road to Willamette, before they return to finish up the season at home.

Well, the Pittsburgh Pirates won the World Series as predicted, repeating their '71 feat by again besting the Baltimore Orioles in the World Series. It was only the third time in history that a team came from a 3-1 deficit to win the World Series.

The most valuable player would have to be Willie Stargell. In his first season with the Pirates, he proved to be a consistent threat for the opposition. In the World Series, he hit .320 with 9 home runs and 20 RBIs.

The Pirates' defense was also a key factor in their success. Manager John Peterkine's strategy of pitching around the opposing team's sluggers and relying on his solid defense paid off. The Pirates' defense, led by catcher Bob Buhl and pitcher Bert Blyleven, held the Orioles to only 11 runs in the World Series, while the Pirates scored 28 runs in 13 games.

The victory was clinched in Game 7 at home, as the Pirates managed to keep the Orioles off the board in the final inning. The game was played in front of a capacity crowd of 47,975, and the Pirates celebrated their hard fought victory with a major league record 19 saves in one game. The Pirates went on to win the World Series, 4 games to 3, and Stargell was awarded the World Series Most Valuable Player award.

The Pirates will open their season at home against Seattle Pacific on November 30 and against Northern Montana on December 1.
Contrary to popular belief, there was no "popularity contest" during homecoming week. What did take place was a selection of two individuals receiving awards of excellence.

A committee of three people from the administration and three from the students nominated six men and six women based on their participation in "Whitworth Life". Their decision was based on juniors and seniors having outstanding qualities such as high grade point averages, activities in student affairs and their overall positive attitude toward Whitworth. The nominees for the women were Debbie Crouse, Sue Chapman, Beth Parker, Blossom Evans, Kathy Kane and Kathy McCann. The men were represented by Philip Pannell, Steve Wilson, Gary Paukert, Greg Strom, Chip Peterson and Brian Best.

Although the voting was not publicized to a great extent, the majority of the students did cast their votes Thursday during lunch in the lobby of Saga. At the pep rally Friday night the final decision was announced and special plaques were presented to Greg Strom and Blossom Evans for their excellence.

According to Special Events Manager, Cindy Hubert, the main purpose was to bring some tradition back to Whitworth but not to create a popularity contest. Hopefully this event will continue along with an upswing in the spirit about our campus.
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Serving educators and students since 1945
Dr. Edward B. Lindaman gave his final report to the Board of Trustees as President of Whitworth Friday morning.

Dr. Lindaman spoke about the 1980's as a beginning to spiritual renewal. Known for his work in futuristics, Dr. Lindaman talked of a vision he has of Whitworth trying to live the theme of Jesus Christ more fully. Dr. Lindaman emphasized Christ being our future and said, "Whittier is a special home for the Holy Spirit."

The President stated that since we are an independent school, expectations are higher for us and we have more challenges than other larger institutions.

In closing, Dr. Lindaman said Whitworth can "do dramatic things in education and do it well."

When the board reconvened after a short break, Dr. Ed Olson gave the faculty report.

Dr. Olson talked of the positive things happening among the faculty. He has noticed student morale being higher than ever which reflects on the faculty. Dr. Olson said God is working in the faculty's lives and Whitworth has a committed faculty which brings unity to the campus.

He said the staff has asked what they can do in the period of transition between presidents. The answers the faculty to ask themselves why they exist, the next answer is to catch new visions and ask the question, "where are they going?" Dr. Olson and the rest of the faculty feels these should be more interaction between faculty and the board.

The board passed a recommendation that an Ad Hoc committee be appointed to further study the tenure situation of Isa Rhodes and to report back to the Academic Affairs committee.

Saturday morning the Christian life committee gave their report. Loren Jones said, "the chapel has made a great change in ministry of the Chaplains office." He has seen the openness and heard of the increase of people who have come to talk to the Chaplains office.

The emphasis is on the theme of the college and the uniqueness of Whitworth stands out in the Chapel and the Chaplains staff.

Mrs. Carl Bowmeister donated the Chapel a Baldwin grand piano in the name of her first husband, Mr. Porterfield. Mr. Porterfield was treasurer of the Board of Trustees until his death in 1940.
No Supervisors For Fieldhouse

By Jeri Hansen

Graves Gymnasium and the Whitworth Fieldhouse are two facilities that may not be as accessible to students this year as in the past. To keep these facilities open, supervisors must be hired to watch the buildings in the evenings. This year's budget has been inefficient to hire these workers and keep both facilities open to students.

"We saw the problem coming and tried to find a solution," head trainer Wayne Evans commented. He went on to say they attempted to solve the problem by cutting down the pay for student trainers, the hours the equipment room is open, and eliminating two Game Management positions. The ASWC has been requested unofficially for $2,000 to maintain the supervisors and help keep the facilities accessible. They have not yet made a decision.

Currently Graves Gym is being maintained for use, but financial Vice President of the Associated Student of Whitworth College Kevin Turner, says, "I was told that the money that's allocated for this is running out fast."

The student trainers, those involved in a sports medicine area of concentration, must complete a minimum of 20 hours per week experience to become a certified trainer. The five student trainers are only being paid for one out of every three hours they work because of lack of funds. Most of these students work 25 to 30 hours and are only paid for 12 hours a week.

One of the causes of this problem was the wage increase to $2.90 an hour. Evans said. Many students working in these jobs are work-study but that is already figured into the budget.

"It's always been taken care of out of the Physical Education budget," Turner explained. He went on to say that last spring, when the ASWC budget was drawn, the subject of allocating the money was not brought up. Evans clarified saying the problem was not realized until later in the year after the budgets had been completed. Evans said at the end of this month he will reevaluate the financial position and "if we have to make cuts we're going to have to."

The gym was chosen to be maintained because of the matching funds ASWC already allocated to make the weight room there more available for use. Evans says that the buildings may be alternately open, but the decision won't be final until the beginning of January, 1980.

Security policy says that the buildings will be locked if a supervisor is not present, unlike some other colleges. Supervisors keep the buildings open, limit accessibility to the Whitworth community, and do general clean-up. Damage and theft is also prevented.

"It's just a problem we have to contend with," Evans commented.

ON THE INSIDE:

Whitworth stomps Pacific University 54-19 page 10
Kay Michelson comments on our Christian theme page 2
Off-campus alternatives for this year pages 6 and 7
Why are we eating what we're eating? page 7

Fortran Donated To Math Department

A new Fortran unit was recently donated to the college. ASWC had allocated $250 in the spring budget for the purchase of the unit. However, this was only part of the cost—the entire unit costs $2,000. Steve Lewis, ASWC president, said that attempts to gain college funds were unsuccessful, so the company representatives visited Whitworth. They were very impressed with what Whitworth is doing as far as its computer program is concerned. The company also employs 15 Whitworth alumni, and is impressed with their work, so they decided to donate the Fortran unit to the college. Steve Lewis said that the $250 allocated for the purchase of the Fortran will now be used to help buy a color screen to be used in the computer department. More details concerning the new Fortran unit will be presented in the next issue of the Whitworthian.

Tune in tonight from 7:00 to 9:00 P.M. KWRS is hosting a call-in talk show, that will discuss initiative 64, the bottle bill. Endorsing the bill will be Ms. Margaret Higgins from the Spokane Audition Society, Speaking against it will be Kaiser Public Relations Manager Joe Piedmont. After presenting the arguments KWRS will open up the phone lines for questions and comments.
ON OUR CHRISTIAN THEME...

'Trust' search enlivens theme

By Raye via Mickelson

Some thoughts...out loud... on our theme...

Interesting...I started writing this four different times. Each time, until now, there has been a subtle hesitancy, an unacknowledged series of questions overwhelming my unsuccessful attempts. Like, "For whom shall I write?" the fact that people I love, and respect because they, too, have been my learning source?

The "administration"? that collectively mysterious apparition I person have yet to see?

Or the students? That population of bodies which captures me totally each fall and casts me aside each spring...

Facing these questions gives me substance to work with and some clarity about my hesitation; it seems that each of us faculty member, administrator, student...may define how s/he experiences the theme differently, but we would all agree that Christ is central to our being here...will I write my experience?

A few years ago, I had an experience at Whitworth which has helped me over the years. It came in the form of a religion course taught by Dr. D. Dilworth. The class used as a supplementary text to the Bible Bartlet's book, The Mind of Jesus. A particular chapter has stuck with me, and has the impact of Dr. Dilworth over the years. I'd like to share parts of that chapter with you...

Entitled "Point of No Return," the chapter analyzes with depth and moving testimony the moment in the Garden of Gethsemane when Jesus knew no way out. He knew that he would have to go through his Father's commission. He knew there was nothing else he could do.

G. Bartlett paints a vivid portrait of Christ. We see and feel His loneliness (sheila had gone with Him, but they shielded and helped us see and feel His mental agony as He held, by the Whitworthian wakening sorrowfulness; we see and feel His spiritual agony as He prays; we see and feel His acceptance of the will of God in Bartlett's words, 'In Gethsemane, Jesus passed the points of no return, and passed it in perfect trust in God...Remarkable."

The reason that chapter sticks with me is it helps me to understand what real commitment to God means in our daily lives, and it highlights the risk an institution, any institution, takes in stepping out on such a commitment.

This institution was founded on and periodically throughout its history has announced again, our theme is Jesus Christ. At times, however, because institutions are people, and themes are lived out by humans, we fail to hold on to that perfect trust...not the midst of learning we are not perfect, at our moment do we accept the will of God? I believe we can...when we try to...but there are no fail! (Notice we fail not in an institution, not in things, but 'ill, you and me.)

Whitworth's institutions come together in celebration when we allow ourselves that perfect trust in God.

Seems to me, points of no return are reached in a multitude of ways by a patchwork quilt of people around here. We experience loneliness. How often do you or I move throughout the institution? It's a nice idea; Christianity without human compromises, "Them...while in the center..." But then there's a priority conflict, which should we choose...the other? The "college" part of Whitworth's title increasingly plays second fiddle to the "Christian" part.

Every campus speaker tells us how great it is that we are attending Whitworth. As I sat at the chapel dedication, hearing Howard Rice collaborate on the virtues of the Christian college, I was tempted to ask, "But what about the others?" The "college" part of Whitworth's title increasingly plays second fiddle to the "Christian" part.
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By Karen Harris

Academic cuts avoidable

"The Christian college..." It's a nice idea; Christianity in academics. When there's a priority conflict, which should we choose...the other? The "college" part of Whitworth's title increasingly plays second fiddle to the "Christian" part.

Every campus speaker tells us how great it is that we are attending Whitworth. As I sat at the chapel dedication, hearing Howard Rice collaborate on the virtues of the Christian college, I was tempted to ask, "But what about the others?" The "college" part of Whitworth's title increasingly plays second fiddle to the "Christian" part.
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Mental agony finds us attempting to understand our lives and trust in God in numerous ways. And I am writing for the administration—people...parts of the patchwork quilt trying awkwardly hard and holding on, to that trust, too. And I am writing for students, for you allow us all into your moments of going on. We are, all of us, bringing the theme of Christ alive through our daily commitment to an institution and our participation in an institution which a long time ago crossed the point of no return.
Column judged 'unfair'

Dear Editor,

We are a group of concerned Christians writing in response to "The New Christian" article, found in the last issue of The Whitworthian. The article is an unfair judgement of what a Christian should be. Is it our place to judge what the Lord has planned for each of us? Are we all not different parts of one body? (See 1 Cor. 12). Each serving a unique and important function, yet all working together with the same goal in mind? Is it the Lord's job to evaluate a person's heart and sincerity in serving him. True, it is important to take the case out of the arena and oppressed in this world. But the Lord calls us first to preach the Gospel to anyone who is void of His spirit. Whether the person be a business man for a farmer, or a peasant in a Third World country, all people need the gospel of Jesus Christ.

"And why do you look at the speck in your brother's eye, but do not notice the log that is in your own eye." Matt. 7:3 NAS.

Nancy Trenpum  
Lyn Bishop  
Doris Hoffman  
Denise Hoosley  
Ruth Morrison

Rhodes' class receives praise

Dear Editor,

In regard to the dissolving of the Nutrition department, I want to share with the faculty, administration and fellow students that if Iris Rhodes was forced to leave, Whitworth could be losing one of its best teachers. I am currently in Mrs. Rhodes' Nutrition class and it is one of the best classes I have ever had. I think it is an important class for both men and women. Without Mrs. Rhodes I can not express fully how much music/the Nutrition/Lit. major had no need to take the class but it has been extremely helpful to me.

I came to Whitworth having heard of it's superb faculty. They have proven themselves to me, let us just keep them.

Sincerely,

Christy Holmes

Students urged to take care

DEAR EDITOR,

We are killing ourselves. In our efforts not to, we are killing ourselves.

We have come to college to learn, to learn the true nature of ourselves, the true nature of our world. We have come to learn what our relationship to God is, and what our living response is going to be. We are preparing for our great meaningful act; we want to know so that we can do the right thing.

The way we prepare is this; we schedule from three to six (more -- I'm remembering you major!) different courses in a week. We move from religion to science to history to music to literature to art to philosophy to language to math at a dizzying pace. We expect ourselves to understand, to synthesize, to perform all at genius level. We keep looking for ourselves in those endless piles of learning, hoping that our unique interest, our unique task, will come shining forth from the mess to lead us confidently through the rest of our life.

Do you see what happens? We focus in on ourselves, our preparation, our fears, our questions. We spend four or five years very close to the edge of depression because we can no longer accept simple answers; we have a grab bag of questions, ambiguities, complex inter-relationships, options. We have ourselves seen from the inside; ourselves as our friends see us, ourselves as our parents see us; ourselves as our teachers see us. But no matter how many angels look from, we are still looking at ourselves. This is a time of strange curiosity; we are curious about everything because of what it may tell us about ourselves.

This is my fourth... ever. I have seen what this passion of curious learning has done to us. I have seen... not only in the last two weeks what it has done to me. This dizzy, monumental pile of learning overwhelmed us. Physically it exhausts and weakens us, mentally it confuses us, emotionally it hurls us. It separates us from others in our focus on ourselves.

I believe it is important to keep trying to learn; I believe the asking of questions and the serious search for answers are essential human activities; I believe in our responsibility to know so that we can make meaningful choices. But I also believe Paul's words in 1 Corinthians 13: "If I understand all mysteries and all knowledge...but have not love, I am nothing." Love implies trust, in ourselves, our students, our fellow students, our teachers, our church, our God, our world. Love is not to be afraid. God loves us, whether we understand or not. Love implies respect, for ourselves and for others. We are all searchers; we need to assume sincerity in others and humility in ourselves. Love implies relationship. We are gifts to each other. The simple words we say to one another are textbooks, too. They are all the more important because they are born especially for us in the present moment. We cannot afford to focus too tightly on ourselves; we will miss God's great gift to us, the existence of other people.

"Love bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things." Yes, continue to learn, continue to search for your task in the world. It is crucial. But also, be patient and understanding of one another. Have an open mind, an open heart. But remember to love yourself and those around you, carefully and gently.

We must not kill ourselves in our search for answers. We must always protect our ability to love, our shadow of the image of God.

Linda Grund
Ferguson Well Received

By Jari Hansen

Faculty responses to Dr. Duncan Ferguson, Vice President and Provost, being appointed by the Board of Trustees to the position of interim president, revealed a general acceptance of the decision as a logical one.

Bruce Murphy, associate professor of History at Whitworth, said "Basically, it's important to have someone as interim president who is knowledgeable about the institution."

He went on to comment that, despite any opposition or controversy concerning his past decisions, Dr. Ferguson is the person most aware of Whitworth's programs and operations who could fulfill the role. Murphy also expressed approval concerning the return of Shirley Richner to assist Dr. Ferguson, saying she has done a good job before and is respected by the faculty as a whole.

Other reactions included the following:

Bert Hege, Dean of Graduate Studies: "I think it's the best possible choice because it holds our programs in good continuity until we get a new administration."\n
Ron Frase, Associate Professor of Sociology: "It's the only logical move; they could make. I expected it and would probably have some question if they did otherwise."

George Ross, Associate Professor of Music: "I'm not adverse to him either as a person as an administrator. I feel quite comfortable with it."

Bill Bents, Professor of Political Studies: "That was the only viable alternative. I supported it. There was no one else--on or off campus, who could really do the job on a temporary basis."

Paul Jackson, Elementary Teacher Training: "I was delighted. I think it brings a lot of integrity and breadth of vision to the position."

Alfred Gray, Professor of Journalism: "I think the Board of Trustees picked the right person."

Lorraine Robertson, Associate Chaplain: "I think he is an extremely gifted administrator. It seems like the wisest decision at this time."

Murphy also stressed that the position involves the management of what programs are currently in effect as opposed to changing any aspects of the Whitworth community. He described the faculty response as a mature one and said they realize the decision was the result of valid reasoning.

Problems With Off Campus Studies

By Janelle Case

What do you do when you've an administrator who has fought the administration to set up a particular program, finally gotten it approved, and can't find any participants? That is the predicament in which Dr. Dan Sanford, Director of Off-Campus Education, finds himself.

Dr. Sanford worked hard to arrange for Whitworth students to participate in the Urban Program at Westmont College in San Francisco. There is currently one Whitworth student at Westmont, but no prospective students can be found. The notices which have been run in the Flash have received no response. There are two openings for this spring. The program has tree parts: a core study of urban problems, an internship, and an independent study related to the internship. Students involved remain enrolled at Whitworth. Dr. Sanford seemed excited about the program, saying that San Francisco "is a city on the edge of new public advocacy," adding that he's not sure whether that's "progressive or...

Amnesty Attacks Guatemala

Whitworth's Amnesty International, urged action group will be writing letters and urging others to write letters to the Guatemalan government protesting the torturers and murderers of political dissenters, as part of the Guatemalan Campaign, during the month of November.

Amnesty chapters throughout the world have been focusing on Guatemalan violence since the Amnesty headquarters declared its campaign in September of this year.

The most frequent violator of human rights in Guatemala is the Secret Anti-Communist Army (SEA) which has published numerous lists of those whom they claim to have been tried and sentenced to death.

Amnesty operates without permission by police forces, and no official investigations into deaths or disappearances have been ordered. Amnesty has requested that anyone who have written letters in Spanish in doubt that the violence, and investigations into the disappearances be continued.

Carol Rose, coordinator of the Whitworth Amnesty chapter, can be contacted for further information on letter-writing. Amnesty meets during November from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. on Wednesdays and Fridays in the 1981 dining room. Letters to the Guatemalan government may be addressed to the General Romeo Lucas Garcia, President of the Republic, National Palace, Guatemala City, Guatemala.
News of the Real World

(CPS) A college professor from Ohio University says that the central question in higher education in the coming decade is how to rid colleges of their new rulers: a new breed of administrator-managers. In the most recent issue of EDUCATION magazine, professor David Stewart calls faculty influence "a myth. He recounts how minor policy increases, a loss of voice in the selection of academic department chairpeople, and a growth in administrative bureaucracies have combined to diminish faculty member's power through the seventies. "In times past," he wrote, "deans and academic administrators were faculty colleagues. But all this has changed."

Stewart contends that ultimate control of American colleges has passed to a class of managers who have little knowledge of teaching or intellectual curiosity. The new "new breed" shares its powers only with the state legislators, who frequently determine college budgets. Stewart wrote the only way to get the balance of college power back toward faculty members in for teachers to indulge in more aggressive collective bargaining in the next decade.

(CPS) Fewer than half the journalism students taking a first-day test could correctly identify John Dibaggio, who in fact is the president of the University of Connecticut. None of the students knew who UConn's Board of Trustees chairman was.

Thirty-two of the 57 students who took the test had heard of Menachem Begin though a few thought he was prime minister of Egypt. Thirty-one knew of Anwar Sadat through a few of them inevitably identified him as the prime minister of Israel.

Similarly, Congresswoman Dorothy Godwin was identified as a swimmer, while Federal Reserve Board Chairman Paul Volker was thought to be the Canadian prime

Three courses we bet you can't pass.

At Pizza Haven, we're giving away three great deals on a great three course meal.

So, even if you've got a PhD, you wouldn't be too smart if you passed on these.

You see, we'll give you a salad, a glass of Coke® and a Pizza Haven pizza. All for about half of what you'd normally pay.

So come give 'em a try.

After all, these could be the only courses you'll take this fall you can really sink your teeth into.

Got a pizza cravin'? Come to Pizza Haven.

North Spokane W. 1212 Francis Ave. Call 326-5505 for Delivery.

FREE SALAD BAR WITH PIZZA
Take an all-expense paid trip to our salad bar when you purchase any pizza. You'll not only save yourself from starvation, you'll save $1.25.
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Pizza Haven
Valid thru November 27. Cash value 1/20¢. Limit one serving per coupon.
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Whitworth Acknowledges Alumni

By Jonathan Coe

According to Kay Brown, Director of Alumni Relations, Whitworth's contact with alumni and former students who have attended the college for at least two semesters has been very weak in the past. This weakness is exemplified in the financial support Whitworth has received from its former students.

In recent years, only 6% of Whitworth's alumni have contributed any kind of donation. Brown said the average alum, that is alumni in the 70's, contributes 25%, with some colleges even receiving some form of support from 80% of their recent students. Even for those students who pay the full tuition, without grants or aids, Brown said the college loses money on each student. This makes contributions from Whitworth alumni even more important, for their donations could be utilized in making up the difference.

The percentage of alumni support is directly related to any kind of funds the college receives from contributions. If alumni support is low, then corporations often will not give a college any funds, for it appears the institution itself is of low quality and is not worth supporting.

One common misconception is the false sole purpose as Director of Alumni Relations is to raise money. Just as important is the function of bringing the students back to the country and serving former students. One of the aspects of serving is the staging of reunions and gatherings. In recent years ten, twenty, and thirty-year reunions have been staged. Another important aspect involved in serving the alumni comes from an educational standpoint. Often at reunions and gatherings staged at the college, alumni participate in mini-courses given in seminar fashion by members of the Whitworth faculty. The highlights of the year regarding alumni relations often occur at homecoming.

Brown believed this year's homecoming at Whitworth was one of the finest in recent years. In the 60's homecoming at Whitworth was usually attended by students and former alumni in their return "home." Over the years, this emphasis has lessened, and Brown asserts a revival of this format is occurring at Whitworth. Some of the alumni related events this year were a reunion for the classes of '59 and '69, a variety show, and a faculty dance all making this year's homecoming eventful and fulfilling.

Another major highlight at the homecoming was the presentation of the Alumni Distinguished Service Award to Mina Spalding, who along with her late husband, served as "dorm parents" at Azred Hall from 1959-69. The 60's were a time of great turbulence and strife when many college students became disillusioned with modern life and society, and the general dehumanization of the System. Students felt the tension and often needed an experienced individual to talk to. Mina Spalding was just that person. Her dorm apartment was always open to the troubled hearts and minds of the men of Azred Hall. She baked a cake for every birthday of every person in the dorm. She took classes at Whitworth to keep abreast of the current issues so she could understand the thoughts and troubles of the dorm members. She still keeps in contact with many of the young men who were in Azred during her ten years.

Alumni relations is a vital part of the Whitworth administration. Financially, it is of valuable importance in aiding the college's current financial problems. Socially, it serves alumni through reunions and gatherings and links the past with the present as both former students and current ones come together at homecoming sharing the Christian theme.

France Attracts Students

By Lisa Greenfield

The Eiffle Tower, L'Arc de Triomphe or the Baselines are all places people usually think of when they think of France. Yet for a group of Whitworth students from Whitworth it means a lot more. Spring semester for thirty-nine students will be spent in France among some homes and studying about France.

These teachers will be taking a month each and teaching the students for a total of 3.75 credits. Pauline Hall will be teaching French and Betty Oakland will be concentrating on Literature and History, and Pietrarte Gustafson, the French teacher will handle French culture.

One month of the time they spend in France will be spent in homes of French families, half with a rural family and half with a city family, where they will have a chance to practice the language and get a feel for some of the students going are French majors and most have had a couple of years of French.

Lynn Heath a Senior French major faces a first trip to France after years of learning about it. For her the exciting part is "Being and seeing all the off the wall things, exploring all the little cafés and back streets that the tourists never see. The thrill is generated by Leonard Oakland, it's his first '59, he's so enthusiastic he's as excited as the kids. I'm hoping to go over a few weeks early to stay with friends and see the sights of Paris but 'Get the feel of the city with someone who lives there' is how she put it.

Ruth Ann Hedderdorso is another student going to France, she said 'It's better to have been there before so you can go beyond the tourist level'. She also included the fact that in living right in the middle of the French Language, 'Really looking forward to getting to know the people.' France is going to be a chance for people to live within a whole new culture and learn their ways. The people seem involved and excited about the chance. Ruth Ann put a name to this general feeling 'The whole fascination with Europe.' She also summed up the expectations when she remarked 'I expect to grow a lot, not just in my language but in other ways.'

Go To Hawaii!

By Jonathan Coe

While many Whitworth students face the rigors and frugality of winter, the twelve members of Dr. Ed Olson's Geology class in Hawaii will be basking in the warmth of temperatures ranging from the low 70's to 80's.

The Jan-term class will leave the state on Jan 30 and return on 29 Jan. The class will visit three of the Hawaiian Islands, those being Oahu, Maui, and the big island Hawaii. In Oahu, the group will stay in a dorm at the University of Hawaii, with their food being prepared by none other than Saga food service. After ten days in Oahu, the group will go to Maui and stay there five days at a YMCA camp. The final eleven days will be spent on the Big Island. The former CCC camp that facilities have been refurbished in recent years to accommodate educational groups.

The class will prepare all its own food, except for the initial ten days on Oahu.

Other than the study of volcanism, Olson's class will look into the affairs of erosion through water and wind and evidences of glaciation found on the mountain Mauna Kea. The class will also take a close look at the tsunami, a raging tidal wave that occurs as the result of an earthquake.

Student Forum

Whitworth's Theme

By Lisa Greenfield

Half way through the semester students have found their friends and groups with which they feel comfortable. Each of the groups have different behaviors which reflect their attitude about Whitworth's Christian theme.

The feelings on campus are very mixed as to whether the campus reflects the Christian theme. Some, like C.M. of BJ felt it "depends on who you are with and who you hang out with. One group is a great group and their attitude doesn't." Other people saw it more as applying to the campus in general. "Rice Deck seems to be a place where people I'm close to are friendly, yet a few tend to withdraw their friendship when they decide you don't measure up to their expectations of Christianity." Cara Brauner mentioned another aspect of the same idea, "People aren't very tolerant of other peoples actions, for example smoking.

Others were concerned with more than just student interaction. Margaret Martin commented that Whitworth does reflect a Christian attitude because the faculty are very open to personal relationships with students. Another opinion was offered by a person who wished to remain anonymous. She said "Chapel reflects a Christian attitude so are the dorms don't." Sur from BJfelt that "A lot of things Student Development does, and sometimes administration do, but it doesn't reflect a Christian attitude.

Two people who wished to remain anonymous too, touched on this. The first commented that "There is a lot of garbage going on, a lot of foul language." The second one mentioned that "People try to fit the students into a certain experience. Drugs and alcohol and sex on campus doesn't portray a Christian theme.

And perhaps one who summed up all the statements was Ann who felt "People just don't practice what they preach. They talk about it but don't do much about it, they're not very considerate of peoples feelings."
Are You Becoming Sane?

By Janelle Case

Being crazy isn't easy. It's one thing when you're at home—people have, at the very least, learned to put up with you. But when you go to a strange place and dance in the rain, talk to trees, recite "Jabberwocky," or write cryptic notes in transliterated languages, people are apt to start asking from what planet you're come. It's enough to drive you to conformity (pardon my language!), or at the very least, deep normality.

This is serious business! Sane can become chronic, even terminal. Sanity is no respecter of persons; it can strike presidents, teachers, roommates—everyone. Therefore, some familiarity with its symptoms may be of some aid if you find it in those you love.

Level one sanity is somewhat subtle, and detectable only by those who know you well. It involves a change in habits. If it has been your custom to do a Greek folk dance down the sidewalk on your way back from Saga, or to play tag with the leaves in the Loop, you may suddenly take to performing these rites at times when you are not apt to be noticed. This may seem a small matter, but it is important to halt the progress of the disease early on.

Things become more serious when you reach level two. In this phase, two things begin to happen. First, you begin to change your manner of dress so as to be less noticeable and distinguishable. You may hide your Mickey Mouse Club hat under your bed, burn it, or send it to your little brothers. (If you give it to a family member, there may be hope for you yet!) Second, you drop some of your stranger activities, and feel uncomfortable in the presence of those who are more obviously insane. At this stage of the illness, you are close to the point of no return. It is imperative that you get help now!

When you have reached the third level, there is only a slight chance that you can ever be brought back from the thrones of normality. There are some people who are gifted in helping victims who are close to this close to the end, but they are few and far between. If it is ever your turn and you reach this point, you will reach the ultimate in sanity—you drop all your insane habits and all your crazy friends. And— alas and alack!—now that you have so much extra time, you study.

The final stage is the worst. You have violent withdrawal symptoms from lack of insanity. You make new friends who are normal. And you become a card-carrying member of Mainstream Society. You have lost your insanity forever.

What can be done to eradicate this menace to humanity? An inoculation has not yet been invented, though research still goes on. A proclamation of affirmation may be of aid—say to yourself, "Everyday, in every way, I am getting crazier and crazier." Try to do at least one crazy thing each day—e.g., write an essay on how to stay crazy in college. You can always sing the Mashed at breakfast in Saga, ride a unicycle down some stairs, write cryptic notes on parchment and leave them in library books, hold a moonlight picnic, calculate how many M & Ms can fit into the library drop box...you take over; come up with your own ideas, and pass them on—the crazier, the better!

What's Wrong With the Food?

By Arlette Matteson-Bone

Saga. Does that ring the bell? It is the mention of the word make you tremble? Do you quake every time you pass Leavitt Dining Hall? Do you see a never-diminishing supply of hoagies being fed up? Do you imagine our beloved eating facilities? If you are experiencing any of these emotions, you are not alone. Many people here at Whitworth feel the same way you do.

We seem to have had hoagies about twice a week since the beginning of school. The official menu doesn't show this, but many people have noticed, even if it is not brought to the attention of the student body. The frequency of some foods is sure to have caught your attention. The actual taste of the food may also be somewhat offensive to you. The Whitworthian does realize that there are problems inherent in the mere fact of cafeteria food but somehow this must be worse than most other foods. After all, how often have you gone to dinner just to wonder, if your piece of steak is still breathing or not? And, how many times have you gotten through our food line in record time just to be held up at the salad bar waiting for peanut butter?

Bob Ward is the administrator of our branch of the Saga chain and when the Whitworthian asked him about the problems with the food this year, he asked for more specific criticism. Apparently many people can say that the food is bad, but they cannot say how it is. There is also a problem in communication—very few people say anything about the food to anyone who can do anything about it.

Some of the problems that were pointed out to him, though, were the long lines and the repetition of some foods at the expense of variety. The long lines usually have taken care of themselves after just a few weeks of school, but this year they didn't do so. They have now lessened, since the time change, but even before this, Bob Ward and Tom Brady (his assistant) were working on it. They had started opening the line five minutes earlier. They are tackling the problem of green seats. People could get through the line, but they had to wait all the time. There is a good possibility that this is one of the major reasons for the dissatisfaction with the food. People could be a bit more content now that this problem has been somewhat alleviated.

The repetitive menu is also being addressed. They are working at putting more "mono-cafeteria breakers" into the menu. There have been very few so far this year, and their presence seems to make people more tolerant of the routine foods. Bob said that they were going back to last year's menu to see what the difference might be. We have actually gone back. Is the food any better? or at least any more diverse?

It was emphasized, though, that Saga is aware of problems. Bob Bob and his assistant looked at many of them very seriously a few weeks ago and came up with some solutions. One of them was that there were completely off guard, since there are usually quite a few students who eat out quite often.

Bob Ward did emphasize that he is working on the problems and not just sitting back and watching people suffer. He did also emphasize, though, that some feedback would be helpful. Use of the suggestion box is encouraged, whether it is positive or negative comments, feel free to tell them what you think. You can also tell them in person. They said that one of their major problems is that the people don't tell them what they want, so they end up guessing. Even though the food will never satisfy everyone all the time, and your vegetables will probably always be soggy, Saga's is in your food and general eating experience at Whitworth more enjoyable.
(CPS) -- Statistics show that increasing numbers of male and female college students are living together. There are no comparable surveys of how many parents of those cohabiting students know about the practice. No sure enough, there's a business that tries to help students keep parents ignorant of their sexual habits a little longer.

Pamela Douglas, a University of Texas student, opened a business called Basic Strategy four months ago. For a fee, Austin women can use Douglas' address as their own. Douglas, in turn, forwards mail to the daughters' correct addresses. Parents telephone calls are recorded on a phone answering device, and Douglas lets her clients know when to call their parents back.

"I know there were times when I'd maybe spend five out of seven nights somewhere other than home," Douglas recalls. "I always thought it would be nice if there were a service like this available. It's better than renting half an apartment to the tune of $150, and not even living there.

(CPS) -- A member of the University of Illinois student association who abruptly announced his retirement last week because he was no longer a student had never been a student at all, according to the university's admissions office, university's Mike Stein resigned from the Champaign-Urbana Student Association (USA) steering committee less than a month after he'd been elected to the seat reserved for graduate students. Stein said he was a business law graduate student according to the DAILY ILLINI.

The law school admissions office however, had never received an application from him.

Election commissioner Tim Heath verified Stein's status at the time of the election, but has now discovered that there is another Michael Stein registered at the university.

'I was a student then,' Stein insisted to an ILLINI reporter,'and I'm not any more.'
Wrestling Anyone?

By Mark Myer

Mike Mooney, a 1979 Whitworth grad, has been named the new head wrestling coach. He inherited the job after former coach Jeff Busby left to go to Gonzaga Prep. He takes over a team with one returning wrestler and several gaps to fill. Mooney said he got because he had been a wrestler at Whitworth for three years and was familiar with the program. Since he was substitute teaching here in Spokane, he was able to accept the job.

Coach Mooney said that at the present time, there are six guys out for the wrestling team, and two more who'll join after football ends. He said it takes ten wrestlers to make a full squad and at the present time, the Whitworth grapplers are short of men to wrestle in the heavyweight, 177 lb., 150 lb., and 118 lb. positions. Mooney expressed hope that some more wrestlers will be found to round out the team.

The lone returnee from last year's squad is Rich dubo, who won the conference championship at 167 pounds. One of the seven newcomers is Chuck Vaughn, a graduate of Central Valley High School, where he was the district champ at 134 pounds. Two more freshmen grapplers are Kenny Penrose, who wrestled at Moses Lake, and placed third in the state AAA at 190 lbs., and Ed Arvin, a 142 pounder from San Diego, California. Dennis Trotter, another CV grad who'll wrestle at 158, Bob Sargent from Bozeman, Montana at 126 lbs., and John Hee, a 142 pounder from Hawaii complete the roster at the present time.

Coach Mooney feels that of the other six teams in the conference, Pacific, PLU, and Willamette will be strong teams, while Linfield, LC, and Whitman will be rebuilding. Mooney said that "I think we can break into the top three teams if everyone stays healthy." He added that "The teams hasn't set any team goals yet, but I'd like to have at least three conference champs."

Until Christmas, the only real action the wrestling team will see will be in two tournaments, the Eastern Open and the Pacific Open. The bulk of the dual meets will take place in January and February, with the conference tournament taking place on February 16 in the Whitworth fieldhouse.

Spikers Steal Show

By Mark Myer

For the third year in a row, the Whitworth Pirates are the undefeated Inland Valley Conference volleyball champions, as they defeated their closest competitor, Gonzaga U., 15-17, 15-9, 15-8, 15-15, 15-11, Wednesday night at Gonzaga.

Things were looking grim for the Pirates after they dropped the first game and were trailing 6-9 in the second, when Doris Hoffman came on and turned things around. With Doris slamming shot after shot past the BU defenders, the momentum switched over to Whitworth and the Pirates rallied off the next nine points to even up the match at one game apiece. The Whitworth women then took the third game 15-8 but Gonzaga was able to regroup and took a commanding 14-7 lead in the fourth game. The Bucs managed to draw within three points at 11-14 and it looked as if they would make a comeback, but GU managed to win the other point and decided to take the fourth game 15-11. The fifth and deciding game was close all the way, as both teams seemed to alternate between good and sloppy play. Then, with Lynn Becker serving and Nancy Hammock dominating the net, the Pirates put a string of eight points together to take a 14-11 lead. Gonzaga got the ball back and seemed to be fired up and capable of a comeback. However, the service failed to clear the net and the Bucs went back to Whitworth. Doris Hoffman then drilled a spike past the GU girls and the Pirates were once again conference champs.

When asked if she was ever worried during the match, Pirate coach JoAnn Atwell-Scrivenor commented, "I was worried during the fifth game, I felt we were a better team than Gonzaga, but that we were playing poorly."

The Pirates overcame a difficult schedule to win the title, having to play four matches in five days, three of them on the road. The Bucs opened their drive to the title by blasting GU 15-10, 15-8, 15-7 on October 23 in the fieldhouse. They then whipped the College of Idaho on the 25th, defeated Northwest Nazarene on the 26th, and completed the road trip with a victory over Whitman on the 27th. Then came the showdown with Gonzaga, their conference championship on the line. Whitworth went into the match with a perfect record, 7-0, while Gonzaga's record was 6-1, the lone loss to Whitworth the only blemish on their record. A Gonzaga victory would have forced a playoff to determine the conference champion. As it is, both Whitworth, the conference champ, and Gonzaga, by way of an at-large berth, will be included in the regional tournament which will be held at Northwest Nazarene on November 15-18.

The regional tournament will be an eight team affair with the host team, Northwest Nazarene, defending champs, the Whitworth Pirates, Gonzaga, Southern Oregon, OCE, either Linfield or Willamette, plus another team will get an at-large bid. Coach Atwell-Scrivenor feels that Southern Oregon, OCE, and either Linfield or Willamette, depending on which will win their conference, will be the strongest teams in the tournament. She said "I think we have a pretty good chance to win it. We're a team that enjoys playing in regional tournaments and we have more experience in regionals than the other schools. Most of the other schools are fairly young and might panic against an experienced team."

To prepare for the regionals, the Pirates, according to their coach, will be working on playing rigorously defense and working out their plays and trying to stay sharp.

In their last competition before the regionals, the Pirates won the Eastern Oregon State Tournament by emerging undefeated from the round-robin competition.

Lynn Becker, Doris Hoffman, and Elaine Monoskeeper set the ball as they take on Gonzaga.
Bucs Burn Boxers

By Debbie Reinwand

In the most exciting home game of the season, the Whitworth Pirates crushed the Pacific Boxers, 58-19. The game was not only exciting due to the overwhelming victory, but a lot of players got a chance to show their stuff to the small home crowd.

The local newspaper that made predictions on the game, sadly underestimated Whitworth's offense, and grossly overestimated the Boxer's defense. Whitworth was said to have the worst offense in the league, while Pacific was reported to have the worst defense. Either way, these predictions were proven false, as the feeble Boxer defense was unable to stop the Pirates.

Among the new faces in Whitworth's defense was Jessie Klings, who combined with Dave Pomante, Curt Carr and John Perkins, tossed the Pacific players around the field. The Boxers struggled to get 175 total offensive yards, while Whitworth chalked up 479 yards offensively. Jim Judd averaged 25 yards per carry, turning in 120 yards on five carries. His longest run was 78 yards down the right sideline to set up the final touchdown.

The game belonged to the Pirates from the start. They got off to a 7-0 lead, as Ed Riley threw to Marc Archuleta, who carried the ball across the line. Greg Strom kicked the extra point, the first of many for him. Strom also added two field goals, which, with the help of Carr's tackle of the quarterback, Chevan, gave the Bucs a 15-0 lead at the end of the first quarter.

The contest between Bill Penrose and Dave Pomante of "If the Pirates can recover the most fumbles," kept the shivering crowd entertained. Penrose picked up a Pacific fumble on the 17 yard line to set up a touchdown run by Andy Wolfe. That wasn't enough first half action apparently, because just when you thought it was all over, Dan Moonow ran for 28 yards to set up a 21 yard scoring drive by Hans Christiansen. The Pirates left the field with a 36-6 lead.

The second half didn't see any major changes for either team. Whitworth kept on driving, and Pacific kept on making mistakes, while the cheerleaders kept on doing push-ups. Ken Pecka intercepted a Pacific pass on their 9 yard line. This opened up the way for Larry Gannon to drive in 6 points. Pecka put Pacific in an even deeper hole with his 73 yard punt.

The rest is all history, as Judd raced for 78 yards, and Bobby Nakashima scored the last touchdown on a 35 yard run. Whitworth had to have the final word in the game, when Klings tackled Pacific quarterback Greg Bucklew twice in the Boxer's end zone to give the Pirates a 58-19 victory.

With only one home game left, the Pirates will have to work hard to equal the excitement of this last game. This coming Saturday, they will take on Pacific Lutheran in the Pine Bowl.

Larry Gannon carries the ball for the Pirates. Whitworth won 58-19.
Men Ready For Regionals

By Brad Stenberg

Recovering from a slightly disappointing performance at the Central Washington University Invitational in Ellensburg on October 27th, the men’s Cross Country team is attempting to pull it all together for the combined Northwest Conference and District I championship meet to be held this Saturday in Walla Walla.

At the Central meet, Whitworth placed fifth out of eight teams on hand, finishing behind WWU, Western, George Fox and PLU, in that order, while Central, running oith several runners, had three finishing within three seconds of each other and three others nithin eight.

Art Kelly continued his own recovery program finishing second for Whitworth in the 27th place spot, while Charlie Lewis was only two seconds behind in 28th.

Looking towards Saturday’s championship, Kelly feels his team will place well despite early season frustrations. "I’m hoping we can third at conference," said Kelly, "District wise, we don’t stand much of a chance." Of the conference competitors, Willamette and Lewis and Clark are easy favorites. The third spot should be a battle between Whitworth and Pacific. Central and Willamette will probably be battling for the District crown. Individually, Dave Fleming of Willamette is heavily favored to take the first conference position, while John Sides of Pacific and Willamette’s Rick La Greide fight for second. The District race will present a battle between a tight unit of five Central Washington runners, Clay Stenberg of WWU, Scott Conley and Jay Terry of Eastern, just to mention a few.

Kelly looks for the trio of Sutton, Art Kelly and Lewis to run together. With a good day, Kelly feels Sutton can run as high as 5th or 6th among the conference foes. The other Whitworth runners running at the finals will be Ray Robertson, Wes Hikida, Eryn Quine and Mike Wendlandt.

Reimer Runs to Nationals

The women’s cross country team finished the season Saturday with a disappointing second place Division III finish at the Regional Championships held at Finch Arboretum in Spokane.

Finishing only 13 points behind the victorious Western Washington University, the women were even closer than the score reflects. Coach Terry Kelley explained, "When you start switching people around, 10 seconds would have given us the necessary points to win." The team, which needed first place to earn a trip to the national meet in Florida, will be represented by Dixie Reimer who is favored to take third at conference, while Sutton, the fifth place finisher Saturday, will have a chance to make the meet. Kelly feels Sutton can place well at nationals with his fifth place finish.

Among those who ran better than expected were Julie Dixon and Cheryl Hoff. "Those two really ran well," said Kelley. "They concentrated extremely well and were continually attacking and moving on people." In the last quarter mile, Hoff passed six people including two Western runners and one from Linfield. "I was tired enough, so I felt I did the best I could," said Hoff. "I think that’s the best finish that I’ve run," said Dixon also felt that he had run a personal best. Her only disappointment is that she didn’t get the Western girl ahead of me.

Kathy Armstrong, returning to torp form after several disappointing weeks of illness and fatigue was Whitworth’s second runner, finishing 15th overall and 10 seconds ahead of Dixon and Hoff who finished together in 18th and 19th place respectively. "I felt like it should have been about a six mile instead of three," said Armstrong, who felt that too slow of a start may have cost her a few places.

In contrast to Armstrong, Susie Jeffreys felt that too fast a start may have hurt her performance. "I really started out too fast," she said. "I was smoked." Jeffreys finished fifth for Whitworth and 24th overall. Rounding out the Pirate attack were Lori Chang, Cindy Shaddy, Paula Nunsally, and Judy Meyer, placing 34-37 and 40th respectively.

The highlight of the meet had to be Dixie Reimer’s outstanding 5th place finish. Time wise, she was only 1:3 seconds away from 3rd place and 16 seconds behind the winner, Carolyn Gore of Linfield. The fact that Reimer will be representing them at national meets is a lot to her teammates, all of whom praised their leaders performance. "I’m really excited to run at a national meet," said Reimer, who also ran in the AIAW championship meet for Cross Country in 91.

Speaking about her accomplish, Reimer said, "I think everybody really worked hard and deserves to go to nationals as a team, but it didn’t work out that way. I wish I could have done better with all of me."

Coach Kelly summed up the afternoon saying, "The only thing that disappoints me is the fact that only the first team goes to nationals. As far as the national standards go, the top three teams and fifteen individuals qualify. It’s our own school’s standards that say we would have to finish first or in the top five individually to go."
MacDonald Returns From Hong Kong

By Sue Almour

Five Whitworth students are participating in a student exchange program with the Hong Kong Baptist College this fall.

Dr. Pat MacDonald from the psychology department, accompanied Jan Yoder, Lori Kolbet, Joe Zimmer, Mary Norman and Cheryl Henderson to Hong Kong as the end of August to help the students get housing with Chinese families.

Dr. MacDonald helped get the exchange program underway and worked out the details for a permanent exchange program. She is hoping for a faculty exchange program to start next year between Whitworth and Hong Kong Baptist College.

Four of the Whitworth students are living with Chinese families and one is living with Baptist missionaries.

The Chinese housing complexes hold close to one hundred thousand people. Each average middle-class family has food from the six hundred square feet of living space. Dr. MacDonald said, "Hong Kong is the ultimate urban experience." She also said the city is very crowded and noisy. One of the examples Dr. MacDonald gave concerning the amount of noise in the city was when she was walking across a street and looked up to see a jet flying overheard and not being able to distinguish the sound of the plane with the noise around her. She also said there was a struggle just to find space on the sidewalks.

Dr. MacDonald joined a tour group traveling to Mainland China. There she visited Canton, Peking, Shang-Hai and Hunghow. On her return to Hong Kong, Dr. MacDonald made public relations visits to Anglo-Chinese Middle Schools, which are grades 9-13.

She spoke about Whitworth to the students and to the "careers master" who helps the students plan their careers.

Education is very competitive in Hong Kong, with only two percent of the students being admitted to the three government approved degree certificate granting universities or professional schools. Many of the students in Hong Kong with the study abroad in Canada, the United Kingdom of the United States where it is easier for them to be accepted.

The five Whitworth students would like to visit Mainland China before they return for the spring semester. When they do return it will be the first time the two sides of the exchange program will meet.

Whitworth has three Chinese students studying here for the school year. The three students are Coleman Chuen, who is majoring in English and living in MacMillan; Joan Wong, studying Accountancy and staying in Ballard; and Ida Wu who is also studying English and living in Arend.

Do Whitworth Students Smoke Pot??

During the past year, the Substance Use and Abuse Task Force surveyed Whitworth students to learn attitudes toward and use patterns of Marijuana. One hundred thirty-one students filled out the questionnaire. Thirty-nine percent were male, seventy-nine percent, female.

Some of the findings of the survey are as follows:

-23% use marijuana, 77% do not.

-50% of those who use marijuana do it five or more times per month.

-75% use it at night after 5 pm.

-The most frequent reasons for using it were enjoyment of taste, sociability, and to relieve tension or fatigue.

-Of those who use marijuana, 88% do not smoke cigarettes; 12% do.

-36% used it or other drugs before coming to Whitworth; 64% did not.

-83% thought that there should be educational programs about drugs available at Whitworth, but only 31% said they would attend it if there was one.

Some information regarding those who use marijuana:

-70% are men, 30% women.

-47% live on campus, 53% live off campus.

-The largest factor which discourages use is cost; the largest factors which encourage use are for good health and the approval of friends.

For more complete survey results, contact Bill Peterson at Student Development.

Starvation Lethal Weapon in Cambodia

"It is a shattering experience to travel though a major city with no more population than a country town to see countless drawn faces of hungry people and malnourished children so weak that they cannot cry to hear the gentle voices of surviving Cambodians convey repeated tales of horror and suffering, patiently explaining how the immediate members of their family died or disappeared." UNIDENTIFIED OBSERVER.

Two million Cambodians - perhaps half the surviving population of that ravaged land - are going to die of starvation and disease in the next few months unless massive help from outside can get to them. That is the estimate of doctors and relief workers who have visited there recently. Even a world numbed to the horror and suffering! patiently

40,000 back across the border; many were reported starving on the adjacent hillsides, trapped between Thai troops and mine fields.

Special Mail - O Gram
To Christian Schools

Have just arrived in Singapore after spending four unbelievable days inside Cambodia. Want to let you know immediately of wide-open door God has given. Since I left Cambodia in 1975, I have prayed daily for suffering people there and asked God to let us go back.

I found a country virtually destroyed in body and spirit. At least 2 million dead by hands of Pol Pot regime. Every personal talked to had lost many family members. Thousands of orphans roam the countryside.

God led me to several believers. Members of the tiny residual CI Christian community. We embraced and wept as they told me how God had protected them amidst incredible suffering. They have been praying for help.

Now the country faces its gravest crisis, as 2 million more people face imminent starvation. I cannot describe what I have seen without weeping. Famine and sickness walk the land. Have just completed two mercy flights of food and medicine and planning larger shipments. New government has given World Vision permission to open office and begin a program. When you read this our first team will be in Cambodia.

U S Christians must unite and raise millions of dollars in next 30 days to meet emergency. Rehabilitation program must continue for next

18 to 30 months. We dare not fail this God-given opportunity.

Request you challenge your student body to pray and consider special Cambodian relief offering before Thanksgiving.

Please clearly mark all checks for Cambodian relief fund and send to my attention. We pledge our best efforts to speedily channel your gifts of concern and love to this critical need.

Stan Mooneyham, President World Vision International 919 W. Huntington Drive Monrovia, CA 91016 0225 EST

Hunger Network is a campus-wide, student-organized fund-raising money for the starving people in Cambodia for every person who fasts on Thursday, November 15, we hope SAGA and ASWC will give a set amount of money to Hunger Network. Since World Vision has a foot hold inside Cambodia, now, Hunger Network will send the total check to World Vision Internationally specifically for Cambodian food aid. For more information contact the Chaplain's Office.

The KWRS management urges all students to express their thanks to local businesses that are helping the station by underwriting some of its expenses. They are: DJ's Sound City in the Northtown Mini-Mall, Fairwood Shopping Center and Odyssey Tapes and Records, on Riverside.
Grades or Points?

By Lise Greenfield

Accuracy is an issue whenever you receive a grade, and what you are judged on is a teacher's personal system. Whitworth is reviewing a possible reevaluation of our grading set-up and a chance at a point system for grades.

A few years ago the faculty attempted to switch from letter grades to a point system. They are considering it again and this means instead of A, B, C, there would be 4.0, 3.0, 2.0 and on, with each letter broken down into fractions. The faculty felt the decimal would give an accurate evaluation of the student's work. They often have a whole semester's work with varying grades and are forced to place it into three very broad categories of A, B, C. Faculty members such as AO Gray felt "That point system would give the students the benefit of the doubt." Dr. Lewis Archer stated, "I'm interested in seeing students getting credit for what they do." The faculty wants a quality educational experience.

Students opposed the idea of an exact grading system for reasons of the pressure factor. A broad grade category was a little easier on the pressure than an exact figure of your standing. The majority of the students interviewed went on to find that their grades went up with an A, A-, B, B- system rather than points. Another view from the students was offered by Doug Nave, who is on the task force to discuss the readmitted issue. Nave guessed that an A-, system, combined with a written progress evaluation would probably be adopted. "I'm opposed to the WSU decimal system because of teacher's diversity it would lose it's meaning," commented Nave.

Both students and faculty meet together to resolve this issue on a committee Task Force. The committee is chaired by Dr. Archer, and its members include Dr. Robert Sell, Paul Jackson, and Doug Nave. The committee was made up last September by Duncan Ferguson and has not yet met.

Whichever system is decided on, the important, or rather, crucial need that should be considered is the accuracy. The disagreement may be valid, whether one right side and one wrong side there are just differences of opinion on a matter of importance. The whole question is a difficult one because whichever system is decided upon grading is never easy. Whatever a teacher grades on, the system must accurately give the student his standing.

Church Expands

By Jeri Hansen

Whitworth Presbyterian Church began the construction of an educational wing on October 28. The addition, to be completed in spring, 1980, will be used for classes and activities with the primary, junior high, and senior high school students.

The wing will have two floors, a basement and street level, and serve many purposes, associate pastor Bob Slater commented. He also said that the construction cost will be approximately $300,000

Most of the money was raised by congregational pledges spanning the next three years and the rest of the funds were provided as a long term loan from the United Presbyterian Church.

"In the spring of 1979 we went through a building fund drive," Slater explained. Whitworth Presbyterian's congregation members and others, totaling 167 people willing to contribute participated and raised $200,000 in pledges.

The additional $100,000 necessary to complete the construction was provided by a loan to be paid back gradually over approximately the next 20 years. The application for the loan went through three channels. First the local Presbytery of the Inland Empire approved it at their July meeting, then the Synod of the Alaska-Northwest accepted with approval in mid-August, and finally the General Assembly of the United Presbyterian Church gave their approval for the loan, Oct. 16. The General Assembly was a fund to assist churches in such projects.

The entire congregation met in session during January, prior to the fund drive, and decided they would like to see a new wing built. They met again after the drive and knew for sure this is what they wanted to see happen.

An architect was then selected and hired. The contractor is the Ed Willis James Construction Company.

The last construction project in the church was the remodeling of Tiffany Hall and that basement, where some youth classes are held now. This occurred over five years ago, Slater explained. Currently, Tiffany Hall is not getting used for educational purposes due to bad acoustics and much distraction in the room, says a secretary at the church. At one time, the adult classes were always held here. The approximate 180 Sunday school students and the inadequacy of the facilities made it necessary to construct the new wing.

The current church structure was completed in 1956. This was the last major building done at the church. Tiffany Memorial Chapel, dedicated in January, 1947, was the start of the current building. It was named for Major Frank Tiffany, a chaplain who died in World War II. The structure was an army chapel moved here from a military base, it is incorporated into the church now as Tiffany Hall.

Hopefully, the outside construction will be completed in the next month before the weather becomes too cold, the associate pastor said. The rooms in the new wing will provide the space needed and moveable walls will allow for a variety of room arrangements.

Fast for Cambodia Nets $2800

More than half of Whitworth's campus residents went hungry last Thursday. This effect on the part of about 490 students helped raise over $2,800 which will be used to send food to starvation-plagued Cambodia.

The one-day fast was sponsored by the Whitworth Hunger Network, previously called Hunger Task Force. Co-director Dave Ramaley made a conservative $2,800 estimate of money received from Saga, Administration, ASWC, and a free-will offering taken at a communion service for fast participants on Thursday noon. The offering alone amounted to $1,300 "with most coming in," reported Ramaley. "I want to stress," he said, "that there were fewer than 150 at the service, and the major majority were students."

Saga promised the Network $1.10 per student who turned in a meal card. An extra $50 was added because Saga was able to close the 1985 dining room.

The college administration matched Saga's contribution, and Presidents' Council voted to donate $500 from ASWC funds.

The money has been sent to World Vision headquarters in Pasadena, CA. Along with OXFAM, World Vision is one of the few organizations which have been successfully reaching needy Cambodians with food supplies. Ramaley figures that $2,800 would be enough to supply between 400 and 500 Cambodians with enough rice to last a month. Because the Khmer Rouge, or, Communist, army, and the North Vietnamese army each are trying to keep food supplies from falling into the hands of the other, Ramaley explained that even World Vision is prevented from transporting food to some of those who need it the most. However, food is badly needed in areas which are accessible by the relief organizations.

About 30 of those who fasted participated in a service Friday morning which marked the end of the fast. The informal service included periods of silence for prayer, and a discussion on how going without food felt. Several students said they were surprised by the lack of energy and the mental depression they felt. Students agreed that fasting for the "Khmer Rouge" cause had made them more aware of the situation there, and had awakened their motivation for action in the future.
Dear Editor,

I much admire and respect Whitworth's commitment to liberal education, however, I am much distressed with the lack of coverage that has been shown here Friday the 10th. Picture this: you are a worn and weary student at the end of a hectic week and are in much need of rest and relaxation, fun and laughs. What do you do? How about going to a movie out on the ASWC? Great! It's pretty funny, right? So you go. Everything is going well, and the catharsis is actually working! But wait a minute. What is this? Intermission comes and instead of the time to talk to your friends you are bombarded by - LIFEBOARDS and epic film dealing with such hits as leukemia, anemia, hemophilia, the Red Cross, and, your favorite and mine, loss of limb! This lighthearted 15 minute "parody" was actually filmed in hospitals, complete with real doctors, real nurses, real patients, and yes, even real world diseases and their terrible effects! How fun! How relaxing! Really? Need I say more? Once again a Whitworth organization has forgotten the one thing which any college hopes to teach. Try THINKING!!!

With real high hopes,
Bob Bowling

---
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Dear Editor,

It occurred to me by surprise as I listened to Professor Douglas Heath speak here last Thursday, that teachers are fallible. This is neither to say that I have never thought so before, nor, on the other hand, that I don’t hold Whitworth faculty in high esteem. But Heath’s speech on college’s contribution to the maturing process did spark in me feelings about what Whitworth classes do and don’t accomplish.

“...how within a school, can we nurture the spirit?” asked Heath. He emphasized the importance of college to developing all parts of a student’s personality. Whitworth succeeds in the ‘whole person’ approach. I am at Whitworth partly because of this idea. But sometimes I’m nurtured and nurtured and nurtured. Everywhere I turn someone is explaining how Grace relates to predestination and free will. It’s not “What would Christ think of the U.S. defense budget?” or “Is the Fall a fulfillment of absolute truth?” At times I feel cheated because the limited time I have during class to absorb the teacher’s knowledge is eaten away when the teacher sets aside devotional time, fills half the class period with jokes and anecdotes, or just allows more student to tell his or her story, no matter how pertinent to subject matter. Perhaps it’s better, though to experience this kind of frustration than to feel constantly pressured in class or not affirmed as a person—problem people encounter in schools which don’t carry Whitworth’s ‘nurturing’ emphasis.

Several teaching methods which Heath-related could be more incorporated into Whitworth classes.

"Writing," he said, “is the best way to get to the minds of students and to develop logical thinking.” No matter what the subject. He has his own students write, rewrite, and critique each other. Immigration of Whitworth’s communications requirement, students don’t get enough regular writing practice in their classes to qualify them as good writers by the time they graduate. Classes would be more valuable if they taught students to process the information they receive, either in writing or in small- or large- group discussion. Students should be able to listen to each other as well as to the instructor. Practice in speech and writing help students become less dependent on the instructor and more in control of their subject.

Heath commented that every institution has an image, an “ethos”. Whitworth’s image is not that of Harvard—toughly competitive and attended by the country’s most intellectual and forward-looking young people. I venture to say that Whitworth doesn’t have an Ivy-League-type image, in part, because with Whitworth’s student development theme, depth and quality of curriculum don’t, simply hold top priority; but also because Whitworth graduates don’t feel they have to brag and be defensive about the superiority of their training.

I was told of a former Whitworth student who transferred and found that his department at the new school was of better quality than the one he left at Whitworth, in spite of the fact that Whitworth’s department had a consistently higher job placement rating. It seems that the influences of Whitworth’s Christian theme, its extra-curricular activities, its dorm system, and the people it attracts, when combined with courses from a good solid department, make better credentials than perhaps courses in an especially, flashy department. In spite of its shortcomings, Whitworth’s strengths, curricular and non-curricular, are enough to keep me from going anywhere else.

With real high hopes,

Bob Bowling
By Jofy Drew

"What you will learn, sooner or later, is that God very often plays man, God will do nothing without man and whatever it is, it is always done through man." (Og Mandino)

You will, I think, forgive me for beginning with this quotation, rather than by introducing myself. I've started many times to write this and, each has been a total failure. Perhaps by starting at the heart this way I'll be able to tell you about Jesus Christ. Then we'll move to the theme of the men and women in this community and the other way into the heart of this miniature

Whithworth is a fine place to be and I commend you all on your good taste (I mean I'm here and my taste is terrible) to come to this big name, big salary or low cost by it and I think it pays off in the quality of life that is nurtured here. That's all the back panning I'll do because we have also fallen into a terrible rut. There are men and at the bottom (in capital letters) the words WHO AM I? Don't, mind you - I'm not raising a question but its value is a bit of a bifilament.

As Peter said, you will do whatever you leave undone. I met a sheep farmer - it's a shaggy sheep about to be sheared. What do I do? Let me illustrate: Jesus was having breakfast with his disciples and he turned and said to Peter, "Peter, do you love me?" Peter replied, "Yes Lord." and Jesus said "Feed my sheep." Can you imagine one of us saying, "But Lord, I don't even know who I am yet" or "Oh but I've already got a full load this term and I really feel the need to spend some time with myself."

The silliness of such statements is at once obvious. Peter doesn't need to know who he is; he is Peter. Jesus just called him by name, and there is no question of regreting into himself. Jesus just told him to do something which will leave very little time for self-centeredness. Tending sheep is an over-time job.

As to our queries of Who am I? the answer is easy. We all have names mine happens to be Jofy Yours might be Marcia or Lou or Glen or Judy, so matters, it's a hook to hang identity on. What should I do? Again it's easy: Feed sheep. The only hard question is this: How do I feed sheep? The New Testament Epistles do a pretty good job of answering lifestyle questions. Just in case you haven't got time to re-read the whole bit let me refresh your memory. "Pray constantly, love God, help out those in need, deal with your peers with integrity and honesty, honour those in authority, especially parents (regardless of your age, position or level of education), God wants you by your life by using your gifts and talents for support and encouragement back to the heart of the question so maybe I can illustrate better than I can narrate. Imagine a farmer with a couple of cars, trucks, bulldozers, tricycles, airplanes, and skateboards. Imagine also, you have a particular task to accomplish, but that you have no clues about which vehicle is best suited for that task and that you must rely on your own abilities to decide. It seems to me that you have two options. Either stand at the venturepost at your post and say to your crew or you can try them out. If you're anything like me you'll probably pick the easiest one first, but you'll soon find out that a typewriter doesn't even show it up the steps of a tricycle you might hit on a winning combination like a pick-up truck or a three-wheeler. In the long run, the ones you are all like those vehicles (and here I apologize for the flaws in the metaphor). Our task is to discover what we do best. It's not a bit of mis-proposition but the only way to know what to do is try some things out. You will probably find somewhere or other you get it. I do the job and I don't have any of getting over Snouquealiah Pass. Then after balancing everything on the blades of a bulldozer, or tying it to the steps of a tricycle you might hit on a winning combination like a pick-up truck or a three-wheeler. After all, I don't think I'll be doing much more than I'm doing now. Of course, Whithworth is an organism that needs growth and group building; there is a productive, just as we must. The 70's are over, it's the 80's nearly and if I'm in it I'm in the right direction. Therefore, as many ways to go as there are dawgs in those little cars at the circus. It is our task and the task of the college to seek the direction we are best suited for. If it means leaving behind some traditions then that's what it means. Things can go wrong before they get going, and, it's just that we're trying something you're not. Don't check out of the process, just try something else. Your training is where you will have elimination of possibility and you will be doing something and bringing yourself into focus at the same time.

I fear that by now you may have misapplied my thesis. It was that perhaps we spend too much time thinking, being-relaxing, and day-dreaming and we've lost track of ourselves in the endless spirals. My suggestion is that we lay the means aside for a while and do something with what we already know. Being and doing can't be separated in the real world and I'm right here. They are just muddled. It seems that we've made "being an activity and it's self" in order for us to be a real world of passive nouns. I'm not an advocate of avoidance of searching. I only suggest that we add a dimension to our quest for meaning.

At different stages during my stay here I've heard varieties of things about the "right person." Apply the jargon to your situation and use all of your facilities to deal with your questions and pain and etc. The sooner you begin, the longer it will be part of your life.

Throughout our lives we will have many different tasks and jobs. Some will be right, some will be wrong. The important thing to remember is that they are each only part of the whole that will be your life. If what you are doing is not productive you can always get out of it, if it's wrong you can rid of it. Remember this if you remember nothing else: It's your choice (or lack decision) that determines what happens little in your life. There's not much we can hope for, if you can't see it change your perspective.

Forgive me for appearing to leave God out of this entire process. It is only when we trust Him that we can begin to venture out in the direction everything is. We've all been intimately involved with each of us (no more or less if we acknowledge or deny the involvement), as created by the redeemer, savior, roots and direction. Implicit at each step we take on this journey is the humble petition that "God's will be done."

How does this apply to Whithworth? As an understanding of something is all. I think it's a new one coming (God willing). Things will change, some by choice, some by chance with instances of leaving and a new one is coming (God willing). Our task in this process is to discover what we do best. It's not a bit of mis-proposition but the only way to know what to do is try some things out. You will probably find somewhere or other you get it. As many ways to go as there are dawgs in those little cars at the circus. It is our task and the task of the college to seek the direction we are best suited for. If it means leaving behind some traditions then that's what it means. Things can go wrong before they get going, and, it's just that we're trying something you're not. Don't check out of the process, just try something else. Your training is where you will have elimination of possibility and you will be doing something and bringing yourself into focus at the same time.

I fear that by now you may have misapplied my thesis. It was that perhaps we spend too much time thinking, being-relaxing, and day-dreaming and we've lost track of ourselves in the endless spirals. My suggestion is that we lay the means aside for a while and do something with what we already know. Being and doing can't be separated in the real world and I'm right here. They are just muddled. It seems that we're made "being an activity and it's self" in order for us to be a real world of passive nouns. I'm not an advocate of avoidance of searching. I only suggest that we add a dimension to our quest for meaning.

At different stages during my stay here I've heard varieties of things about the "right person." Apply the jargon to your situation and use all of your facilities to deal with your questions and pain and etc. The sooner you begin, the longer it will be part of your life.

Throughout our lives we will have many different tasks and jobs. Some will be right, some will be wrong. The important thing to remember is that they are each only part of the whole that will be your life. If what you are doing is not productive you can always get out of it, if it's wrong you can rid of it. Remember this if you remember nothing else: It's your choice (or lack decision) that determines what happens little in your life. There's not much we can hope for, if you can't see it change your perspective.

Whithworth doesn't just prepare you for life, Whithworth is life! It's true that bit of truth inspires many of us as we stack two dozen hot plates fresh from the dish washer or rake pine needles in the loop. There are wonderful campus jobs available that provide much needed work experience in all kinds of exciting places. For instance with all the housing going up and the new apartments being built, there is a growing need for people who can let people in when they have let their keys and replace their light bulbs. Dozens of students who are presently employed by the college are, I'm sure, looking forward to exciting careers in the RA field.

These are just a few of the many fields that must exist outside of the pine cone curtain since "Whithworth is life." I'm sure, looking forward to exciting careers in the RA field. I'm sure, looking forward to exciting careers in the RA field.

The opinions expressed in the editorial section are not necessarily those held by the students of Whitworth College.
Western Roundup

by John Perkins

A Whitworth dance often parallels a mustang round-up. The dashes, young cowboys galloping across the plains astride his majestic Arabian is similar to the Saturday night hunter "duded up" in his Tony Lama's and his Hash Hip Huggers rambling over to the HUB for a night of hard work.

Reaching the fringe of the large box canyon, the cowboy joins the rest of the growing group of rope-slingers. He's warned; though, there might be enough mustangs to go around. That's when he presses his lucky medal to his chest and remembers that there's always been more than enough horsemanship for everyone at this box canyon. With a thunder clap of hooves beating down the hard earth, the braver, more experienced cowboys dart into the canyon eager to spot their prey and go in for the conquest.

Another cowboy, trotting somewhere along the fringes of the pack, is nervous; he's never been on such a large round-up before. He keeps fumbling with his gear, checking and rechecking it. He sees the veterans snagging in mustang after mustang without any sign of strain; their ropes always hit true and there seems to be little resistance from the beautiful horses. Its as if they want to be caught. But he only looks on as the other cowboys pass him and chase down their prey. Disillusioned, he starts to turn back just in time to see a beautiful speckled rump trot over a small hill. The path there is easy; he decides to take it. Quietly solemnizing, he spots her, the Appaloosa of his dreams. well-formed limbs, gentle head, tremendous posture, and a beautiful set of teeth that he sees as she whinnies at him. He starts to circle her slowly; she stands her ground, pawing and kicking the earth, with her unshod hooves, throwing her majestic head back, allowing the last rays of the sun to dance upon her luxuriously dark mane. The cowboy moves in fast, his rope out, circling about her head. She has little time to react; his line is out flying at her neck with uncommon speed. There's a brief struggle as he tightens his grip, but she knows its no use; she relents. Besides, she thinks he may be a good master.

Fall Play Presented

This past weekend, Whitworth College presented its fall play entitled "A Thousand Clowns. It was directed by Carol Gehman and Pat Stein. Starring was Arthur Krug as Murray Burns. He portrayed an actor who was not really interested in finding a job within a world that he sees as being ultimately full of phony people. He is in the process of taking care of his nephew, Nick. Nick is played by Christopher Frey, an eighth-grader from North High. Early in the play, the Uncle has it out with Nick, saying things like "Nick, I am an above average twelve year old boy."

The conflict of the play occurs when Albert Arrowman and Sammy Marksitz (played by Eddie Aron Homerburg and Diane Pinell, respectively) agree to investigate the atmosphere in which Nick is growing up. The only other actors in the play, played by Carol Gehman and Robert Livingston as Leo Herman, came to Murray's rescue. He is duly unappreciative until the end of the play.

The final scene of the play seems to have left many people wandering just exactly what it means. The Uncle said that Nick had no taste, but it was thoroughly against his will. That is how it ended. There was no attempt to explain the significance of cutting off the play in almost mid-sentence.

Whitworthian apologizes

We apologize for the mistake in the November 5 edition of the Whitworthian. On page one in the article concerning the donation of the FORTRAN to the math department. The paper read that Steve Lowe said $250 was originally designated for the unit which would now be used to help buy a new screen to be used in the computer department. In actuality Lowe told the Whitworthian that Presidents Council would vote on it at that nights meeting. They did, but it was decided not to fund the project.

Any mistakes that are brought to our attention will be corrected in the following issue.

Arthur Krug and Diane Pinell converse in the play "A Thousand Clowns."

Literature Lives

by Kim Pedersen

Throughout Fine Arts Week, December 2 to December 6, numerous art forms will be displayed on campus for everyone's enjoyment. On a show, madrigals, a jazz ensemble performance, and many other delights are all on the bill of fare. The Interpreters Theater productions will bring into focus the exciting and challenging art of oral interpretation.

Under the direction of Mrs. Pat Stein, the first performance, "For Magi, Shepherds, and Us" will be performed during the Art Show opening in the chapel on December 2. Christmas poetry will be brought to life, with an emphasis on finding the true meaning of the holiday season.

A second group will perform "St. Jerome and the Lion" on Friday evening, December 7. This narrative reading will tell of all the things that happened when St. Jerome pulled a thorn from a lion's paw, and the lion decided to live with him in his convent.

In addition to the student performances, Whitworth will have the special treat of seeing its own faculty interpreting Dickens's "A Christmas Carol" during Forum on December 6th.

The performers involved in these productions have been hard at work since rehearsals began last week, striving to bring just the right meaning, right attitude to a word, phrase, or paragraph. In order to make the performance a success, they must use their voice, facial expressions, movements and all their energy to spark the audience's understanding of what is happening in what they read. Interpreting literature becomes very exciting, for both performers and audience, when this occurs.

Student Government Re-established

AUSTIN, TX (CPS) - Students seeking to re-establish the University of Texas student government that was abolished in 1978 have apparently gained enough signatures to hold an election on the question.

"I think we can safely announce that we've got the signatures we need," said Jim Stikes of students for Student Government, which gathered 2500 names on a petition asking for a referendum on students government. According to university rules, only 1500 signatures are needed to call a special election.

The referendum could be held later this month. It would ask students if there should be a constitutional convention called to establish a new student government.

After several election victories by aboriginal student candidates and a loss of control over student fees, the student government was abolished by student vote in spring, 1978.

Shortly after the Texas students' vote, the University of Northern Colorado abolished its student government last spring. Texas would be the second (after the University of Northern Colorado) of the three schools to re-establish some form of student representation.

"Whitworth College" Choir will present its annual Christmas Concert on December 8 at 8:00 p.m. in the Whitworth Community Presbyterian Church. Directed by Terry Zimmerman, the choir will be featuring composers ranging from Bach to Disney. There will be selections ranging from classical to more modern. Zimmerman, who is directing this year for the first time, is having his noisy voices blend in an entirely a capella concert.

Admission is free to all Whitworth students with I.D., and $1.00 to the general public. Plan on attending.
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SERVE Activities Going Well
by Janelle Case

Whitworth's SERVE office coordinates volunteer action, matching prospective volunteers with alumni in which they can put their capabilities to use in serving placement techniques working with senior citizens at Hawthorne Manor, tutoring, visiting a shelter, and participating in the Big Brother/Sister program.

Available also are opportunities for group effort. Over Thanksgiving vacation, there will be students available to serve a dinner to Spokane's poor and elderly residents. The dinner is sponsored by the Madison Seminary participating in the Big Brother/Sister program.

What is reported was that

There are too many mistakes in the student articles printed this term and the York Times. I've

There is some room for improvement. There is an overall lack of objectivity in the non-editorial articles. There are atrocious spelling and grammatical errors, and sometimes part of the whole line is left out. These things, if worked on, could greatly improve the Whitworthian.

Music Comes to Spokane
by Jonathan Cox

Regarding music, is Spokane the barren wasteland that so many people claim it is or is it the hub of musical concerts in Spokane? What about classical or pop music?

One auditorium that many students will find offers a rich diversity of musical programs is the Spokane Opera House. From November 19, 1979 to March 23, 1980 the Spokane Opera House will present numerous concerts offering some prestigious performances. On November 18 at 3 p.m. Spokane symphony conducted by Donald Thulson promised fill the auditorium with fine melodies and controlled power. On December 16, Handel's Messiah will be performed by the Spokane Chorale. Joan Masters will appear, along with guest conductor Martin Czylowski on February 17, at 3 p.m. The Denver Choral Society, Yakima Viciakov, will perform Tchaikovsky's "Violin Concerto," a fine piece that all classical music lovers could appreciate. Students can take advantage of students' 50% ticket price reduction that is being offered for these four professionally performed concerts.

The Opera House also will provide the public with its share of popular music in the next few months. The Oakridge Boys who are coming to Spokane on November 29 at 7 and 10 p.m. will present a fresh and refined blend of country and bluegrass music. Coming on November 30 and December 2 will be the Manhattan Transfer, presenting a finely hued band playing music of the 20's and 30's nostalgia.

Perhaps the largest attraction for college students of the entire Fall semester will be the arrival of Earle, Wind, and Fire who are coming to Spokane on November 28 at 8 p.m. in the Coliseum. The group is known for its dynamic concerts combining vital harmonies with an uplifting brand of music.

The evidence indicates that Spokane does not have a great dearth of fine music; instead it supplies an adequate number of events that are worth the public's appreciation.
Football Finishes Fourth

By Debbie Reinwand

The Whitworth Pirates closed out their football season with a disappointing loss to the NWC champs, Pacific Lutheran University. The Lutes, ranked fifth nationally in NAIA Division II, finished 5-0 in conference play, and 8-1 overall. Whitworth improved their record from last year to 2-3 in conference games, and 3-5 overall.

In the first quarter, Whitworth got off to a 7-0 lead, as Jim Judd scored from the 1 yard line, and Greg Strom kicked in the extra point. The Whitworth defense held the Lutes most of the first half, allowing few advances.

Second half action was controlled by the Lutes. They took advantage of Whitworth mistakes to score two touchdowns in a two-minute span. Bobby Nakashima fielded the opening kickoff of the second half, on the five yard line, but it was fumbled on the 27. Kris Morris of PLU recovered it to set up a PLU drive to the goal line. Jeff Baer, the leading NWC rusher, carried the ball into the end zone, yard 6, to score a PLU touchdown.

Minutes later, Scott McKay blocked Ken Pecka's punt, and tackle Greg Rohr picked it up for a PLU touchdown.

Whitworth managed to cut the lead to 22-13 in the fourth quarter, as Jim Judd scored on a 1 yard plunge.

It looked as if Whitworth had another charge to score, but time ran out for the Pirates, in their last conference game.

The team was definitely improved over last year's squad, both defensively and offensively. There was a lot more depth this year, as the record shows. Even the losses showed improvement, as Whitworth was never really "whipped" this year. Graduating senior Bill Penrose said "It was a great year. I'm really going to miss the guys." And his predictions about next season are optimistic. "Next year will be the year." It was an exciting season.

The NAIA All-District football team was announced this week, and five Whitworth players were named to it. These include Guard Bruce Olgard, Fullback Jim Judd, Defensive Linebacker Dave Pomante, Defensive Backs Ken Pecka and Greg Strom.

This team is selected by six head football coaches from the district.

Ed Riley fires a pass in his last game at Whitworth.

Sports Roundup

By Mike Yee

The pro football season moves into the twelfth week with a few surprises, but most of the top teams are in playoff contention as expected. Perennial powerhouse New England and Miami are still currently tied for the AFC East lead with 7-4 records. The Steelers from Pittsburgh again must be considered pre Super Bowl favorites, as they lead the AFC central division with a 9-2 mark. San Diego (8-3) and Denver (8-3) share the western division lead despite both losing to third place Oakland earlier this year.

Over in the NFC, Dallas (8-3) holds a one game edge over the Eagles of Philadelphia who bested the Cowboys 31-21 last Monday night. Tampa Bay is also 8-3 and leading second place Chicago in the weak Central division, while suprising new Orleans (6-5) heads the west over the struggling, injury riddled LA Rams (5-6). Both Tampa Bay and New Orleans are enjoying better than average seasons and are currently in the thick of it at this point. On the other side of the coin is the supremacy of the Detroit Lions. The Lions have won but once in eleven starts and currently share the worst mark with San Francisco, also 1-10.

Turning to major college football, one finds Alabama still at the top, undefeated at 9-0. The Crimson Tide must get past 15th ranked Auburn to finish the regular season perfect. Should there be an upset in that game, second ranked and also undefeated (Ohio State 10-0) looms as the heir apparent to the #1 ranking, but they too must play a rated team (13th ranked Michigan) to keep their record unblemished. In the rare event that both Alabama and Ohio St. are defeated, and Nebraska (8) gets past rival Oklahoma (6), the Cornhuskers could conceivably claim the top spot, the only teams who have a chance as #1 are fourth rated USC (9-0-1) and 5th ranked Florida St. (9-0).

Congratulations to the Whitworth Pirates football squad who finished the year 3-5-1 placing fourth in the Northwest Conference won by Pacific Lutheran. The Pirates provided a lot of excitement this year displaying a lot of heart and pride throughout the season. Among the highlights were the shutout over nationally rated Eastern, a tough game against conference champions PLU, the massacre over Pacific, and the overall home performance at the Pine Bowl.

Lloyd Free continues to lead the NIAA in scoring, averaging 30.4 per game... Julius "Dr. J." Erving and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar are both starring in a movie that's currently playing in Spokane called "The Fish That Saved Pittsburgh"... Defending Champs Seattle Supersonics are only in fourth place, three games behind division leading Portland while NBA finalist Washington is six games behind Philadelphia with a dismal 14-14 mark... Each college b-ball ratings tab Indiana as the pre-season #1 pick followed by Kentucky, Duke, Ohio St. and Notre Dame... I'm sure after the season starts the votes will shift to Notre Dame and Duke, as the top teams in the country... While on the subject of hoops, gua! forwards. Carlton Ashley suffered a cut over his right eye which required several stitches on a pick up game at the gym. We wish him a speedy recovery! The Court d' Alene fall meet concluded last weekend with Mercury setting a track record for 7 furlongs. Though the handle was relatively small (about 90,000 per day) the meet must be termed a success as the weather was often too cold to watch outdoors and most huddled around the monitors... 1978 Triple Crown winner was retied to stand stud and syndicated for $14 million...
Men Fourth in NWC

By Brad Stenberg

The Willamette cross country teams finished fourth in the Northwest Conference at the combined conference and district championships held at Walla Walla State Park on November 10.

The men improved over their fifth place team finish of last year despite the loss of leading runner Tom Sutton. Sutton, who had finished first for Whitworth in the previous two meets was forced into a creek three quarters of a mile from the start when the pack of over 100 runners tunneled into a one lane foot bridge. Sutton suffered from a bruised shin and tight muscles from the cold water, continued until the mile point where he pulled out of the race.

Charlie Lewis finished on top for Whitworth in 12th place for the conference and 28th among an extremely tough set of District 1 schools. In the conference, Art Kelly placed 17th. Wes Hiikida, Ray Robertson and Steve Cree held 23rd, 28th and 30th respectively, ran together for the first two miles. Thirteen runners, showing the form of past years, pulled away from his team-mates in the second half of the race to capture a seasonal best performance and finish third man on the team. Mike Wendlandt finished in a solid, yet disappointing 35th.

Coach Terry Kelly was pleased with his team's results. "The scratch show that coach's had us in 5th place and we ended up in 4th beating Pacific, so they came through far better than we wanted. Mike Wendlandt finished in a solid, yet disappointing 35th."

The district race proved as expected to be more challenging than conference. "The district was awesome," said Kelly. "Our District 1 schools took 4 of the first 5 places. Eastern, Central, and Western should probably be rated among the top 20 in the nation along with Willamette."


Individually, Willamette had a field day in the NWC with David Flemming posting the win in 25:58 for 5 miles, followed by team-mates Sullivan, Johnson and Budleig in 2nd through 4th. Stu Vincent of LC was 5th. Mark Brown of Central was the district winner in 26:04, with team-mate Phil Philmister taking 3rd. A foursome of Conley, Terry, Roberts and Magara, all from Eastern placed 3rd through 6th respectively.

Willamette had a good showing in the regional race with David Flemming leading the way. A foursome of Conley, Terry, Roberts and Magara, all from Eastern placed 3rd through 6th respectively.

No one was injured and most runners were pleased with their performances.

The women finished 16th, with five top toppers: 1) Anita Willson; 2) Carol Smith; 3) Carolyn Ore; 4) Cheryl Hoff; 5) Tina Smith. These women placed in the top 50.

The women's volleyball team from Whitworth college is participating in the regional tournament being held this weekend on the Northwest Nazarene campus. The team is facing regional competition and advancing to the national tournament to be held in Los Angeles.

In addition to Whitworth, there are seven other teams in the tournament. Gonzaga, Northwest Nazarene, Southern Oregon, Oregon College of Education, Linfield and Willamette will be participating in the three day affair.

The Pirates won their third Inland Valley Conference championship earlier last month as they emerged undefeated from the conference schedule. Since then they have defeated the University of Idaho and Spokane Falls Community College and won the Eastern Oregon regional tournament. Several of the women's teams coming in the regional tourney were entered in the Eastern Oregon tournament.

With a number of experienced and steady players, the Whitworth Pirates have a good chance of becoming back to back regional champs. A title this year may be a bit tougher to come by however, because this year the Pirates will not have the home court advantage and a large crowd of fans to cheer them on.

Women Survive Nationals

By Brad Stenberg

Extremely good competition, 80 degree heat and jet lag were all challenges facing the women's cross country team Saturday in their performance at the AIAW (Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women) national meet in Tallahassee, Florida.

Terry Kelly commented on the team's performance. "I think they ran as well as they could have. I can't see where they could have run much better. There were only two regional teams that beat our runners (Reineke: Bozeman, Montana; ENOC (7th) and Carolyn Ore, who finished 2 places ahead."

None of the official times and places were available after the race making it hard to evaluate the team's performance. "They put all of the information in a computer and lost it in Miami," said Kelly, talking from Tallahassee by phone.

The women ran in the Division III race, one of three AIAW championship races run Saturday. Sixteen teams and 35 individuals (163 women total) started the race, and at last count Dixie Reineke, the leading Whitworth runner, was in 25th. Joan Bernot of Bowdoin College was the individual winner in an unofficial time of 17:15.

As a team Whitworth ran a tightly packed group race. "Only 60 seconds separated first and seventh on our team," commented Kelly. Kelly used a comparison with the Western Washington team, the only team to beat Whitworth at regionals, as an evaluation of his own team's effort. "We did well against Western," he said. "We could conceivably have beaten them. At the regional meet Western had three runners together ahead of everybody but Dixie. At this meet we did not. Dixie and Kathy (Armstrong) ahead of them and Susan (Jeffers) right in the middle of them." Julie Dixon finished 4th for Whitworth with Cheryl Hoff coming in 5th, Lori Carlton 6th and Cindy Standley 7th.

Kelly could only guess on the team's numerical finish. "I would say we did really well if we finished in the top ten. There were some awfully tough teams back here," Kelly said. The winning team appeared to be Cal State at Hayward, a school with a student body of 28,000.

Tough competitors weren't the only adversaries of Whitworth's women. "We were on the road 24 hours and got 3 hours of sleep in that time," said Kelly, referring to the trip down. "We left Thursday morning at 5:30 and they got us into a motel in Atlanta at midnight and woke us up again at 4:30 to get us into Tallahassee by noon on Friday." Did jet lag (three hours time difference) play a role? "Sure, sure. Big time. Hospitals and travelihl fatigue slow them down? I don't think so," said Kelly. "They took it all in stride."

Heat was a factor that plagued all of the contestants. Whitworth was no exception. "They all said they felt gross because of the heat," commented Kelly. The hot weather wasn't all bad however. After the race, the team found some relief in the homemade ice cream from a roadside stand.

The team will be coming back in two groups due to airline reservation difficulties. Two individuals will have arrived home Sunday, while the rest of the team is scheduled to arrive today. Kelly commented on the up-side. "On the way down here everybody was fighting over the six for Monday."

How did the six people remaining in Florida spend the extra day? Kelly said, "We're going to head down to the ocean tomorrow and stay at the beach for the day."
Hannigan Leaves Whitworth

By Jeri Hansen

Bob Hannigan, Whitworth’s Director of Admissions since fall of 1976, is now the Dean of Admissions and Records at Humboldt State College in Arcata, California.

To replace him in this position, which was vacated Nov. 1, Shalene Short has become the Acting Director of Admissions until Summer, 1980.

“Ms. Short previously occupied the position of assistant Director of Student Development for a short term.

A committee formed to find a new Director of Admissions advertised nationally and interviewed several applicants to the position, both in person and on the telephone. The committee, chaired by associate music professor Dick Evans, didn’t feel that the candidates were well enough to meet with a strong enough candidate when the position was vacated. Ms. Short knows the college well and has excellent administrative skills, so was chosen to temporarily fulfill the job, Kristin explained.

The committee will form again and begin advertising to fill the position on a long-term basis in January, 1980. Kristin explained that...
Fine Arts Stages Festival

by Jodi Hansen

Whitworth’s Religious Art Festival, involving the Fine Arts Department in various activities across the campus, will be held December 2-9. Art, music, drama, and dance will all be featured and it is open to anyone in the college and entire community. The only exception is the Worship Service which is primarily for the college community on Dec. 5 in the Chapel at 7 pm.

This is the first year that Whitworth has continued an area to make the one larger Fine Arts Department. “This is one of the events, a department,” says Dr. Dick Evans, associate professor of Music. “It is important to us. We worked very hard to put this festival together.”

Music activities will include a first proposed by Rita Whitworth groups: Chorus, Choir, Brass Ensemble, Care Quarters, Madrigal Singers, Jazz Ensemble, Concert Band, and Orchestra. The Madrigals will sing twice at Forum and perform with Consonanti Concerts from December 4-6. The Choir, directed by Charles Zimmerman who is the conductor of the Spokane Chorale, will present a concert featuring Human

Dr. Krehbiel’s “The Christmas Story” on Dec. 8 at Whitworth Presbyterian Church, 8 pm. Chorus will also perform in the Rehearsal Hall of the Music Building on Dec. 6 at 2:20 pm.

At the annual Christmas Forum, Madrigals a Brass Quintet consisting of four Whitworth students: Jeff Parks, Bob McCann, Bob Christian, and Brian Guidy, will open and close the program, and Intensive Care will contribute to the program. Concert Band, Jazz Ensemble, and Orchestra will perform “A Celebration of the Arts,” Dec. 7 at 8 pm.

Drama includes participation in the Christmas Forum and “C.S. Lewis on Stage” with actor Tom Key to be presented at 8 pm. Another presentation will be Theatre Without Walls “A Celebration of the Arts.” All of these will be held at Whittlough Auditorium. The Madrigal Ensemble will also present “For Magi, Shepherds, and Us” following the opening reception on Dec. 2.

In the Visual Arts, activities include a Student-Faculty Art Exhibit in the Chapel opening Dec. 2 and an art show and sale in Koehler Gallery from December 9-12. Graduate student Seho Park will have an art exhibit in the Music Building from December 2-9 and the Community Artists and Craftsman Sale will be Dec. 8 in the HUB.

Another music activity is a performance of Benjamin Britten’s “St. Nicholas” including the Whitworth Chorale. It will be presented at St. John’s Cathedral, Dec. 9 at 7:30 pm. The presentation includes the Cathedral’s choir and the Millwood Presbyterian Church Choir combined for this performance. Alice Hostetter will present her senior recital at the Whittlough Auditorium.

Dr. Evans expressed a feeling of excitement concerning the participation. The plans were first made in August and all faculty department meeting various tasks were assigned. “There’s been a lot of enthusiasm and hard work on this,” he emphasized.

Inside

New Budget Projected For 1980-81

by Laura Hutchison

At a faculty meeting on Wednesday, November 28, Dr. Duncan Ferguson reviewed the budget preparations and approval process for the 1980-81 school year. Ferguson clarified that the preliminary budget assumptions are not concrete estimations, but are ones that faculty members need to be aware of when planning their, departmental budgets for the coming year.

When making budget projections, the President’s Cabinet regards such things as enrollment, tuition, financial aid, gift income, major cost increases, desirable new programs and the like. The ongoing system revisions and budget projections for the upcoming four years. In November the proposed income and expenses are shared with the AIC College Council.

During December, the president will meet with department heads to give them instructions regarding the information needed in departmental budget requests. The departments head then work on their budgets during January, and submit their budgets by January 25.

In February, the president, the vice president for business affairs, and the business manager hold hearings with departments whose budgets request larger than a ten percent increase. The hearings are in order for the departments to defend their suggestions for budget increases. After the President’s Cabinet reviews the budget requests, the president presents the budget to the Board of Trustees, and at their March meeting presents it to the All College Council and Trustee Subcommittee in March.

After modifications and finalizing of the budget, the Board of Trustees approves the budget in April. Once approved, the budget becomes effective on July 1.

In looking at next years budget projections, it is expected that enrollment will drop from 1208 to 1200. Tuition will be $1150, room and board will experience a 2.5% increase, and funding for Life Long Learning will be increased from $14,000 to $35,000. Many other variations will be added to the budget in areas of gift incomes, endowments, and miscellaneous.

This year it is hoped that the budget will balance if expenses are controlled. Enrollment is up, but certain factors are putting the budget expectations a little behind schedule. There is concern as to how many students will be retained in February. Also, the college is paying a 7% interest rate on the $1,945,000 deficit. Fuel costs are increasing, and this summer all the boilers were re-tired and cleaned and expansion joints were replaced all around campus. Also, the projected $905,000 gift income is at this time about $45,000 behind what it was last year at this time.
EDITORIAL

COUNCIL SPENDING SEEN AS INCONSISTENT

Patrick Williams

Three weeks ago I talked with ASWC Financial Vice-President, Turner, about the condition of the student budget and what the funds were. He informed me that there would probably be about $100,000 in income from student fees this year.

Last year the budget committee based their budget upon an enrollment that would yield approximately $59,000 in fees. This year, with reduced budgets and in some cases completely slashed, I wanted to find out where all the extra money was going.

To list all the expenditures would exceed from my meaning but one piece of information that I did happen to notice was that the President Council had appropriated $600 to the women's cross country team.

The reason that the team needed money was to finance a trip to the national meet. Similar expenditures in the region the school would not pay for. One of their plans for raising the money was to petition President Council. They did and they got their money.

According to Turner just about everybody that has tried to get money this year has been successful. I asked if there was any specific criteria that had to be met in order to qualify. It turns out that there really isn't.

This prompted me to ask why the choir had not been able to get extra funds for this year's tour. Like any other group they have a right to the funds and make the most of the tour. They also had to pay for their expenses, which included their food and transportation and the cost of the tour, which is in the area of $3,100.

The answer was that there were questions about whether President Council should fund academic programs or not. Also we didn't want to spread the payment out too much.

The reason the choir put on an alternative proposal that would have the choir paying back the $1,000 over the next two years.

Without getting into anymore details I would like to stress the actions of President Council in worrying about the money at all.

In the reserve fund there are many red trailers, according to Turner. If this is so then what is the big distinction between a $600 gift to an athletic team (remembering that team members get just as much in academic credits as choir members) and a loan that will be paid back in four to five years?

While maybe 10 people benefited from the gifts to the cross country trip, some 90 choir members would have benefited from the loan this year. In succeeding years the bad practice of loans to the choir would have been repaid, so that the money's use would have gone on for some time.

In addition the ASWC reserve fund would have been replenished over the next five years.

My point is that the cross country team didn't deserve the funds or that the choir should be given some money at tonight's meeting. Rather I think that both areas deserve the funds if they are available and they are.

In addition I hope that President Council will at least be consistent and allocate some money to the women's volleyball team so that they can honor their at-large invitation to the national tournament.

My gripe is that President Council did not vote in the best interests of the entire student body. If they are going to give money to one group for a one time thing, then they should be consistent and give the money to other groups that also have benefited from it, regardless of slight academic concern.

They shouldn't get caught in politics, the money is not the property of the individual representatives on President Council. Rather it is the fees from 1280 students that should be open to any group on campus. If a group wants or needs the money and they haven't been given the slightest reason why they deserve it then let them have it. Remember we aren't trying to use those fees in two or three years, they are for 1979-80.

A 22ND CENTURY LOOK BACKWARD

Editor's Note

"Class, as we study the second half of the 20th century in America, I would like us to look at the 1970's as a significant decade in several respects — you students watching on your viewers at home may want to take a few notes also.

The early '70's saw a dwindling of the 1960's 'hippie' movement and peace marches, as President Nixon officially withdrew troops from Vietnam in April, 1972. This decade was the first since the 30's in which the U.S. did not enter into war.

Ironically, Nixon's term also marked the beginning of widespread distrust and apathy on the part of the American people toward government, especially as a result of the Watergate scandal which forced him out to become the first U.S. president to resign from office. The government's influence abroad also declined throughout the 70's, as the U.S. backed out of the Panama Canal, Iran, and other South American and Middle Eastern countries.

Political causes which gained strength in the 70's were equal rights for women, the elderly, and the handicapped. Despite its apathy, it may seem, discrimination still limited the opportunities available to several segments of the population.

Sexuality was a key theme of the seventies. A new openness to sexual issues brought forth sex education, sexual counseling, free birth control, and homosexuality awareness. As well as the provocative displaying of almost every human body in every magazine, film and billboard. At the same time, fashion was just beginning to become unisex, with women wearing slacks, men shaving their hair to match the women, then wearing short hair to match the men, and men started playing larger roles in homemaking and child rearing. For the first time, it became fashionable for couples not to get married, and, due to the population explosion, inflation and women's liberation, childbirth became an option rather than an inevitability.

There was an increase in gay rights movement in the 70's, raising interest in organic foods, wood, backpacking and natural childbirth, while instilling fear of chemically and corporately produced products, power-assisted appliances, and overall energy consumption.

And if nothing else, we will certainly remember this period for its innovations in the popularity of disco, the Sex Pistols, punk rock, and roller disco.

AND SO IT GOES...

Karen Harris

It's easy, with Whitworth's small size and lack of vocal minority groups, to forget that racial problems exist here and elsewhere. Since Whitworth attracts chiefly white upper middle class professionals, there are few practical opportunities or excuses to learn to understand any who don't fit that classification.

And even though there is a large number of Arab students and a smaller number of African students here, interaction between these minorities and the white majority seems limited.

Iranian students have held U.S. Embassy employees hostage for almost a month. While the widespread antipathy in Iran is that all Americans are immoral, a similarly extreme degree of prejudice is seen in America where colleges are refusing to admit Iranian students, simples, or interned citizens, solely on the basis of race. It seems that the only hope for such polarization is that each side will find some validity in the view of the other.

Such change must happen on the small scale as well as on the larger scale. What are people at Whitworth doing to try to understand the mystery of the Modern fairy? A former Iranian economist underlines the shah who fled Iran and is now attending a class at Whitworth, feels the Iran-Iraq war as a reason for antipathy toward the U.S. are religious reasons, the bad feelings) will pass as soon as this thing (the blackmail) is over. It is hard to understand the kind of religious passion which can overcome a nation and inspire such actions as have taken place in the last month in Iran. But a few things grew out of recog- nize its lack of conflict in the cross-craft, cross-religious, and cross-religious. There is no forum to race relations, or allow classes to focus on the means and not on the end as I come from Christianity. This should not be a threat to the college's theme, but a means of improving a situation of which the Iranian crisis is only one example.

Prejudice problem needs understanding
Runners' coach proud

Dear Editor,

This year the Women's Cross-country team represented Whitworth College for the first time ever in National competition. The team of seven women did an excellent job placing 12th in the Division III race with nearly everyone running their best times of the year.

This opportunity was made possible only by the overwhelming support of the Whitworth student body and I would like to take this time to publicly thank everyone for their encouragement and financial support. I would also like to thank Mrs. Siewert and Bill Bauermeister of KWRS for their tireless efforts.

We should be proud of how these women represented the college, both as competitors and as people. I am very proud to say that they are one of the finest groups of people I have been associated with.

Thank you again for your support.

Sincerely,

Terry Kelly
Cross-country Coach

Theme dorms comment

Dear Editor,

This letter is written on behalf of the people in my dorm and those on campus who share the views of Mike Wendler. It is addressed to those students who had the audacity not only to accept but to affirm the term "sand-niggers" and in doing so, set human liberation back into the Dark Ages. To these people we say a resounding "Stuff it."

Out of the Dark and into the Light,
Tina M. Robinson

Cowboy editorial knocked

Dear Editor,

It's unfortunate that the Whitworthian associated itself with John Perkins' metaphorically well-written piece of literature, "Western Roundup." Perkins successfully drew the attention he sought by submitting his class work to the Whitworthian, but at the same time slapped Editor Pat Williams and staff with the responsibility for the piece's content.

Frankly, the content strikes Perkins, apart from the Whitworthian, deserves the total recognition for his piece of writing.

Good job, Pat.

Patti Sweatte

More about cowboys

Dear Editor,

Did anyone ever stop to wonder why a Whitworth dance resembles a Western round-up or even a third grade game of Red Rover? Assuming the analogy between women and horses, men and cowboys at a Whitworth dance is true, it is certainly a sad day for both men and women here behind the Pine Cone Curtain.

Although, this opinion may not be widespread, the fact that it is broadcast so openly is alarming. If men are going to revert to an archaic, chauvinistic attitude, such as John Perkins displayed in his Western Roundup article, then how are we to react? To play the game or not to play the game, that is the question. By playing themselves, men are forcing women to make a choice. Either play the standard games, or commit social suicide. Not a pleasant choice.

As it is now, movies, dances and dorm functions are the only social outlets available here at Whitworth. Some people try to make the most of these activities with the expectation of having fun, taking away some of the stress from their studies. Is it any wonder the Lone Ranger is worried about making a conquest? While the majority of Whitworth students go to dances to dance (as amusing as that sounds) the few self-appointed round-up leaders stand on the sidelines ogling everything that ambles by.

The 'ol cowhand might have a half decent time if he'd concentrate on dancing rather than snagging the appleosa. The Western Roundup article drew to light some rather unfortunate aspects of Whitworth social life. The first being the stilted social interaction that exists between men and women. The second is the accepted oppression of women, not only by men, but by women, too. Neither of these should be tolerated, yet they are in fact, cultivated. It's going to be a tolerable big shock for some cowhands and appleosas when they leave the ranch and hit the big city.

Sincerely,

Lisa Greenfield
Debbie Reinwand

Pop band needs feedback

Dear Sports Fans

At the time of this writing the first basketball game of the season has been played. We won our season opener and everyone is happy, well almost everyone. All of the usual groups showed up. Two teams, officials, cheerleaders, parents, students, basketball lovers, and the pep band. The music came from a remote corner of the fieldhouse, echoed through the air and then faded away. The question we of the pop band would like answered is, did anyone hear us, and if so did anyone care?

A small group of nearly non-music majors gathered together at the request of Coach Bowband his team to play for the game. We played our music and then waited for the crowd to notice we were trying to get them excited. No one seemed to notice, and if you did you dare? We can, and we have feelings too, but when our music was finished, there was no clapping to show appreciation, or no boos to show that you heard that we played poorly at times. I hope you sports fans still know how to listen to music, generated to fill the area with a feeling of excitement. The struggle to play music lives becomes very difficult when there is no net result on the audience. We are doing a service and it would make our performance easier if someone noticed it. Come on Sports fans lets see if we can work together to support our team here at Whitworth.

Thank you;
Greg Wright

PS Did anyone notice the cheerleaders?
Celebrate true fairy tale

by Jennifer Gay

"Once upon a time..." A lovely way to start a story. "Oh," you say, "but I am too old for that sort of stories. Give me something real." Age might be an excuse, but I'm not sure that wisdom is involved—at least, not in the way you think.

I've noticed that people often talk of growing up and the idea that you couldn't possibly see it. Would it be true, of course, if it were, but modern man has too much knowledge to fall for a tale such as that. Perhaps part of the problem is that they have gotten enough knowledge to make them feel smart, but not enough to make them humble.

JRR Tolkien wrote in his essay, "On Fairy-Stories," that "there is no tale ever told that men would rather find was true, although many a sceptical man has accepted true on its own merits." Are you familiar with Ocean's Razer? It is a principle which states that whatever explanations is the simplest and covers all points in question is the truth. If you apply this to the story of Christ, you may make an interesting discovery.

As far as I can see, and from what I have been shown by my own experience, the story of God related in the Bible is the only explanation of life that makes any sense. Not that I understand all of it, but what I can grasp shows me that there is meaning in it. Listen to what TS Eliot had to say in "Choruses from "The Rock": "Then come, at a predetermined moment, a moment not out of time, but in time, in what we call history; connecting, disconcerting the world of time, a moment in time but not like a moment of time. A moment in time but time was made through that moment; for without the meaning there is no time, and that moment of time gave the meaning." "All right," you say; "so this story of the Incarnation somehow gives meaning to your life, but where does that get me? I told you—I want something real, no fairy-tales allowed!"

Hmm...bear with me a moment longer, please; I think we're on the threshold of something important.

"It means Animals are equal to people, and have just as many rights. Do you realize that an animal who has lived in this state all of its life and has reached legal age, still doesn't have the right to vote. It's outrageous!"

"I don't think an animal would know how to vote, or even care."

"Of course they'd care!" he yelled. "I'll bet there are millions of fish who would never have voted for Dixon!"

"That may be true, her policies have not shown the greatest concern for the lower animals, or even some humans for that matter."

"True enough, but hey man, that statement you just made shows the errors in your own thinking. You still think that man is higher than the animals. It just isn't so."

"I agree that we've botched our jobs as stewards of the earth, but I thought that in the Bible, God gave man dominion over the animals."

"Your understanding, your thinking is still dominated by myths. That's not where it's at anymore. The times, they are a'changing. We must throw out those parts of the Bible which conflict with popular opinion."

At that point, a gentile shepherd walked up and sat down. Bill got down on his knees and started to bow before it.

"What are you doing now?" You're acting ridiculous!"

"You don't understand, we need to drastically expand our concept of God, this dog is just as much God as Christ himself."

"I think you need a long sleaved white paws."

"No, it's cool, Modern physics proves it all, the whole universe is composed of pulsating patterns of probability and energy. And According to the Tao of Physics Einstein's theory of relativity proves that the universe is ONE. You work for me with science, man."

At this point, Bill glanced at the sun dial on his wrist, and said, "Gotta go, man, we're going to let all the animals out of the zoo at four o'clock."

"But Spokane doesn't have a zoo, Bill."

"Really, oh wow, that's awesome, I guess Spokane is pretty progressive, well, be cosmic, man."
Looking Out From the Inside

Harris Softens Handicapped Ruling

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) U.S. Dept. of Health, Education & Welfare Secretary Patricia Harris has told college presidents that if their schools don't adopt a handicap-training program, not "otherwise qualified" because part of the program would have to be revised in order for her to compete.

Harris' letter seemed to narrow the ruling's impact.

She wrote that "if a college excludes a disabled student because it is not the student's 'inability to complete course requirements,' the college will have to demonstrate that the requirement is necessary to the program.

The court ruled in southeastern community college P.D.A.V.S. in June that prior interpretations of Section 504 forbid discrimination against 'otherwise qualified handicapped people.' The court ruled that 'Francis Davis, a student at Western who had applied to Southeastern's nurse training program, was not "otherwise qualified" because part of the program would have to be revised in order for her to compete.

AUSTIN, TX (CPS)—Michael Gable thinks an academic report that the course is worth $400,000.00.

Gable, a former University of Texas business graduate student, says the P.D.A.V.S. sent him from one of his professors raised his career. In the suit, filed October 10 in Austin, Gable asks the professor to pay him damages of $400,000.00.

Gable's suit may be the first grade litigation that asks for money. Other recent lawsuits over grades, however, have generally not given students any of the other remedies they asked for, from new grades to reinstatement in academic programs.

Most recently, Robert D. Miller sued the Hamilton University law school in St. Paul University law school. St. Paul, Minn., twice after being dismissed from the law program. He originally sued in 1978, claiming that "irregularities" in test grading and the unavailability of tutors amounted to a denial of his constitutional rights, and that he should therefore be allowed back into the law school. The court ruled against Miller, who had previously carried a C-average.

He sued again in federal court, claiming Hamilton's refusal to allow him to reappear before the admissions committee was a denial of due process. On July 20, the U.S. Court of Appeals also ruled against him, citing as present a U.S. Supreme Court decision that students were not necessarily entitled to a formal hearing before being dismissed from school.

Last April, Harry Maxon, a business graduate student at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, also sued a professor over his grade. Maxon was to be awarded an MBA at his damage

Who is That?

STORRS, CT. (CPS)—Fewer than half the journalism students taking a first-day test could correctly identify John De Buggio, who in fact is the president of their very own school, the University of Connecticut.

None of the students knew who UConn's Board of Trustees chairman was.

Thirty-two of the 37 students who took the test had no idea who the student was or where he graduated from.

Book Thieves Acquitted

(CPS) Three staff members of the Westminster College (New Westminster, B.c.) student newpaper were found not guilty of a theft by a college judicial board after a team of reporters "stole" books from the campus library to show the need for a security system.

The Westminster Holcald staff called the theft part of its investigative effort, some way to to steal books from the campus library. The Westminster College administration, however, charged the reporters with theft.

"We also said that we were concerned with the long-range effects of this on the newspapers and the people who read new in the future," their writings explain. "If the charges stuck, there would be no newspapers and always have to be afraid of the administration overrunning them.

"I think this will make us more careful, but I still believe it was the best means for getting the point across," Baker adds.

The Whitworthian regrets the mandate in its publication. Late breaking stories and malfunctioning equipment prevented the staff from making their necessary changes.

"We also would like to thank all of our reporters for their perseverance in the face of extremely tight deadlines and wishes to apologize to all writers whose time-dated stories had to be cut because of the publication delay. We are also grateful to our readers and advertisers for their patience with us and their understanding. Special thanks is due Thoen Publishing Company for the endless good humor with which they bailed us out of our emergency.

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL!!!
How to Give Personally

By Janelle Case

"What can I give Him, poor as I am?" Christina Rossetti considered what she could give to the Christ child, and, in memory of God's great gift to us, we give gifts to each other during the Advent season.

Often there is more confusion about what gifts should be given than concern over whether we should give gifts at all and what form those gifts, if any, should take. We complain about the commercialization of the holiday (Holy day), but where is our action?

Perhaps for now, it may be enough to try to combine the two: someone to try to decide what gifts and what sort of gifts are in keeping with the holiday. I think one valid category is handmade gifts—there is something about a gift that is carefully and lovingly made, that sets it apart from items that are a result of mass-production. It doesn't necessarily need to be a result of your own, but the involvement of someone who cares in the making of the present is important.

Expense can be another criteria. There is a common tendency among human beings to evaluate the worth of an object according to its price. But a gift that is carefully and lovingly chosen to meet the tastes of the recipient, yet which is inexpensive, is apt to be more cherished than an expensive gift which is thoughtlessly and unimaginatively selected.

What are some practical ways of implementing this philosophy? One source of special gifts is the Art Department at Whitworth. The first day, December 7, will feature work by Whitworth artists and craftsmen, and will be from 11-4. The next day, Saturday, the sale will be open to area artists and craftsmen as well as the Whitworth community, from 11-5.

You can also create gifts on your own. If you are already involved in some sort of craft-painting, knitting, needlework, or stained glass, you have your starting point. But what if your talents are not so tangible? There you must implement your imagination! Record on tape a special letter, a story, a poem, your personal memories. Give just one of something, rather than just a beautiful piece of jewelry; a packet of imported gourmet goodies; a special coin or stamp for numismatists and philatelists. Fill a blank book with quotations and/or poems that are special to you. Even a small gift like this will be cherished.

Go Back to Nature

By Kim Peterson

Are you suffering from pre-finals anxiety or campus fever? How may be the time to take advantage of a relatively quiet organization at Whitworth that can help you relax and get your attention.

Heidi Hoag, an outdoor rec. student, spends three hours four every week waiting for you to come to the HUB chambers to check out Whitworth's very own miniature, sporting goods store, which is the heart of Wilderness Activities.

Wilderness Activities is an offshoot of a ski rental program that Whitworth started back in 1974. Now, walking through the chapel's office, Heidi plans special weekend activities to keep the those last vacations we all so desperately need.

Thus far, Wilderness Activities has taken a canoe trip to Dead Lake in Idaho, which according to one student, "was a great way to get off campus and out of the city. The scenery was really beautiful. A little wet and cold, but it was fun."

Activities planned for the future include rock climbing, and a basic mountaineering course that will cover things like snow shoveling and compass reading. According to Heidi, if you've got any ideas for trips or special speakers, you've got quite a good chance of seeing those ideas become realities. And if you haven't spent much time in the wilderness, Heidi would really like to get you involved—to get you out and experience it.

If you're already into the outdoors, and you like to "go on your own," you should visit Whitworth's sporting goods store and see what a bargain you can get. Rentals through Wilderness Activities are only a fraction of the cost of rentals at nearby stores.

French Drama Appears at Whitworth

by Arlette Matison-Boze

Are you feeling bogged down? Like it is time for something different in your routine? Do you have those pre-Christmas Blues? Or maybe you are just free on Tuesday or Wednesday morning and don't feel like studying. You have the opportunity to attend a play Arts put on by the fourth year French students. The play will be given at 9:00 am on Tuesday and 10:00 am on Wednesday in the Recital Hall of the Music Building.

"La Machine Infernale" is a play by Jean Cocteau that attempts to portray the inevitability of events. It is a modern version of the story Oedipus. The inevitability is portrayed by the characters not ever being able to break from the fate that was ordained by the gods for them to bear. In the act being presented, the problem is evident. The ghost of Oedipus' father, who cannot be seen by anyone who could help his cause. He appears when his wife and a local priest are there, but they cannot see him. The closest clue to the appearance is when his wife thinks she hears his name. She is immediately convinced that it was his imagination. The play itself is a tragedy, but this condition of it shouldn't be. The act is too short and not involved enough with the play as a whole to really give the audience a good idea of what is going on.

The second play is one of the most famous "Théâtre Jacques". This play is a satire aimed at all oppressive political ideologies. It shows the lack of reason that lunatic groups when dealing with these philosophies. The play talks about people turning into things. Some people become so because they really believe that it is the thing they should be doing, but most just do it to go along with the crowd, or because they are not doing better to do it. It also shows that humans don't often face the same problem: they more often talk around them or go off into the distance. It means to show that much of language has but its usefulness.

The play's being performed in French, but they won't, hopefully be dependent on the language to be interesting. They are being done for people who are not, for the most part, fluent in the language. This means that even if you don't speak a word of French, you may find them interesting. Everyone is invited to attend.

Whitworth Alumn's Play

Last Tuesday night, a special presentation by the National Outdoor Leadership School explained how students can get college credit while camping, boating, and fishing. And earlier slide show depicted the fantastic Arctic canoe trip several Whitworth students took last summer.

According to Heidi, a cross-country skiing trip the previous winter was especially delightful due to lack of common interest.

If you've been wanting to get more involved in activities centered around nature, maybe you'd drop by and see Heidi. She'll be more than happy to talk with you between 11:30 am and 1:00 pm Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday afternoons.

Activities planned for the future include rock climbing, and a basic mountaineering course that will cover things like snow shoveling and compass reading. According to Heidi, if you've got any ideas for trips or special speakers, you've got quite a good chance of seeing those ideas become realities. And if you haven't spent much time in the wilderness, Heidi would really like to get you involved—to get you out and experience it.

If you're already into the outdoors, and you like to "go on your own," you should visit Whitworth's sporting goods store and see what a bargain you can get. Rentals through Wilderness Activities are only a fraction of the cost of rentals at nearby stores.

Whitworth Alumn's Play

John King, a Whitworth graduate of the Class of '79 has become a playwright. His first play, "Never Look While Losing," will be presented at the Hinkhauser Restaurant, in dinner theater format, by the Centurie Theatre Group, from December 27 through January 10, 1982.

John King, who completed his education at Whitworth returned from the US Air Force in 1974. He attended SFCC and moved on to Whitworth to attain his degree in Journalism, thus completing a college education that had been interrupted some 16-years earlier.

For the past three years John King has been writing reviews for the local symphony for The Falls, a weekly newspaper in Spokane. He has garnered several awards from Sigma Delta Chi, The Society of Professional Journalists, for his entertaining reviewing skills. The show at the Hinkhauser will be well worth it and promises, and it may help to answer the age-old question of whether a critic can turn playwright.
Student Forum
Whitworth Students Speak Out on Grading System
by Kim Federseen
Richard Maguire
McMillan

First of all I think all systems are simply a means of comparison. In my opinion comparison is unhealthy. Comparison simply confirms for those on top that they belong there and convinces the people on the bottom that that is their place to be. Going to a point grading system would only intensify this competitive comparison.

Linda Buzzell
West Warren

Some people have said that changing to the point grading system will hurt the students who are at the top of the grading scale. It will be more difficult to maintain a 4.0 grade average. On the other hand, it seems to me that it would also allow teachers to give students a more precise assessment of his/her academic achievement. It's more important to me to have an honest evaluation of what I've learned in a class than simply getting a high "letter" grade. Hopefully the point system will give professors the freedom to make such evaluations.

Jan McLauren
Tiki

I dislike grades to begin with (although I recognize the necessity of having them). A point grading system would make me twice as anxious and competitive as I am already, and for that reason, the idea of a point grading system is unattractive to me.

Bob Sargent
South Warren

I feel that in our educational system there is too much emphasis put on the need to achieve. Our goals are seemingly centered around the ambivalence "A" instead of on the material actually learned.

Hopefully the point system could relieve the pressures put on a professor to grade your 'worth'. Actually I would enjoy a point system much better because I feel it would be a more accurate assessment of my "progress" in the course and not my worth.

Sue Foster
South Warren

I believe the point system is an accurate scale of achievement. I think I'd work harder if I was graded on points that by grades. I think too much emphasis is put on grades instead of learning. I wish academics and the intellect weren't so highly valued in rating people's personal worth.

Nancy Krist
Jenkins

I feel the point grading system would be good and bad as compared to Whitworth's current grading system. Good in that it would be more accurate. Bad because it might just be "too" accurate, being more of a hassle for the teachers, and a low A would show up as a low A.

Steve Gregg
Carlson
I think the present grading system is probably adequate. While it doesn't show if A's or B's are low or high, it does reflect a student's general output over a given class load. Even on a point system a's would still be A's and B's would still be B's, so why change?

Tony Mohr
Beyond

Although the pros for the point system are good in theory, for students who are in the same boat as I am, usually barely getting A's or B's, the letter system seems to be our advantage because an A looks better than a 3.4.

Patti Sweeney
Baldwin

How can a person/institution accurately measure the intelligence of an individual? Test scores don't cut it, for they are simply a measurement of one's knowledge about material covered specifically with the questions on the test itself. Therefore, when dealing with an overall grade point for the term or school career, we are already working with gross inadequacies.

Assuming test scores are accurate, however, what determination is there within the grade point system between a "high A" student and a "low A" student? There is none. And the margin between a "High B" and a "Low A" may be trifile, but it is enough to add or subtract a point from a transcript. There must be a more accurate method.

'A Christmas Carol' Comes to Spokane
By Patrick Williams

The Christmas season is upon us once again. And like previous years it will bring with it the general rash of complaints about commercialism and the loss of Christmas spirit. It has come to the point that many families dread the coming of the holiday because of financial and time problems.

Fortunately (and I don't use this term lightly) there is a reprieve to be found—unfortunately it costs money. The Spokane Civic Theatre is producing Charles Dickens' classic "A CHRISTMAS CAROL." The play opened on November 23 and will continue through December 16.

The production brings to life the feeling of Christmas Spirit in a way that simply cannot be reconstructed on the big screen. The story in itself is always enough to give the person an annual dose of good feelings but the added dimension of bringing together the writer Dickens and his attitudes towards Christmas makes the play just that much more real to the audience.

Unlike his earlier works, Dickens didn't write A CHRISTMAS CAROL to express any world view or to open any eyes. He wrote it so that his publishing company would continue to pay him his salary instead of cutting his pay by a third.

He was under a great pressure to get the book finished in time for the Christmas Season and his relationship with his family during this time grew tense.

The introduction of this into the play keeps the story as powerful today as it was when Dickens wrote it.

College students receive a 50% discount on tickets for the company productions. The cost for plays (CAROL) is $3 and for musicals is $3.50. The number to call for ticket information and reservations is 325-2507 or receive them...
Krebs to Leave After Jan Term

By Jonathan Coe

Jan Term, for many students at Whitworth, provides a concrete dimension to their academic year. Krebs has always been Dr. Norman Krebs' favorite term for a number of reasons. Jan Term because he finds it offers an opportunity to encourage and support creative activities that normally would not fit into the regular academic pattern. Krebs also said with a smile, "The kids are all mine: there is no legitimate competition elsewhere for student's time." He enjoys the work: "The compression of time" in which the teacher interacts with students, an idea that Keen says is a highly personal teacher/student relationship that is often difficult to develop during Fall or Spring semesters.

"The Church in the 20th Century" (Religion 211) is Dr. Krebs' final class here at Whitworth. After Jan Term he will move on to another State where he will be pastor of a church, which stresses social service especially for his knowledge and concern with evangelism and the differences of church life. But he doesn't leave Whitworth without first experiencing the educations and lives of many students in his eleven year tenure. He has been one of the pillars of the Philosophy department not only making his teaching intellectually satisfying but also fulfilling in a personal way. Dr. Krebs has taught, among other things, is intensely concerned with the Christians' abilities to spur the historic Christianity into the 20th century world. Some years ago, the Jan Term leader: him to the apologetics of Francis Schaeffer, a renowned Christian philosopher and author who possesses a unique ability to understand and deal with non-Christian philosophies that are prevalent today. Krebs is an authority on Schaeffer's apologetic and has taught a number of classes on his books. Many students have taken such classes as "Escape From Reason" and have come away with a new dynamic understanding of their faith as it applies both to their intellect and personal everyday existence. Krebs has taught the Social Studies classes in Religion 211. He sees it as the truth of what is objectively true. This kind of veracity for the Truth of the Bible as God's Word has bolstered the faith of countless students who have taken Dr. Krebs' classes.

What will his final course endeavor to accomplish? Before he discussed the specific purpose of the course, Krebs mentioned a current disturbing trend among the Protestant evangelical church. In the past decade, the Presbyterian Church has lost 26% of its membership. Since 1966, the Methodist Church has lost an even higher percentage. "Why? In an age in which so many people are hungry for truth, purpose, and relevance, how has the church as a whole, failed?" According to Krebs, this should be the easiest time for church growth, but the sheep are not being fed. Indeed, true evangelism has died in many churches. Krebs has found that many churches have become a cozy little society within the church sharing a warm feeling of security, but often treating outsiders as outsiders, as if to say, "Go on hell, we've got each other." Other churches often assume that the non-Christian's questions are simple, straightforward, and can be taken shelter from the form of modern man's queries and have forgotten Christ's command to Peter, "If you love Me, then feed my sheep". Krebs asks, "Is it mere coincidence that while the church as a whole is declining in membership, some evangelical churches are exploding in growth?" Could these mushrooming churches be doing something different? If so, what? The "how so" of evangelism will be the meat of the course in the 20th Century" said Dr. Krebs.

The course will discuss a variety of topics related to the church's role in the 20th Century. The Church, Krebs' "one area is the difference between evangelism and evangelism that can be doing something different? If so, what? The "how so" of evangelism will be the meat of the course in the 20th Century" said Dr. Krebs.

Will You Be Bored?

By Kim Pederson

Boredom is going to be a limited option here on campus during Jan Term, 1980. According to the activities calendar recently released by SAC, there are at least three activities planned for every day of the term. If you like outdoor activities, there is a snow backpacking trip and a weekend ski trip on the schedule, and you can ice skate to your heart's content on the temporary ice rink that will be constructed on campus. And, of course, there will always be those wonderful snowball fights.

If you have cold blood, and prefer indoor recreation, there will be a squeegeedance and several round dances. You can show your great skill at floor hockey in the tournament that's planned, or get involved with intramural sports such as volleyball, badminton, or 3-on-3 soccer. You can also enjoy watching the mighty Ducks hoop it up during the nine scheduled home games in January.

If you're more into culture than jocky, you'll be tickled to know that there will be several concerts in attendance, no less than 18 excellent movies, open rehearsals from Interact's production of "Theater class every Thursday afternoon, and three art shows, and a whole week devoted to CS Lewis. Hopefully, you've seen something that will mean fun for you. If not, now is the time to use your imaginative creativity and great Whitworth spirit to come up with an activity that is just a good one. Yellow-bellied sapucker hunting? A mass invasion of William's 6th floor janitor's closet? How about learning to stand on your head and painting your toenails? The possibilities are unlimited. Happy Jan Term!

Christmas Comes to Whitworth

By Jonathan Coe

Just as the pressure and tension of finals and term papers is beginning to fall heavily upon the student at Whitworth, a refuge is offered in the activities of the Christmas celebration. Cindy Hubert, heavily involved in directing the activities, describe the events of the celebration that will commence on 5 December.

The festivities will begin at 4:00 in the HUB with a party inviting both Whitworth students and faculty staff members. The party will have many dimensions. It will be a social event, a good opportunity for students and faculty to exchange some meaningful interactions. There will be some "goodwilling" which is just what it takes to reverse many people to come to an activity they would otherwise found uninteresting. Another expression of celebration will be the singing of Christmas carols. The party will end at 5:30 pm with the celebration moving on to SACLIN for a special Christmas dinner.

At 6:30 pm a special service will begin in the chapel. The "advent service," as it is called, is organized by Whitworth students who are involved in directing various religious activities. Ron White, chaplain, will lead a "Christmas: Sermon" directed especially to the faculty and their children and student couples who have children.

Another activity that will be pursued during 5 December will be the hanging of the greens. All students who are interested in the decoration of building near the bow are invited to use their artistic abilities.

The Christmas celebration activities on 5 December indicate a genuine opportunity for students/faculty involvement along with a constructive break from academic activities.

Merry Christmas from the Whitworthian Staff

This is the final issue of the decade. The staff is disbursing for two months and will reconvene in February. Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.

The Whitworthian Staff

Whitworth Students!

Look for this sign when you stop Fairwood.

FAIRWOOD MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION

A special 10% DISCOUNT EXTENDED TO WHITWORTH COLLEGE STUDENTS WHEN STUDENT CARD IS PRESENTED PRIOR TO PURCHASE.
Financial Aid Attracts 75 Percent

by Jamie Fletcher

Whitworth College is a small, private Christian school nestled in a ponderosa forest north of Spokane, Washington. The campus is charming in a rustic, yet traditional, way. The faculty are warm, friendly, and academically challenging. The students are bright, enthusiastic, and stimulating.

Anyone may attend Whitworth College as long as they have met the scholastic requirements, and are either very rich or very poor. The departmental expense of education at Whitworth is about $7000—not a small sum to the average American student or their family.

To the wealthy, the cost of education does not affect the selection of the school. If Whitworth meets their needs, they pay the money required and don't question it. For the middle-class and lower-class student, it is another story. The high costs of tuition and living expenses make financial aid a necessary supplement to personal savings and job earnings.

Whitworth has a financial aid department headed by Bill Rusk, who says approximately 75% of the student body receive financial aid. This figure reflects the generous attitude of Whitworth toward financial aid for their students. Other colleges in the area have an equal number of students receiving assistance, but they have twice the enrollment of Whitworth.

The students are given awards on the basis of need. Most of the students who receive aid have parents who earn $12,000 or less annually. About 20% of the students on financial aid receive no support from their families.

When a student demonstrates a need, financial aid is available in many forms, from many sources. There are state and federal grants, community and school scholarships, state and federal work-study programs, talent awards, and other sources exist. Rusk draws from all of these to tailor each student award, and it is a tough job. Each source has its particular requirements and limitations, and he must find the right match to meet the student's need.

The sad truth is not all students who have a need qualify for financial aid. Sometimes their parents earn just enough to prevent any assistance, but not enough to support the student at Whitworth. The financial dilemma is too great to be overcome by student earnings and savings. The result is either the student cannot attend Whitworth, or he and his family bring an enormous burden to the student when it does meet the financial aid requirements.

Receiving a financial aid award does not guarantee a smooth financial ride through the "pine cone forest." Tony Flick, of the Whitworth Business Office, says the amount of the award, depending on the source, is not always clear. Many times students do not realize the total award figure includes work study, and they budget their money and their time incorrectly. She said government awards sometimes arrive late which hurts the student who is relying on that money for rent and food.

Most student awards include some work study in the package, says Gwen Baker, head of student employment at Whitworth. This allows a student to work for part of his education. The amount he works is limited by the government, and the total of his financial aid award. If he earns more than the needs, the government may remove the award that he does meet the financial aid requirements.

Financial aid at Whitworth College is not always flawless, it is not always fair, and it is not always efficient. It is available for the needy student, it is allowing students an enriching experience they might otherwise miss and administer with concern for the student.

ON CAMPUS

Communications Department Lives

Following a series of conferences between Provost Duncan Ferguson, department faculty, and the Student Media Committee, a decision has been made to issue the Department of Communications. Ferguson described the department's case, as presented, by Bob Shinn, as "as strong, persuasive and cogently argued."

Still it is being resolved, according to department head A.D. Gray, of the department's budget and the format of the curriculum.

Gray is now under consideration, as proposed by Gray, will cost 20 percent less than the department's current budget but will not weaken the program. Even so, Ferguson's proposed budget for the department falls short of that figure, "Our problem," said Gray, "is to bridge that gap, and we are exploiting all of the possibilities that are available to us."

Many problems still need to be ironed out before the final decision is made. Ferguson has maintained that the decision should be made by the end of December. However so many subjects must first be discussed that such an occurrence seems quite doubtful. Three major areas that must be discussed are:

1. The final dollar amounts, Mr. Gray has two plans that he presented to Dr. Ferguson. Plan A dealt with the expenses and salaries that he feels are necessary to have in the department. He suggests having two full-time teachers in journalism and speech and four part-time professionals.

2. Another problem is that of how to spend the budgeted amounts. Both faculty members felt that one teacher must be a full time employee that could take an interest in the college Gray levels that the cost to hire a teacher with minimum credentials (M.A. in the field) would be somewhat more than Ferguson has suggested.

3. Possibilities of alternative funding for the department. A proposal that the school could get donations to help in aid communications was met with skepticism by some of the board members, but several other alternatives are being discussed.

All totaled, there are many problems that need to be overcome. But one thing is sure and that is that Whitworth will continue to have a Communications Department in some form next year.

Students Seek Help

Have you felt an increasing amount of pressure being put upon you? If you have, you are not alone, students on campus campuses across the country are feeling stress and pressure in school and home life. Academic pressures play a major role in a student's life. Adding to stress are financial problems, personal relationships and a feeling of helplessness with the present world situation. People react differently under stress. Some students get colds or the flu others stop attending classes, some become compulsive workers while other students go to the extreme and contemplate suicide.

There has been an increase of muggings, drug abuse and alcoholism on college campuses across the country. College students are becoming aware of suicide among them and are trying to find a way to deal with the problems they face. Students need an outlet for their problems. Many students are not sure where to turn or how to handle the problems they face. The best outlet is to find someone to talk to. There are lots of people who do care what is going on in a student's life.

Whitworth has many qualified people that are able to help students overcome their stress and problems. Student Development has counselors that are trained to help students. Dr. Philips, a Clinical Psychologist, who is one of the students Development offices, donates his time to listen to students and try to help them with their problems. The Chaplain's staff is there to listen and counsel. Faculty members are also good listeners and can become friends to talk to.

IF YOU FIND YOURSELF NOT BEING ABLE TO COPE WITH CERTAIN SITUATIONS, FIND HELP. THERE ARE PEOPLE THAT DO CARE WHAT HAPPENS TO YOU!
Pirates Win Season Opener,

by Mark Meyer

Although the debut of first year head basketball coach Sam Brasch was a successful one, his second game as the Pirate’s head mentor wasn’t as pleasant. In the basketball opener held on Friday night in the fieldhouse, the Pirates were able to break open a close game with some crucial three point plays and went on to defeat the Carroll College Saints by a score of 86-60. Saturday night against Northern Montana, the Pirates were outscored 36-15 in the last 13 minutes and lost 97-76.

In the victory over Carroll, the Pirates fell behind early, 8-2, but got the running game going and the first half ended with the score deadlocked at 35. The game was close for the next ten minutes as neither team was able to pull away. The visiting Saints took the lead for the last time with nine minutes left to play. Then, the Whitworth trio of Darryl Arcenaux, Mike Heath, and Todd Frimoth took over. Arcenaux’s three point play gave the Pirates a 65-59 lead and his close in basket with a minute left clinched the victory.

Whitworth’s Mike Heath led all scorers with 23 points and Todd Frimoth was close behind with 21. Darryl Arcenaux, Glenn Williams, and Rich Miller contributed 14, 8, and 6 points respectively.

The Lights were bright in the Fieldhouse Saturday night as the visitors from Northern Montana broke open a close game in the second half, outscoring the Pirates 36-15 over the last 13 minutes to take a 97-76 victory. The game was close throughout the first half as neither team was able to put together a long string of points. A tip in at the buzzer gave Northern Montana a 51-45 intermittent lead. The Pirates fought their way back and tied the game at 61, only to see the visitors led by Herb Brown’s feather soft touch off the glass and some muscle under the boards, pull ahead and never look back.

Todd Frimoth led the Pirates with 27 points and five assists, and along with his fine performance on Friday night, had what Coach Brasch called, “a super weekend.” Mike Heath played well, also scoring 21 points and grabbing 6 rebounds. Many of his buckets came on fast breaks assisted from Frimoth. Darryl Arcenaux and Glenn Williams with eight assists, Rich Waterman with four, and four other Pirates with two points apiece, rounded out the scoring. The Lights were led by Herb Brown’s 31 points, many coming in from long range and glancing off the backboard.

After Saturday night’s game, Coach Brasch explained the Pirate’s secret to success on Friday and their downfall on Saturday. “Last night (Friday), we played hard and were mentally tough and intense. Tonight (Saturday), we didn’t play with the same intensity. For us to be successful, we have to be intense for the full 40 minutes.”

In both games the Pirates were a noticeably smaller team and that is something to be expected in almost every game according to Coach Brasch. “We’re a very small team,” he said, “that’s not a weakness, but a characteristic.”

The Pirate squad’s strengths this year will be team speed and everyone’s ability to shoot well. One thing that will be worked on, according to Coach Brasch, is working hard inside to make up for a lack of height. “We’ll have good depth when everyone becomes eligible, and we overcome injuries,” said Coach Brasch. Mickey Halley, a starting guard and three point specialist, is out with a broken bone in his foot, and Jim Whittet is just getting over a pulled muscle. Three other players will become eligible at the start of January giving the Pirates even more depth.

The next action for the Pirates will be on December 4 at Lewis and Clark State, and on December 6 at home against Montana Tech, and December 8 at Eastern Oregon.

Intramural Outlook

by Brad Stenberg

With the mental stress of finals rapidly approaching, students continue to let off scholastic steam through intramural competition. Several activities are reaching their culmination prior to Christmas break. The completion of the football season is marked by the victories of the Town team in the men’s competition while West Warren finished on top for the women. The women’s volleyball tournament was decided Thursday night November 29th as South Warren defeated Ballard and Jenkins for the title. As the men’s tournament winds down to the finals, the Town team is still the one to beat with an undefeated won-loss record.

Coming up this weekend is the very popular 5 on 5 basketball tournament scheduled for December 7th through the 9th. Teams will be made up of any five individuals regardless of dorm affiliation, Marie Saffery of the intramural program said that a lot of excitement is being generated for the tournament. “The big thing now is basketball,” said Saffery. “Everybody’s getting involved.”

In January, students will have a chance to get into the snow with two different cross country ski races scheduled for the 12th and the 26th. Other sports being offered in January are badminton January 10-24, doubles volleyball starting on the 9th and floor hockey.
Lose to the Lights

by Mark Meyer

The Whitworth women's basketball team showed that they'll be a force to be dealt with as they opened their season Friday night with a 73-68 victory over Seattle Pacific University. Saturday night the Whitworth women ran up against a much taller team from Northern Montana, a division two school, and were defeated 62-53. After Saturday night's loss, head coach, Jean Anderson had this to say about her squad's performance: "I'm pleased with the way we hung in there and came back from seven down, we never gave up. That's the big difference from last year's team, this team's a fighter."

In both games, the scoring honors went to two outstanding freshman. Against Seattle Pacific, Toni Swanson had all scorers with 24 points and grabbed 16 rebounds. The next night, the other freshman, Kathy German, led the Pirates' scoring with 17 points, and hauled in 10 rebounds.

In the Seattle Pacific game, the Pirates dominated the boards, outrebounding SPU 55-42, and enabling them to do what they like to do, run a fast break. The first half was close with the Pirates building onto a slim one point lead at halftime. The second half the Pirates built up a slight lead and managed to hold for a 73-68 win.

Along with Swanson's 24 points, Laura VanBelle, hunting for 18 and Paula Nunnally, last year's Most Valuable Player, contributing 13. Susan Studd with 10 points, and Kathy German and Esther Ladwig with four points a piece rounded out the scoring for the Pirates.

Although, she didn't score, Laurie Lund contributed 12 points by way of six assists. In Saturday's contest against Northern Montana, the Pirates were in the game all the way despite having a poor night shooting. "Defense is what keeps us in the game," commented Coach Anderson after the game. The first half was a see-saw affair with neither team able to pull away. The Lights from Northern Montana went into the locker room with a one point halftime lead, 25-24. During the second half, the Northern Montana women, who were much taller than the Pirates, began going inside and getting easy shots. If they missed that shot, there was usually someone there to grab the rebound for another.

The Pirates outrebounded the Lights by a wide margin, 73-68. "This team (Northern Montana) was exceptionally tall," said Coach Anderson after the game. "I don't think we'll ever play a team that has as much overall height as them."

The Pirate's strengths this year should be their height, and fastbreaks, not to mention their consistency. The Pirates will also be working on their shooting and also trying to sharpen up their defense.

The main goal set by the team this year is to win the conference championship and qualify for nationals. It'll be tough to do, says Coach Anderson, because both Gonzaga and Northwest Nazarene will have good teams and other schools are improving.

Volleyball Bound for Nationals

by Liz Greenfield

Women's volleyball has earned their way into the Nationals, without taking first in regions, and yet they face a problem. Whitworth will not give money to a team unless it places first.

The volleyball team has been selected for one of the two open berths spots, to compete in Nationals at Occidental College in Los Angeles. This was the result of a letter submitted to the tournament officials by Coach Joann Aweil-Scrivener. A copy of the team record also helped influence their selection. Despite the fact that they did not win regionals, their outstanding record made them candidates for Nationals.

Both Whitworth and Occidental are returning national competitors. Because of a lack of financial aid, Whitworth qualifies in a third division, rather than the division they competed in last year.

Monday, December 3, the volleyball team will submit their request to President's Council in an attempt to get financial assistance. The cross country team obtained funds in this way, and did well, so the volleyball team is hoping to get the same chance.

Coach Joann Aweil-Scrivener is confident that her team could get at least eighth place in the nation despite the fact that Nancy Hammad was injured during Saturday's practice. She believes that she has a strong bench if she needs to rotate her player to cover Nancy's injury. She was confident that if the team could earn the right to attend Nationals with their record, rather than as regional champs, then they had what was necessary to do well. "We would like to have gone as regional champions. It would have helped financially, but we got it because of our record — that means every game counted the whole season," remarked Coach Aweil-Scrivener.

The coach was also impressed with the support of the Whitworth student body. "They followed us to Gonzaga to watch our games. They were very supportive," commented the coach. Best of luck to the Women's volleyball team as they head down to L.A.

Doris Hoffman, Lynn Becker, and Nancy Hammock were named to the Regional All Star team.
Whitworth Teaches Teachers
by Lisa Greenfield

During the summer in Spokane it is possible to walk into a local store and see a high school teacher unloading Pepsi from a truck. Here at Whitworth the College Center for Economic Education has been working with teachers in a program to educate them in economics, and a job is part of their class.

This program was set up in 1974 in co-operation with the Washington State Council on Economic Education to raise the level of understanding about economics. The summer business experience is one concrete way to inform people through their teachers. The teachers, about 30 each summer, go to class for one week then get a job applying what they learned about business. The idea is to give them first hand knowledge of how people actually go to work, so they can go back to school and relay the information in a library of economics they can give out to teachers. These books, pamphlets, and films break down economics into understandable, organized lessons teachers can use in grade schools. The center also works with businessmen, keeping them in touch with teachers and educating them first hand.

Centers with this purpose have been established nation wide, and there are five in the Northwest region. They are usually in private colleges as an independent program and require private funding since they receive no government funds.

Mr. Bill Yager, a teacher at Whitworth, is supervisor for the Economic Education Center. He is responsible for raising funds and supervising the programs. He has both taught and worked in the business world and is eager to educate young people on the problems of today's economy.

"The need is incredible," he said, "We have to attack each one at a time." The attack has begun successfully. In the first five years of the program a highly estimated 32,000 students will have been taught by the "educated teachers." By 1980 they hope to have taught 50,000. Mr. Yager felt that the Center was "not to brainwash but to give them an understanding. Then let the people judge."

The people will have the chance to judge if enough money keeps the Center going. There are more and more complex issues arising each day and fewer people who know how to cope with them. With the Center, teachers, each teacher in turn can teach a much larger group of students, 50,000 people to teach by 1980 in only Washington alone. Economics is becoming a crucial problem, and teaching the teachers is one big way the Center has started overcoming it.

Conservation Methods
by Lisa Greenfield

The energy crunch goes on, and on, and on. People are feeling the pinch and several here at Whitworth have started tightening their belts to survive.

The opportunity to help fight the energy crisis is threatened but inventive solutions were discovered. Noel Callicott mentioned "Taking a bath with someone, to conserve water." A serious thought about "Turning off the lights and wearing lots of clothes," was offered by Susan Johnson. These are just a few possibilities. Other suggestions were: use only little toilet paper as possible; forget curling irons and hair dryers; cut down on radio use, use the back of a matchbook instead of an alarm; and combine wash to be done. All of these can be done in a dorm situation.

For the students living off campus there are some more opportunities including some funny ones. One student uses her oven instead of a thermostat. "I turn my oven on to heat and set it in." That way she can cook dinner and warm up at the same time. One student was careful with heating, keeping it at 60 degrees. "The house is always freezing," Sara recycles aluminum, newspapers and glass by taking them to a recycling center.

Many times saving energy is a way to save money as well. Another student worried about phase-outs would be saving some money for the college that could go for other things for good purposes if they would take time to turn lights off or heat down. Phil Pannell, an RA, does his best to keep the heat down in the dorms. Carpets also help keep warm in the rooms and keep heating costs down.

Included in the energy crisis is non-renewable energy. Whitworth is a small school and many students live on campus. Since the last service also has a connection on a corner of campus-students mentioned buses or car pools as a means to save gas. People living off campus live in a whole different area, and car pools shouldn't be that difficult to arrange.

"It turns out it is difficult to arrange a carpool," Jim Campbell and has an alternative that works for him. "I drive to campus and if I have any useless or moped or bikes could be an economic easier. In school it should be arranged, or the bus could be used. Whitworth provides an opportunity to put views into practice with opportunities to save energy.

One way to start being conscious about energy was suggested by Ali Candah. "Roommates should check each other on conserving energy." With roommates working together it would be easier to cut down on lights and remember to turn off lights and unplugging things. Laurie Appleton also had an idea for people to conserve energy, "turn the heat down or off at night."

Another blanket would probably keep you warm enough.

"As long as we have an energy crunch we will need people to do something. Whether it be a little or turn off a few lights once in a while." At a Christmas school level and small and easily accessible, there should be twice the effort, or at least less complaining about a little sacrifice.
The President Search Committee is asking all media to withhold the names of the applicants until the final selection is made. This according to Committee Chairman Mark Leon, Pastor of First Presbyterian Church, says that if Whitworth will not cause the candidates to withdraw from the search then Whitworth will not cause the candidates to withdraw from the search. It is believed that this will not happen, as the search is expected to continue for six months, during which time it is hoped that a suitable candidate will be found.

The search is expected to continue for six months, during which time it is hoped that a suitable candidate will be found. It is believed that this will not happen, as the search is expected to continue for six months, during which time it is hoped that a suitable candidate will be found.
Lawyer's speech makes waves

I got the impression that when he came here his vision was clouded with the idea that this campus was full of racists, and that he thought none of us was aware of or had any compassion or understanding for the position in which blacks have found themselves in our society.

I was also disappointed in his weak use of examples, particularly in his mention of black student enrollment at Whitworth and in the area of professional sports. After forum I heard one guy, a black student, say he thought Maxey's speech was about ten years too late. I think that may be true.

Barbara Taylor, Ballard

"War, racism, and poverty are truly evils, but Maxey's approach to these problems was wrong. It seemed that he was a racist (against whites) and falsely assumed that those of the audience were typically white racist. He also appraised too much to the emotions. He didn't present a case with much substance for his points, but used isolated facts to make his case ('Do you want to die for those whites in Washington, who say you should in essence'). He also used instances in sports as if these relate to all of reality.""}

Brian Dodd, MacMillan

"'I felt his comments on the draft were accurate in that the young people shouldn't have to fight in a war they didn't want. It is also true that there are not enough minorities at Whitworth. You seem to pay attention to these facts. I didn't agree with everything he said, but it was nice to have a forum speaker who didn't present the typical message that has become very commonplace in forum.'"}

Diane Trujillo, Tik"
Chalk Up Two More

By Marc Kubota

The Whitworth Pirates used a tight zone defense and a sharp passing offense to defeat Lewis and Clark State and Whitman College.

Tuesday night the Bucs got off to an early 16-6 lead and coasted the rest of the way to an easy 81-69 victory over LC State.

The Pirates shot 54\% from the field and scored 17 points in the first half as they led at the halfway mark, 49-24.

Senior Todd Frimoth got loose in the Pirate offense and caused 28 points. Sparkplug guard Jim Redmon came off the bench in the second half scoring 13 of his 13 points in the tall end of the game.

Defensively, the Bucs tight defense allowed very few passes inside and the cold shooting Warriors were forced to shoot from long distance. Thursday, the Pirates didn't have as easy a time against the Whitman missionaries. Whitman took a low scoring 28-27 halftime lead as both clubs worked patiently on offense.

The Bucs bounced back in the second half, led again by sophomore Jim Redmon. They took the lead late in the game, holding off the missionaries rally. Redmon scored nine of the last 17 points to ice the 58-54 victory.

Again it was Todd Frimoth with 16 points that led the Whitworth scoring drive. Glenn Williams added 12, while freshman Jay Humphrey pitched in 10. It was the Pirate's third straight league victory in the Fieldhouse.

Baseball Forecast

By Chris Edwards

The Whitworth baseball team will start their season this spring with plenty of talent and a new coaching staff. The Buc's have plenty of experience in their returning lettermen and back up talent in their youth.

Dave Vaughn, 24, the new head coach for the Whitworth nine has established himself as both a player and a 'coach.' As a Whitworth graduate of 1977, Vaughn led the Buc's to their last Northwest Conference championship. He took the conference batting title that year with an average of .491, while earning All-Conference, All-District, All-West Coast, and All-American honors. He started in the infield and outfield as well as on the mound, winning 73 percent of his pitching decisions during his four years. Vaughn travels with three assistants with the Sports Ambassadors United States College All-Star Baseball team. He was player coach of the team in 1977 and 1978, touring Southeast Asia and Central and South America. Their winning record was 36-7. Vaughn will continue his position of the last three years as the Assistant Director of Admissions for Whitworth.

Also to be seen on the diamond this year with Vaughn are assistant coaches Steve Olsen, who is working with the catcher squad, and Pete Lewis in the bullpen as pitching coach. Both assistants are Whitworth alums.

With twelve experienced returning lettermen and ten quality transfers and freshmen, the new head coach is expecting a good ball club, provided the team is not hampered by injuries. The guys worked hard in the weight room during the off season and if they continue to perform like they have, then the season looks hopeful. "I am really pleased with the types of guys on the club, their attitudes and their willingness to get along," Vaughn said, "the pitching staff looks strong and we're a good defensive team."

The Pirates have been working out for the last four weeks and have a month to go before their pre-season tournament in Lewiston, Idaho during Spring Break. The coach feels they will be able to compete with any team there. However, these teams will be two games into their season, while the Bucs will just be starting. The official season starts the end of March.

Returning lettermen include: pitchers Mike Layton, Steve Kerr, Catcher Mark Lehman, Carl Boyd, infielders Paul Christiansen at first base, Keith Ward at second, Tom Hanley at short, with Randy Brown or Steve Adams at Short. Returning outfielders are Steve Holman, Dave Smith and Pat Taylor.

Pirates to the Playoffs

By Debbie Reinwand

A clutch 56-52 victory over College of Idaho topped the final game of the Pirate's home season Friday night. In edge-of-the-seat action, Whitworth opened the game with a 14-8 lead, but stalled out ten minutes into the first half. The Coyotes came on strong taking advantage of the Buc's momentary lag.

While the first half was disappointing, it's the second half that will be remembered as the comeback of the year.

The Bucs were trailing by 11, 37-26, when the sparks began to fly. The combination of defensive pressure, Todd Frimoth's jump shots, and C.-1' s seven costly turn overs gave the Pirates the boost they needed. Brad Adams came off the bench, drawing several fouls which hurt the Coyotes and put Whitworth ahead. Adams hit the first two wrapping up the game, then dropped in two more free throws for security. The last seven points in the final two minutes for Whitworth were free throws.

Although the Pirate's home action is over, they have three more games on the road. Tuesday night they square off against Eastern, then the following weekend they finish up with two games in Oregon. That is followed by the District playoffs.
**Brunch Held To Honor Lindaman**

By Pat Williams

On Sunday February 10, from noon until 3 p.m., the alumni gathered at the Biggins Hotel to have brunch and pay tribute to Mr. Lindaman.

"They were nearly 400 friends, students and acquaintances of the man who served as Whitworth College President from 1970-80, Dr. Edward M. Lindaman.

When he came to Whitworth, the college was operating with an imbalanced budget, spending money they didn't have. Today the budget is balanced and the Whitworth Foundation has been established to ensure the long-term financial needs of Whitworth College. Yearly gifts have risen to the $1 million level.

During Dr. Lindaman's tenure 11 new buildings were constructed, including the music building, Stry G. Mudd Chapel, Schmacher Health Center, student development, the fieldhouse and the seven village dorms.

The next presentation came from the Associated Students of Whitworth College and was presented by ASWC President Steve Law and Executive Vice-president Debbie Gouwe. The award was a plaque inscribed: For More Than Leadership, Witness and Friendship.

The faculty staff presentation was made by Dr. Dean Ehmer of the English department. The gift was a painting by Mrs. Pauline Haas.

He was recently named to the White House National Cambodian Crisis Committee, and is a consultant to the U.S. Congress on Technological Assessment. He also is Chairman of the YMCA National Goals and Standards Committee.

In the past he has chaired the Alternatives for Washington Task Force and helped in founding the Northwest Regional Foundation.

Dr. Lindaman is the author of two books, "SPACE: A NEW DIRECTION FOR MANKIND" and "THINKING IN THE FUTURE TENSE."

For the final presentation, board Chairman Jack Hatch, made a short speech reviewing the Lindaman years and wishing the future luck for the future. He then made a presentation on behalf of the "Whitworth Family."

The gift was a check for $3,000, that the Lindamans are to use to purchase or build new homes.

Dr. Lindaman ended the program with a thank you and then alternately remembering his past and getting into the future. Afterwards, as his custom Dr. Lindaman shook the hands of EVERYONE that attended.

Dr. Edward B. Lindaman and Gertie Lindaman will continue to make Spokane their home, as Dr. Lindaman begins yet another career in writing and lecturing on future issues. He will remain part of the Whitworth community in his dual role as Futurist-in-Residence and President Emeritus.

Mr. Hayden Morgan provided a break from the presentations, singing "If I were A Rich Man" from the musical Fiddle On the Roof.

Next the Spokane Community presented Mr. Lindaman a plaque engraved with a scene of Expo 74.

A special presentation from the School of Alaska Northwest was made by Dr. Harland Gilliland, A plaque honoring Dr. Lindaman's contribution to the United Presbyterian Church was given.

In addition he served on the Board of Directors of Expo and was the National Chairman of its Environmental Symposium Series.

The Whitworth Women Auxiliary, the organization that furnishes the dorm lounges, made a donation in honor of Mrs. Gertie Lindaman for her leadership and work in the group. She was presented with a pair of opal earrings.

The alumni presented Dr. Lindaman with a life membership in the World Future Society, which included all back issues of the clubs periodical.

Dr. Lindaman's secretary, Mary Simmons, on behalf of the Board of Trustees, presented a plaque honoring Dr. Lindaman with the set of the Lindamans stolen Hendricks name, am!
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Redesign Leads to Change

By Pam Paggett

Redesign. It's talked about, heard about, wondered about, but what's really happening? Is that everything that was planned last year coming through, or are things slowing down?

"Most of the major work on Redesign was done last year," said Dr. Duncan Ferguson, Provost. "Now it's being integrated." According to Ferguson, the people who are directly involved are paying much attention to that. However, Ferguson's Redesign report, to be read to the Board of Trustees on April 10 and 11, will be made available to all. Ferguson was very optimistic about the new financial situation of the college after Redesign, stating, "I think the budget will balance this year and in '80-81."

The Nutrition department, which was to be a casualty of the budget, is here to stay. "For the good of the college, the students, and all concerned, it was decided to keep the department," Ferguson said. The department will have a few changes, though. It will work closely with the chemistry department, and be tied into the sciences in general. This reversal in plans will cost Whitworth $20,000.

"We may have to take out bits and pieces from other departments," Ferguson said. When asked what areas this would include, Ferguson replied, "We won't know until we balance the budget for '80-81."

Student's thoughts on Redesign always go unheeded. "Student pressure was helpful in terms of demonstration of interest," Ferguson said, referring to the decisions made about such departments as communications and nutrition.

The replacement of approximately 12 staff members and half faculty, will not adversely affect the budget. "In some cases we are actually saving," noted Ferguson. Whitworth has different salary levels, from the senior level to the assistant level. For example, a retiring professor, after 40 years and much seniority gained at the college, will be replaced by someone with less experience and seniority. This person will earn less than the retiring professor, thus saving the college money.

Students coming back to Whitworth next year may notice some changes. The most noticeable will be in staff. Said Ferguson, "They'll see some new people." Ferguson is currently looking for people to fill positions in such jobs as President, Vice President and Provost, Chaplain, Spanish, Biology, and Communications professors. Chairmen are needed in the departments of English, History, and Sociology.

"Once we get the lead persons we'll fill in around the edges," commented Ferguson.

COMBINING DEPARTMENTS

Combining departments has resulted in 17 instead of 22. Philosophy/Religion, History/Psychological Science, Speech/Communications, and Nutrition/Chemistry were combined to a part of Redesign. "The nutrition department will be working closely with the chemistry department, for example," said Ferguson. The fine arts department is a result of the merging of the music, drama, and art departments.

The Nutrition 1985 meal program was related indirectly to Redesign through the possible demise of the nutrition department and the impact that would have on the meal program. Ferguson said the program receives "terrific support," and students are fairly positive about the new covenant.

He feels the program will have the desired effect of being able to provide direction in the program also.

Forum, too, was changed slightly as a part of Redesign. Said Ferguson, "there are no Forums and an increase in the number of chapels."

In the future, "we don't contemplate a lot of new departments," Ferguson declared. "Redesign was done to make things more efficient and better." Ferguson did say he would like to see other departments as business, computer science, and communications, and nutrition grow. However, Ferguson said, "Whitworth does not intend to expand at this time."

By Laura Hutchison

Dr. Ferguson hopes to leave for a year's stay at Princeton Seminary sometime in September, after the new president is comfortably settled and a transition is made. For the time at Princeton, Ferguson has been granted a "visiting fellow" position, where he will have access to all the resources of the seminary, including a choice of any courses he would like to take, use of the library, and provision of an office or study cubicle.

In his decision to take a Sabbatical, Ferguson commented that he has spent an intense year and a "demanding" ten years at Whitworth, especially in the last five years. He would like to be able to devote more time to his family, to identify his pace and have fewer pressures upon him. Ferguson noted that his scholarly side has not had a chance to be adequately expressed during his years here, so while at Princeton he intends to devote much of his time to writing. He has written a manuscript on ways of understanding the Bible, which he plans to revise, and he will also be writing in his personal area of interest, which is the interpretation of Jesus.

Ferguson has no definite plans as to what he will do when his Sabbatical leave is over, but he is considering returning to Whitworth as a faculty member in the religion department. "If we need someone back in the classroom," he said. Ferguson taught in the religion department before becoming Provost, and also established Whitworth's Chaplain's office and began the expansion of that ministry.

Applications Due

"My kids" is what Eileen Hendrick always called us. And we always called her "Mom." Indeed, she was a second mother for so many of us, sharing that beautiful Christian spirit of hers, so generously. It was Mom we could run to, Mom we cried with, Mom who always encouraged, Mom whose sign that sat atop her TV set that said what she was saying to us all: "Happiness is Misery.

Eileen "Mom" Hendrick was the wife of the Dean of Students at Whitworth Campus. Her 15 years of ceaseless giving and caring was a testament to Christ's love. All who came into contact with "Mom" felt her impact and were blessed by her connection to the Whitworth Community, her second family. Jesus took her home around Christmas time, 1979-80.

The purpose of the Eileen "Mom" Hendrick Scholarship is to recognize Christian love in service to the community. All full-time students demonstrating financial need who have been on-campus residents for at least one academic year are eligible. A representative from the Chair's Office and Student Development will administer applications and announce the recipient of the scholarship the last Monday in April. Applications are due the first Monday of March.

Application for Eileen "Mom" Hendrick Scholarship:

1) List school activities, including committees, Bible studies, etc., in which you have participated.

2) List your interests and services outside of Whitworth.

3) Attach an essay of no more than 500 words explaining your concern, love, support or availability in the spirit of Christ for the Whitworth community. Letters of recommendation in lieu of an essay are permissible.

William Stafford, a nationally known poet, read portions of his works at last Tuesday's Forum. For more on Forum, see page

ASWC Elections Approach

ASWC Elections Approach Statements by candidates for ASWC offices, pages 1and 17

Wrap-up on basketball, page 13

Feature on Duncan Ferguson, Page 6

Why do music majors work so hard? Page 15
FOCUS: Draft Registration
Brian Harris

In presenting the "con" side of this issue, I'd like to side-step some of the questions with which we are already familiar. I could argue that the draft is involuntary servitude and is therefore unconstitutional. I could argue that the draft is discriminatory since only 18 to 20-year-olds are eligible, and is thus unconstitutional. I could argue that the draft interrupts some of the best years of a person's life, and therefore is not in the pursuit of happiness. I think, though, that these issues are already familiar and will be discussed further in the courts and media.

Now I'm not so sure that I said "draft," not registration. I believe that the two are inseparable. Newsweek reported this past month that it would take a total of nine months for 100,000 new draftees for the selective service process and three months of actual combat training. If a state of emergency were declared today and all of Whitworth inducted, none of us would be ready to fight until December 3, 1980. Newsweek said that registering all potential draftees would reduce the selective service process by two or three weeks. If registration had already been completed and an emergency were declared today, we would be ready to fight on November 13, 1980 instead of December 3, 1980.

Registration will do nothing to strengthen our defense; only the draft will do that job. Registration will be a "sign" to the Soviets that we are strong and committed, for they too know that even if registration were completed it would still take eight to a half months to draft and train young people, unless the call for registration is merely a campaign ploy by Jimmy Carter. The draft will necessarily have to follow if we are to strengthen our armed forces.

Why is it that the young people of this nation must pay for foreign policy mistakes? The Olympics might be boycotted, burning primarily the youth. The youth are the ones who will be drafted and who will fight. Why shouldn't the people who possess the power—the politicians, the generals, the executives of corporations—to offer up their lives and sacrifices to "defend our nation" and correct foreign policy mistakes? But should not we—"we the people"—also be allowed to choose how we will defend our nation? Why is it that the newest pay raises in the armed services are going to officers and not to enlisted men? If the need for personnel power is, as some say, a result of low re-enlistment, it would make sense to give the pay raises to everyone. Also, some of the people who chose to not re-enlist do so because they did not receive that which recruiters promised they would receive, and the pay raise is not drafting people to fill the quotas, but strengthening the volunteer army by making enlistment and advancement more appealing.

Why do our armaments never cease from increasing? We are caught in a spiral. The Soviet Union increases its defenses, another nation threatens. They again increase theirs because they perceive us as a threat, and yet again the United States increases its draft. The draft is only more conceivable in the spiral, and it will lead to other increases. Eventually one country will no longer be able to increase its defense forces, for our resources are finite. Will we let the other keep building, or will it attack out of self-defense? The draft only pushes us further down this road, which leads to war.

Why do we ultimately attempt to resolve conflict through military might? Is it the real type that comes from justice, or not the diplomatic type—an incredible effort to achieve. We should be a nation to the discovery of alternative methods of conflict resolution. Reinstituting the draft, and therefore draft registration too, only perpetuates cold-war like excitements and one of the ultimate catastrophic consequences of such actions, the draft is no longer feasible. As a Quaker poster said, "Let us take the risk of grace upon ourselves, not impose the risk of war upon the world."

Karen Harris

My good friend, Ophelia, came to me the other day to break the news she was leaving Whitworth and moving to Medical Lake to join a treatment program for borderline neurasthenia. I was appalled, Ophelia being one of Whitworth's more self-confident individuals. But bit by bit placed together her story.

It seems Ophelia had lost her wallet and had to take out an emergency loan to pay her rent. When the Whitworth business office found out I had lost her I.D. card with her wallet they insisted that she buy a new one for $5 before she get the loan. "But I know who I am. I don't need a sheet of card, and I'm flat broke," raved Ophelia. The cashier smiled sheepishly and said nothing. Poor Ophelia offered to give fingerprints, show her birth certificate, and dust the accountant's desk, but the cashier was firm. "We know you are who you are. We just need to be sure you know who you are."

And so Ophelia left—perhaps she'll be better off away from Whitworth. Nice lady, but she doesn't have the sense to know you can't argue with the system.

Before she left, Ophelia pointed out to me some observations which I found fairly insignificant but amazing in that she should take them so seriously.

"Have you seen the paper they've been printing the Flash on lately?" she asked me. "The heavy-grade fluorescent and charcoal? I can't believe it." She passed a paper skycrapping and the forests shrinking, the print shop can't use recycled or lignin-free paper, nothing everyone just throws away.

Before I could argue that the school had it's heavy image to uphold, she butted in, "And the styrofoam cups they use in the snack bar, even when the order isn't to go. Water used to wash dishes returns to the water table but styrofoam takes millions of years to biodegrade!"

This time I had to protest that styrofoam was as American as Chevrolet and television. And why hurt corporations like Dow Chemical that give to Whitworth. College! I was appalled, Ophelia being one of Whitworth's more self-confident individuals. But bit by bit placed together her story.

"I thought I'd use the chapel yesterday," she said. "I was in a meditation type mood, and since we paid over half a million dollars for it I'd use it. But it was locked. On a Sunday!"

"Didn't you know?" I kindly reminded her, "that Saturdays are for sleeping in and playing frisbee in the loop, and Sundays are for church."

Ophelia was supposed to use the chapel on weekdays in your free time between meals, classes, studying, meetings, intramurals, and bible study. She didn't seem to hear me. I guess some people never learn.

Karen Harris

Letters to the Editor should be typewritten and double spaced. All letters must include the authors name and campus mail number. There are no requirements concerning length or subject matter. All letter submitted will be published but some may be deleted due to space constraints. The WHITWORTHIAN will not print group titles unless the group is an official entity, sanctioned either by ASWC or the administration. The opinions expressed in the editorial section are not necessarily those held by the WHITWORTHIAN or the students of Whitworth.
Superman fan speaks

Dear Whitworthian,

During this basketball season I have felt at times like I have been torn between two lovers. This occurrence happens on Friday nights when there is both a great basketball game and a great movie scheduled. Take the night of February 15 when Superman (my hero) and the playoff-bound Whitworth Pirates’ basketball team were playing, as an example. To pick between these two is too much for a freshman college student to handle. There are many ways where this situation could have been avoided. The movie could have been scheduled for 9:30 so that right after the game people could have gone to the movie. Also the basketball game could have been scheduled for Saturday night. These two options could have also increased the attendance of both events.

I think that trying to have a second showing of Superman at 1:00 on Saturday was a good idea but that 1:00 on Saturday is a bad time to have a movie for a college student. I thought that all college students washed their clothes on Saturday afternoon. I have confidence that the athletic department and the movie manager can get together and make a schedule for next year’s basketball season so that it will be advantageous to all concerned.

Sincerely

Ted Foreman

Critique Answered

I would like to comment on your February 19th’s Whitworthian. As I entered the HUB the day after the paper came out, I noticed a Whitworthian posted to the wall with derogatory comments written all over it. Comments ranged from such things as: “Is this all we get for our money?” to “The singular noun ‘paper’ is used to describe a newspaper, but who thought they’d take us seriously?”

Yes, I realize that the paper was only four pages long and didn’t cover every issue present on campus. I ask those of you who have been bad-mouthing the paper to have a little patience with us on the Whitworthian staff. I feel that there are many hypocrites on campus who support the paper when it is eight or twelve pages long and then turn right around and put it down the first time it doesn’t live up to their expectations. These very people who are cutting down the paper and its staff are the ones who I have never seen to show the slightest interest in either reporting, writing, or editing the Whitworthian. You people do not realize the tremendous amount of time and work that our staff puts into producing even a four-page paper.

In defense of the short paper of two weeks ago, I would like to say that it was the first paper of the semester, and that we are working with an almost entirely new staff this term. All of our reporters are volunteers and many of them have never been in a paper before. We have changed our layout from four columns to two, which makes the paper look better, but is more difficult to work with. We were also short one editor, which put a double load on the rest of the editors during production.

Not to be totally negative, I would like to thank all of my friends and the many other people who have given me and the rest of the staff constant support and helpful ideas for improvement of the paper throughout the year. We are making every effort we can to better serve YOU, the students of Whitworth. We can only do this with your support.

I encourage those of you who enjoy anonymously posting your derogatory comments about the Whitworthian on walls, to personally confront a Whitworthian staff member with your put-downs (if you have the courage.) We will gladly receive your comments and personally invite you to help us with the writing and production of the Whitworthian. After all, it is YOUR paper.

Laura Hutchinson
News Editor, The Whitworthian
War alternative sought

By Leslie Jones

Somehow it all came together for me over a peanut butter and chocolate milkshake. That was it! Two great tastes—would who ever thought of it? Flavors both distinct, not at all alike, and yet together indestructibly delicious. But what could a milkshake possibly have to do with war?

The problem, at least from my limited perspective, had been causing considerable anxiety since the Russians invaded Afghanistan this last January. The U.S. came to the realization that we were in no condition to actively oppose any Russian aggression, partly because our own readiness seems so uncertain. Suddenly, the possiblity of war hit home hard. My first reaction was mainly selfish. I have not the desire to fight when I believe to be a senseless war, nor do I wish to see my calm and orderly world disrupted by the chaos of war. My friends, my peace, we are the ones who will be caught in the burden of another war.

Gradually the excitement winds down. Not much appears to be happening, and now, being somewhat more realistic, hoping this will all soon quickly pass by. Still nagging doubts persist, and I often wonder about conscience. Can we allow the possibility of world war, or must we avoid such a confrontation at all costs? So what do we do? But we shouldn't. We should have an informal debate addressing the question of pacifism or justifies war. I am eager to hear the views of two of Whitworth's most respected profs.

The debate was well attended, but sadly lacking was the presence of freshmen. This was oddly disturbing, especially in view of the fact that President Carter had recently announced that registration would, if put into effect, be required for all 18 and 19 year-olds born after January 1, 1960. That's you, freshmen. Are you too caught up in your social cocoons or justifies war? Your vote counts. For all 18 and 19 year-olds, those of us who profess to be conscientious middle class families have an informal debate addressing the question of pacifism or justifies war. I am eager to hear the views of two of Whitworth's most respected profs.
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In choosing whether to register for the draft or to be a conscientious objector, what do you feel the Christian role should be in either situation?

ROGER LUNN (Carlson) - As Christians we are called to be subject to our authority, our government. We are also called to obey God's law above the state's law when they conflict. I decided that a war was immoral, I would not register; I would be a conscientious objector, but I would take the consequences for that if there were any.

CINDY CHAMBERLAIN (Baldwin) - I think any person, Christian or not, should have to decide for themselves whether the war is just or not. If they think it is, they should go fight to the best of their ability. If they think it is not, they should object and take whatever punishments the government gives them.

PAUL CHRISTIANSON (S. Warren) - It is up to the individual and if they feel they can't kill somebody or if they cannot combine what the war effort is doing then they need to be a conscientious objector. If they believe that it is more their duty to be a patriot and do what the government believes, they should go that way. I couldn't kill anybody so I'd be a conscientious objector.

KIM PEDERSEN (Baldwin) - God is going to take care of us no matter where we are. We are subject to higher authorities and if our country is going to war, then I think we should go along with the country.

CHRISTY HOLMES (W. Warren) - I think as a Christian that we have the tools to support the government and I would register for the draft.

Tutoring Center Fares Well

It is a cold, dreary day at Whitworth College, the scene inside the Student Development Center is quite typical:

Person A: Help, I'm flunking Calculus and getting a D in Chemistry. I'm studying 10 hours a day and I do not have any time for myself, what can I do, does anybody care?

Freind B: Don't worry, it's our job to care! Let me direct you to the tutorial center. If we can help you in your classes, maybe you can begin to become...

Freind B continuing: Kim Ashley and Mary Sliger are two people who can help you become yourself, take a chance.

Person A: Help I'm flunking Calculus and...

It may not happen quite that way over in Student Development but certainly if you are having trouble in a class, it is the place to go.

The tutorial service is a program that is free to all full time students, who voluntarily seek tutoring before the tenth week of the term.

Tutorial Services seeks not only to save, the students from failure in one class, But to develop effective study habits and attitudes, that will help them to succeed in college. Other areas they try to develop are communication skills and confidence in the student's abilities.

How is it working? During the Fall, 69 people in 28 different courses went to the center for help. At the end of the term, 75 percent of these people ended up passing their classes, and 94 percent were given a grade of C or better.

While only ten percent received a B and 40 percent a C it is a commendable performance. Before help the grades showed nobody getting above a C-84 percent with a D and 16 percent failing.

The programs which tend to have the most students needing help are the Natural Sciences. Between Chemistry, Biology and Math the tutors were responsible for 59 percent of the budget outlay of $1339.

The Chemistry department had 27 students needing help, with Math having 14 and Biology five.

While Chemistry had more students needing help, Math was more difficult. Math was the course that was toughest to get across. There were six tutors who gave 124 hours of their time to 14 tutors. More than double the time and percentage of monetary outlay (40 percent) than any other department.

To gauge results, when a student applies for help an academic assessment form is sent to their instructors, which asks about the students' abilities and class performance. After the term a comparison is made and evaluated. The results have been positive.

Although the academic improvement is the chief goal for most tutors, results of a questionnaire show that the tutors felt that tutors did more personally for them, than academically.

An evaluation table, concerning the tutoring service, turned out the response that the friendliness, interest, knowledge and communication skills of the tutor were all near perfect.

Anybody who feels they need help in a subject can apply at Student Development. However due to their low budget the program can only offer help to those who have the greatest academic need.

"I HEAR HE USED TO BE A PRETTY GOOD TEACHER, BUT THEN THE SCHOOL CLOSED FOR LACK OF FUNDING, THEN HE WENT ON STRIKE FOR A DECENT SALARY, AND EVENTUALLY HE HAD TO LEAVE TEACHING FOR A MORE LUCRATIVE MEANS OF EMPLOYMENT."
Duncan Ferguson, The Man in Control

By Pat Williams

In the past three years at Whitworth, Ferguson has evidenced an interesting if not always encouraging, philosophy within the administrative ranks.

More and more, one man seemed to be representing the administration. He headed re-design last year and has recently become the acting President of the college. Last week in two interviews the Whitworthian interviewed him, trying to find out, just who is Dr. Duncan Ferguson.

Born in Portland Oregon, and brought up in California's Bay area he has a B.A. and an M.A. in History from the University of Oregon. A B.D. from Dallas Theological Seminary and a Ph.D. from Scotland's Edinburgh University.

Currently he is the Associate Vice-President and Provost of Whitworth.

WHIT: What position did you most enjoy at Whitworth?

D.F.: "Well, although there was a certain feeling that one himself was growing and increasing in one's understanding of the institution, I think that one that will be most personally fulfilling must have been teaching. I taught for three years on the Core 115 team and three and a half with Core 325.

As far as administration goes I would have to say that there was the ability to try to guide an institution in spite of the conflicts it brings you.".

WHIT: What person or group has made the greatest impression on you at Whitworth?

D.F.: "In terms of learning to teach, I would say my Core team association. Mini, like Dean Ehlers; Leonard Oakland; and Glenn Stapp, taught me—what it means to be a teacher. It was a very worthwhile experience as both as a teacher and as a human being.

As far as administration goes, I would say the 'process people'. When I first got here, Ron Short. They showed me what it means, when in conflict, working with groups and leadership, to learn from others, to use courses for inspiration, as a human being."

D.F.: "When I first came here I was very close to the students, I was a counselor and friend, I had a lot of contacts, as chaplain and then teacher. Up until five years ago I was on a first name basis with three quarters of the student body.

But in my current position I have less contact with the students. I think I am not as well known as I once was. This may have some real pain associated with it."

With the faculty, I would say that one relationship has been solid and stable over the years, I wonder if this has been strained and an element of mistrust has crept in, but I think I still have a respectful, rapport, I think they know that I am not the enemy.

WHIT: Many students give an impression of not being interested in you personally, you even though they don't know you. If you were to think this is so and how does it make you feel?

D.F.: "In a word—frustration. If you had been in the generation from 1920-25 it would have been exactly right, but in the 1950's I was a very approachable, center of student life and I know hundreds of students, if I were a person such as such, I would not be teaching in this country."

However, I was in a position to guide, with the territory, the college needed to make some drastic changes, to be able to enter and survive the 60's and the 70's. I feel we are not in as much conflict, but I am trying to pick up an amount of just and presentional contact with the students.

D.F.: "Our faculty is one of the finest. I have never associated, not in terms of productive scholarship but in terms of their quality of life. They have an excellent grasp of their discipline, I would say they are comparable to any."

I would be interested to see them able to be more impressive in their contributions to their discipline, but I realize that this is that a lot to hope for.

As for the student body, I would say that they have a good feeling for excellence here and there. They are not as well educated to education as I would wish, or would be best for them Whitworth, allow you to go wherever you want. You can excel and really learn, you can sneak through school.

WHIT: What are the major problems that the college will have to face in the future?

D.F.: "Obviously, financing, but I would not over stress that. There are ways to win that battle. How to get on that track, the endowment, the need for money in general, but in the long run the endowment is not as much in the short run. The most important thing is to have a good administration, giving. Third we need to increase the endowment, the endowment, the endowment is not as much in the short run. The most important thing is to have a good administration, giving. Third we need to increase the endowment, giving. And finally, we must continue to do what we do, private foundations and those government agenices that generally support education."

WHIT: What needs to be done to improve the college?

D.F.: "We ought to build stronger departments. We need squares of mathematics, staff. Another thing is the library, the library staff, the science staff, the science staff. The science staff, the science staff. Another thing is the library, the library staff, the science staff, the science staff. Another thing is the library, the science staff. The library staff, the science staff. Another thing is the library, the science staff. The library staff."

D.F.: "Our faculty is one of the finest. I have never associated, not in terms of productive scholarship but in terms of their quality of life. They have an excellent grasp of their discipline, I would say they are comparable to any."

WHIT: What do you plan to do, when the new administration takes over?

D.F.: "The college has graciously granted me a sabbatical. If I accept I will go to Princeton for a year. I haven't ruled out the possibility of teaching, since I am a tenured faculty member. But I feel it is time for me to go to another college, to a tenured administration position."

Finally, what's the image the Whitworth College projects to the community?

D.F.: "It is a very small part of the pride of the city. This is not to take anything away from Gonzaga, but among the adults business and social circle, our image is very good. We feel we are a link with the high school syllabus. We don't always think of Whitworth and students that it is a place where our, grabbing, department really needs and improvement."

I think they know that I am not the enemy..."
San Francisco Uncovers Need

By Hui Wu

The "Churches in the City" project led by Lorraine Robertson, focused their theme upon exploring and studying the mission of the city of San Francisco, and to understand the underlying question of what was the Gospel as expressed in the city life. The city was divided into four major units. First the project was provided with denominations as they visited places like the Episcopal Church of San Francisco (Episcopal), St. Mary Cathedral (Catholic), and the Old Presbyterian Church. A second focus was on Neighborhood and Ethnic Ministry. The Cameron House and the Criminal Presbyterian Church in downtown; El Beel Church in the Fillmore District, and the Old Presby Mencu which had a large repugnating population of the Young Adult Network. Ministry for the children and their "experts" and "targets".

Another unit was Social Concern Ministry. Those visiting the Salvation Army, Peace Center, Work of World Mission and the Quest House felt that the community was in need of help. The last unit was the New York Program, where the "trafficking" like "Life in a Large City" and "Teen Challenge" was analyzed. Mr. Bledsoe expanded the diversity of ministry in the city and the "worship" of the multitude of needs. She also said that the city is a place for turning around.

She was glad that the project was held as a voluntary work during a study: "Some of them were studying Sunset Park for the Black Income and the Chinese National W PATH ministry and the Center for the Environment for the Asian Pacific Island groups.

Dr. Laura Blochman described the "Heterodox" group as the study of diversity in the city life of the people of San Francisco. She was also the first one to look at the city's need for ministry. The city needed ministry most in the areas that they could address. She noted that the city's diversity is unique and complex.

Linda Grant's (Linda Grant's) of San Francisco's most vital impression was the "human longing" and the "human need". She found that the human longing for recognition in a large city where everything was "no one". She said, "The city was filled with unmet needs, there was not enough of everything to be met and the experience was felt to be overwhelming. Yet, she never lacked the time and the energy to reflect on her own experience and think about the city's need for ministry.

Karen Harris, a minister, considered the city a "city of the arts" and the "city of the arts" for the "arts". She lived in San Francisco made her look at city life with a different perspective.

The "Music" group, led by Tom Tavener, and the "opportunity" to hear the "music" and the "opportunity" to hear the "music" performances of some great music literature in the city. The students had to do research and report on the sources to doctors, composers, etc. before they went to the symphonies. Often times they had to go back to the sources tape before the concerts. The students were also required to attend at least 16 concerts. Most of the concerts were held at the classical music, but they also had to see the temporary music, such as "opera" and "symphony". Dr. Tavener described the "opera" as "a way of life". Dr. Tavener, the leader of the "opera" group, was "part of the whole San Francisco experience". He was of course indebted to the city's role in some of the best music and art in the country.

The story of Quartet and the American Brass Quintet in the city which would not otherwise be heard. Getting to know the students better and having a closer contact with them during the month was another rewarding thing for him.

The experience to Paul Hagood (the music group) was two-folded. He was able to see the city's role in some of the best music and art in the country. He could not see the dark side of the city as it was with the immediate tourist, nor could he experience any of the city's "longing".

Separate interviews with the music group's leader, Ed Olson, Glenn Ericson and President. President Duncan Ferguson revealed some of the ways and means behind the difference in music in the city.

The history of Whitworth College indicates that over many years the college disclosed much of its attention to disciplines related to the "human" and the "human" subjects that would prepare a student for seminars and the "arts". Because of this early emphasis in certain areas, traditions were established and "music" was part of the whole San Francisco experience. He was of course indebted to the city's role in some of the best music and art in the city. He found himself over and over again finding new areas of ministry, new ways of seeing the city.

One can only hope that Whitworth's students will become like the "longing" students who spent most of their time in the city. These students who spent most of their time in the city. The city's role in some of the best music and art in the country.

Because of the present financial situation, the colleges have been that difficult task, especially in departments with "smaller average class size" and "less".

Separate interviews with the music group's leader, Ed Olson, Glenn Ericson and President Duncan Ferguson revealed some of the ways and means behind the difference in music in the city. Because of this early emphasis in certain areas, traditions were established and "music" was part of the whole San Francisco experience. He was of course indebted to the city's role in some of the best music and art in the country.

"In the city, I found myself over and over again finding new areas of ministry, new ways of seeing the city."

Because of the present financial situation, the colleges have been that difficult task, especially in departments with "smaller average class size" and "less".

Separate interviews with the music group's leader, Ed Olson, Glenn Ericson and President Duncan Ferguson revealed some of the ways and means behind the difference in music in the city. Because of this early emphasis in certain areas, traditions were established and "music" was part of the whole San Francisco experience. He was of course indebted to the city's role in some of the best music and art in the country. The city's role in some of the best music and art in the country.

Because of the present financial situation, the colleges have been that difficult task, especially in departments with "smaller average class size" and "less".

Separate interviews with the music group's leader, Ed Olson, Glenn Ericson and President Duncan Ferguson revealed some of the ways and means behind the difference in music in the city. Because of this early emphasis in certain areas, traditions were established and "music" was part of the whole San Francisco experience. He was of course indebted to the city's role in some of the best music and art in the country.
SERVE Students Volunteer

By Ida Wu
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Resource Center Offers Opportunities

Ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment, equal employment opportunity, educational opportunities, full participation in political activities, and a positive image of women in mass media are just a few of the goals of the National Organization for Women (NOW). The Spokane chapter of NOW meets every third Monday in the day room of the downtown TWCA. These gatherings include filmstrips, discussions, and a short "consciousness raising" session, according to Susan Lambough, more Ingrid Anderson, director of Women's Resource Center. She explained that a consciousness raising group involves women in their own lives, and in close groups, they work together on their personal experiences of discrimination and prejudice, being judged or evaluated by others in the group.

NOW contains separate committees that deal with specific programs, media problems, human rights and other issues. They have a newspaper, the "National NOW Times," that is published monthly for members. Some NOW activities include writing advertisers and a "Women's Day March for the Equal Rights Amendment" to be held in Chicago May 11.

Membership in the active group is generally $20, but a special student rate is $6. Each member commits him or herself to work for the equality of women. Some men also belong to NOW, Ms. Anderson commented. She also said that if any student is interested in joining, or attending a NOW meeting, contact her at campus extension 554, or NOW representative Carol Smith at 325-0606.

The Women's Resource Center is open Monday through Friday, 2:30-4 p.m., and Tuesday and Thursday, 1-3 p.m. At Assertiveness Training class is another activity offered through this office.

"It made me realize I have a right to express my feeling," said one student concerning the course. It is currently being offered in three sessions, 3:30-5:30 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday. Tuition is nonacademic, the sessions began Feb. 28.

Steve Lowe pounds his gavel down and another meeting is called to order. The group of students begin the task of managing 95,000 dollars of student money and the structuring of student affairs with so much control? It is President's Council, a body of eleven elected presidents, off campus representatives, and the ASWC executives. This council is under the supervision of President Steve Lowe, Vice President Debbie Couse, Financial Vice President Kevin Durkee, and HUB director Lunnell Laugh, who she takes the decisions of the council.

The council meets weekly to manage the money and to oversee much of the activities proposed by students. Several major issues from last semester were; the rejection of 4600 dollars for Forum, conflicts with the college theatre, and funding of the volleyball and cross country trips. Major items this semester have been; what to do with the extra money not used to fund Forum, student elections and the Fieldhouse loan.

These issues could have large scale effects on the life here in our campus community.

The council operates like any political body by following working rules as specified in the by-laws and trying to handle the problems that arise with order and efficiency. The great diversity of a student elected council does produce its share of conflicts; each voted trying to push their best interests and students being partial to a pet project, but all in all most still manage to leave without hard feelings.

One of the biggest problems faced by the council is lack of student input. Many votes are not taken because of lack of students opinion conveyed to their representatives, so please, care enough about what happens to get involved in the next time some one asks for your opinion.

Students become Miss Koreana 1980

"I have grown in many different dimensions through meeting and working with the faculty, staff, and students here at Whitworth for the past four years. That was a major factor in what I have accomplished so far and helped me to be selected as a representative of the Korean community in Hawai'i, said Miss Koreana, Gayle Howland.

Ms. Howland, a Hawaii student, Whitworth student, first heard of the Beauty and Talent contest last January. While in Hawaii, where her parents live in Wahiawa on the island of Oahu, she looked into the details of the pageant late last summer and screened at the end of August for the finals. Campaigning for the contest included several public appearances, many at Hawaiian shopping centers. Ms. Howland returned to Whitworth in the fall to complete her final year of study as a Music Education major.

Ms. Howland was chosen to be a finalist in the competition held in Hawaii on Feb. 9. There, she was given the opportunity to be the representative for the Koreana. Among her awards were gifts and donations from local businesses and $1000 scholarship from the Korea-Japan Exchange, Ms. Howland said in an interview. She is an accomplished pianist, she placed second in the piano competition of the 1980 International Music Competition in Korea.

The Oklahoma-born pianist has established herself in Spokane as both an accompanist and a piano teacher for children, which she has been doing for the past six years. She has maintained a 3.3 Grade Point Average at Whitworth, where her major influence has been Ms. Margaret Montgomery, her teacher.

Ms. Howland was chosen to be Miss Koreana because of her leadership skills and dedication to her school, Whitworth. She was one of the big decision makers of the campus, Ms. Howland commented.

Spring 1981, Ms. Howland plans to return to Whitworth, Music Education Major, was chosen Miss Koreana on Feb. 9.

Gayle Howland, Whitworth, Music Education Major, was chosen Miss Koreana on Feb. 9.
Dear Students, Faculty and Administrators:

The Independent Colleges of Washington, Inc. ended its 1978-79 fiscal year with corporate, foundation, and individual support almost double that of three years ago. This tremendous growth reflects more than just financial support. The historic partnership between private corporations and our private colleges is now crystal clear: one partner needs finances to produce educated people, the other needs educated people to produce financially.

ICW was pleased to sponsor a guest speaker at Seattle Rotary in January and a full-color newspaper ad in February to recognize our contributor partners.

This annual report reflects the tremendous leadership gifts of Boeing, Weyerhaeuser, Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Company, PACCAR, Pacific Northwest Bell, SAFEICO, and the entire financial community. The financial institutions have expanded their recent major role in a significant upward trend led by Pacific National Bank of Washington, Rainier National Bank, Washington Mutual Savings Bank, Pacific First Federal Savings and Loan, and Old National Bancorporation.

Both entities of the partnership are expressing their enthusiasm for this growing interaction. I congratulate our campus and corporate partners.

Sincerely,

Anthony J. Ewing
Chairman of the Board

**Partners in Education, we Thank You**

(10) Years participation in ICW
(18) Increase in donation over previous year.

$100,000
(20) The Boeing Company
$50,000-70,000
(5) Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Company
(25) The Weyerhaeuser Company Foundation

$40,000-49,000
(26) PACCAR Foundation, Inc.

$30,000-39,000
(23) Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Company

$20,000-29,000
(3) Pacific National Bank of Washington
(2) Rainier National Bank
(18) SAFEICO Corporation
(22) Sean Roebuck Foundation
*"Gives directly, but included here by special request*

$15,000-19,000
(24) Burlington Northern Foundation
(19) William Randolph Hearst Foundation
(20) Union Pacific Railroad Foundation
(9) Washington Mutual Savings Bank

Because the independent institutions in Washington are educating over 25,000 students, taxpayers save $65 million each year which would be required to operate a state-funded school of this size.

$10,000-14,000
(19) Atlantic Richfield Foundation
(18) Chevron, USA
(20) The Wollenberg Foundation

$5,000-9,000
(24) Alcoa Foundation
(16) International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
(4) KIRO Radio and Television
(11) Old National Bancorporation
(20) Pacific First Federal Savings and Loan Association
(25) Puget Sound Power and Light Company
(22) Safeway Stores, Inc., Seattle
(24) Simpson Timber Company Fund

$4,000-4,990
(3) Associated Grocers
(21) Deluxe Check Printers Foundation
(3) Foster & Marshall
(17) International Business Machines Corporation
(15) Union Oil Company of California
(13) Western Electric Fund

$3,000-3,990
(2) Airborne Freight Corporation
(89) Allied Stores Foundation
(15) Concrete Technology Corporation
(14) Evans Products Company
(25) Georgia Pacific Foundation
(15) Nalley's Fine Foods (Curtice Burns Foundation)
Corporations... one of the strongest partnerships ever formed without a binding contract.

45 percent of all private school students have either embarked upon or are planning a career in business.

(21) New York Life Insurance Company
(19) Pope and Talbot, Inc.
(16) American Telephone and Telegraph Company
(11) Battelle Memorial Institute
(1) Capital Savings and Loan Association
(22) Fidelity Mutual Savings Bank
(17) General Motors Corporation
(10) General Telephone and Electronics Foundation
(15) ITT Rayonier Foundation
(12) Kaiser Cement and Gypsum Corporation
(11) Northern Commercial Foundation
(22) Proctor and Gamble Fund
(15) Rainier Brewing Company
(1) J. B. Reynolds Foundation (Sunset Life Insurance)
(3) Seattle Savings and Loan League
(17) TI Corporation (Calif.) Foundation
(10) Pioneer National Title Insurance Company
(23) Union Corporation
(4) United Parcel Service Aid To Education Fund
(12) Washington State Automobile Dealers Association

$1,000,000+ (108)
(24) Benrus Company Foundation
(1) CBS, Inc.
(21) Cascade Natural Gas Corporation
(3) Castle and Cooke Foods
(10) Genex Foundation
(3) Coldwell Banker
(2) Columbia Lighting (GTE Foundation)
(26) Container Corporation of America Foundation
(23) Mrs. W. H. Cowles
(14) Equitable Savings and Loan Association
(10) John Fluke Manufacturing Company, Inc.
(26) Ford Motor Company Fund
(20) General Foods Fund, Inc.
(5) Great Northwest Federal Savings and Loan
(25) H. B. Reynolds Foundation, Inc.
(29) International Havensteiner Foundation
(13) K Mart Corporation
(12) Kraft, Inc.
(17) Leekney Company Foundation
(2) Lincoln Mutual Savings Bank
(2) MacPherson's, Inc.
(1) Martin Marietta Aluminum
(19) Merck Company Foundation
(4) Meyer Foundation
(16) Mid Mountain Contractors
(6) Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing (3M)
(13) Nordstrom
(9) Northwest Natural Gas Company
(13) J. C. Penney Company, Inc.
(26) The Rabobank Foundation, Inc.
(10) Reynolds Metals Company
(1) Celeste Regge
(19) The Seattle Times
(17) United Insurance Group
(15) United Graphics, Inc.
(16) Utah Idaho Sugar Company
(10) Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc.
(24) Washington Water Power Company
(24) Western Gear Foundation
(21) Western International Hotels Company

SUSTAINING DONORS
(10) Arme Concrete
(15) Airco, Inc.
(20) Albion's Inc.
(18) American Brands, Inc.
(14) American Discount Corporation
(21) American Investment Company Foundation
(16) American Sign and Indicator Corporation
(2) American Steel
(24) The Andover Foundation
(14) Guy F. Atkinson Company
(1) Arctic Financial Services
(18) Benihana Drug Company
(15) Beneficial Management Corporation
(13) Birkenwald, Inc.
(3) Border Fund, Inc.
(21) Boeing Myers Fund
(4) Frank Brooks Manufacturing

Private colleges and private corporations are basically interdependent. Milton Eisenhower once noted: "One needs money to produce educated people and the other needs educated people to produce money."

(13) Brown and Haley
(14) Byrne Aircraft Foundation
(19) Champion International Corporation
(3) Coca-Cola Company
(18) Compton American, Inc.
(18) Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company
(1) Consolidated Dairies Products Company
(20) Continental Corporation Foundation
(14) Copeland Lumber Yards, Inc.
(16) Craftsmen and Metal Processors
(1) Crescent Manufacturing Company
(4) O. K. Dein, Inc.
(13) A. B. Dick Foundation
(19) Ducommun, Inc.
(7) Bank of Everett
(20) Kenneth and Margaret Fisher

Our independent colleges provide an alternative to publicly financed education—a freedom of choice which is imperative to our American system.

(17) Foss Launch and Tug Company
(24) General Mills Foundation
(20) J. K. Gill Company, Ltd.
(21) GoodYear Tire and Rubber Company Fund
(22) Graybar Electric Company, Inc.
(15) Green Giant Foundation
(14) Groninger & Company Inc
(2) Gulf Industries
(16) John L. Haas, Inc.
(21) John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance
(14) Houghton-Mifflin Company
(23) Vern W. Johnson & Sons, Inc.
(20) KOMO Radio and Television
(16) Korten's
(21) Laurie Products Company
(14) Liberty Mutual Insurance
(13) The Chas. H. Lillie Company
(6) Longview Publishing Company
(13) Loomis Corporation
(1) Robert P. Malone
(16) Massett Company
(12) McCall Oil and Chemical Corporation
(13) Metropolitan Federal Savings and Loan Association
(24) Nabisco Foundation
(18) National Public Service Insurance Company
(20) Northern Life Insurance Company
(13) Northwestern Glass (An Indian Head Company)
(17) Olympic Siah
(14) Osberg Construction Company
(4) Oscar Mayer Foundation, Inc.
(15) PSF Industries, Inc.
(15) Pacific American Commercial Company
(17) Pacific Metal Company
(24) Pendleton Woolen Mills
(16) People's State Bank (Lynden)
(3) Pielorion, Inc.
(1) Pizza Hut
(2) Power City Electric
(4) Prudential Insurance Company of America
(1) Puget Sound National Bank
(1) Richardson & Holland Corporation
(17) Ridgway Packaging Corporation
(2) ROCKOR, Inc. (Rocket Research Corporation)
(18) S & H Foundation, Inc.
(22) Safeway Stores, Inc., Spokane
(2) John L. Scott, Inc.
(16) Seattle Steam Corporation
(2) Skagit Corporation
(17) St. Regis Paper Company
(10) Standard Motor Products, Inc.
(17) Sterling Drug, Inc.

Among top companies in the nation 60 percent of the corporate presidents received their undergraduate education at independent colleges and universities.

(7) Sundstrand Data Control
(13) Tam Engineering Corporation
(14) United Pacific/Reliance Insurance Companies
(4) University/Federal Savings and Loan Association
(16) Washington Iron Works
(5) Howard S. Wright Construction Company

Independent Colleges of Washington, Inc.
Suite 360, Westland Building
100 South King Street
Seattle, Washington 98104
Telephone: (206) 623-4494
Women Qualify For Regionals

By Debbie Reiwand

The women's basketball team is off to District III playoffs in Willamette. The team won a spot in the regional games due to their 78-6 record against other Division III teams.

In their last home game this year, the Pirates topped off the season by defeating Eastern Oregon, 99-57. Four of the players scored in double figures. Laurie Lunsford was high scorer with 21, while Sue Rudd had 14, in one of her better games of the year. Lori Lind and Kathy German both had 13, while Kathy Carroll tossed in 10. While everyone got a chance to play, it was an especially important game for Mary Wolcott. After playing for four years at Whitworth, Wolcott saw her last home action against EOSC.

The Pirates then faced Willamette and the playoffs, this Thursday and will take on Oregon or the host team, Willamette. The playoffs last throughout the weekend. The weekend of the 21-23 is the date of the Nationals playoffs, which will be held here at Whitworth. There, four teams will from Spokane to take part in this last tournament of the year.

PROFILES:

Todd Randy Jay

By Chris Adams

The Whitworth Pirates finished their regular season last week with some old and some new faces in the starting lineup. A lot of faces was four year letterman Todd Frimoth, senior Randy Shoop and Jay Humphreys were two new faces.

Todd Frimoth, senior from Portland, Oregon, was one of the team's most valuable assets. Todd finished the regular season leading the team in assists and averaging 13.1 points per game.

When asked about his four years here, Todd said he wished they had won more than one conference championship. He learned a lot and felt that was more important to him than winning. "I learned how to play gracefully and squeeze the best out of it. Also, how to deal with your own personal failure," Todd feels that getting into the playoffs for the first time, under the current system, is the highlight of his season. "The opportunity to knock off a team ranked high in the nation is a credit to Coach Brash and his staff."

As for the future, Todd plans to be back here next year helping out with the Buc's basketball program. His goal is to get into coaching basketball at the high school level some day.

Randy Shoop, one of this year's two starting freshmen is from Spokane's University High School. Randy received second team All-League honors, team captain, and most valuable player his senior year. This past summer he traveled to Germany with a Northwest basketball camp team for a month, playing teams from that country.

When asked how he felt about the season, Randy said he thought he would move up to the Varsity squad eventually. He described his brief playing time with the JV team as "a lot of fun with a close knit team."

Randy is pleased with his chance to play on the varsity team and that the program here is on a rise-up with plenty of good talent.

Intramural Action

By Barry Adams

In recent intramural activities, Co-ed volleyball through the loser's bracket to upset South Warren twice with scores of 5-1, 5-4 to win the floor hockey championship.

On the calendar of upcoming intramural events is men's basketball, starting March 3 and ending a month later. Eighteen teams are entered in the league with two divisions of 9 teams each. Qualifying rules will be followed and games will be played Monday through Thursday.

Co-ed volleyball starts March ninth. If you want to enter a team, the only prerequisite is that there are at least two guys and two girls on each team. Only four teams have signed up, so there's plenty of room for more. Games are played on Sundays with regular volleyball rules in effect. One exception is that in co-ed volleyball, a female member of the team must touch the ball before it goes over the net each time.

Men's and women's softball starts on April first, and continues through May. Entries are due on March 27 so you still have time to recruit a championship team.

If you have any questions about intramural activities or want to enter a team in any of these events, talk to your intramural 'rep. or call Salt at 528.
Men Earn Playoff Berth...Lose to Central

By Marc Kubota

Whitworth's longest winning streak of the season was broken Tuesday night against the hot shooting Eagles of Eastern Washington University.

The Bucs had won their last four games before traveling to Cheney where they met up with a team that had won their last nine of ten games.

It was not until 3 1/2 minutes were gone in the ball game that the Bucs scored their first points and stretched the lead to 23-10 midway in the half. Forward Glenn Williams kept the Pirates in the game with some slick shooting and rebounding as the Bucs cut the Eagles lead to 33-24 at halftime.

The second half started out much like the first. The Pirates came out cold and the Eagles shot the lights out. After just five minutes of play the Eagles held a commanding 56-36 lead. The Pirates had tried a full court press and got burnt many times on full court passes that resulted in easy lay-ins.

The Pirates weren't finished yet. Junior guard Brad Adams came off the bench and canned two straight buckets from way out and helped to pull the Bucs to within ten, 58-48.

The Eagles took off again and outscored the Pirates 20-12, getting easy lay-ins and pressuring on defense. Their man to man defense was all over the Bucs, came in off the bench and turned nine Pirate turnovers. Glenn Williams took game, honors in scoring and rebounding, getting 24 points and 16 rebounds. Jay Humphrey added 12 points. Dave Henley and Don Garves led Eastern's balanced attack with 18 and 17, respectively.

After two league losses the Whitworth Pirates held on to eighth place in the district playoffs. But the Bucs had no luck in the playoff parties, when they were paired with central Washington University and lost.

The Bucs lost their last two league games in Oregon, to Linfield and Pacific. That dropped the Bucs into eighth place and an NAIA District mail playoff berth.

Central earned the number one seed in the district. They are also the ninth ranked team in the nation, and because of their number one seeding, will get to play their playoff games at home.

According to assistant coach Dave Tikker, the Pirates went into the game with the idea of slowing it down and being patient on offense. The Pirates did that in the first half and found themselves behind 35-24 at the end of the half.

Beginning the second half the taller and more experienced Central team added to their lead and the Pirates could no longer slow down the offense. Playing catch up ball against the ninth rated team in the nation did not pay off as Central outscored the Bucs 44-24 in the second half for a 79-48 win.

The loss ended the Pirates' season with a 9-18 record. Central goes on to the quarter finals against Washington University. Tikker predicted that Central would eventually win the district title, with a strong bench and the home court advantage.

Glenn Williams led Whitworth with 12 points and a game high 10 rebounds. Todd Primoth added 10 points. Central's towering big man, Ray Orange, led Central's balanced scoring with 15 points.

The Gift Box
10 percent discount with coupon
Jewelry Baskets Cookware Stuffed Animals Decorator Items

Monday-Wed 11-6
Thur-Fri 11-8
Sat 10-6
Sun 12-5
New Coach, New Strategy For Golf Team

Under the leadership of rookie coach Kim Ashley, this season's golf team is hoping to change their losing reputation. The first move in the battle against their heritage began in January when the team started twice weekly workouts in the weight room and weekly practice hitting golf balls into the fieldhouse nets.

Coach Ashley stressed the pre-season 'as the time of year when the team must gain their competitive edge for the season. "Golf is a physical, mental and emotional game and for us to compete effectively in the league we will need to gain an intellectual edge on our opponents."'

As with all other sports, the weather has, in the past, taken its toll among Whitworth golfers. However, this year's frost-free winter and warm weather will allow the team to practice outdoors.

Leading the team in the developmental phase is the pre-season's Northwest Conference champion. "Tom Strater. Last year, Strater won the NW conference and tied for the championship at the Whitman Invitation."

Also back is three-year letterman Ray Pfluger, two-year letterman Pat Williams, and one-year veteran Bob Lighty, Brent McCann and Andre Plouffe. "In addition, junior Neil Anderson, formerly of the tennis team is trying out as a 'new' freshman," said Paulson.

Among the courses the team is scheduled to play is the mighty famed Spyglass Hill. The course is featured yearly in the Bing Crosby Pro-Am and rated by GOLF DIGEST as one of America's top 100 Tests of Golf. The trip will include matches against three other colleges with three open days for golfing at the courses of their choice.

The competition for the year includes no less than five dual and triple matches against Eastern Washington, Gonzaga and Boise State. "On the tournament list is the WSU-Trinity Invitational, the Whitman Invitational, The Eastern Washington invitationals and the Northwest Conference and NAIA District 1 championships."

Though the team is preparing for a successful season all the team members are in agreement on their goals for the year. "To have a good time and to play the best golf we can and capable of," said "we've won a couple of matches for retaliation, so we play to the better."

In those matches, Coach Ashley predicted that if each player could "hit two strokes off his handicap score, the team would be in contention. This was evidenced by last year's Conference tournament, when Whitworth finished the
President's Council Seeks Student Input

By Greg Wright

The new semester is now well underway and the agenda for President's Council is as always, full. The President's Council has been called to order twice this semester to review a number of financial, social and scholastic topics.

Topping the list of financial matters is the placement of $4,000 of money held back after a debate between the faculty concerning student control in the program which will most likely be put into the Fieldhouse student fund. The council hopes, that the money can be put in a bankable, safe, for the majority of the students. Ideas for the use of this money would be greatly appreciated by the council.

President's Council is also seeking public opinion on the question of the Fieldhouse lounge. The loan, for $20,000 with no interest, was made in 1972 to help finish the work on the facility. The loan was to become a gift if a five phase program of use was followed as specified during the writing. These provisions have not been met, and the question still exists. What should we do about the loan?

Many has also been requested from the students to be added to the "M.J. Hendricks scholarship fund." The gift of $1,000 has been formally requested from the students. The vote on this will be taken after being brought to the students for discussion. The council, is also again looking at the student constitution a yearly project to keep up with the changing times. One item of interest is the proposed restructuring of voting in the council to give a more representation to the larger dorms. Under the system all dorms have the same voting power in council meetings.

The Four Year Integrated Curricular Task Force, the last remaining body of Redesign, has submitted a working paper of policy, in which they recommend be adopted into the curriculum. The council is planning to make a recommendation on this, in the spring, but first feedback from student feedback. Some proposals are a new structure for the writing proficiency program, including oral proficiency, a new optional Science/Care class for non-science, majors and an upgrading of core 250 to core 350. These proposals would most likely affect the class of 1984, but student opinion is available here.

Music Classes Rewarding

By Mark Meyer

A topic of discussion among music students, especially those in some kind of ensemble, is the low amount of credit they receive for the amount of work done. Some feel that having to devote many hours of practice, and then receiving a quarter credit is unfair. Some faculty members, however, feel that it is the experience received from choir or band, instead of, as they feel, the important or rewarding thing.

Doctor Evans, the Band Director, admits that the members of the various ensembles work hard for their credits. But he feels that it is the quality of that work that is important. He says that the music student encounters that matters most, instead of the amount of credit. He referred to other classes in which students would have to work in labs, sometimes putting in long hours for no credit at all. He finished by saying, "I'll admit they work hard, but they're getting valuable experience. By putting in more time they're getting more experience."

For, an opposing viewpoint Mark Rosier, a member of the band, feels that the amount of credit given for the amount of work done is way out of proportion. He said, "It's really silly to give twice as much work in a class for a quarter credit for the work done in a full credit class. In some full credit classes you can get by in half the amount of work and still get a good grade." He thinks that we should give at least a half credit.

Some problems would arise if ensemble classes were given for more credit. One of them would be, with more credit for certain classes some people would have overloads and would be forced to cut back on the number of music electives that they could participate in. Another problem, according to music instructor Dr. Johnson, is that if the credit was given, "It would be out of proportion to the other academic demands."

One solution that was mentioned was giving the students the option of taking a class, either for full or half credit. They would have to take the class that they felt would better suit their needs and abilities.

Dr. Johnson, expressed some of his views on the subject by saying, "Asking why band or chorus members don't take the four quarter credit, all the time. It, however, they were to give a half credit, a person's requirements would be filled up a lot sooner."

Dr. Evans directs the jazz band.

Members of the choir in rehearsal.
J. Monty Mathis, Candidate, President

Three years ago I decided to be a student at Whitworth College because of its exciting academic and social opportunities, with the theme of Christianity underlying all. Behind social opportunities are the activities of the student government and executive officers.

I have decided to run for ASWC President. I am running for this position because I feel I can, with my abilities, foresights, ambitions and energy, contribute the most to us, the student body, and Whitworth College, the abilities and foresights I have established from the past years of education, work and Christian interactions.

I am pursuing the discipline of medicine at Whitworth with electives ranging from psychology to business. I am HUB manager, on the HUB Board of Control and have in the past been the dorm president of East Warren. With these experiences and my Christian influences I have developed the attributes for a leadership position.

The responsibility of the ASWC President is to respond to the needs of the students and school. To respond to these needs the President, besides being motivated, has to first be able to listen to the students, integrate their thoughts and then act according to this. This action is a conglomeration of the President's ability to use the resources available to him, mainly the students, the student government and himself.

By this process we, the students, can accomplish the goals we set before us. For example, with the active student body, I believe I am the qualified candidate with the attributes it takes to fulfill this position of leadership. A vote for me, therefore, will give us the students, the ability to move our student body where we want to go.

Doug Hare, Candidate, President

I have decided to run for President because I want to work with people and improve our "Whitworth experience." I've talked with a lot of you in the past week, and I'm getting a good sense of what concerns our student body is facing in the coming year.

Next year will be an important year for norm setting with the new college administration and its re-evaluation of our programs. I will ensure that students have an effective representative voice in the decisions that are made. What we do this year will determine how the new President sees our part in the governing process during the rest of his incumbency.

I will work on some program sharing with objectives and state-wide. Each of us is strong in different areas. If we can build up the interaction between our student bodies, we can produce some high-quality programs which are impossible and because of our size and lack of inter-campus planning.

It's clear that our campus awareness of communities and student concerns is growing. I want to help generate discussion on social issues through President's Council and other means.

I strongly believe that the President is supposed to be a mediator and representative and not a decision-maker. I will initiate some issues, rather than simply respond to short-term needs, but I will look for the answers.

I have had experience at all levels of student government here, as a dorm President, a program manager (movies), and as a student rep on various college councils. I'm looking forward to serving you as President.

Walt Weikle, Candidate, President

I am an economics major engaged in pre-law studies.

Whitworth is composed from a diverse variety of groups. Each, together, forming the whole. The student president must lead and responsibly represent these diverse. I offer broad experience to procure effective leadership and good direction. One year spent in the international group "With People" provided me extensive experience in public relations. These skills have been used and broadened at Whitworth. Currently, I'm president of Carlson Hall, a member of the President's Council, the HUB Board of Control, the ASWC Finance Committee and the Administration Office Coordinator of Campus Visitation.

Whitworth must strongly affirm its Christian principles, not compromising them in the guise of a "liberal" Christian school. Social action must be fully supported with better access provided between them and students. Forum, if students are asked to fund half of this program, should significantly be used to challenge as well as affirm our beliefs, with students allowed organized input for their suggestions.

Finally, the President's Council should establish and use written guidelines for responsible and consistent spending of ASWC funds—the student fees.

With these broad quality experiences, I offer quality initiative to these objectives, and the responsible leadership required to represent this diverse, yet whole, student body to each other, the administration, and the Spokane community.
John Perkins, Candidate, Executive Vice-President

1980 holds the promise of being a year of decisive change for Whitworth. The college will be entering this energetic decade with a new president, and I as a student am profoundly interested in the direction that Whitworth will be heading. This period in Whitworth’s growth promises to be one of great vigor and innovation as the student body and faculty will work to consolidate and utilize their extraordinary potential to make Whitworth College an even more dynamic and influential institution.

The essential ingredient in meeting this challenge is communication. Communication, between the student body, faculty, and administration to effectively promote and apply ideas that are vital to the growth of Whitworth College.

This important office needs a concerned person of insight and ability. I have had extensive experience outside of college organizing and attaining goals in committee work, which included correlating and distributing pertinent information through the proper channels. Therefore, I feel confident and proud to say that I am the right candidate to fill the position of Executive Vice President. Assert YOUR voice with a Perkins choice. Thank you.

Joyce Brown, Candidate, Executive Vice-President

I’m Joyce Brown. I’m a sophomore English/Education major. Last year I was on the staff of the Whitworthian; through this experience I became interested in student government. This year I’ve served as dorm president of Washington and have been an active member of President’s Council. I’m also currently involved in a New Student Orientation committee.

I am concerned about Whitworth, open to suggestions from other students and willing to work at serving the student body. That is why I want to be Executive Vice-President. I’d be working closely with the Councils and Committees. I’d strive to better inform the community of what the councils and committees are and how they can become involved. I’d also like to encourage MORE student involvement in these positions.

Tim N. Cheek, Candidate, Financial Vice-President

A new college president will bring many opportunities to the Whitworth community to reaffirm familiar goals and affirm new ones. The choices confronting Whitworth, though, will not be based on politics as much as they will be determined by economic realities. Nationally, small private colleges like Whitworth are facing budget cuts, and increasingly, it will become necessary for Whitworth to reassess its programs from a more financial perspective. I am a junior with an economics major and an A/C in environmental studies. Innovative alternatives are possible in our ASWC programs and college programs which rely on ASWC funding. With my background in accounting and economic analysis I believe I am best qualified to research the costs and benefits of ASWC funded programs to assure our monies are spent wisely.

Meet the ASWC candidates in person, tonight in the 1118 Blue Lounge at 7:30 p.m. There will be an open session to get to know the candidate of your choice.

Paul Martin, Candidate, Executive Vice-President

Hello, my name is Paul Martin and I am running for the position of Executive Vice-President. Next year I will be a senior in the process of finishing up my two majors--music and business.

I am excited about having the opportunity to run for the office of Executive Vice-President. This year I have been active on the Student Affairs Committee and from this position I’ve had the chance to get an over-view of the college decision making process and to get a feel for it. I’ve also had the opportunity to make less of friends—hopefully in the right places—and to meet most of the trustees. It is this background, and my personal commitment to the ideas behind Whitworth, that make me feel that I am well qualified to be your Executive Vice-President.

As for campaign promises, I am a little reluctant to make any that would be especially appealing to you, the voters. My understanding of the office of Executive Vice-President tells me that as vice-president I would not have the power to change all the bad things on the campus that we may not like. If elected I would devote myself to performing the duties of my office. I would like the opportunity to try out some ideas that hopefully would encourage more active and responsible participation of the students and faculty in the various committees on campus. I also would like to make the topics and issues being discussed in these committees more accessible to the campus community. Finally, I would take a special interest in doing whatever I can to make a smooth transition to our new college President and the leadership he will offer.

If the above sounds good to you, when March 4th and 7th come, vote for me, Paul Martin, Executive Vice-President.
March Forums Offer Variety

By Pam Paggett

William Stafford, a poet from Portland, Oregon, read a sampling of his works on Wednesday, February 27, during an evening Forum; the requests for a poet being anecdotal. Considered one of the best poets in the U.S. today, Stafford has won many awards, including the National Book Award. Consultant in poetry for the Library of Congress, Stafford is the author of at least six books including his latest called, "Stories That Could Be True." He has taught at Lewis and Clark College for 30 years.

Subjects for Stafford included passions, waves, society, human nature, family, places, history, and walls. Stafford writes about humans and human conditions. Stafford would read a poem and then talk about how the idea for the poem came about.

Stafford also gave tips on how to write a poem. "Just write your thoughts down," he said, "then surprised at the trajectory they have." Stafford talked about phrasing, about unification that a poem doesn't need to rhyme. "I don't strive for somewhat alike," declared Stafford. Stafford also advised his listeners to "just have faith" when writing poetry and "dodge ridiculous.""[1]

The Forum on March 11 will be a discussion on cults and the cult movement. "We scheduled this because Mel White's Forum was the last popular last fall," Terrell said. The panel will consist of Dr. Bob McKibben, Dr. East, and Frisch. Students will be given a chance to ask questions and there will be an evening discussion.

The ASWC Election Forum, scheduled for March 13, will include a talk about the election, and the candidates for office will give their campaign speeches. "This should stiffen students in voting," commented Terrell.

Don Luce, fresh from events in Iran and Cambodia, will be the last March Forum speaker. Luce cancelled a fall speaking engagement at Whitworth because he was to go to refugee camps in Cambodia. Luce has had a "very intensive involvement" in the Middle East and the Far East, including Vietnam. He is expected to discuss Iran and Cambodia. Terrell said, "Luce will be at Whitworth for at least two days, of which the Forum will be a small part." Terrell also mentioned that students will have a chance to talk with Luce as he will be eating at SAGA and be available on campus to answer questions those two days.

March Forums Offer Variety

Career Life Planning Aids Students

By Mark Meyer

Having trouble deciding on your major or plans for the years after college? Then the Career Life Planning and Placement office is the place to be. Located in Student Development, its major function is to assist students in planning a major or deciding on a career. The office is co-directed by Bob McKibben and Earnest Lawrence.

Mr. McKibben said, "Basically, we serve the student in their career planning process, which involves helping the student assess their individual skills, values, interests, and aptitudes. We do this in hopes that they'll utilize their unique strengths in pursuit of their college major and ultimately their career decisions. We attempt," said Mr. McKibben, "to work with the faculty, faculty advisors, to assist students who are having difficulty finding clarity with the career possibilities."[2]

One of the major methods of aiding a student in his career plans is through interest tests, which then help the student determine their primary areas of interest and focus of energy. The tests can be taken anytime according to Mr. McKibben. "Any interested student has to do is contact Cowles in Student Development to arrange for the test to be taken." There is a 10-cent processing charge for the Strong-Cambell Interest Test.

Another way of aiding a student according to Mr. McKibben is, "Help the student understand past and current activities to help them better understand the transferable skills that can be used in the job market."

The Career Life Planning and Placement office also arranges individual appointments with various recruiters who come to the campus, but it is the student's responsibility for watching the Flash and taking advantage of the opportunities.

One of the major ways students are contacted is through Career Days in the HUB, where outside representatives of organizations are present to talk with students about future careers with their various organizations. An estimated 350 students will be helped through this channel according to Mr. McKibben.

Classroom presentations will reach another estimated 50 students per month while another 30 students per month will be helped through personal counseling. The center also plans various workshops to help students when applying for a job, such as workshops for resume writing and job interviews.

News Briefs

Whitworth has the special opportunity to have Dr. Roland H. Van Deventer, 88, a noted author of Eastern Washington University and graduate of Whitman College, Dr. Van Deventer is the distinguished Professor of Chemistry at Yale University School. His area is the Reformation and he is best known for his biography of Martin Luther, called Here I Stand.

Two absurd comedies, The Firebugs, by Max Eikh, and A Slight Ache, by Harold Pinter, will be presented this month. Auditions on Monday and Tuesday nights, February 18th and 19th. Cast members include Dirk Straus, Tom Hoback, Valerie Romero, Keith Reid, Thom Lamb, Paul Hagaood, and Peter Janus. The plays, directed by Nancy Sisko and Amy Brown, are performed April 10, 11, and 12 in Cowles Auditorium. There will be no admission charge.
Facing the music is hard sometimes
by Doug McClear

Rock Music: Does it have a place in the church? Many people today would answer "no," and though it is not as evident on this campus, the controversy over rock music in the church is right up there with the issue of homosexuality. However, it is an unspoken issue and not something discussed in the Presbyterian's and church councils of the nation. It is reflected in the attitudes of many Christians. People will say that secular music is sinful and the beat and lyrics are the corrupting factor.

Many churches even discourage dancing. It is that beat in music that makes us want to dance. The church even has a hard time dealing with Christian rock. It's felt that Christian rock is lowering our standards to those of the world. Why can't we see it as raising our standards to our level?

The music of the time has been looked down on by the church for a long time. When the waltz was first introduced it was considered barbaric by the church, which was accustomed to a much more refined music, the Minuet. Years later, jazz became the cause of horridous moral lapses; women were reported to leap onto tables and tear off their clothes, screaming in ecstasy while the original Dixieland Band played. Forty years later it was Elvis. Rock and roll and all it is evil was being born. Elvis would strut, grind, and thrust with a power not seen before, and all over the country he was declared filthy and disgusting. We grew to accept him in time, and millions mourned his death at the end of the King when he passed away. Rock and roll, however, still carries negative connotations. Just over two years ago, a band I was at, which played a combination of Christian and secular music, was asked not to play in the church because rock music did not belong there.

It's true that there are some bands that may not be good for us. The best judge of music is it's message. Every song and band has a message, some constructive and some corrosive. It is our responsibility to decide what is most important to fill our minds with. As a Christian rock, more power to it. It is a fantastic way to reach people who wouldn't touch a hymnbook if you gave them a chore concert.

One should censor music carefully. Sometimes what seems to be good can have an evil face, and what seems to be ugly may be because it reveals that side in each of us that is ugly. Occasionally we need to face the facts we choose to ignore.

Religion gets guff at WWU

BELLINGHAM, WA (CRS) - Campus religious leaders at Western Washington State University here are counting on a court ruling, due in late 1973, to help them get their activities back into university facilities to worship.

The religious groups haven't been allowed to use campus rooms and halls for the last two years. The state attorney general originally denied use of the facilities to the groups in 1971. The university later modified the denial, limiting the use of facilities "for worship, exercise, or instruction."

Some of the group leaders fear WWU's policy, if allowed to stand, would finally spread and inhibit the campus activities of religious groups nationwide.

The policy allows the groups to use campus facilities for anything but "worship, exercise, or instruction." But even if the activities are not religious, the groups must pay rent for the facilities, and can only use them twice each quarter.

Religious groups are the only ones on campus that must pay for the facilities.

"For no less than eight years, all student organizations and access to facilities," grouses Brady Bobbink, director of the University Christian Ministry. "Now, with the new policy, two men determine what is religious activity and what is not."

These two men are Student Activities Director Jack Smith and Kevin Najat, an activities advisor. In effect, they must decide if the groups' planned activities are religious in nature.

But Bobbink, who agrees that "separation needs to be maintained," wishes it kept to "case-by-case basis."
The policy covering religious groups, he contends, violates the constitutional rights to religious freedom of approximately 1000 students who belong to the groups.

So far, Bobbink says, "the university has refused to see this as a constitutional issue, even though the groups have given general, reasonable compromises."

For the moment, many of Western's religious groups are meeting off campus and in dorm lounges, Bobbink reports they are being voted out of there.

"The university should be open," he declares. "Our groups will continue to exist, but I am concerned about the universities' freedom to exist."

PAC offers arena for issues

Kcer Harris

Their own positions. Best urged that it is not as important which stand people take, as long as they take a stand.

PAC's chief effort last Fall was to protest the military recruiters' booths in the HUB foyer. PAC has, and will continue to, set up an information table opposite the recruiters' booth, each time one visits campus, to "provide the alternative of peace."

This semester, in addition to raising interest in the draft issue, PAC hopes to deal with economic conversion (from a wasteful to a more time economy), disarmament, and revolution. Every Thursday at 3:30 PAC will sponsor an event in the chapel.

This Thursday will be a full debate on the draft between Kent Berry, executive director of the Spokane Peace and Justice Center, and someone special for the draft. The following work - Provost Duncan Ferguson and another faculty or staff person will lead a discussion on war and the New Testament.

Other tentative speakers are the woman who planned the recent nuclear submarine protest at the Trident Site, Father Louis Leydenburger, who's right now serving a jail term for civil disobedience, Cokie Dreyer and Linda Weis- taner. PAC has also ordered a movie, "World Without Killers," and a slide show on disarmament from the side Presbyterian Church in New York. Another meeting will be devoted to writing letters to government officials urging disarmament.

One of the final events of the term will be a concert on economic conversion, in Seattle, during the week before finals.

Professors Fenston Duwell and Dale Bruner calmly argued the draft question, then opened the floor for discussion among the 200 students and faculty members who attended the Peace Action Coalition's draft debate February 21 in the chapel.

The debate, which lasted an hour, is one of the first of a series of spring events planned by the Peace Action Coalition (PAC). Co-leader Brian Manip was surprised by the number of people who came to the debate. "Now that we know there is an interest, we can tap that interest."

Liz Calmin, who has led the group with Best since its formation last October, describes PAC's purpose as "educating ourselves" as well as other Whiomen and the campus on peace-related issues, so that they will all become well enough informed to form"
Outstanding!

Worldwide Opportunities: A New Trend

Worldwide opportunities abound for today’s secretaries. Beverly Humble, President of the National Secretaries Association, predicts that top grade executive secretaries will be earning $24,000 to $30,000 annually by 1983. Among careers within the United States where job growth is expected to be the largest by 1985, SECRETARIES lead all careers at 875,000. Outstanding opportunities are abundant with local, state and federal governmental offices as well as national and international private companies. Parker-Newman France? If you answered YES...you could be halfway on your way to Paris, France, with the Foreign Service. And if Paris isn’t exciting enough...consider the outstanding compensation which accompanies this foreign service secretarial position: $19,393. By combining your language and academic skills with secretarial training and skills, you could join other Foreign Service Secretaries Class 9 in Paris with base pay and allowances exceeding $19,000. Hilda Epworth’s Spanish and French speaking secretaries (FSS 9) are receiving as much as $21,113 annually in Carsas, Venezuela! While the Caribbean is only a vacation fantasy for most, this beautiful, sunny steel-drum atmosphere could surround you in your new position with the Foreign Service.

To work as a Foreign Service secretary in any of approximately 250 foreign cities is a challenging and exciting experience. Foreign Service secretaries’ duties vary greatly with the size of the post and the number of persons assigned to it. For example, at a small post, secretaries are called on to encode and decode messages; or to work with visiting Congressional leaders. With experience in the Foreign Service, future assignments for the exceptional secretary may mean the “Frost Office” as secretary to the Ambassador. The Department of State offers outstanding career opportunities for secretaries who wish to reside within the continental United States. Occasionally your duties may include greeting visiting foreign Ambassadors and other dignitaries. You may be one of the secretaries selected to staff an international conference in a foreign capital or the U.S. Mission to the United Nations in New York during the General Assembly. Exposure to the world of diplomacy is both exciting and personally rewarding.

According to U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT the United States government has three times as many civilian positions as American Telephone and Telegraph... the Nation’s No. 1 private employer! And at the top of the government positions is the category “Secretaries” (349,522 positions).

-Federal health benefit program and medical care overseas.

Extra pay for new employees with foreign language ability who can pass qualifying tests; available to Foreign Service Staff Classes 8, 9, 10.

-Annual leave - beginning with 13 weeks a year; 20 days per year after three years; and 26 days after 15 years of service.

-Sick leave - 13 work days per year to be used as needed.

-Home leave between foreign assignments - normally six weeks in the United States, plus travel time.

-Travel expenses - from home to Washington, D.C. to foreign post and return.

-Housing allowance or free Government housing (not taxable) for overseas assignments.

-Cost of living allowance where appropriate for overseas assignments (not taxable). Executives are finding that qualified secretaries are critically needed, but in short supply. According to DUN’s REVIEW, a recent estimate indicates that because of better offers, secretaries change jobs every 18 months.

To combat this secretarial mobility, executives are offering higher salaries... (increases of more than 10 percent a year for the past few years, with no end in sight); training programs such as the Management Development Program at United Airlines; tuition reimbursement; and advancement opportunities.

Competing with the Foreign Service for the skills of these outstanding secretaries are internationally based firms such as Braniff International Airlines, United Press International, IBM, Exxon, Levi Strauss, Boeing International, Revlon, Eastman Kodak International, International Telephone and Telegraph, Seiko International, Holiday Inns Worldwide, Mitsubishi, Coca-Cola, Transworld Airlines, General Motors and Delta Airlines.

While tremendous opportunities await the executive secretary in overseas assignments, today’s secretaries have discovered outstanding opportunities right here in the great Northwest. For example, the average monthly salary in Seattle for executive secretaries is $1,956 per month. The average salary nationally for executive secretaries, reports the National Secretaries Association, is $1,962 a year, and top secretaries working for highly paid executives command as much as $30,000 to $35,000. One California savings and loan association has chosen half its department heads and branch managers from women who began working as secretaries, and the Bank of America encourages its secretaries to enroll in a career-counseling program to earn promotion.

Sue Mangum is a top Hollywood agent; Elaine Coster, a leading publisher; Edna Wong, Real Estate Properties Manager for the Sheraton Hotels in the Pacific; Linda Neher, Account Executive for the fourth largest advertising agency in the world; Karen Carnes, President of the TELUS—Pacific, CA. What do they all have in common? They all started their careers as secretaries.

To receive specific career information for today’s secretarial training and opportunities, you may write Ms. Carol Mobley (Executive Producer of V.I.P. 1...TODAY’S SECRETARIES), 3309 NE 78th Street, Vancouver, WA 98665.

More Jobs For 1980 Grads

EAST LANSING, MI (CP)- Despite economists’ fear of a deep and long-lasting recession, the 1980 college graduate stands a one-to-two percent better chance of getting a job than 1979 grads, according to a new Michigan State University survey of last year’s employers. Students with bachelor’s degrees are going to be more actively recruited than those with master’s and doctoral degrees, the survey also found.

Shingleton’s study was a survey of 471 employers across the country. The results convinced him that the heaviest recruiting will be in accounting, aerospace, electronics, retailing, the military, and the oil industry.

Most employers, though, said they were more interested in recruiting students with bachelor degrees than those with associate, masters or doctoral degrees.

Shingleton also discovered beginning salaries will be up seven-to-eight percent over last year. Thirty-four percent of the employers surveyed said starting salaries they offer are negotiated during the hiring process, while the remaining two-thirds of the employers set standards before applicants walk through the door.

Even education degrees, until recently considered exceptions in the unemployment line, are more available in the job market, the survey found. For math, science, industrial arts and vocational teachers, the education requirement is especially strong.

The Michigan State study confirmed that relocation is a major factor in hiring decisions. Most companies said convincing graduates to move is their most difficult recruitment problem. The majority of job opportunities this year seem to be in the south-central, south-central and south-south regions of the country.
Presidential Candidate Declines Offer: Back To The Drawing Board

By Laura Hutchison

The Presidential Search Committee, Faculty and students of Whitworth College were confronted with an unexpected change of plans last week when the primary candidate for president suddenly withdrew from the candidacy.

Dick Leon, chairman of the Search Committee, said that the candidate's final decision to withdraw was a significant reversal of the intentions that he had declared. Leon said, "We had every indication and expectation that we had a finalist to take the position. His decision was a great surprise to all of us." As to why the candidate withdrew, Leon commented, "Nothing important has been put into this position, it is good news, in that the right person has not been found yet." Leon said, "We have lost time, but we haven't lost hope," and that this turn of events must have been for the better.

Since the primary candidate has withdrawn and the second place candidate accepted a position at another school, the Presidential Search Committee is faced with possibly months more work, being that the entire selection process must begin again. Leon commented that the committee is now in a position to broaden its search. They may go back to other candidates who were not considered as seriously in the past, and they are also considering reopening positions in order to get a new set of names. There is a total of about 120 original applicants, and Leon said, "Some of those are worth review and reconsideration."

Leon also said, "The committee has already agreed that we will act with the same kind of thoroughness, but with much more haste." The committee, having gained valuable experience during past months, hopes to move more quickly to interviews with the candidates that feel would be potentially good.

How soon will a new president be chosen? Because of the committee's belief that a new president would be announced this week, no strict pool of names to refer to was kept. When the search was declined, Leon believed that it is conceivable that he may find someone to pursue rapidly through the spring and possibly into the summer. The two target dates for hiring a new president are either next fall or January.

1980 Census Comes To Whitworth

A Pennsylvania newspaper once told of a census taker's interview with an elderly woman who lived in the mountains and knew nothing about the census.

"Every ten years," the census taker explained, "the government tries to find out how many people there are in the United States."

"Lordy honey," the woman replied, "I sure don't know."

Neither would anyone else without a systematic count of population, or a census.

The Constitution of the United States requires a census every ten years, but the census was an American invention. Civilized nations have been counting their people for centuries. In ancient Egypt, people had to list their names, addresses, occupation—even their scars—every fourteen years. One Roman ruler decreed that anyone who didn't answer the census was liable to forfeit all possessions, be whipped, and sold into slavery. Today at least 125 nations around the world conduct censuses.

On April 1, the 20th Decennial Census of Population and Housing will be conducted throughout the United States. Whitworth resident students, resident staff members and resident student family members will also be effected, as the Census Bureau is committed to obtaining an accurate count of individuals living on the campus.

Census Report Forms will be delivered through the campus mail. Most students will receive an "Individual Census Report Form" to complete, which is a short 32 item form. A random sample of students will receive long form questionnaires. Each form is a student receives, it is vital that she or he complete it and return it to the campus post office. Failure to return the form will result in a follow-up contact by a Census Bureau enumerator.

If you have questions regarding the Census you may obtain further information through the Student Development Center where there are booklets describing the purposes of the census. Should you have any complaints or questions about the actions of the Census Bureau enumerator, please contact Bill Peterson in the Student Development Center, by calling extension 272.

F.C.A. Opportunity For Fellowship

By Sara Nilson

Fellowship of Christian Athletes, under the direction of Skip Pritchard and several concerned students, offers a unique opportunity for athletes and nonathletes alike to gather under a common bond—their Christian commitment.

F.C.A. has found itself making dreams and goals for the rest of the semester and also for next fall. These include a commitment to meet once a week for fellowship, prayer and sharing, a special event or speaker once a month which could be open to the Spokane community, and a social outreach into the community churches and schools. First on the agenda is getting two persons willing to take a week off this summer to attend a summer conference.

F.C.A. has something to offer that is valuable to anyone seeking Christian fellowship. Perhaps that is why it is open to everyone. Meetings are at 7 p.m. every Thursday evening in the Chapel. If you have any questions, contact Skip Pritchard in the Chaplin's office.
'No war' voice challenged

To the Editor of the Whitworthian

First, an open-eyed, realistic look at the system of the United States of America will tell the viewer that there is no way that the politicians, generals, and executives of this country will rally to the physical defense of our nation...period. Anyone who is still ignorant of this fact is playing the role of the perennial ostrich, with its head in the sand. To write plans criticizing others at the same time that one is making plans to blow one's own horn. Ironically, I have heard neither Brian nor Carl Mazey, original speaker of February 14, 1985, produce a workable solution for the betterment of the system. Mazey's argument is that we should not go until President Carter comes along with us. He is an amusing one, and it certainly did get roars of applause from the audience—but that's all it did. He could make that speech every day for five years (9,826 times) and I would bet that the president would continue to sit in his padded chair in the Oval Office and make the decisions that affect all of our lives. I don't condone it, but until we have a workable plan of which to sell to the American people, I'll choose to save my breath. I would urge Brian and Mazey to do the same.

Must I state it again to make my point clearer? The system will not change until people like Brian quit talking in ideals and find the hard solutions. I dare say that this is why the peace movement has evolved to political isolationist man—his backbone (and his credibility) was lost when he continued to criticize the present system and promised utopia, but all he could deliver was more of the same ole crap. The ideals are necessary for direction and hope, but more is needed to change the way things operate. That is the simple, unattractive but challenging fact.

Second, Brian said something to the effect that the youth of this country shouldn't have to suffer for the mistakes of those who came before. I disagree. A short-sightedness of this position. Never do you hear these people complain of the comfortable standard of living, freedom of expression, or individualism in the lives of their fathers or grandfather. They have sacrificed themselves on our behalf. It is not simply a matter of "the youth not knowing the truth" but the glory and triumphs have been also. Neither Brian nor I can sit and type out our opinions, we have not some courageous and soulless self-sacrifice, his happiness for the well-being of the whole. This is not patriotic nonsense, it is the truth. Until we remember "come," we shall call our accusations and find out exactly who our fathers were, and what they did for us.

Finally, I would like to challenge the "no war" position, though not from my own perspective (I abhor war), but through examining the perspective of the Soviets. The US should not cast about for humanitarians inclining to pacifism. At a fact, if I would suppose they rather like them, for they make the attainment of their goal all that much easier. The goal of communism is world domination. Please don't believe my world view is under some how, I have been taught, or misled. They will stop at nothing to reach that goal. They don't care how many lives are tossed for the cause, all along as that cause survives. It is far too easy to manipulate such a country mentality, but that is the course of the Soviet Union. My question is this, if we don't destroy them, who will? I do not condone the foolish games the two superpowers play to not go to war, until presidents perhaps they should be stopped. That is another question entirely. But the fact remains that we are the hurdle that the Soviets must jump. They do not care for the voice of foreign. If we take our high-minded ideals to the Kremlin and treat them there, not only would they laugh in our faces, but he might spit in them as well.

War is an abomination to everything that Jesus Christ and humanity stands for, and He is the man that my heart most respects. But Jesus is not for me, the acceptable one. This is not a rallying cry for you to latch on to your bayonets. It is just an attempt to open sleeping eyes. Our Sleeping Beauty's rest won't be snatched, with a kiss—burr the blunt end of a sledgehammer.

Greg Strom
Campus Mail, Box 525

1985'ers thanked

On Friday, February 29, a Simulation Dinner on world hunger was held in the Nutrition 1985 dining room. The dining room was set up in four sections, each representing a part of the world. The five places chosen were Asia, Africa, North America, South America, and Europe. The division of the room represented land mass for that area of the world. The tables made available in each section represented housing. The chairs represented per capita income and standard of living. The menus were decided upon according to that area's culture and problems. Black peas "had some resources that could be used for trading or bartering and these were chosen according to that continent's gross national product. As participants entered the dining room, they drew a color tab at random. They then were seated at the area of the room with the corresponding color and met their representative. All trading was through the representatives. The 1985 coordinator, acting as the United Nation's representative, demonstrated the unfairness of food distribution in the world by curtailing huge loaf of bread sections and giving one portion to a representative of each continent. The participants then selected wisely a representative from Europe and refused to let her go until they got some food! By the time the simulation ended, everyone seemed to agree that food distribution should be more consistent with human needs.

I feel that all of us had increased our awareness level of food problems and hopefully our determination to work towards solving them.

Thank you students for all the hard work you did to make this demonstration possible.

Christie Bryant
1985 Coordinator

Student ired by crowd

The world is in trouble. The audience and the movie Saturday night leaves no doubt in my mind. Why did people cheer when the Americans killed the Vietnamese? Did you think it was the "good guys" paying the "bad guys" their due? Was it the whites killing the yellows? Why didn't you cheer when Nic died? Or when Stevie fell from the helicopter back into the river? Both the Americans and the Vietnamese were--are--killed. In the film of the bombing of Cambodia, of deforestation, napalm. B-52's. Each is just as bad as the other.

The Deerhunter portrayed the effects of war on the lives of three soldiers and their friends. That war, the war of Tens of thousands of US soldiers were killed in Vietnam. Multiply The Deerhunter by tens of thousands. Our soldiers have not given us an indication of what the last war our nation fought did to people in the U. S. Don't you think that you've got the amount of suffering the caused in the world.

And you cheered the deaths of the Viet Cong.

Will you cheer when the enemy is killed in the next war? Will you like it when the enemy cheers when you or your best friend is killed?

"God bless America, land that I love. Stand beside her, and guide her, through the night with the light from above..." It is night time now in the world. Changes are the next war won't be as nice as the last. The US government has such much, that there is better than a 50 per cent chance of a nuclear war in the next 40 years. Billy Graham thinks nuclear war is inevitable. Presidential candidate George Bush has said that the US should have the MX missile. There is no excuse. As a nation we have still not had an indication of what the last war our nation fought did to people in the U. S. Don't you think that you've got the amount of suffering the caused in the world.

And you cheered the deaths of the Viet Cong.

Will you cheer when the enemy is killed in the next war? Will you like it when the enemy cheers when you or your best friend is killed?

"God bless America, land that I love. Stand beside her, and guide her, through the night with the light from above..." It is night time now in the world. Changes are the next war won't be as nice as the last. The US government has such much, that there is better than a 50 per cent chance of a nuclear war in the next 40 years. Billy Graham thinks nuclear war is inevitable. Presidential candidate George Bush has said that the US should have the MX missile. There is no excuse. As a nation we have still not had an indication of what the last war our nation fought did to people in the U. S. Don't you think that you've got the amount of suffering the caused in the world.

And you cheered the deaths of the Viet Cong.
**EDITORIAL**


"It’s Neo-traditionalism," Ophelia declared, finishing her sixth cup of coffee. We were at Denny’s celebrating her one-flush anniversary since finishing psycho-therapy. She was wearing a slinky Kelly-green dress with high heeled sandals, and a jeweled necklace from her ears, neck and wrists. She blinked her false eyelashes slowly for emphasis, and continued: “The old college fads just can’t compete with it. Remember the ballroom dances? ‘The B&J Rally’? It all seems so silly now.”

She was in the process of explaining why she had switched her major from pre-law to bookkeeping. “It means I won’t have to read anymore. Executive secretaries make great money, and I can use coffee breaks for manicuring my nails instead of looking up court precedents.”

She confessed it was her return to Whitworth that inspired her change in outlook. Knowing Whitworth’s futuristic orientation, she said she had no trends must be significant.

"Like what?" I asked.

"Like not nominating more than one woman for student body offices on a campus whose ratio of women to men is two to one. I think women are finally realizing that it’s a lot more fun to be submissive than to take on leadership roles!" She shot back. "Have you noticed the complete lack of men in critical positions at Whitworth? It’s because women have n&%#d all the jobs. And you know why there are only a handful of women on the faculty and two or three in administrative positions? Women realize it’s more trouble than it’s worth to try to fight men’s egos by becoming leaders. Do you have any idea how easy it is to get dates if you just play dumb and sexy?"

"But," I stammered, "Don’t you ever feel like a cow at an auction? Especially at Whitworth dances."

"Oh no, it’s a challenge. Looking good is a real art." She ran a hand through her Sassoon-styled hair. My mind flashed to bikini-clad singers and detection show starters, hanging in Carlson dorm rooms. Could they be viewed, not as nerds, but as paragons of virtue? Role models?

"But don’t you get sick of being talked down to?" I asked. "What about your personal integrity?"

"You worry too much about things like that," scolded Ophelia. "You know, it doesn’t even bother me when the guys ‘men’ and the women ‘girls’. It makes me feel kind of unresponsible and free."

Free, I guess you could look at it that way. With this thought mulling in my mind, Ophelia left me. Her boyfriend, Luke, had come to pick her up for a date. He was going to treat her to dinner at MacDonald’s, and a James Bond triple feature.

---

**Hose those burning bras**

---

**Student Forum**

**How isolated are we?**

Do you feel the term “Behind the Pinecone Curtain” accurately describes the Whitworth experience?

"Well, in some ways it does and in some ways it doesn’t. I think Whitworth tries to be on top of all sorts of issues, for instance 1985 is a place where people can learn about the world situation as it relates to hunger. There are also other groups like the Peace Action Coalition. However, the way the campus is located here, I sometimes feel isolated." - Ingrid Anderson

"I think to some extent it would be like that at any school. Here I think we are more secluded because it is a smaller community and out of town. I personally don’t get much contact with the ‘outside world.’ I definitely think that Whitworth needs more activities on campus.” - Joyce Wellington

"In a way, because it seems we’re safe here. It’s a community all in itself. Sometimes we get caught up only in our studies and forget to partake in the ‘outside world’ which we should actively participate in. It’s not the individual. The college provides means to go beyond the Pinecone Curtain. There are programs for that and the education you’re getting also provides a way.” - Therese Mengert

**Sorority that...**

In the March 3 issue of the Whitworthian, the "Mom" Hendricks story was ambiguous in that it may have led some to believe that the scholarship would be available next year. Actually, it will be the following year before the funds will be available.

The candidates pictures are the same as last issue. This is because the film that the new pictures were on became exposed.
Vigil Highlights Season

by Jeri Hansen

Easter is an active season at Whitworth, both this year and in the past. Over 300 participants will join in Whitworth's Easter Vigil, according to Chaplain Ron White. "Walking Through Holy Week, the Vigil service is the most Protestant and activity begins in the Sealey G. Mudd Chapel, April 5, at 7 p.m.

Even though this tradition dates back to the early Church, most Protestants are not familiar with this observance, which is more frequently found in the Catholic or Orthodox churches.

According to White, the highlight of Holy Week activities will be this Easter Vigil itself. Participation is the emphasis of this program last year. This year, the people will process to different areas of the campus with titles like "Vigil Candle," and stations entitled Creation, Seder Meal, Easter, Crucifixion, and New Covenant.

White explained that nearly 75 people are actively interested in planning this year's Vigil. "The different stages will approach the context of all God has done, from creation to present day.

This service will be less liturgical and formal than Orthodox counterparts, White said, and the cumulative effect is a drameic one. He suggested individuals attend the entire Vigil even though everyone is welcome to join at any stage.

One other theme of this activity is "Light in the Midst of Darkness and each participant will carry a candle, to be extinguished at the Exile and Crucifixion stages. We refer to Christ as the "Light of the world," and the church is a place where we are not the light, but we reflect the light of God," White said.

Vigil Coordinator is Tom Hoback, who has returned as a student to complete his studies at Whitworth. For more than a year, Hoback participated in "The Lamb's Players" including their Forum at Whitworth last fall. "He brings to the task experience in Dramatic Arts and is especially suited for the job," White said.

Starting the Vigil at Whitworth in 1975, White was first introduced to the practice at Princeton Theological Seminary. He says Gonzaga University also holds an Easter Vigil program.

"Easter is the appropriate time to look again at our faith and renew our commitment," White commented. He explained that at one point Easter Vigil participants will reaffirm their baptismal vows. In the early church, converts were baptized and accepted as members of the church.

The first introduction to Whitworth was last year brought Jan's attention to the Orient. Life in Hong Kong was not easy to define, says Mary. "I tried to get myself as well-informed as possible about the different things that were going on, such as the living conditions of the Vietnamese people, the economic situations, international affairs that might affect the status of Hong Kong Churches and denominations, and the faith of the people.

Mary spent eight weeks working in the Vietnamese refugee camps teaching English and directed the Vietnamese Choir in the Baptist Church. "If I am going to stay in Hong Kong, I want to initiate a program to get more involved in the society and to make the best use of the resources available," says Mary.

The Spring Forum presented by the Asian Tour group last year brought Jan's attention to the Orient.

Life in Hong Kong was pretty hectic for her. She had to get up early in the morning and line up for buses. However, she enjoyed waiting there where she could see many little episodes of life and activities going on.

Jan worked in the Vietnamese refugee camps for four weeks teaching English and playing with the children there. Life at Baptist College was rather promising for Jan and she believed through this program "I learned to be a student." She said the pressures had caused the students to work harder and to help each other out. She described the students as really helpful and friendly.

I learned a lot more about myself, I discovered areas that I needed to improve or change. For example, to be more sensitive to other people's needs and more aware of the different, perspectives the Occidentals and the Orientals have. I think one should take advantage of the opportunity one has to see what the other offers. There is always more than one aspect of life," says Jan."

When as a senior she learned from Dr. Pat MacDonald about the Exchange Program, Lori decided she would go and do something different.

She described life in Hong Kong as intensive and interesting all the time. The students were so much more relaxed and energetic outside the classroom. However, she couldn't help but feel that they were the same inactive group as in class. Personally, Lori liked the Whitworth style better.

Now when Lori comes back and looks at her life she has a different set of values. She sees herself to have grown, she changed in many ways, she learned a lot about life and faith.

Joe played for the college basketball team, and worked in the Vietnamese refugee camps. Hiking to the nearby small islands away from the city crowds and taking pictures were a couple of his favorite things to do there.

"I observed the people, their customs, and culture. Being with the people made me feel that I am part of them, I sure would like to go back. It was a valuable experience to have. "

One must be open and ready to accept new things as they come up, be it good or bad. One must keep on mind that living anywhere is nothing like living here for a week or so. It is a real challenge!"

Hong Kong Exchange Proves Valuable

by Ida Wu

They hear about the Orient, but few things about Hong Kong, at least, not about the place. So Cheryl Henderson, Mary Nonas, Jan Yoder, Lori Kolbe, and Joe Zingarelli got involved with the Exchange Program to Hong Kong, where they spent half a year traveling a variety of places.

Working in the Off-Campus Studies Office, Cheryl was the first one who knew about the Exchange Program. Since she always wanted to go to the Orient, this became a perfect opportunity for her.

The first impression of the place to Cheryl was hot, humid, crowded, and noisy. She just wanted to go home! However, after her stay in Hong Kong, she believed that frustrations and hard times had brought her to a better understanding of life and herself.

"For me, when I was not in school, I tried to explore into different places to meet people. Cheryl said.

Cheryl believed she learned a lot through frustrations and living in Hong Kong. She enabled her to see more of the pros and cons of the oriental culture.

"You never know what it's like to be in another culture until you were there," says Cheryl.

For Mary it was a chance to be out of Whitworth for a while; to rely on her own, to see the different perceptions of life and to adapt to a different environment of living.

Hong Kong was a place not easy to define," says Mary. "I tried to get myself as well-informed as possible about the different things that were going on, such as the living conditions of the Vietnamese people, the economic situations, international affairs that might affect the status of Hong Kong Churches and denominations, and the faith of the people."

Mary spent eight weeks working in the Vietnamese refugee camps teaching English and directed the Vietnamese Choir in the Baptist Church. "If I am going to stay in Hong Kong, I want to initiate a program to get more involved in the society and to make the best use of the resources available," says Mary.

The Spring Forum presented by the Asian Tour group last year brought Jan's attention to the Orient.

Life in Hong Kong was pretty hectic for her. She had to get up early in the morning and line up for buses. However, she enjoyed waiting there where she could see many little episodes of life and activities going on.

Jan worked in the Vietnamese refugee camps for four weeks teaching English and playing with the children there. Life at Baptist College was rather promising for Jan and she believed through this program "I learned to be a student." She said the pressures caused the students to work harder and to help each other out. She described the students as really helpful and friendly.

I learned a lot more about myself, I discovered areas that I needed to improve or change. For example, to be more sensitive to other people's needs and more aware of the different, perspectives the Occidentals and the Orientals have. I think one should take advantage of the opportunity one has to see what the other offers. There is always more than one aspect of life," says Jan."

When as a senior she learned from Dr. Pat MacDonald about the Exchange Program, Lori decided she would go and do something different.

She described life in Hong Kong as intensive and interesting all the time. The students were so much more relaxed and energetic outside the classroom. However, she couldn't help but feel that they were the same inactive group as in class. Personally, Lori liked the Whitworth style better.

Now when Lori comes back and looks at her life she has a different set of values. She sees herself to have grown, she changed in many ways, she learned a lot about life and faith.

Joe admitted frankly that Hong Kong would not be in his traveling agenda had it not been for this Exchange Program. He found Hong Kong to be hot, humid, crowded, and noisy, but he didn't feel let down because he had to compromise to the living environment. There were a lot of things that interested him.

"I observed the people, their customs, and culture. Being with the people made me feel that I am part of them, I sure would like to go back. It was a valuable experience to have. "

One must be open and ready to accept new things as they come up, be it good or bad. One must keep in mind that living anywhere is nothing like living here for a week or so. It is a real challenge!"
Japanese Official Attends Whitworth

By Ida Wu

Egawa, with probably not too outstanding a name, surely is an outstanding person. He is a city officer in the Foreign Affairs Section in the City of Kobe, Japan. The duties of the city officers in the Foreign Affairs Section include translation and interpretation. They are also responsible for making arrangements for the foreign visitors who go to Kobe and the city officers who visit the sister cities, interested in different parts of the world. Kobe has five sister cities with whom she has correspondence: Seattle, Washington, Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, Turin in Italy, and Marseille in France and Riga in USSR.

Kobe is the second largest port in the world next to Rotterdam. There are many foreigners living there, with Japanese people, from all over the world every year. The Consulate Egawa requires that the professional staff members meet the individuals who visit the city.

Egawa is sent by Kobe to Whitworth. Here he will try to polish his English proficiency and add to the American way of life, customs, and culture. He has been studying English as a Second Language Marketing, Economics, and English as last year, he has already graduated from Japan several years ago, he is mainly choosing courses that he is interested in and also that might help him in his future work when he gets back to Japan. Actually, Egawa is not the first “officer-student” currently here at Whitworth. Egawa is the fifth person sent over by Kobe.

By the end of the term, Egawa will be leaving for the East Coast, followed by a trip to Europe. He is particularly interested in the social welfare systems in the Scandinavian countries. He will also make some official visits to London and Milan to meet the representatives of Kobe there.

An important event is coming up in Kobe: Kobe Port Island Exposition or the Portopia ’81 (Utopia Port). The Port Island is a man-made island next to Kobe, and it will be completed in 1981. The exposition includes most of the main companies in Japan, and it welcomes participation from foreign countries as well. Egawa will be assigned to work in this exposition as an interpreter.

When asked about what he thinks about life in the United States, Egawa replied that he got quite a bit of out him. He is in Political Science, and he states that things have happened in American Presidential Primary, he is able to view the American way of thinking. For him, it is a good medium to understand the American society. He feels himself involved in the American society through what he has experienced the process of the Primary, and he could even think in terms of a voter.

He is also very impressed by the capability of the American journalists. He loves reading the Bill Monroe Journal, watching the News Report and Dick Cavett. At the same time, he enjoys watching Saturday Night Live and the Muppet Show. He thinks the former are informative while the latter are entertaining.

Living with the host families gives Egawa a rough idea of the Americans’ everyday life and customs, in which he is glad to experience and know.

The most exciting experience for Egawa was definitely the Rose Bowl and the Rose Bowl he went to when he was traveling along the West Coast in January.

Egawa said he really enjoys his stay at Whitworth and the States. Hopefully, he can come back to the U.S. some day and be an interpreter for the Japanese who visit the U.S. or Europe.

Hawaiian Club Plans Luau, Music, Dancing, April 26

Exotic food, enchanting tropical music and alluring Hawaiian dances are all on the agenda for this year’s annual Hawaiian Club Luau planned for April 26.

The Hawaiian Club Luau has been an annual event since 1978. “You can say it is a born again celebration,” commented the club’s president, Pino Silva. He recalled that after several years and luau, the event had worn itself out. The time, funds, and manpower had been exhausted, along with the enthusiasm needed to sponsor such a huge operation. Then in 1978, as the membership and enthusiasm multiplied, the luau was resurrected.

The club has continued its growth since 1978 and currently has almost 70 active members. The membership is up almost 40 percent just since last term. There is not dominant nationality in the club. Ethnic groups such as Portuguese, Irish, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Scottish, Samoan, Polish, English and even Hawaiian all intermix freely within the club.

The fun is for all; everyone should hold hands for our opening prayer and again for the hoirorable “Imahe,” which is the Hawaiian cord for victory, it is “indescribable,” commented Silva.

Pizza Runs, stew dinners, outside shows and the Hawaiian Coffee House have aided the club in obtaining membership. Among the numerous activities which the club has been able to sponsor, there is a Luau with the food prepared by the club members for an anticipated record audience.

Members have already begun weekly dance and music practices which will enhance the entertainment program. The club is striving for a show with a professional appearance. Food preparation begins weeks before the actual luau date. All the food will be prepared by the club members for an anticipated record audience.

The club will be required to pay for all food, flowers, and transportation expenses. The luau will be served for the regular Saturday evening meal in Gravens Gym for those holding Saga meal cards. However, in order to cover expenses all others will be charged. Tickets for a non-Whitworth adult will be $3.50, faculty and off-campus students $4.50, children under twelve $2.50, Senior Citizens $3.50, and children five and under will be free. There will also be a charge of $3.50 for those wishing only to view the show. All other prices include the show. Because of the limitations of Gravens Gym, only a limited number of tickets can be sold. They are presently on sale by the Hawaiian Club members.

“I think I speak for everyone when I say that we feel the club is fulfilling a tradition. In the past, it was felt that you had to be Hawaiian to join the club. We are now only getting away from this ambiguous presumption. We, the Hawaiians, have a culture; one that we wish to share with anyone, of any race. I believe that everyone in the club has a feeling of oneness as we hold hands and experience the Lord and the Hawaiian culture together,” Silva explained.

College Press Service

... AND CHLOE IS WEARING OUR FABULOUS SEALSKIN COAT. THE 26 LUXURIOUS SKINS COME FROM BABY HARPS, CAREFULLY CLUBBED TO DEATH SO THE SKINS ARE UNSPOILED. THEN THESE GORGEOUS SNOW-WHITE FEELS ARE LOVINGLY STRIPPED OFF THE STILL-WARM BODIES WHILE THEIR MOTHERS WATCH...
Energetic Botanist Retires Early

By Richard Viel

Returning early this May after 28 years of service to the college, Nicola J. Gray, professor of biology at Whitworth, has exemplified an energetic and dedicated attitude that is hard to match.

Mrs. Gray attended the University of Washington, receiving a bachelor of science degree in 1952. Out of the 2,000 students she later earned a master of science degree from the University of Washington, specializing in plant physiology and biochemistry.

Before coming to Whitworth, Mrs. Gray spent two years as a biology instructor at Yakima Junior College. Her ambition was to be a missionary, but the Presbyterian church would not take anyone under 24. Then 23, she began thinking about other areas and was asked by the President of the college to come to Whitworth.

Mrs. Gray averaged a student load of 43 hours each week. This load, about twice that of normal, was forced because another science professor left suddenly and Mrs. Gray was left with the added responsibility of teaching those courses. "That was my initiation and I don't know how I didn't leave right then," she commented. She found, however, that the unique Christian atmosphere she found among the faculty. She explains that "we had a great right-kind faculty with a lot of supportive Christian fellowship."

It was during her third year at Whitworth that Mrs. Gray met her husband to be, Journalism Professor Alfred O. Gray. The Christian theme of the college is an important aspect to Mrs. Gray. Speaking of her husband and her church, she comments: "I don't have both been service oriented. Yet, though this faith is important, they have not been too vocal about it. "We don't talk a lot about our Christian faith, but we've attempted to live it out and to be role models to show that Christians can integrate a wide variety of interests in their faith."

If the Grays have not been vocal about their faith, they have been vocal about the values based on their faith. "When we've seen things forming which look to be unfair to an individual or group on campus we've taken a stand," Mrs. Gray reflects.

One such stand was an imbalance in the salary offered to men and women. After a long battle, she was able to have this problem corrected.

Mrs. Rhodes, Associated Professor of Home Economics and Nutrition, feels that Mrs. Gray has definitely been a leader. "I feel she is one of the most respected faculty members on campus," Mrs. Rhodes explains.

Mrs. Rhodes considers Mrs. Gray's most outstanding trait her knowledge of her subject and her ability to get it across to her students." She adds that "From the students I've talked to, she is considered a fantastic teacher who is always fair and extremely good in advising." Living today, a former Whitworth student who now attends classes at the Interlochen Center agrees, "She is considered a fantastic teacher," she says. "I learned more in her classes that in any other classes I've taken."

She made it hard enough so that I had to work to my fullest capacity, yet never so hard that I couldn't handle the load. And, when I did have trouble, I found her very open and responsive to my needs."

During her teaching career, Mrs. Gray developed and taught 36 different courses and served on numerous faculty and administrative committees, but these she feels would be expected of any faculty member. It is the extra voluntary work she has given to the school which she considers additionally rewarding.

Two such projects which have had high impact in the science Department are the development of the Whitworth Greenhouse and the establishment and development of the Herbarium. The Greenhouse contains 200 species of plants from all over the world including a large number of plants from the tropics, deserts, and the Southern Hemisphere. The Herbarium contains 10,000 specimens, 6,500 of which were collected personally by Mrs. Gray from 45 different states and 16 foreign countries. Among these are 200 species of tundra plants from locations north and south of the Arctic Circle in Alaska and Finland and 300 species of fungi. Both of these are used in Botany classes and for research by Mrs. Gray and by other botanists and scientists in the Spokane area.

Not all of Mrs. Gray's service has been directed at Whitworth. She has been highly involved in projects surrounding the Spokane community and the Presbyterian Church. She has been active for many years in Christian education for the First Presbyterian Church of Spokane and also at the Presbytery and Synod levels. She is a member of the Board of Trustees of the Eastern Washington Historical Society. Finally, in the summer of 1981 she plans on visiting her son and daughter-in-law in Wales with her husband.

"Do you ever plan on slowing down?" we asked her.
"No," she laughs. "I can't, ever see myself doing it."

Currently, Mrs. Gray is working on writing a book on mushrooms found in and around the Inland Empire. "I don't know how long this is going to take, but I'm having a good time doing it," she says.

Mrs. Gray has a number of activities planned for her retirement. She will be keeping her office at Whitworth and will continue to work on the Greenhouse and Herbarium. She will be working as a member of the Board of Trustees of the Eastern Washington Historical Society. Finally, in the summer of 1981 she plans on visiting her son and daughter-in-law in Wales with her husband.

Nicolia J. Gray, Professor of Biology at Whitworth, has been the development of Whitworth's Greenhouse and Herbarium.
Mohrland Receives Doctorate

By Pam Paggett

Roger Mohrland, a professor in the religion department at Whitworth, recently received his doctorate from Oxford. Said Mohrland, "Everything is a dissertation." The dissertations must be original and a significant contribution to research. In the U.S., getting a doctorate is somewhat different. Course work, exams, and a dissertation are required at most colleges.

Mohrland decided on Oxford after having been accepted for doctoral studies at Princeton Theological Seminary, Duke, Yale, and Cambridge. For his dissertation topic Mohrland decided to do a comparison of the theologians of Matthew and Paul. As he titled it, "Ethical Interpretation of Matthew and Paul." A Comparative Study of Mohrland spent many months researching, writing, and working on the thesis, and, two years and nine months later, it was finished. His dissertation numbered 400 pages at completion.

The work was not over, however. Mohrland put his dissertation into book form, and prepared for his upcoming oral exam. He was required to go back to England in January to defend his thesis. At that time, he was given an oral exam lasting about one hour and twenty minutes. Mohrland wasbombarded with questions about his dissertation, and he had to answer correctly. On January 25, 1980, Mohrland was told that he had passed, thus earning his degree.

When Mohrland was asked why he decided to get his doctoral degree, he replied, "I decided to get my degree because I want to teach at college. I have to have a doctorate to do so." Would Mohrland encourage students to try for this degree? "Yes," he replied. "If they're up to it." Mohrland would encourage anyone who wants to teach at a college to get this degree.

"You have to take some intense motivation, drive, and frankly, they have to be outstanding." stated Mohrland. Another reason cited was the stiff competition for jobs at colleges and universities.

Are there any more degrees in the offing for Roger Mohrland? "No, ma'am," said Mohrland. He plans to receive more schooling. However, he said he will probably return to Oxford this summer with his wife to assist in teaching as the Oxford University library.

Wayne Evans
A Busy Man

By Mark Meyer

One of the busiest people on campus is Wayne Evans. Among his numerous duties are teaching all courses involved in the sports medicine area, assisting with the first aid classes, and occasionally teaching a series of weight training or wrestling. Evans is also the Whitworth tennis coach and equipment manager. He is also in charge of health and wellness in the Whitworth Medical area.

A typical day begins at 8:00 a.m. and usually last till 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, depending on what sport is in season, the hours can become even longer. For instance, during the fall season the working week usually becomes seven days a week.

Evans is in his second year here at Whitworth after completing a year as a graduate assistant at Penn State University, where he received his Masters Degree in Health Education. Before attending Penn State, he received his Bachelor's Degree at Lock Haven College in Pennsylvania. Evans would like to return to school someday to work on his doctorate.

Although he devotes many hours to his many duties, Evans receives less pay than most members of the faculty.

However, he concedes that, "In this business you don't get paid for all the hours that you put in. There are a lot of intrinsic rewards, and not too many extrinsic ones." Getting an athlete ready to participate, helping him to overcome an injury is one of the most rewarding experiences in the athletic trainer profession. One of the hardest moments according to Evans occurs when he must prevent an athlete from competing and explain to the athlete why he can't let him compete.

One thing about the athletic department at Whitworth is that Mr. Evans noted was the combining of the head trainer and equipment manager positions, both of which are full-time jobs. According to Evans, very few schools combine the two positions, and those that do usually do not have a football program. In his opinion, it would not be worthwhile to have a sports medicine area of concentration if there were no football program. The reason for this, explained Evans, is that football is the only sport where a young trainer to be can gain experience treating various types of injuries.

Evans concluded by saying that the Whitworth athletic department is an excellent place for a young trainer just out of school to come. One of the main reasons for this, he said, is that Evans is the only student who are very helpful. One thing the job has taught him, he said is to be organized, "You have to be with all the duties and responsibilities that you have."
Whitworth: A Trendsetter?

By Pam Paggett

College education has withstood dramatic changes in recent years, and Whitworth is no different. It is one of many colleges, Whitworth has had to adjust its approach to declining enrollments, adults continue their education, and rising costs. These trends have resulted in a number of new programs.

Many small liberal arts colleges are starting continue to grow, because adults are making demands for it. Mrs. Jacob Fish, associate director of continuing studies at Whitworth, gave three reasons, according to the "A girl's guide to adult education," published in 1984, "is a trendsetter for more than 20 years. A senior scholar program has been in place for over 60 years, giving people the opportunity for two fine degrees in the arts. Mrs. Fish describes Whitworth's continuing education program as being the "most progressive and having more opportunity for private college in the Inland Empire." Another program that is growing is the graduate studies program. The College of Liberal Arts' program is similar to other college's programs. The student is treated as a practitioner program than a research program. Whitworth has the same guidance and counseling program in the area of graduate studies. When asked if he thought Whitworth was a trendsetter, Dr. Deane replied, "Yes. Our program is open to all people who are considered model for other college's in the area." All kinds of courses in higher education, and Christian studies are offered to women and have proven successful.

Notable in recent years is the change in college curriculum. The core curriculum has proven popular at many liberal arts colleges. Many students detest being required to take courses they don't want to take, and they don't care about, so some colleges have dropped it. "Whitworth's core program is important because in the past its been adapted to fit the Judeo-Christian tradition," said Dr. Duncan Ferguson, Whitworth's Acting President. "There is more emphasis on religion and philosophy more than in many other core courses across the country."

As is typical of many colleges, Whitworth offers and encourages off-campus and work experience. Internship has proven to be worthwhile in that many students are looking at opportunities to opportunity to see what it's really like in the job world. Many colleges are not as extensive in this program as Whitworth is.

Also unique to Whitworth is its student life. "What is unique in that personal development is stressed rather than one set discipline," commented Dr. Ferguson. "It's a well-rounded curriculum." Ferguson said, "There is a great deal of emphasis in the religious faith. Religion is made available but is not pushed," he stated.

In the future, will trends in liberal arts education change? How much? Ferguson sees adult education and continued studies as being here to stay. "There will be much more emphasis placed on non-degree programs in the future." He also stressed continued democratic education. By that, Ferguson means, "Almost anyone can get into some colleges, there are very few that can't get some kind of higher education, especially with the financial aid that's available now."

College education is in a transition period at this time. Like other colleges, Whitworth is having to deal with the problems of falling enrollment, etc., but there is also progress being made in many areas. As the population drops, another generation, another generation, has a stake in the future for higher education, and a bright and promising future for higher education is predicted.

Absurd Comedies Next Week

By Laura Hutchison

Two one-act Absurd Comedies, directed by Nancy Sisko and Art Krug, will be presented in philosophy by the students in April 11, 12, and 13. The plays, "A Slight Ache" and "The Firebugs," will begin at 8:00 p.m. on Thursday and Friday nights following 7:30 discussion by a humanist scholar who will explain absurd theater. Sunday night the performance will also begin at 8:00 p.m. Admission is free to all Whitworth students and $2.00 for the public.

A Slight Ache, written by Harold Pinter and directed by Art Krug, is a comedy about a man who valiantly tries to ignore the fact that two dangerous anarchists are planning a bomb as a storage room for gasoline. Cast members include Tim Hickey as Sidney, the complacent house owner; Valerie Romero as Beatrice, his wife; Kris Freeman as Anna, the Maidservant; Paul Hagood and Thomas Lamb as Will and Sepp, the anarchists; Perry Landes, Dirk Stratton, and Mark Baird as a choir of singers; and Doug Wunsch as the Policeman.

The Firebugs, written by Max Frisch and directed by Nancy Sisko, is a comedy about the effect of one-act plays on the development of drama as a moral force. Cast members include Sisko as Edmond, Paul Luce as the fireman; Dr. Duncan Ferguson, Whitworth's tradition," to fit Whitworth's idea of the Judeo-Christian philosophy here than emphasising religion and philosophy more than in many other core courses across the country."

There are also an adjunct faculty of practicing accountants, engineers, and marketing people assisting in the business department. They have helped to modernize irrigation methods and provide better health care and research. There may be a graceful way to end the situation without bloodshed.

Takin' Care Of Business

By Ken Norman

The business department at Whitworth is for people who want to be involved in the business world without losing in the shuffle. Combining a good broad program and a competent student body, Whitworth can offer an attractive setup to the business major.

According to Dr. George Weber, he believes that Whitworth's new program is dedicated faculty committed to excellence in their jobs as teachers. Other schools might emphasize profit as being the best thing obtainable in the business world, and have taken them into consideration many ethical and moral issues.

"One thing I won't want my students to get is the impression that I would put profit values over ethical considerations. If I did, I believe I would be failing in my job as a teacher. My number one priority is that authority is God and therefore that pattern of living is reflected through my teaching," Dr. Weber said.

Luce noted for his expertise on the "tigers," some of which had been captured and tamed. "It's not safe to go into the cage of such tigers, but it is possible to find a way to predict their behavior."

Because of his involvement in Viet Nam, Iran, and the Middle East, Luce was approached by many reporters. "Come check out some of the real problems in the world with me," he said. Luce wanted him to expose some of the many problems in Iran as he had done in Cambodia and Viet Nam.

When he arrived in Iran, he could sense the anger and hatred among the people. "We were friendly, but it is not easy to make friends with the Shah... The people were angry because of a lot of mismanagement by the Shah. He spent in excess of five billion dollars on a defense budget in which almost all of it was used against his own people. The rest of it, eleven billion dollars crossed by the Shah was put mostly into his personal funds.

Luce explained that it was his own government that was creating the public ignorance towards the Iranian situation. "The people are more concerned with their own problems, but the ignorance stems from the nationalism of the people who are trying to cope with these problems here.

Luce is pessimistic about the situation in Iran. He says that the U.S. needs to admit the failure in keeping the Shah in power. Then maybe these funds can be used to modernize irrigation methods and provide better health care and research. There may be a graceful way to end the situation without bloodshed.
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Fantasy Game Stirs Controversy

When one first hears about Dungeons and Dragons, one might react with mixed feeling and an overabundance of ignorance concerning the game. However, a group meeting several times in the Hub I have heard several friends talk about their adventures and characters. The most intriguing aspect of the conversation was the actual discussion of the game.

The game itself is highly complex. It's basis comes from mythology, fairy tales, fantasy fiction, and science fiction. This means if you're playing the game you're not surprised to meet Orcs, Dragons, Monkeys, Gnomes, Elves, Death, Dragons, and other assundry creatures. The occupations held by these unique beings are not the average nine to five routine. They tend to be thieves that are aligned with a medieval glass progresses such as Samuris and Knights in high and cleric who is also a fighter, or a magic user/thief who might 'borrow' your gold pieces.

Then there is the Dungeon Master. He is commonly referred to as the D.M. or depending on how much respect you wish to be done during the game. It's quite common to see a D.M. wait patiently for a thief fighter to calm down enough to admit guilt or remind the players to stay organized before they enter the dungeon.

WHIT What kind of characters and how many of them do you have?
Kalita I have five characters; Adrian, a half elf cleric, Yseult, a human cleric, Kun-toe, a dwarf thief, Daniel, an elf magic user/fighter, and Libby, a human cleric/fighter.

WHIT Which character is your favorite Kalita?
Kalita Dagal is the most experienced player/character I have.

WHIT What is Dagal like?
Kalita Dagal is in some ways an extension of myself, but she is also separate from myself. I don't really know her and she doesn't really know me. The only development I have allowed her in the game and through a story I am writing about her. But the Dagal as in the story is a deeper person than the Dagal in the dungeon.

WHIT What is Megan like?
Libby Is she an extension of your personality?
Libby She is basically a set of statistics. She is not really an extension of my personality. I had to learn to like her. She is very violent and I am a pacifist. The only time she and I are together is in the dungeon.

WHIT What to you remember about your first dungeon? Fantasy fiction. And science
Libby The excitement. I was curious and intrigued by all that was happening in the game.

WHIT What do you like least about the game?
Kalita The conflict that arises during the game; when people bring their personal problems and merge them with the character.

WHIT What keeps you coming back to the game?
Libby I come back because of the interaction. The entire group work together. Everyone is involved 100 percent, and when someone doesn't cooperate it's like a chain missing a link. Because of that amount of participation, the concentration is high and I leave the game very drained.

Among these bins and pieces of information is an idea. An idea embodied in a game problem. Are you a dungeon? A fantasy world. It is a vision of community, fantasy, and individuality.

Shakespearean Festival, Group Led By Ebner

By Jonathan Doe

Every year in Ashland, Oregon a world-famous event takes place that several thousand people flock to. There are all kinds of people, or depending on the type of literature, and interested spectators. This year a Whitworth professor will lead a group to this event, the Shakespearean Festival, July 22-27.

Whitworth English Professor, Dr. Dean Ebner, will conduct a study tour for 25 people post-college aged and older than the actual experience of viewing the plays. Ebner will lead briefing sessions at Whitworth on July 14, 15, 17, and 19. These lectures will be used to prepare the study tour participants for the realistic activities. The total cost of $275 includes college fees, transportation, accommodations, breakfasts, tickets to plays, backstage tours, and Renaissance feast.

After the orientation and lectures the group will venture to Ashland for the festival. The total cost of $275 includes college fees, transportation, accommodations, breakfasts, tickets to plays, backstage tour and Renaissance feast.

The show will begin at 8 p.m. on April 19. The concert has become a kind of tradition at McMillian Hall and Whitworth beginning in the early 70's. McMillian Hall in Concert is an annual success because the best acts on campus are chosen. Every act must audition and go through a selective process. There are usually at least 15 different acts. These are characterized by a wide variety. In the past years there have been different Guerrero, guitar playing and singing, fantasy quarter, and other entertaining and sometimes captivating acts.

Theom Lamb, one of the primary organizers of the concert, believes this will be yet another successful concert. History supports Thom's belief. So, if you're looking for a night of entertainment with humor, singing, and theatrical excellence, remember April 19.
Linksmen Top WSU, Gonzaga at Invitational Golf Tourney

What happened to the Whitworth golf team in Pasco...as Thursday and Friday during the WSU-CBC Invitational would be described as a paradigm shift in score 250.

For the first time in the memory of anyone on the team, Whitworth College did not finish last or next to last, but actually finished fourth place in a field of ten.

Tom Straeter finished second on the team of 78-73 to lead the Pirates past NCAA schools, Washington State and Whitman. The winner of the NAIA Division II title was Western Washington and the winner in Division I was Columbia Basin.

First year coach Kim Ashley described the team's showing as fantastic. "We'd considered beforehand that we did last year and I think a lot of it was due to our pre-season preparation. The other schools weren't nearly as far along as we were. The teams preparation included a week long trip to California as well as extensive mental and physical conditioning during the winter months." On Thursday, the tournament opened at Richland's Sham-na-Pum golf course. The course rating of 70 compared with a par of 72 was equaled by one of the Columbia Basin golfers. For the Pirates, Straeter and Bob Light led the way with six par 78's, while Ray Plopper and Brent McCain and Pat Williams both had 72. Freshman Dan Paulson shot 84, with a 38 in the front nine of his first college competition.

On the second day of the event, the teams played at Pasco Municipal golf course. The playing conditions were fair, but the course was in questionable shape. The first hole had been reshaped due to the sale of some land and a fairway was less than forgiving. The best score on that hole was a bogey by Paulson. After that, though, the team started to come together and by day's end, Straeter had finished with a one over par round.

Oddly enough, the first day's standings held up through the second round. After Thursday's play, Whitworth and Western were separated by 11 strokes with the other NAIA schools some 30-40 strokes behind. The same held true in the NCAA and Community College division, where CRC led Idaho, WSU and Gonzaga.

Part of the team's preparation was a trip to the San Francisco area. Among other courses, the team played 36 holes at Spyglass Hill, host of the Big Cone National Pro-Am. They also played Pasco Tiempo and Round Hill Country Club.

Women Spikers Tough in Distances

The 1980 Whitworth women's track team, despite a small turnout, has the potential to make a good showing this year. Joanne Atwell, Scrivener, with the loss of Peggy Warner, last year's head coach, many good recruiting opportunities were missed during the time the school searched for a new coach.

This year's team is strong in the distance events due to the crossover to track by women who ran cross country. Distie Reimer, Cathy Armstrong, and Cynthia Standley will lead the group. Armstrong was the women's only regional qualifier last year at 10,000 meters. Men's assistant coach Terry Kelly will help coach the distance runners.

In the sprints, assistant coach Teddy Breeze will take the reins. Head Coach Scrivener says of Breeze, "Teddy will provide lots of help this year, she's proved herself to be invaluable already." Breeze, a graduate student, qualified for districts in the long jump as a freshman at PLU. Sprinters for this year will be Tammy Elliot, Pam Frey, and Susan Atti.

Middle distances will have Connie Cooperland and Lorie Pickard. In the field events, Connie Hill and Norma Thornack will handle the shot put chores. Judy Mauney is hopeful in the javelin event. An injury has put Doris Huffman out for awhile, but she could be a key in all throwing events.

"It will be an upward climb for the women this year, but the team can blossom," says Scrivener. "I hope that this year's women's team will be able to prove itself worthy of increasing support from the whole school at every level this season."

Take a little time out...

...and bring happiness into the life of a child with muscular dystrophy.

Serving as a camp counselor means a week of physical exertion and self giving. It also means a week of deep personal reward—she kind that come with reaching out and helping those less fortunate.

The Jerry Lewis Muscular Dystrophy Summer Camp will be held July 19-26 at North Bend, Washington. To find out how you can volunteer, contact Pam Bernstein or Barbara Snyder at 535-9065 or write: M.D.A., East 905 Third, Suite 21, Spokane, WA 99202.

For more information contact: Pam Bernstein, 535-9065
Mens Track Strong in Most Events

The team traveled next to Ashland, Oregon where they encountered more difficult weather conditions, as it snowed and rained intermittently and was windy throughout the match. This time however, the Bucs came out on top, winning 5-4 over Southern Oregon State College.

The team lost to Fresno City College 7-2 the next day under sunny skies. Osborne won again 6-3, 6-3 and Jim Houser won at sixth singles, 2-6, 7-5, 6-0.

Thursday, the Bucs were blown away in Stockton, partly by the University of the Pacific Tigers, and partly by high wind gusts. The final count was 7-2 for UOP. Osborne won again 6-2, 6-1, and Barry Adams won at third singles 7-5, 2-1, RET.

The Bucs next matches are April 5th against the Alumni team and April 9th against Spokane Community both at Whitworth.

It looks like a banner year for the men's track team this year. With a team full of versatile athletes, Whitworth could improve on its third place finish last year in the Northwest Conference Championships meet. Head coach Arnie Tyler is very happy with the fact that this year's team has at least three contenders in each field event. "I see quality in all events," said Tyler. Assistant coach Terry Kelly added, "The team had 16 qualifiers for districts last year; this year we could have as many as thirty."

The team's strongest challenge for the league title will come from the field and distance events. At the head of the distance crew will be Junior Mike Rubrecht, transfers Jeff Rahn, Sophomore Art Kelly and freshman Steve Creed. In the steeplechase defending district Paul Graham returns. Watch out for Charlie Lewis who after three years at Whitworth is finally turning out. Coach Kelly says Lewis could be a surprise in the 5,000 meters.

Tyler says the team will get off to a fast start because of the great amount of depth and talent evident in all events. "We may be a little weak in the sprints, but we've got great pole in the 200 and 400 meter events. But with the abilities we've got, we'll be more than able to hold our own in the sprints. Brian X. Haynes of Kansas City, along with Gilbert Rice and Nic Quinon could provide the strength needed in the sprints. Steve Avalin will be back to defend his Northwest Conference title in the 400 meters. The hurdles department will provide some points with all-round athlete George Hayes and Gilbert Rice providing the leaping ability.

As for the field events, things look pretty good overall. Ken Pecka and Jess Snider will head up the throwers. Pecka placed first in the javelin while Snider placed second in the hammer throw at the conference title meet two years ago. Last year, Pecka placed fifth at district in the decathlon, one place in front of Wayne Christensen, who also leads the team's pole vaulters. Tyler is blessed with three discus throwers who all throw over 140 feet. Eric Krueger, last year's second place winner at the NWC championships is expected to do well this season. The triple and long jump crew is yet untested but the likes of Paul Koch and Jay Atkinson should bring improvement. Two freshmen, Rob Appleby and Randy Shoop, will have to take up the slack in the high jump and long jump event.

You'll have courses on urban planning and growth, urban evangelism, urban area studies (Asia, Latin America), sociolinguistics, introduction to urban studies, counseling and missions, and beginning Mandarin to choose from.

You can take an intensive cross-cultural internship working with one of San Francisco's many people groups from around the world.

"It is with enthusiasm that I recommend Simpson's Summer Institute for Urban Missions..."

"Simpson's SUM helps church leaders and developers move from paternalism and charity for the poor to real identification and effective ministry."

"Rev. JOHN PERKINS (Voice of Calvary)"

PUT ETERNAL PURPOSE INTO YOUR SUMMER!!

Attend the Summer Institute for Urban Missions. Learn about some of the world's fastest growing mission fields: The City.

Make this summer special. Discover God's place of ministry for you. Dare to consider becoming a pioneer in urban missions.

You'll have courses on urban church planting and growth, urban evangelism, urban area studies (Asia, Latin America), sociolinguistics, introduction to urban studies, counseling and missions, and beginning Mandarin to choose from.

You can take an intensive cross-cultural internship working with one of San Francisco's many people groups from around the world.

"It is with enthusiasm that I recommend Simpson's Summer Institute for Urban Missions..."

"Simpson's SUM helps church leaders and developers move from paternalism and charity for the poor to real identification and effective ministry."

"Rev. JOHN PERKINS (Voice of Calvary)"

The WHITWORTHIAN is in desperate need of an advertising manager to keep up in the rapidly changing world of print media. Our commission on all ads sold and can use up to $150 worth per issue.

The newspaper also needs typesetters to be trained for this year's Summer Institute. There is $47 for this role and there is 40 hours per week.
New ASWC Officers Elected

By Laura Hutchison

Doug Rave, a history and psychology major, was recently elected ASWC president for the 1980-81 school year. Doug is enthusiastic about the opportunities to work closely with the administration and Board of Trustees, representing the students of Whitworth College. Doug commented, "I'm looking forward to the opportunity to serve. There is going to be a lot happening next year.'"

At this time, Doug is preparing to begin his term of office. His first priority is to form a platform. His first point is that as, we, students, will need to increase will the new president that we want to be a part of the governing process. In getting students more involved, Doug anticipates looking into the Student Development program indepth; getting various groups and committees working more closely together and sending funds to the students. In order to help make students more aware of this, Doug plans to attend dorm meetings in each of the dorms once a month. Doug's second point is that of program sharing with Gonzaga and Fort Wright, the two other private colleges in Spokane. Plans and change activities calendars with the two schools. Another of these activities using our ID cards, and to have some.baz

President's Council Update

President's Council has been working very hard since the last council came out. Most of the Spring term agenda had focused on the subject of money.

The council passed a request to be added to the "Mom" Hendrick's scholarship fund, a scholarship intended for the student who shows Christian love for others, as the latest of their requests.

The council has also given their support to a request by Bill Peterson to raise the Health Center fee from $7 to $20. The fee will allow the center to continue present programs despite a budget cut, and to fund the hiring of a fulltime, clinical psychologist. The new fee will be called the "Health Fee" and will show up on the bill for next semester.

The council at the same time approved the reallocation of money already pledged to study Development to pay for the social psychologist presently on campus. A sum of $8,000 has been allocated to the Women's volleyball team to compensate for the $8,000 airline tickets to the National Tournament last fall.

Doug Nave

By Sara Nilson

Doug Nave

President's Council has allowed Tim to discover some ways to improve or continue the student government. One of those is the distribution of accurate and up-to-date minutes of student government meetings. Tim feels that this would enable the dorm presidents to keep a record of funds being allocated and spent by groups, clubs, activities, etc., on campus.

A second suggestion comes in the area of continuity. Tim feels that both outgoing and incoming dorm presidents should attend the final presentation of the budget proposals. Presently, only new presidents attend. Tim feels that the outgoing presidents can be a big help to those new presidents who haven't learned all there is to know about student government.

In a recent interview with Tim, he told the Whitworthian, "Our college is not as political as it is economic. He hopes that in the following years he will be a positive and helpful economic adviser to the President's Council."

Finally, Kevin Turner needs students at large to serve on the " ':n I .; will be April 21, and Whitworth students are encouraged to contact Joyce 947 for more information. The budget requests for the 1980-81 year are also available and due in by April 1. The annual Match of Dimes Team will be April 21, and Whitworth students are encouraged to participate. The theme of this year's "Dime Day" is "Love Thy Neighbor," and Whitworth students are asked to donate money to the "Match of Dimes.""
Trustees Meet To Discuss Key Issues

By Lisa Greenfield

This last week a group of intelligent and influential men and women met to determine the large part of Whitworth's future. The Board of Trustees has been voted in committees to vote on budget opinion as well as meeting with teachers, staff and student affairs.

From the college Duncan Ferguson, Associated Pres- dent, presided over much of the discussion. Options for the students were ASWC, President Doug Nave, Vice-President John Harris, and Social Vice- President, Tim Cheek.

The trustees, among other things, voted in a new member to replace one who resigned on account of illness. In voting in a new member, this criteria the board used was that community influence, intelligence, and interest in the college. The addition to necessary to a trustee in persuading organizations and people in their community issues to contribute to Whitworth. The intelligence and interest in that the trustee is making decisions in the college's best interest. The board chose Dr. Dean Miller, Presbyterian pastor of Palm Desert, to fill the position.

According to the by-laws set up by the founders of Whitworth, approximately 30% of the board members must be Presbyterian. Since this is a Presbyterian college, they required that number to continue the tradition. But among the board members are also Episcopalians, Congregationalists, women, and minority groups. The board is a cross-section of people contributing to the college.

Some of the issues that the board decided on was streaming of the budget. Duncan Ferguson reported on all the places they had made savings and places where added expenses were. Because of economic pressures there were more expenses cut than added and a plea for additional contributions from the trustees.

Council Nearing Decision On Fund Allocations

By Greg Wright

Over $2,000 has been allocated from student funds in the last two weeks by President's Council, and another $4,000 is slated for allocation as the semester draws to a close.

The $4,000 soon to be allocated is the money re- turned by students when the forum program funding for the school year 1980 was sus- pended. The council has narrowed an original list of 20 options to five. They include a fund for the student body and a $4,000 donation to the fund. The council has also been asked to help with production. The recipies were raised $2,100 to purchase a new set of equipment and $1,000 to be used for the 1981-82 year. A $1,000 donation to the fund is being held.

KWSO radio station came to the council on March 31 asking for $2,100 to purchase a reel-to-reel tape recorder. The show is sponsored by the administration and is asking for any students who have energy saving ideas to write them down and send them into the administration office.

The trustees are meeting on campus on April 10 and 11 for the twice yearly meeting. The meetings are open to the campus community and will be in Whitworth Presbyterian Church.

The finance committee is planning to sell the 40 acres behind campus when the market is favorable. They did assure everyone a buffer zone will be maintained between the campus and any new building.

This Week's Highlights:

Ralph Franklin receives Guggenheim

Sports: Tennis, Track, Baseball, and Golf teams active

Profile on Health Center

Student Forum: Does Whitworth promote Christian Commitment?

Inside

Mac In Concert Offers Variety Of Talent

By Mark Mayer

For the past seven years, Mac In Concert has been one of the highlights of the entertainment year on campus. The annual variety show will take place Saturday, April 19, at 8:00 p.m. in Cowles Auditorium. This year's show will be co-hosted by Thom Lomb and Art Krug.

The purpose of the show, said Lomb, is "To get the best, the brightest, and put together a professional show." The show is sponsored by Whitworth. It costs between $500 and $1,000 to put on, with most of the cost being the paying of the technical crew.

One of the highlights of the evening, according to Lomb, will be the faculty quartet composed of Dr. Red- mond, Dr. Houser, Dr. Vander- beek, and Dr. McCluskey. Lomb said, "If you haven't seen them before, they're quite a novelty; really something to watch. They are definitely a real crowd pleaser."

Other acts mentioned by Lomb were: the comedy routine of Dirk Strohman and Art Krug, two showcases from Godspell and My Fair Lady, Cindy Hoback's performing, and Randy Mohr, making his debut playing the dulcimer. Also mentioned were Karen Harris and John Dobins, who will be playing "Some country pickin' bluegrass," and the band Strool, which will play "A couple of tunes from the punk rock era."
To the Editor, Whitworthian.

In reading Greg’s words, I found a few things that could use more airing. One deals with the responsibility of “bright” folks like Brian: to “quit talking in ideals and find the hard solutions.” Brian does not provide any “hard solutions,” because they are not there. In the past we have found it expedient to respond to aggressive actions with military might. It has been and continues to be expedient because of the availability of military responses to our country’s leaders. If we had poured as much money into determining conflict resolution by peaceful means, as we have into our defense budget ($163 billion dollars this year alone), those “hard solutions” might currently be available. President Carter deserves credit for his use of non-violent means to effect the situations in Iran and Afghanistan, if for no other reason than that he is using methods previously untried. Although his actions appear ineffectual, they are the beginnings of the peaceful “hard solutions” for which Greg calls.

Concerning contemporary America as a result of the good things passed down by our forebears: I concur with Greg’s position that we need to recognize the sacrifice which previous generations of Americans have made, but this in itself is no claim that we must act in the same manner as they. I am grateful for the sacrifices of my forebears, but I am deeply saddened by the number of lives spent to give the goodness which America provides today. So that more deaths do not occur, I call America—especially my Christian sisters and brothers at Whitworth—to use our world respected American ingenuity, and develop new methods of conflict resolution. Because of the interdependence of nations, and the everpresent possibility for a minor military skirmish to expand into an all out nuclear war, I submit that military actions are no longer the way to solve conflicts. I do not see this as radical, rather it is mainstream American thought. A situation has arrived where the old ways of using military power to settle conflicts is no longer feasible. Because of this, we must use our collective mental abilities to come up with new ways—a tradition with which Americans have faced problems for the past 200 years.

I would like to add that Greg has some super ideas. First, those of us who are not content with the status quo, must do more than tell others they have to find new methods. Personally, I am committed to change this situation. Suppose we put, the “hard” Christ of my conversion. Also, Greg and Brian have don what others tend not to do: that is to grapple with the big questions in an academic manner, and then to expose these grappling to the public eye.

Thans.

Peace,
Mike Wendlandi
Box 183

Student Forum

What kind of Christian commitment do you think Whitworth’s atmosphere promotes?

“it depends on the people. I’ve met some people who are real strong and others, whether Christian or not, you wouldn’t know it. I would tend to say basically, it isn’t strong enough.”

Jane McCleary, Baldwin

“I think it promotes a free commitment. The Christian atmosphere is evident, but it isn’t forced on people. It is given non-Christians a good opportunity to see what Christian living is all about: giving and sharing of yourself.”

Leslie Becker, Baldwin

“I think it promotes a good one. I mean, whatever you want. You can pick and choose from different Christian activities.”

Carla Holder, West Warren

“I personally don’t think it promotes a strong enough commitment in any way. The Christian atmosphere is present, but it is not like some of the others. There is a pressure for sure. But others like Core don’t promote any one religion, which I think is important in a Christian college. As it stands, the Christian atmosphere is good, but it could be improved.”

Laurie Fuller, Jenkins

continued on page 3
DEBATE--

SHOULD SEXUAL ORIENTATION BE USED AS GROUNDS FOR DENYING EMPLOYMENT IN THIS MINISTRY, TEACHING, AND OTHER FEILD?

The central question of this issue is one of rights. Does an individual have the right to profess what he or she believes, and to act upon those beliefs? In a nation built up on the principles of our Bill of Rights and constitution, we are quick to affirm the rights of the individual. However, we must recognize that, in certain instances, the rights of the community are more important than the rights of an individual; in that instance the society's rights must and will take priority; and that this issue of sexual orientation in community professions is one such instance.

Though we are often loathe to recognize it, society does have rights and privileges over an individual. There are instances in which the society or community's rights (that is, the collective human rights) are, in effect, trumped upon by one individual's claim to rights and freedoms. For instance, the right to bear arms does not include the right to murder; a religious sect's right to freedom of worship does not include the right to manipulate people into committing unnatural acts; and the freedom of press does not include the right to disseminate pornography. Society, therefore, does have some rights, and those must be recognized.

That the society's rights often take priority over the individual's is nothing new to American history. Quite often, the Supreme Court has upheld these rights. For instance, the sixteenth amendment gives the government the right to collect and levy taxes. This "infringement" on individual's rights is for the common good, or collective good, that is, it provides revenue for welfare, defense, and democratic leadership. The Supreme Court has also upheld the right of the society to conscript individuals into the armed forces for the defense of the community, and has, further, negated the individual's right to freedom of speech and political party when that freedom is taken to such an extreme that it involves "a clear and present danger" to the laws and safety of the community as a whole.

The question of sexual orientation as grounds for denying employment in the ministry and teaching professions clearly involves this issue of community vs. individual rights. Both professions are community service vocations. Therefore, it seems quite clear that it is up to the community to decide whether or not it desires homosexuals to be teaching its children or ministering to its members. Many questions can then be raised—will such teachers affect the morality of our youngsters, etc., etc. Each community must decide that for itself, whether it is a school district or a church congregation. If it is, however, the collective choice and it is absurd to think the community's right in this matter cannot be impinged upon by one individual's claim to his own rights. The community decide there is a danger involved in hiring such an individual to work for them. If a community accepts a person's sexual orientation, there is fine. If not, the community has the decided right to "decommission" as it were, against the individual. The community must have that right, of the collective good of all is to be advanced.

Steve Benz

STUDENT FORUM, continued

"It seems like either people are really applying the social gospel but aren't concerned about their spiritual growth, for example getting to know God in a deeper relationship, or they strive for the relationshiphip but don't act upon it with social concern. Then there are those who say they are Christians and neglect both aspects for the most part and remain living in the flesh. Jesus mentioned a narrow road and a wide road. These people try to make a third, middle road. Unfortunately, there isn't a middle road."

Ben Mayo, Goodsell

"The implied Christian atmosphere here is one of great commitment to human rights, acceptance of others, and social concern. However, the emphasis of this campus because of the general populace. There are some very strong elements here at Whitworth which work very hard at perpetuating the Christian theme and other areas related to the theme. Even though, we still maintain racist and sexist attitudes. Perhaps we don't like being labeled as racist or sexist, but the behavior is prevalent in my eyes and in the eyes of others. I would like to see Whitworth be a college where all people can come and be accepted regardless of race, sex, and sexual preference. Whitworth has the potential to be a real dynamic in this sense because Whitworth should provide this type of atmosphere."

Steve Wilson, Goodsell

No. First of all, let me establish that sexuality is a fundamental aspect of human life. One cannot divorce one's self from one's sexuality. Freedom to act on one's sexuality should be considered a basic human right.

In the history of civilization there have been a majority of people who express their sexuality in a heterosexual manner, and a small minority who are homosexual. Homosexuality is not a recently formed revolution of the self, but is merely a sexual preference. It in itself doesn't inhibit a man or woman's ability to love, serve, or instruct.

There are many debated reasons why people are homosexual. Some say it is a biological difference, some attribute it to experiences which deter from intimate heterosexual relationships. In either case, why should a person's choice of mate be reason to disregard his or her best interests? Does the fact a person chooses to be intimate with someone of the same sex have anything to do with it, or is it because he or she has valuable qualities to offer to the world at large?

Much importance is placed on the teacher's role in the molding of students lives. Some argue that a gay teacher sets an example which may encourage students from a heterosexual orientation. Yet a teacher elaborating on the details of his or her mate of the same sex would be no more out of order that a heterosexual teacher talking about his or her own private sexual relationship. This is not to say that a teacher must deny being homosexual, but it should be hid from the fact that some people happen not to fall into the traditional hand-made mold. But, moreover, that it is not the place of a teacher to preach morality or sexuality.

The case of a homosexual minister is more difficult to defend, considering the repudiation of homosexuality in new testament passages. One must look at sexuality in perspective and determine whether the fact the bible considers homosexuality a weakness matters more than that Christ's primary commandments were to love. If homosexuality is indeed to be treated as a weakness, ministers should no more advocate their congregations to follow their example of sexual preference than to follow examples of conceit or self-righteousness, which are common weaknesses. If a homosexual minister feels called on by God to serve others they then are all help tendered. If God, we must accept this as genuine, and not dwell misproportionally on just one aspect of his or her personality.

It is necessary to distinguish, among those of either orientation, between those whose sexuality is a calling but fairly private aspect of their lives, and those who make it their lives. I feel that "drag gowns," erotic dancers, and many of today's advertising companies are using sexuality to draw attention to themselves and are blurring out of proportion from its intended purpose which is, essentially, to provide a private way of showing deep affection and, for heterosexuals, to propagate the species.

Neither is, nor the homosexual movement is trying to assert that homosexuality is the most desirable orientation for most people. Yet certain people fall into this category and it is not a sign of mental deficiency or emotional illness but of a normal need for love and intimacy. In this age of women's liberation, changing sex-roles, and rugged individualism, it is increasingly hard for people to find intimacy, demonstrated by soaring divorce rates, and the frequency of people changing living partners. Rather than decriminalize against homosexuals, we should feel glad for anyone who can succeed at the difficult challenge of building a good, intimate relationship. The only ones who have reason to feel threatened by the homosexual "coming out of the closet" movement are those who are denying the natural bi-sexual drives within them. Whether or not people must learn not to fear those things which are foreign to their own experience, and must realize it's not who you love, but that you love, which matters.

Karen Harris

The opinions expressed in the editorial section are not necessarily those held by the Whitworthian or the students of Whitworth College.
Bruner Captivates

By Ida Wu

To the students who take Dr. Dale Bruner's classes, he is a man who is vivacious, full of actions, humorous and dramatic. His lectures are never boring. He will use pictures and he will act out stories to illustrate the scriptures.

When asked about what makes him so intriguing as a lecturer, Bruner told the reasons in the past that led to his methods. After graduating from school in Germany, he started out as a minister in the Philippines. He taught theology the way he was taught in Germany--by reading the scriptures to the students. And he discovered that he could hardly keep his students awake until the end of the lectures. He admitted that the ten years of theological work in the Philippines were unsuccessful.

After returning to the States, his main attempts were to try to keep his students awake and make theology sound interesting to them. That was when he first tried out using pictures and actions. Instead of reading the Scriptures from the text, he would try to memorize the part he was going to teach and put life into the scriptures. He acted out the scriptures for the students as if the stories were re-lived in front of them. He also used pictures as a supplement to his lectures and drew the students' attention to the questions in the stories and the teachings of Jesus Christ.

Dr. Bruner not only finally succeeded in keeping his students awake, but his stimulating and interesting lectures have inspired the students in a way they may have never experienced before.

In preparing for a lecture, Dr. Bruner will first memorize the scriptures, and he will also bring in the other factors that he thinks are valuable from various commentaries he reads to back up his points. He also tries to illustrate every point he makes by giving an example from daily life experience. Dr. Bruner believes that he's not only teaching the text, but also teaching people. He wants his students to be able to apply what they learned to their lives.

It's important to Dr. Bruner to teach the truth as well as life.

He frankly admitted that it's always easier for him to give lectures rather than lead seminars. In giving lectures he can be more flexible and he finds himself enjoying the lectures himself. However, in seminars, it's harder to motivate the students to get involved in discussions.

Benz Prepares to Move On

By Jonathan Coo

It seems that most teachers have some kind of a philosophy of education. Some say they teach to open the minds of others to a diverse and exciting world. Other teachers, like Dr. Yates of the Philosophy department, have phrases which illustrate their ideas on teaching: "I teach people, not subjects," Dr. William Benz, professor of Political Studies, discussed some of his thoughts on the subject.

One thing Dr. Benz attempts to do in his classes is allow value, concepts, and ideas instead of simply regurgitating facts and data to his students. This emphasis goes beyond mere mental exercises and endeavors to make a course more relevant to a student's personal life.

Dr. Benz also likes a spontaneous approach to class. Instead of coming into class with a rigid outlined lecture, Benz often assumes a less serious stance. This stance is often characterized by a certain amount of humor. Humor, Benz believes, serves to open the student/teacher up to each others' strengths. This emphasis on creativity and spontaneity does not, like some courses, sacrifice the amount of material that is learned. Instead, it can make the teacher vulnerable and accessible by the students. Dr. Benz said that this type of teaching was a very valuable and accessible for him to teach in a lot of out of class interaction with students.

However, Benz feels like it's time for a change and is planning on leaving Whitworth College. He has applied for a number of deanships at colleges and universities around the nation, and if unsuccessful he will accept a three-year appointment at Occidental College in Los Angeles. At Occidental, he will be involved in teaching his specialty, Soviet Studies. Besides teaching, Benz is interested in getting involved with college administration work.

Benz feels that his eight years at Whitworth have been stimulating and fruitful. He served as chairperson of the faculty this year and stated that it was a worthwhile supplement to his teaching experience. Benz said that the college is going through some problems now, but optimistically believes the college will do better in the future. He assures that Whitworth College needs to figure out what it wants to be.
 Plays Leave Puzzles

The Theatre of the Aburd, a half hour lecture was given before the performance. The guest speaker traced back to the Greek period of theatre and drama and extended to the modern time. Explaining how the Theatre of the Aburd differs from the traditional theatre, according to the speaker, the traditional dramas lead the audiences into the plays and allow certain kinds of experiences. There also will be some sense of knowledge or reassurance achieved at the end. However, in Aburd plays, there are no standard values, the actions may not be resolved, or the actor’s behavior unpredictable. There is always the presence of uncertainties and perplexities in Aburd plays.

The first play, "The firebugs," was basically about a bourgeoisie family and their encounter with the firebugs. The aristocrats used the families’ attic to store gasoline and worked there. The foremen smell the danger and everyone realizes the danger, but the bourgeoisie Mr. Biederman keeps deceiving himself that these people are harmless. He even tries to make friends with them so to pacify them. Not knowing the truthfulness of his attempts, the firebugs finally blow up his house.

The end was not so absurd in content, but many questions lie beyond the play: Why doesn’t Mr. Biederman report the firebugs? Who does the firebugs do it? Is it "Doing it for the pure joy of it," as one of them commented? What is the message of the play, or is there one? All these doubts were left to the audience interpretation.

The second play, "A Slight Ache," opened with a couple at their breakfast table. Humor came when they made a fuss over the killing of a wasp. And there was the matchseller who stood outside their back gate. The husband was a rational and rigid person who was locked up in his own standard world. He found himself disturbed by the presence of the matchseller and invited him into the house. He tried to use his own values to measure the matchseller, who remained speechless and almost motionless. The husband couldn’t understand the motives of the matchseller.

Facing the speechless matchseller, the husband who failed to communicate with him was even more speechless. Finally he lost control and takes the place of the husband.

What happened in the play was the second half was the complete opposite. by the husband directed towards the matchseller. The audience might be wondering what was in the matchseller’s mind all this time or what was the husband’s motive in inviting the matchseller into the house.

There was a complete lack of interaction between the playwright and the husband on stage, which the audience might have expected. The whole focus was on the husband's monologue and his internal developments as he moved along.

The final collapse of the husband and the rating of the matchseller left the audience with a puzzle. Was there a pre-planned plot or a traditional drama has? What kind of life was that of the matchseller? Again, all the questions remained open to the audience.

For exercise she bikes in a stadium, for ten minutes every day. She regrets that she did not keep up with her tennis because she loves the sport and feels it is good exercise.

Now she babysits and often goes traveling with the Elder Hostel Program. The government subsidized program for older people. "There are many activities to take part in and we go out in the summer," she said. "We arrange for those people who need the help." In May she will attend an Elder Hostel in Oklahoma and in July she will attend another at Washington State University.

Mrs. Sanderson is the mother of four, and she is a proud grandmother and great-grandmother. She has lived in Spokane for nine years, and she chose to come to Whitworth because she has heard it to be the best secondary school. Also in 1978, she came to visit the college campus and she took some mini-courses which she remarked with a big smile, "I loved every minute of it."

With four more weeks of school left Mrs. Sanderson may be thrcathing for many of us to keep going at it. Why if she can keep at her grand piano and keep up with them at the same time, why can’t we also, and with no complaining?

Time for tea: a scene from A SLIGHT ACHE, a play put on at Whitworth, April 10, 11, 13 in Cowles Auditorium.
Religion Professor Retires Satisfied

"I'm a people person," says Evelyn Smith, Associate Professor of Religion. Retiring this May after 32 years of service in the Whittworth College religion faculty, she reviews her career with a deep sense of satisfaction. "One of the most exciting aspects of Whittworth," she reflects, "is that it allows the faculty to expand and develop in many diverse areas." Miss Smith has taken full advantage of this to expand her interests in several new and different areas. On campus, she has been involved in almost every committee nameable and for eight years she served as Faculty Advisor to the Student Executive and the Student Council.

One of Miss Smith's most interesting achievements has been the development of the course "Death in Contemporary Christianity and American Culture." Since its first being offered in 1971, it has been one of the most popular courses on campus. According to Miss Smith, who has collected a personal library of over 100 books dealing with the subject, thinking and talking about death has been suppressed by our culture to a dangerous and unhealthy degree. She maintains, "With such an unwillingness to discuss death, it's no wonder so much fear is generated. A good breath of fresh air in talking about it can clear the cobwebs of mixed information and superstition."

Born in Portland and raised in California Miss Smith Herself considers herself a converted Washingtonian. This conversion was not immediate, however. It took 10 years before she suddenly realized one day that, "I would rather live here than in California or anywhere else." This discovery opened up another major area of involvement for her when she transferred her church affiliation from California to Millwood Presbyterian Church. Since that time, she has been an active member in church activities. She has served as an elder since 1960 and on the Pastor Nominating Committee three times. She has been Chairperson of their Christian Education Department and has served for 14 years as Clerk of Sessions.

At the Presbytery level, Evelyn has been active since 1951 in a variety of committees and since 1971 she has been a member of the Presbytery General Council. In 1978 she was elected Vice-Moderator of the Presbytery General Assembly. In 1979 she was honored by being elected Moderator, a position in which she has enjoyed serving this past year. She continues to travel around the world and serves as a field missionary to the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church to be held this May in Detroit, Michigan.

Among Evelyn Smith's many hobbies is an interest in travel. She feels that she may never have caught the travel bug if it had not been for the influence of other faculty members at Whittworth. "I don't think I would ever thought of the idea of traveling around the world on my own," she says, "but now I've traveled to all of the states and through Canada and around the world." Many of her travel experiences have been directly associated with work for Whittworth. In 1971, she led a Whitworth study tour to Spain and Portugal and in May, 1976, she led the study tour "In the Footsteps of Paul" to Greece, Turkey, and Rome.

At Whitworth, Evelyn has been active since 1945 when she accepted an offer to come to Whitworth. At the time, however, her main goal was to attend graduate school and she soon left to pursue that goal. As she soon to find out, not everything was going to go exactly as she had planned. During the summer she took a position as Christian Educational Director at the First Presbyterian Church of Berkeley. The position was one that she held for as long a period as she did not consider her commitment to that long. "I think the time I came to Whitworth, I had been involved in a number of interesting things, but a short-term one and in quick succession. I never could have imagined myself staying in one place for so long."

How does one make a choice when they're offered an opportunity to pursue graduate studies in psychology from three respected universities? Lori Kolbet is faced with this decision and is currently deliberating among the three schools.

Lori is a senior at Whitworth finishing up a double major in Psychology and Math. Her career, however, will be involving the former, though her training and ability will play a big part in statistics, and important aspect of psychology.

The Psychology department at Whitworth is unique in comparison with other colleges and universities. Lori believes this difference and uniqueness of experience should be a good preparation for her graduate studies. The department, Lori states, emphasizes a kind of commitment to the student must achieve 100 percent on a test before going on to the next level. This rigorous quest for perfection has made her sharper and more precise in her studies.

Among the members of the Whitworth faculty and staff, Evelyn Smith is highly respected and loved. Gail Fielding, Library Public Services Director, has known Miss Smith for 21 years, both as a student and as a colleague. Gail credits Miss Smith with getting her started on the, "squirrel-like habit of saving things for possible future use in Christian Education. "Now I'm constantly on the lookout for anything which could be of value and I save just about everything," she said.

One of the main things that Ms. Fielding appreciates most about Miss Smith has been her willingness to change with the times and try new things in Christian Education.

Mrs. Nicoll Gray, Biological Professor also retiring this year, expresses deep admiration for Miss Smith. "She, Evelyn is a quiet and unassuming person whose life has been filled with giving to others and with leadership roles in the church," relates Mrs. Gray. "I don't know any one who doesn't love Evelyn. She simply has the kind of personality which one can be antagonistic towards. I have always held her in highest regard."

Kolbet Chooses Graduate School

How does one make a choice when they're offered an opportunity to pursue graduate studies in psychology from three respected universities? Lori Kolbet is faced with this decision and is currently deliberating among the three schools.

Lori is a senior at Whitworth finishing up a double major in Psychology and Math. Her career, however, will be involving the former, though her training and ability will play a big part in statistics, and important aspect of psychology.

The Psychology department at Whitworth is unique in comparison with other colleges and universities. Lori believes this difference and uniqueness of experience should be a good preparation for her graduate studies. The department, Lori states, emphasizes a kind of commitment to the student must achieve 100 percent on a test before going on to the next level. This rigorous quest for perfection has made her sharper and more precise in her studies.

All three universities, Iowa, Brown, and Washington State, have accepted Lori. The characteristics and attributes. Washington State is, for Lori, close to home and she is considering the most respected departments in the areas of social psychology and personal theory. On the other hand, Lori feels Brown is attractive because it's away from home. It's a respected graduate school, private, and has excellent facilities for her research studies. Iowa has many qualities similar to Brown.

Personally, Lori is interested in the studies of social psychology, personality, and a recognition (How deep? I think). She thinks that the Whitworth psychology department has trained her well for any kind of research studies. The techniques she has learned should give her the ability to tackle many types of psychological studies.

Miss Evelyn Smith, Associate Professor in the Religion department, retires after 32 years of service to the College. Miss Smith developed the Whitworth course "Death in Contemporary Christianity and American Culture."
In an area of rugged mountain terrain in the state of Chihuahua, northern Mexico, live a tribe of people who are perhaps the world's most remarkable runners. For the Tarahumaras Indians, running is not a trained activity, it is a natural lifestyle which has been incorporated into their everyday work habits. In a unique form of entertainment, they run a weekly race of approximately thirty miles in group fashion. On special festive occasions, they have been known to hold races as long as fifty miles!

After studying the Tarahumaras and other primitive cultures, some anthropologists have come to believe that man may be nature's finest long-distance running machine. Through the long process of urbanization, they speculate, man may have acquired a characteristic which, for many centuries, was an invaluable key to his survival. This characteristic was the ability to cover long distances on foot at a fast pace.

Man has begun to re-discover the importance of physical fitness and especially of running to his survival. According to Life Magazine, only 125 runners entered the 26 mile New York Marathon in 1970. Ten years later, over 11,500 people participated in the same race. In this one decade, the sport of running underwent an astounding explosion in popularity to become America's favorite form of exercise. This one survey has found the 40 million Americans, or about one in every five persons, in an occasional or serious jogger.

After years of progress and modernization, running seems to be a sport ideally suited to the American way of life. Not only is it openly accessible to almost everyone, it is expensive, requires little special equipment, and can be enjoyed anywhere in the country during all seasons.

The major motivations for running for most people are the physical and mental benefits which it offers. The medical benefits include improved cardio-vascular efficiency, weight loss, reduced chances of heart attack, and the increased life expectancy. According to many runners, the sport also helps them mentally by allowing them to escape from the pressures of everyday life which helps them think more clearly.

Now that spring has arrived, many avid joggers can be seen all over the Whitworth campus. Many other students have started considering taking up the sport for the first time. Though the sport is relatively safe, there are some dangers which every runner should be aware of. The most common injuries experienced by runners are to the foot, ankle, and knees. Though some pains are inevitable, many injuries can be avoided with correct training and the proper footwear.

Running seems to be a sport ideally suited to the American way of life. Not only is it openly accessible to almost everyone, it is expensive, requires little special equipment, and can be enjoyed anywhere in the country during all seasons.

The major motivations for running for most people are the physical and mental benefits which it offers. The medical benefits include improved cardio-vascular efficiency, weight loss, reduced chances of heart attack, and the increased life expectancy. According to many runners, the sport also helps them mentally by allowing them to escape from the pressures of everyday life which helps them think more clearly.

The correct choice of shoes can be a major factor in avoiding injuries. Though running shoes cost anywhere from $20 to $50 or even more, price should not be a major consideration. A few extra dollars spent as an investment can result in the correct pair of shoes which can save a lot of pain and money in the future. The most important thing to look for in a shoe is that it be well balanced on the sole, and flexibility of the sole. If you are buying your first pair of running shoes, it is advisable to ask the help of a more experienced friend or to buy from a store which specializes in running shoes, as the salesmen are often experienced runners themselves.

Approached with a good attitude, running can be an enjoyable sport and help improve the level of ability that the long-distance runners of the Tarahumara have shown may be a goal beyond even the best marathoners, any individual can find the joy of running and improve their increased endurance and improved overall physical fitness.

Avid Joggers Improve Fitness

Position Open

In the Spring months at the end of term, the Movies Manager chooses from catalogs the films and the schedule for the coming year. He is a full-time employee and reports to the Movies Manager. Prices range from $500-750 for one showing of a particular film, the more popular films being more expensive. Movies Manager makes all decisions regarding the films. The manager is a full-time employee and reports to the Movies Manager. Prices range from $500-750 for one showing of a particular film, the more popular films being more expensive. Movies Manager makes all decisions regarding the films. The manager is a full-time employee and reports to the Movies Manager.
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In the Spring months at the end of term, the Movies Manager chooses from catalogs the films and the schedule for the coming year. He is a full-time employee and reports to the Movies Manager. Prices range from $500-750 for one showing of a particular film, the more popular films being more expensive. Movies Manager makes all decisions regarding the films. The manager is a full-time employee and reports to the Movies Manager. Prices range from $500-750 for one showing of a particular film, the more popular films being more expensive. Movies Manager makes all decisions regarding the films. The manager is a full-time employee and reports to the Movies Manager.
**Sports**

**Golfers Eye Conference**
By Pat Williams

The 1980 Golf season has reached the halfway mark and for Whitworth, the second part of the year looks promising.

In the team’s last two matches, Wednesday and Friday, Ray Plapper, a three year letterman, broke loose. The first match was a dual encounter with Spokane Falls Community College at Sundance Golf Course.

There Plapper shot an even par 70, three ahead of the Pirates number one player, Tom Straeter. However, the two seniors’ scoring wasn’t enough to offset the ballanced community college squad.

On Friday at Hangman Valley, the team faced Gonzaga in a dual match. Earlier in the year, Whitworth golfers had finished by slight margins ahead of their crosstown rival in tournament action.

The results were positive once again as Plapper who is running neck and neck with Straeter, came through with another 70. Thus one, though, was an under par on the county owned course.

Two more matches were slated for the team before they find themselves in Blue River, Oregon for the Northwest Conference championships. That event is held at Tokatee Golf Course. Tokatee is rated by GOLF DIGEST as one of the 5 toughest tests of golf in Oregon. Last year, Whitworth finished one place out of last, despite Straeter winning the individual honors.


Finally, in May, the team hopes to peak in the district tournament. This event will determine which team will go to Saginaw, Michigan for the NAIA National tourney.

---

**Tennis Tied at 4-4**
By Barry Adams

The men's tennis team evened their season record at 4-4 with two wins last week.

On Monday, March 31, the pirates travelled to windi Cheney where they defeated the R.M.U. Screaming Eagles, 6-3. Coach Ross Cutter felt the win was very satisfying for the Bears. "It was the first time we've beaten them in several years and I think it was a key match for us," Cutter said. Randy Osborne and Brad Adams, the number 1 and 2 players respectively, were outstanding coming through with big wins in singles and then teaming to win a close three setter at number 1 doubles.

Other winners for the Pirates were number 5 Ken Brown, number 6 Jim Houser, and the third doubles team of Eric Timm and Ward Stratton. Cutter felt everyone on the team played well and that the match was a good Prelude to league competition. League play opens for the Pirates April 11, when they travel to Oregon to take on Willamette, Lewis and Clark, and Pacific.

On Saturday April 8, the Pirates defeated the Whitworth Alumni team 8-1. The match was moved into the fieldhouse after a near monsoon came up, blowing racket covers and warming up suits all over the courts, drenching the players with heavy rain. The Bears showed no mercy on the speedy fieldhouse courts, blowing away the alumni. Cutter said of the match, "We had some good fellowship with the alumni, including two former number on players, Ed Bennett and Argos Farrel, and two players from last year's team, Steve Weber and Dave Wolberg. It's a good thing we didn't have a league match because we had several players sidelined with injuries."

The team's first home match was scheduled for April 9, with S.C.C. but was rained out and will be rescheduled later in the season.

---

**Intramural Sluggers Get Under Way**
By Leo Trusclair

Softball got started this weekend in some excellent weather. This year’s format will find 12 men’s teams competing on Sundays, and once during the week. Unfortunately because of a lack of interest, there will be no women's teams.

The weekend of April 4th through 6th, intramural basketball came to an end. The men’s winner was off-campus team #3. They beat a previously strong team by over 20 points. Third place was taken by the Cinderella team out of East Warren.
Baseball Team On The Upswing

By Chris Edwards

The Whitworth Pirates baseball team currently hold a 6-8 win-loss record and are now 3-1 in conference play.

The first team the Whitworth faced was the Gonzaga Bulldogs. The Whitworth offense came up with a little 'shout in the 4th to take the lead, 3-0. Next the Whitworth split a double header with the University of Idaho. In the first game, the Bucs came out strong taking seven first inning runs. The highlight of the inning was a Dave Hardin grand slam. The Pirates held on as Idaho made a comeback attempt late in the game. The final score was 11-10 in favor of the Bucs. In the second half of the doubleheader, the Bucs went up 4-1 after four innings. The darkness makes it appear that the fifth inning was to be the last. With two outs, the Bucs failed to get the last out and Idaho got the go-ahead run. Whitworth didn't come up with the necessary run in their last opportunity to bat, and the final score remained 5-4, Idaho.

Next came the Eagles from Eastern Washington University. The Bucs won with some power hitting from Dave Smith who went 4-4, and Dan Hardin whose second home run of the season was good for three runs.

The final score was Whitworth 9, Eastern 7.

The Pirates faced the Whitman Missionaries the following weekend. In the first game, the Whitman fell behind 4-0 after seven innings, but rallied to tie it up at 6-all. In the bottom of the tenth inning with two outs, and three men on base, Steve Adams hit a grand slam home run, giving the Bucs the win. The final score was 10-4, with relief pitcher Steve Renz credited with the win.

The next day the two teams met again for a double header. The Pirates defeated Whitman 6-4 in the first game. Dennis Bremer started the game on the mound for Whitworth, pitching five scoreless innings. Steve Renz relieved him in the sixth inning, but Joey Kenney was awarded the save after coming into the game in the eighth.

Head coach Dave Vaughan, who was hoping for a better start, had this to say, "We're improving as the season progresses. We've been in five run games that should not have been that close. We should have beaten Idaho but we couldn't get the last out." Coach Vaughan feels it's the mental mistakes that have been hurting the Bucs so far. "Our hitting has improved greatly and our pitching is looking a little better also." The coach feels that in order to be successful the pitching has got to do well and the defense has got to be a little tougher than it has been. "In order to have a good year, the seniors are going to have to have a good year," said Vaughan who is also starting as many as six freshmen or sophomores per game.

Vaughn pointed out that some of the key players this far have been lead off hitter Dave Smith batting .400 and coming through with important doubles. He also leads the team in base hits with 18 to his credit.

Coach Vaughan pointed out that some of the key players this far have been lead off hitter Dave Smith batting .400 and coming through with important doubles. He also leads the team in base hits with 18 to his credit.

Steve MacDonald has driven in some crucial runs and remains the team's leading hitter, averaging .444 at the plate. MacDonald is pleased with his personal performance so far and feels that Coach Vaughan's weight training program helped make the difference. "The older players are also a big help," he said. "I didn't expect to start this season, I thought it would be more of a learning year on the bench." When asked what he thought were the team's strong points he mentioned, "We hit the ball well. We also have good foot speed. The seniors are doing a pretty good job of leading the team. Everybody picked up everybody else."

MacDonald feels the team is much better than their record indicates. "We've had our chances to win more games. We should win the majority of our league games and might surprise people."

The Bucs continue their action this week on the road with several conference games around the Northwest.

Steve MacDonald, Whitworth's leading hitter with a .444 average, gets for another base hit. MacDonald has 18 base hits to his credit.
Bad Weather Hinders Tracksters

By Leo Trusclair

At Pacific Lutheran’s 10th Annual Salzman relays in Tacoma, March 19, the Whitworth spikers ran into bad weather. According to assistant coach Terry Kelly, “We had snow, hail, rain and wind. We got everything that weekend.” Despite the bad weather, Whitworth proved to be strong in the distances where Mike Rubrecht and Jeff Rahn placed 1st and 2nd, respectively, with times of 8:31 and 8:31.2 in the 3000 meters. Jess Snider placed 3rd in the hammer with a throw of 122’7”. As a further note on the weather, Kelly mentioned, “Because of the weather it’s been really hard for individuals to produce outstanding times and distances. In fact every single team in our conference has had to change it’s schedule at least once because of weather. Central Washington University hasn’t been able to lay it’s new track simply because the temperatures haven’t been above 50 degrees.

Again the story was bad weather at Whitman on March 29th. Whitworth was plagued with sub 50 degree temperatures and a head wind of 10-20 miles per hour. Nevertheless, Jess Snider improved his hammer throw with a toss of 131’8”, up from a 122’7” the week before. The men’s 400 meter relay team placed second, Craig Dietz placed 3rd in the 1500 meters, and second behind Mike Rubrecht who won the 5000 meter race. Hibbert Rice ran a 10 flat 110 meter hurdle race for 2nd place. Whitworth made a good showing in the weight events. Eric Krueger lead the way by winning the shotput and discus events. Sam Wiseman placed 3rd in the shot with a throw of 40’6’4” , while Bruce Olgard took second in the discus.

April 5th found the Bucs competing in a tri-meet against Whitman and Eastern Oregon at SCC which was cancelled halfway through due to bad weather. Kathy Armstrong made an impressive showing in the 5000 meters by coming in with the district’s 2nd best time this season, 18:41.6. The time was good enough for third place, the winner of the race, a U. of I. runner came in with the regions fastest clocking at 17:29.2. Wes Mikota ran an all time best of 10:53.2 in the steeplechase. Consistent runner Mike Rubrecht ran a 3:54.2 in the 1500 meter, the best time so far this season. Nic Quinnar’s 11.5 in the 100 meters was a personal best showing and that time rates him 5th in the district. Strength overflowed in the field events, with freshman high jumper Randy Schoop qualifying for the conference meet with a winning leap of 6’4”. Sam Wiseman improved his shot put by 3 feet and Jess Snider also qualified for conference by throwing the hammer 134’9”. Equally impressive was Ken Peck, with a javelin toss of 188’6” which also qualified him for conference. Last weekend the spikers made a good showing in the Bigfoot Invitational at SCC. The meets most impressive showing came in the 1500 meter race where Jeff Rahn and Mike Rubrecht took first and second places respectively, with times of 3:50.8 and 3:50.9, beating their nearest competitors by better than 7 seconds. That race no doubt makes Rahn and Rubrecht the conference best 1-2 punch in the distance. For the women, Dixie Reimer was third in the 1000 meters with a good time of 4:46.1, while Kathy Armstrong ran a 18:30.5 in the 5000 meters, good for 3rd place. Jess Snider, starting to show some consistency, threw the hammer 41.54 meters taking 2nd place.

On the 19th in Tacoma at PLU, Whitworth men will face their toughest challenger when they take on Willamette. Willamette, ranked as the best team in early prelims, will come head to head for the first time this year with the Bucs. It will be a key meet for Whitworth. Kelly felt that at least 10 more spikers could qualify for the conference meet provided the weather is good. On the same weekend the women will run at Bellingham in the Washington State Collegiate meet. Darrin Nelson will make her first appearance in the javelin. Other women to watch will be Dixie Reimer and Kathy Armstrong in the distances.

Jr. Sam Wiseman heaves the shotput in a tri-meet at SCC.
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Whitworth Librarian Receives Guggenheim Fellowship

By Laura Hutchinson

Ralph Franklin, research librarian at Whitworth, recently received a Guggenheim Fellowship for his research on Emily Dickinson's poems. The purpose of this prestigious award is to "foster research and to promote better international understanding." This foundation provides grants to men and women of high intellectual and personal qualifications who have already demonstrated unusual capacity for productive scholarship.

Franklin will be receiving twelve months of Fellowship support in which he needs to spend it on research at Harvard University.

Franklin's interest in Emily Dickinson goes back to his graduate school days when he wrote his Doctoral dissertation on manuscript and textual matters of Emily Dickinson. Eighteen years later, Franklin "demonstrated unusual capacity for productive scholarship virtue of this professional event." He has published a book called The Editing of Emily Dickinson; many articles, and is in the process of publishing a second book entitled The Manuscript Book of Emily Dickinson. This book, published by the Harvard University Press, is three volumes long, and contains approximately 1,600 to 1,500 pages. Franklin hopes that the book will sell for as low as $75. This masterpiece presents poems in Dickinson's own handwriting.

Franklin said that during Dickinson's lifetime, she refused to publish any of her poems, but organized nearly 1,800 of them into little books. After her death, the manuscripts got mixed up, and divided between families and libraries. Franklin, through his neutral, scholarly interest in the manuscripts, was able to gain the trust of the feeding families and libraries. He convinced Harvard University and Amherst College to bring all the manuscripts together again. Franklin said, "I worked a number of years at restoring the books and organizing her books as she originally had them." In order to do this, Franklin had to match the original paper, do, and handwriting, stains on the manuscripts, and "A whole arsenal of evidence." During this next year, Franklin will be setting out to produce a printed, typeset edition containing a critical, scholarly review of all the poems of Emily Dickinson. This will be a five or six year project for Franklin. He commented that it is a large task for Franklin. Franklin put a date onit, so it is necessary to analyze developments in her handwriting, different paper patterns, and the display of the poems. Franklin said, "The project is massive;" he will return to Whitworth in the fall of 1981 and continue working on the manuscripts here.

Franklin says that he has frams a specialty in that no one but himself is working seriously in that particular field. He said, "It's like a bonanza; the topic turned out to be so ready for additional work." Franklin will have plenty of time to do some of that work next year, having received the Guggenheim Fellowship. Regarding the award, Franklin said, "I am pleased. I have been looking forward to a project quite favorable for doing research. This will be an extraordinary opportunity for me to do this work."

Whitworth Hosts Conference On Christianity And Literature

By Sara Nilson

The Conference on Christianity and Literature is an interdisciplinary society affiliated with the Modern Language Association dedicated to exploring the relationships between Christianity and literature. April 11 and 12, Whitworth was honored with the presence of this professional conference. Organized formally in 1956 and having nearly one thousand members, Whitworth hosted the regional conference, where 50-35 professional literacy persons, including our own English department, were present.

As students, we probably first noticed the effects of this conference by listening to the keynote speaker Dr. Robert W. Funk, Professor of Religious Studies at the University of Arizona, who spoke at Forum April 10. Our second exposure would have been Saturday night at the theatre production The Firebirds and A Slight Ache, which the conference attended. The remainder of the two days was spent listening to papers and lectures given by persons from all parts of the United States.


The conference was open to all Whitworth students, so the two days was a great opportunity for English and Religion majors to be exposed to a wide variety of professional speakers in the field.

Coming Up This Month:

Thursday, April 17, 4 p.m.

Peace Action Coalition's guest speaker will be Shelley Douglas, organizer of the Trident submarine protest in Bangor, WA, last fall. This is the process for the last PAC meeting speaker, Father Louis Ladenburger, was sent to jail, and for which Douglas' husband, Jon Douglas, is now serving a sentence for repressing. Ms. Douglas, who is well known as a peace activist and writer, will speak in the chapel.

Wednesday, April 23

Joe Tomas, internationally known classical guitarist, will give a concert in the recital hall.

Wednesday, April 23, 4 p.m.

The movie "War without Winners," will be shown in Dixson Hall room 214. It features beat and decisive power of U.S. and Soviet arsenals, the urgent need for stopping the arms race, and the role of the individual citizen in encouraging arms limitation.

Sunday, April 27, 3 p.m.

Whitworth's mime, dance, madrigal singers, and college-community orchestra will perform together "The Unicorn," by 20th century composer Giacomo Menotti. This piece tells the comic tale of a unicorn, a golem, a manticore, and an old man in a cailet.

Sunday April 27, 7 p.m.

Focusing Days Speaker Ernest Gordon will speak at campus Worship in the chapel. Gordon, who is the dean of Princeton Seminary, is a native Scotman who became a minister after serving time in a death camp on the River Kwai during World War II. Gordon will carry his topic, "The Human since the Freedom to be "through speeches Monday at 7 p.m. in the chapel, Tuesday at Forum, and Tuesday evening at 7 in the chapel.

Band Tour This Weekend

By Ken Norman

The Whitworth College Jazz Ensemble and Concert Band will be touring Eastern Washington April 18th through the 20th. The theme of the tour is "Music in Contemporary America."

The first stop of the tour will be at Ellensburg on the 18th followed by stops at Moses Lake and Brewster and then the band returns on the 21st for the home concert.

The Concert Band and Jazz Ensemble will be presenting a world premiere of composition called "Exuberances for Band" which is dedicated to Dr. Richard Brans and Professor of Music, Michael Young. The presentation will begin at 8:00 p.m. and will be located in the Cowles Memorial Auditorium.

The tour is being performed as an educational event for students. Each band has been given a chance to "get away" and concentrate on music.
Volcano Observed By Whitworth Professor

By Pam Pagget

Mount St. Helens, the 9,677-foot peak in the Cascade Range turned volcanic, was succinctly observed and photographed by Whitworth's earth science professor, Dr. Ed Olson. Doctor Olson observed Mr. St. Helens twice, once in 1992 and again in 1993, at a time in a plane piloted by George Weber, a business/economics professor at Whitworth.

Olson and his pilot approached the 37,000-year old peak, which is a baby in geological terms, from the southwest. "We could see Mount St. Helens clearly for quite a distance," said Olson. He noticed that all the mountain peaks were white. Mr. St. Helens being gray because of the ash which had fallen on the snow. As the plane approached the volcano, it began to erupt. "We saw a cloud of steam and black ash rise," Olson said. "It shot into the air maybe 2,000 feet."

When asked in what would be the volcanic ash Olson replied, "Unless there's a tremendous eruption, there shouldn't be any human injury." Harry Truman, 83, a resident of the Mount St. Helens area, who is 12 miles from the crater, said he would stick it out. "He can get over to the other side of Spirit Lake if there's any problems and we can see the volcano," commented Olson. Olson fears there could be an explosion because, of the many planes flying around the mountain. Which has been quiet for the past 60 miles away for more than 300 years. Harry Truman, 83, a resident of the Mount St. Helens area, said the volcano might erupt over the next week. There is also the danger that the blast of the volcano might melt the sixteen foot snow cover on the mountain, flooding streams and causing massive mudslides. As a precautionary practice, water levels in three reservoirs in the nearby Lewis River were lowered.

Harmonic tremors, which are smooth, rhythmic pulsions that scientists say indicate movement of molten rock beneath the mountain, are being felt. These tremors usually forshadow a major lava eruption. Does Olson think lava will flow? "Scientists predict the future by what happens in the past. We have no past to look at," stated Olson. The eruption was the first in the continental U.S. since 1980. Mount St. Helens last erupted in 1980, 123 years ago.

Does Health Center Live Up to Expectations?

By Lisa Greenfield

The Health Center is the only health care facility on campus. The facility includes medical examination room, laboratory, a nurses station and a retention center. Students are treated by the staff and are seeing no improvement in the service or staff.

"The room needs help." Amy also felt that the doctor's care histories "seemed unprofessional." Becky Barnes felt that the doctors needed more professional techniques as well as "A better way of recommending outside medical attention." As an out-of-town student, she needed information on services in Spokane. Eileen Brown had to say, "In the Health Center you are well treated and they keep you posted on what's happening."

Bill Elgar felt the Health Center was "decent." His only other suggestion was, "They should bill the insurance companies instead of the students." Also about the book billing, Reed Ziegler felt, "They should charge only those who use the facility. I get my health care elsewhere but still have to pay for this one also.

They're just a referral any way." Mike Lindsay, who had gone four times to the Health Center for a bad ankle, felt, "My nurses don't know which end is up!" He has resorted to going outside services for care.

Other student suggestions for improvements were posting more information about all health care services in Spokane and ways to reach the staff. These suggestions are better if it is good to have a health center on campus than nothing at all.
Whitworth To Receive Grant

By Pam Paggett

The Department of Education has recently notified Whitworth that it will receive a $50,000 grant for the year 1985-86. The grant is provided to fund an International Studies consortium with Eastern Washington University and Fort Wright College.

Critics had expected the grant to be turned down last year, and after revision, was submitted again this year and accepted. Benz, who is assistant director and a representative for the program, will be replaced by Dr. Sanford when he leaves Whitworth at the end of the term.

Although the money will mostly be used for faculty programs, Benz stressed that the program will provide students with some advantages.

By Greg Wright

President’s Council meetings have been dominated by news from the Board of Trustees. ASWC President Doug Nave was in attendance at these meetings and gave the Council a report of the proposals and activities discussed.

The Board has set the tuition rates for the years to come, at about a 12% increase each year. It was pointed out that this is less than the current rate of inflation. Whitworth is also nearing a balanced budget.

Many other matters were discussed, one being the sale of the 45 acres north of campus.

Spring is also budget time for the ASWC. Tim Cheek expects all budget hearings and included paperwork to be finished very soon. Results will be made available. The Council also passed a motion requiring all groups asking for funding to be chartered by ASWC. A charter is a way of monitoring the use of the student’s money by funded groups. The annual audit has also been completed and the books are now open.

Donna Donahue has asked that Whitworth students get together and form a team walk. The walk is slated soon, see your dorm president.

Other business was a denial of a request for a campus dance during spring, but it may be brought up again next fall.

New RA’s Selected

The RA and HR selection for next fall has been completed and resident dorm assignments have been made. The results are as follows:

The HR for Baldwin is Sandy Pure and the RA’s choice are Linda Gillingham, Collette Diggis, and Mary Jane Mertz. In Jefferson HR is Phoebe Poo and Lani Brown, Beth Robbins, Nancy Lee, and RuthAnn Hedden are new RA’s. In Ballard the G.S. is undecided as of yet, but the RA’s are Julie Miller, Lisa Lee, and Darra Peakman. Mac’s G.S. is also undecided, but their RA’s will be Dana Scherpert, Lee Jennings, and Roosevelt Travis.

In the Village the HR will be Steve Wilson and House Managers are Cheryl Benz, Tim Scott, Marcie Mau, Dennis Robbins, Brian Lewis, and Diane Trujillo. For Stewart Steve Benson was chosen HR with RA’s Dave Williams, Roger Lahn, Pete Beak and Wayne Hudlow.

In the Warren Darrel Hurst will be U.S. For South with Noel Castellantr, Paul Vaughn, Julie Boris, and Anne Gefkis. RA’s for RA’s are Darra Peakman, Sherry Kuehn and Ingrid Anderson. The East wing has Bob Light as HR, Lewis, Carolyn Band, and Barry Carstens.

Arend’s new HR is Tress Summerour, with Cindy Wells and Colleen Dreyer RA’s in Washington, Glenn Williams, Bob Parker, Robin Miller and Tom Nettie in Carroll and Goodsell.
No-booze rule reviewed

Janet Hall

The young adults of Whitworth College are treated like over-protected adolescents when it comes to the consumption of alcohol on campus. Drinking alcoholic beverages on campus should be permitted by those who are 21 because we feel restricted, forced to drink and drive, and deceived by this rule for the benefit of the trustees.

As a resident student at Whitworth College, and one who has reached the legal drinking age of this state, I feel belittled and restricted when I am forced to drink in the privacy of my own room. I thought that attending a Christian college would prepare me to deal with those in the "real world." Instead, this rule separates you so completely from those who drink, that it could lead you to believe that they are committing a personal sin. I even said that what goes into a man's mouth cannot define him; therefore, how can drinking be sinful? Being 21, I see myself as an adult who is able to make adult decisions. The classification and quantity of what I choose to consume is my legal right. This absurd prohibition regulation only makes me feel juvenile and overprotected.

Another problem that the drinking regulation fosters is the number of people who drink off campus. These are the folks who live by the rules, but endanger their lives and the lives of others when they drive home intoxicated. My friend who lives by the rules, but endanger their lives and the lives of others when they drive home intoxicated. My friend who lives by the rules, but endanger their lives and the lives of others when they drive home intoxicated. My friend who lives by the rules, but endanger their lives and the lives of others when they drive home intoxicated. My friend who lives by the rules, but endanger their lives and the lives of others when they drive home intoxicated. My friend who lives by the rules, but endanger their lives and the lives of others when they drive home intoxicated. My friend who lives by the rules, but endanger their lives and the lives of others when they drive home intoxicated. My friend who lives by the rules, but endanger their lives and the lives of others when they drive home intoxicated. My friend who lives by the rules, but endanger their lives and the lives of others when they drive home intoxicated.

I honestly believe the idea of Whitworth being a dry campus is to impress the Trustees and the public. All the old ladies with their large sums of money to contribute to the Presbytey who give to the cause, and you, Joe Q. Public, who believe that Whitworth is so pure, so moral and upright that our one here who could possibly want to drink alcohol. A poll was taken last year by some individual students to find out how many people have broken the "Big Three". The results were astonishing. 85% of Whitworth's students last year drank an average of eight ounces of alcohol a week and were not caught. I personally know of a number of people on campus who possess quantities of alcoholic beverages and have never been contracted. These facts indicate that in order to enforce this rule, you would have to hire security officers to search those entering the dorms for alcohol.

In my opinion, the concept of Whitworth as a dry campus is a public deception. Why should we continue to enforce this silly regulation for the sake of the trustees? We should take a stand for our rights as legal aged young adults, who do not wish to see our friends and friends to die, nor suffer the consequences of this policy.

To the Editor of the Whitworthian,

In response to Brian Ben's response to my critique of his letter against draft registration (whew!).

Braaaiii! You simply have done what I was clamoring for—attempt to confront the issues with some semblance of realistic problem solving. I applaud and join your adaman draft for peace, but I do temper my position with some caution. Here's why:

You cited Senator Mark Hatfield's proposed amendment to the SALT II treaty that would have called for a moratorium on nuclear weapons. That certainly is a noble undertaking, and one that I wish to see happen. But remember, it takes two to reach an agreement and abide by the rules. Once one party "cheats," or discontinues playing the game by the standards designed for it, then in effect the game is over. The game we are talking about is called Nuclear War, and it is a very serious one indeed. It is my uneducated guess that the USSR, as exemplified by its formal "occupation" of Afghanistan (which, by the way, was recently deemed as "cheating" by the United Nations in meetings that I was privileged to attend while in New York), will not play by the rules. Continuing the analogy, once one side is found guilty of breaking the rules, the purpose of the game is defeated, there are no winners or losers, or even participants for that matter, for the game is over. And their departure is usually a bitter one. I would wish for this not to happen. I wish for disarmament for peace. I do not wish to harm any other human being. But I do not wish for human suffering to occur, either... or pain or sorrow or any other of life's peculiar unpleasantities. And I have found that my wishing will not cause those realities to vanish as I would like them to—at least not in this life. As of now, this is the only life I have. To lose it foolishly is to dismiss myself from the problems of the world.

One other comment: Brian used the analogy of a raped person (I will assume, for the time being, that this person was a woman) to prove that it was his duty to be vocal and not just remain silent. My question is, "At that dramatic moment, what good is talking? What good is appealing to a rapist's morals when he is violating a woman's most sacred possession? What good is talking while he is trespassing her life away? As crazy and far-fetched as it may sound, might not a correct response be to heed her urgency by physically apprehending the rapist and taking helpful measures? I should like to know what you would urge me to say to me if I stood by and screamed while a rapist had his will with her. I'm sorry. Brian. That is the point where I choose action over passivity.

Both of our positions are valid. The difference between the two is that I observe war as an ugly but possible alternative (the cards are not all in our hands anymore) and don't entertain the thought.

Both of our positions are valid. The difference between the two is that I observe war as an ugly but possible alternative (the cards are not all in our hands anymore) and don't entertain the thought.
Sophomore stresses discipline

Dear Whitworthians,

Recently, I was in one of my rare philosophical moods and was reflecting on my two years so far on this beloved campus, what I’ve learned from a non-academic standpoint, and what the heck I am going to do once I get the sacred diploma in my grubby little paws. One moment I’m optimistic about the world and think how wonderful it is that we can do whatever we want if we set our minds to it, and then I’m cynical, saying what’s the use of spending 20 years of your life preparing for life. If life is so hard, why waste my time cramming, forcing my brain to explore new areas when I feel I should be meeting new people, and living it up?

Here at Whitworth I see a critical paradox. We’ve already covered the ground about the Christian commitment on campus (or lack of it), but just what is a Christian college? Yes, I survived the great crash of Czar 250, and I thought I had finally discovered who I really was, and what I believed. But then I went through another identity crisis and once more tossed out every piece of knowledge about myself before God. The paradox is that: Just as Whitworth cannot put us in a box, neither can we put God in one. But we sure try. We put labels all over campus: 1985, Theme Dorm, Alternative lifestyle, etc. All these are supposed to be examples of how to live in a wicked world, radiant of the love of God. We stress accepting people for what they are, and not putting Christianity onto the non-Christians on campus. But, we all know that a good Christian can in 1985, attend college regularly, lives in a theme dorm, belongs to a group, and is friendly to white, male students. The paradox is that: Just as Whitworth cannot put us in a box, neither can we put God in one. But we sure try. We put labels all over campus: 1985, Theme Dorm, Alternative lifestyle, etc. All these are supposed to be examples of how to live in a wicked world, radiant of the love of God. We stress accepting people for what they are, and not putting Christianity onto the non-Christians on campus. But, we all know that a good Christian can in 1985, attend college regularly, lives in a theme dorm, belongs to a group, and is friendly to white, male students.

I firmly believe that discipline is about the most important asset a Christian can have. If you are going to believe that whatshapmajing is true, then for crying sake, believe that it is true the time. I’m tired of being a milm-mastra Christian. There is an emphasis right for each individual. If war is wrong for you, then don’t advertise! We’ll bash your face in. And if you feel your call is to obey the government that God has ordained, then accept your draft card with pride, no matter what the cause or reason, because you know that God will somehow work out the difficulties caused by your commitment.

Aha! Part two of the paradox. If our lives are full of discipline, and rigid consistency, then we again have constructed a concrete box around ourselves. Whenever I get to this point, I simply get back on track and make myself move this wall down that I built and make myself do those things I feel God has put in my life.

I guess what I’m saying is this: God is not limited by boundaries. He is not Socialistic Presbyterian, Democrat, white, male (or female), and if He became flesh on campus, who are we to say He would eat downtown and burn His draft card? God is full of surprises, and He keeps reminding me of that. He is liberal, conservative, absolute and pragmatic. Whatever He is, it is to only accommodate His naive people. Jesus showed a light to show all men the way to the Father. He has no qualifications to come to Him, as He has affected sinners, blind men, etc. We are parts of the hierarchy who usually rejected the Light. So, dear people, let us get not so wrapped up in just one side of a Christian that we forget to keep our eyes on Jesus. If we focus too much on a common image, Christ, then we can experience unity with each other. And isn’t community the Christian theme? If how to live in love with the fellow brethren is the only thing we learn here, then it’ll be the only lessons we’ll need to retain in the life beyond Whitworth.

In His love,
Lois Collins
soph

A Walden in the pines?

Dear Editor,

In some ways I feel like a little kid in a day care situation who sits in the corner and hits himself all the while. The time we spend together tends to lull us to sleep, and the moments we spend learning are being wasted away in the corner. The only thing motivating me to actually write this letter is the fact that my friends agree with and I feel a responsibility to them to air these views. It has to do with the increasing noise level on the campus, and with the decrease in personal space, or elbow room.

I came up to this college in the woods of Washington from the busting Bay Area around San Francisco. Allow yourself four hours, in my town, if you want to drive the twenty-five miles back from working all day in San Francisco. And with all these people you can expect that the radio is crowded with hard-sellings advertisers spending thousands of dollars programming commercials to seduce the flow of human thought long enough to force the awareness of some new product. Although each night, above the beautiful scenery, experience of orange blossoms drifting through the window, are the whistles of endless rubber tires cruising an eternal freeway.

Whether Whitworth should be Walden is a legitimate question, in my argument. Whitworth is nature. Whitworth is seclusion. Whitworth is set apart, miles from the city. The air is clean here. Birds sing in the afternoons and a bell, in the middle of campus, centers our faith in the half-hour. So why not Walden, is my question.

With love,
Bob Graham

Student Forum: PR policy questioned

"I think it's unrealistic, because they talk about how Whitworth in centering on certain strong points of the college. I was totally disillusioned when I came here because they presented an idealistic view which only was theory.”

Rob Novensky, Tiki

"It's unrealistic because they just show the good side of the school. Not all the people here have Christian attitudes, like they say. On the other hand, it is a good one because it's a small college that brings people closer together.”

Gary O'Dell, Stewart

"I think that it's a realistic perspective. There's some limits that this college has that you can't understand until you go here, but the Admin­istration gives you a good perspective of what is here.”

Betsy Runkle, East Warren

"I don't think they present an accurate view at all. I think they present a Christian utopian view of Whitworth, where many people here are non-committal. Whitworth really stresses a loving, diverse com­munity in their catalog, but coming to Whitworth I find people of all the same race and income status. When it comes to big issues like pregnancy, homosexuality, drugs, and alcoholism, Whitworth tends to suppress these instead of dealing with them in a diverse manner. The theme of Jesus Christ isn't portrayed accurately. Where Whitworth seems to stress Christ as a central theme, I don't think that is actually lived out.”

Dana Puckman, South Warren

"I think it presents a realistic view. Basically, because they stated to me that I would find small classes where I would receive individual attention. The people are friendly. I guess just overall there's a lot more closeness and encouragement than I've found at other colleges.”

Pam Moloney, Off-Campus

"I don't think it presented a realistic view. Basically, because they stated to me that I would find small classes where I would receive individual attention. The people are friendly. I guess just overall there's a lot more closeness and encouragement than I've found at other colleges.”

Bret Rogers, Carlson

"If I feel it's unrealistic, for the most part, because it only shows the good side. It has its internal problems as well as a good side. The Public Relations Department tends to portray Whitworth with a totally pure Christian atmosphere, but this is not so. It has its draw­backs like any other school, but it is basically an excellent school.”

Sam Wiesnen, Goodsell

The opinions expressed in the editorial section are not necessarily those held by the Whitworthian or the students of Whitworth College.
Shirley Richener Appointed Vice-President

By Sara Nilson

You are greeted by a friendly warm smile, asked your name, and led into an office where Shirley Richener shared her precious time generously. She doesn't sit behind her desk, but next to you with much empathy. Shirley is the Dean of Undergraduate Studies and is well qualified for the role, chosen through a national search process. Shirley is qualified to the point where she was asked to take the role of Vice-President for Academic Affairs as an interim for the next school year.

Shirley has been a person on many campuses during residence at Whitworth. She began her career here as the admission counselor, then became a supervisor for residence education while working on her Ph.D. in counseling psychology. She has been able to fulfill her role as a counselor, an advisor, a nurse in student health center, and a professor in the department of psychology.

Shirley believes that moving up to the position of Academic Affairs shouldn't be much different than what she is presently doing. This is because a Dean of Undergraduate Studies will not be hired and she will look at this as being her main responsibility. She will also be responsible for the graduate program and the Continuing Education program.

When asked what she plans to do next year, Shirley says, "I'll be involved in the continuation of what work has been done." The main concern is what happens between senior year, and the faculty and staff will be responsible for that. She explains, "There needs to be support between faculty and staff. Faculty are so excited and enthusiastic."

Shirley Richener, New Interim Vice-President for Academic Affairs, has been asked to take over the position of Vice-President for Academic Affairs as it will again fit neatly. And what will Shirley do as Vice-President? Shirley, who really believes in Whitworth, plans to go back and teach in the education department.

Psychologist To Be Hired

By Lise Greenfield

Whitworth has a clinical psychologist, Dave Phillips, who will be the coordinator of the Health Center's program. The Health Center is currently working with the Student Affairs committee, the ASWC President's Council, and the Student Life committee to reach a decision on the best way to handle the situation.

The Health Center is looking for a full-time psychologist to handle the situation. They are looking for someone who is interested in counseling and who can work with the Student Affairs committee.

RAD's Phased Out

By Lise Greenfield

An important part of the Resident Life staff is being phased out next year. The resident assistants will be going into the assistant resident assistant position, and the resident assistants will be working in the Continuing Education program.

The professional assistants who make up the list of RAD's have been spread this year because of the loss of two members last year. As a result of the loss, the RAD's were forced to take on a heavy load. Combined with the financial state of affairs, the above reasons resulted in a vote for replacement of the RAD's by other staff members. Resident Life Administrator Sandy Gill, saw this as "A more effective system than the old."

Since the RAD's were stretched to capacity this year, the Head Residents had already started taking up the additional hours. As a result, the Head Residents are being moved out and the Resident Assistants will be in charge.

As of April 15, Mark has been able to take up his new role as the assistant resident assistant. The number of applicants was applied for fall term at Whitworth. The number of applicants was applied for fall term at Whitworth. The number of applicants was applied for fall term at Whitworth.

The professional assistants include the student assistants, the resident assistants, and the assistant resident assistants. The student assistants are the people who work in the dorms and help with the daily operations of the dorms. The resident assistants are the people who work with the students and help them to cope with their stress. The assistant resident assistants are the people who work with the student assistants and help them to cope with their stress.

Because the Psychology Department is working with the Health Center, that is where the money for his salary will come from. There will be an increase in salary during times of increased student visits and exams. The new program will be geared toward helping students cope with stress in safe ways.

The budget increase is necessary for the Health Center to work with the Health Center on a program called "All-level wellness." The student program will work with methods of helping students learn to deal with stress so that it will not affect their health and class attendance.

The President's Council, the Student Life committee, and the Finance Committee of the Trustees are in charge of the new program. The clinical psychologist will be hired to work with the Health Center on a program called "All-level wellness." The student program will work with methods of helping students learn to deal with stress so that it will not affect their health and class attendance.

The clinical psychologist will be hired to work with the Health Center on a program called "All-level wellness." The student program will work with methods of helping students learn to deal with stress so that it will not affect their health and class attendance.

The President's Council, the Student Life committee, and the Finance Committee of the Trustees are in charge of the new program. The clinical psychologist will be hired to work with the Health Center on a program called "All-level wellness." The student program will work with methods of helping students learn to deal with stress so that it will not affect their health and class attendance.

The President's Council, the Student Life committee, and the Finance Committee of the Trustees are in charge of the new program. The clinical psychologist will be hired to work with the Health Center on a program called "All-level wellness." The student program will work with methods of helping students learn to deal with stress so that it will not affect their health and class attendance.
Gray Leaves ‘Big Shoes to Fill’

In 1946, Alfred O. Gray, Jr. was born in Washington, D.C. and a government service career, when the president of a small college in the Northwest asked him to head up a new journalism department. "I had not heard of Whitworth to that moment," reflects Mr. Gray. "My graduate advisor at the University of Wisconsin suggested I try it out for a year and I came out with that mind." Retiring this May after 34 years as the Chairman of the Department of Journalism, Mr. Gray explains that he came here with a trial period in mind and "found a congenial place for a career and fell in love with the Botany teacher."

"Mr. Gray was born in Sun Prairie, Wisconsin and graduated from Gilman, Wisconsin High School, as class valedictorian in 1939. He received his Bachelor of Arts degree in Journalism from the University of Wisconsin School of Journalism where he graduated in 1941. He then continued his studies at the School of Journalism for his graduate work.

In 1942, Mr. Gray joined the Army and worked in public relations and intelligence for the Ordinance Department until leaving the service in 1946. The last 18 months of this period Mr. Gray was the assistant editor and chief writer at the office of the Chief Ordinance Officer in Paris and Frankfurt. During this time, he wrote and edited the official field history of the Ordnance Service in the European Theater of Operation. This 2000 page manuscript was subsequently used by the Pentagon and the War College.

As he reflects on his years at Whitworth, Mr. Gray expresses a bit of surprise that he ended up spending his whole career at Whitworth. He explains, "I had my roots in the Midwest, but now Spokane is my first choice."

There may have been many factors in Mr. Gray's life that led him to stay at Whitworth after his trial period, but the fact that he has assigned seats and she and I sat at different tables." As Chairman of the Journalism Department, Mr. Gray has developed a widely recognized and highly awarded program for Whitworth. The student publications he advises here have received 10 All American (Superior) citations and 10 First Class (Excellent) awards from the Associated Collegiate Press as well as numerous awards from regional journalism societies.

For Mr. Gray, the success of his students has been one of his most rewarding accomplishments: "It has been a real delight to see their influence spread as Christian journalists throughout the country."

"Many of Mr. Gray's efforts at Whitworth in 1978, the centennial year, and beyond were the only times he was asked to write as a voluntary, and I have gone beyond his salary obligations. He has been invaluable to the Whitworth Faculty and administrative committees and served as chairman on many of these, such as the Faculty Affairs Committee for seven years and the Whitworth Honors Council for five years.

"In terms of time and energy, Mr. Gray's most important contribution is probably his work in writing the official history of Whitworth College, "Not By Might," for the school's Diamond Anniversary. It is a comprehensive account of Whitworth's history."

Mr. Gray's success with the Journalism Department has brought him both regional and national recognition. He has been honored twice by the National Council of College Publications Advisors. He received a Citation of Commendation in 1967 for his work as yearbook advisor and, more recently, was named the 1979 Distinguished Newspaper Advisor among senior colleges and universities in the United States.

In their evaluation report of Whitworth in 1978, the accreditation team of the Association of Northwest Schools and Colleges said of the Journalism Department that, "It is evident that this is an unusually strong department that has been created and nurtured by a remarkably gifted and committed teacher. The Journalism Department chairman will be retiring within the next few years, and it is evident that he will leave mighty big shoes to fill."

"After retirement I hope to get more exercise and to write as much as I am able to," Mr. Gray says. "When asked if there are any major projects in the works, Mr. Gray replied that, "Probably I will have a longer piece, such as a book, in the works but I don't want to be tied down to one major thing exclusively." This should not come as a surprise as Mr. Gray has not been able to keep himself tied to one confiscative project for any period of time since coming to Whitworth. He will indeed "leave mighty big shoes to fill."

Besides all of these activities with the college, and many more, Mr. Gray has somehow found the time to work on numerous writing projects of his own. These include fiction, news reporting, technical writing, magazine freelancing, and historical and research writing. Right now he has two projects going, both of which he plans to publish within the next month. One is a genealogical study of one branch of his family, German immigrants who came to America eight generations ago. The second project is a collection of reminiscences of the 44 Whitworth editors that he advised while at Whitworth.

"After retirement I hope to get more exercise and to write as much as I am able to," Mr. Gray says. "When asked if there are any major projects in the works, Mr. Gray replied that, "Probably I will have a longer piece, such as a book, in the works but I don't want to be tied down to one major thing exclusively." This should not come as a surprise as Mr. Gray has not been able to keep himself tied to one confiscative project for any period of time since coming to Whitworth. He will indeed "leave mighty big shoes to fill."

Moliere's 'Tartuffe'

Whitworth's Fall Play

The Drama Department at Whitworth College is going to present a spectacular production this fall; the play "Tartuffe" by the famous French writer and playwright, Moliere. Directed by Al Gunderson, with the assistance of Pat Stein, the crew will employ Richard Wilbur's translation as the script.

The play is in a 17h Century Renaissance style, highly mannered, with poetic language and enthralling costumes. The play is a comedy satirizing on the religious hypocrisy of the time. Moliere was renowned for his forces and satires on society. When this play was first produced in 1669, the controversy from the Company of the Holy Sacrament, a secret society of the time whose purpose was the improvement of morals through 'spiritual pot' parties, all the private lives of others, was so vehement that the play was censored from performance. However, this play remains to be one of Moliere's most frequently performed plays today.

The theme of the play lies in the balanced view of life by Moliere. According to one of the critics, "Tartuffe" does not demand the abandonment of pleasure but the right use of it.

The main characters of the play include Tartuffe, the religious hypocrite; Orgon, a stubborn and impetuous man ignorantly manipulated by Tartuffe, who wants to marry his daughter to him; Elmire, Orgon's daughter who serves as the instrument for unmasking Tartuffe, a reasonably worldly but upright woman; and Dorine the maid and Chrane, who act as foils to Tartuffe and Orgon.

With a cast of five female actresses and seven male actors, Gunderson is expecting this production to be a fabulous one. This play will bring the audiences back to 17th Century Renaissance France, spotlighting on the issues of religion, life, and society at that time in a light-hearted way.

Right now, designers are designing new costumes for the play. The audiences can expect to see a complete set of new styled costumes in the performance.

Auditions will be opened to all students who are interested in the play. The audition date will be near the second week of September. Eight weeks of rehearsals will follow the audition. The production will be Nov. 14-15.

After 32 years as Whitworth's 'Journalism Department Chairman, A.D. Gray retires.

FEATURE
White Resigns

By Jonathon Coe

This has been a year of decisions for Whitworth's current chaplain, Ron White. White resigned from his chaplain position on February 15, 1980. The resignation will be effective sometime this coming summer. After his resignation White encountered a number of alternatives, all of which were given serious consideration.

White graciously discussed his year of choices. After resigning, White was offered a position at Princeton Theological Seminary in the area of continuing education. This was a very attractive option for White. Because he was educated at Princeton University and Seminary, there would be a certain familiarity with his post. Another desirable option for White was a position as chairperson and full-time faculty member of the Religion department at Whitworth. White weighed the alternatives, the advantages and disadvantages, and made his choice to accept the position with the Religion department. He said that he makes this decision with great enthusiasm and is looking forward to the coming academic year.

Lorraine Robertson, Associate Chaplain, left the college in April and will remain away for the year. She is going to San Francisco Theological Seminary on study leave. In her absence, she will work on her Master of Divinity.

White graduated from UCLA with a B.A. in History. He attended Princeton Theological Seminary and Lincoln Theological Seminary and has a Masters of Divinity at Princeton University. He received his Ph.D. in Religion and History Studies. At Whitworth, he teaches such classes as Christian Ethics, Religion in America, and Christian Social Thought. To add to these achievements, he has written a book with Howard Hopkins called "The Social Gospel: Religion and Reform in Changing America."

One of the chief reasons for White's resignation was his desire to have a simpler focus in his life. The position of chaplain is a rigorously demanding one. White finds that in fulfilling his duties as chaplain, he must spend less time with his wife and two children. He said that in the end, "...the decision was on behalf of my family." At one period, he was busy ten consecutive evenings in finishing his work as chaplain. A chaplain's duties are quite extensive and can be viewed in many different areas.

The chaplain must play a part in enhancing the growth and expression of the Christian faith among the students. This entails pastoral, priestly leadership, and prophetic interpretation for the student community. The chaplain must also be involved academically, as a teacher, in forum, and chapel. He is expected to interact with faculty, administration, and staff in representing to his colleagues the pastoral support of the church. Finally, the chaplain is expected to represent the highest Christian ideals of the college in his relationship with church and community.

One of his other duties is to maintain an ongoing relationship with the administration. This entails interacting with the presidents and administrators of other functions. White is responsible for maintaining off-campus relationships and for fund raising. He also takes on a fiscal responsibility in that he must present a budget for personnel and the operation of the office program. White is also responsible for the control of the budget for the office when it has been adopted.

White was one of the leaders in the creation of the Hawaiian Club. They started their cooking on April 26 and had a member explaining the different kinds of food, what they were, where they originated, and how they were prepared.

The highlight of the night was the performance. The whole show carried along the theme of "Aloha," which means hello and goodbye in Hawaiian. The performance also told the audience what Aloha can mean besides just hello or goodbye.

The food served that night was good, special, and quite different from everyday Saga meals. The food was prepared by two members of the Hawaiian Club. They started their cooking on April 22nd. The club had a member explaining the different kinds of food, what they were, where they originated, and how they were prepared.

The food served that night was good, special, and quite different from everyday Saga meals. The food was prepared by two members of the Hawaiian Club. They started their cooking on April 22nd. The club had a member explaining the different kinds of food, what they were, where they originated, and how they were prepared.
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The food served that night was good, special, and quite different from everyday Saga meals. The food was prepared by two members of the Hawaiian Club. They started their cooking on April 22nd. The club had a member explaining the different kinds of food, what they were, where they originated, and how they were prepared.

The food served that night was good, special, and quite different from everyday Saga meals. The food was prepared by two members of the Hawaiian Club. They started their cooking on April 22nd. The club had a member explaining the different kinds of food, what they were, where they originated, and how they were prepared.

The food served that night was good, special, and quite different from everyday Saga meals. The food was prepared by two members of the Hawaiian Club. They started their cooking on April 22nd. The club had a member explaining the different kinds of food, what they were, where they originated, and how they were prepared.

The food served that night was good, special, and quite different from everyday Saga meals. The food was prepared by two members of the Hawaiian Club. They started their cooking on April 22nd. The club had a member explaining the different kinds of food, what they were, where they originated, and how they were prepared.

The food served that night was good, special, and quite different from everyday Saga meals. The food was prepared by two members of the Hawaiian Club. They started their cooking on April 22nd. The club had a member explaining the different kinds of food, what they were, where they originated, and how they were prepared.

Through dances and songs, the performance presented a panorama view of Hawaiian cultural development; from the islands and their people were relatively simple and primitive, to the modern age after the intrusion of western civilization and the mixing up of different cultures. This showed how these islands have become the "melting pot of the Pacific."

The performance was delightful and entertaining, and it captured the audiences' attention completely. Not only were the arts fabulous, the transition between acts was excellent. They didn't waste a minute to allow any time lag in between. In doing so, they gave the audience a sense of continuity for the whole show.

A hearty congratulations to the Hawaiian Club! Aloha!
Mac In Concert Captivates

By Jonathan Call

For those who saw McMillan Hall in Concert on April 19, it was an evening characterized by a healthy balance of music, humor, and other excellent, well-rehearsed acts. There was never really a dull moment. The producers and directors of the concert displayed their organizing talents in a spontaneous but coherent program.

A majority of the acts viewed involved music of some sort. The performers were a gathering of some of the finest musicians and singers on campus.

Frank Duroso opened up the show with a stimulating instrumental on his acoustic guitar. His slick licks and ultra-quick picking captivated the audience and gave the show a good beginning. Chris Fristo added an emotional element to the concert with deft piano playing and singing. His rendition of Little Bird--Band’s “Cool Change” discussed a common theme: weariness of cosmopolitan complexity and a desire to escape to a quieter, less complicated environment. Scott Redmond and Shari Weber combined as pianist and singer respectively in doing a superb rendition of a scene from the musical “My Fair Lady.”

The concert itself was not merely a night of one act after another. Instead, it had brief but welcome interruptions of humorous skits and other comedic elements. Thom Lamb, as the emcee forever unaware of his own mental deficiency, was a classic. Dick Stratton and Art Krug provided some laughs as the Khomeni Brothers, with Krug actually throwing dead fish at Stratton. The two also did a take-off skit on a nuclear arms and power debate. Thom Lamb performed a very effective Humpty Dumpty. His delirious composure and lack of timing tickled the funnybone of many in the audience.

The finale had perhaps the greatest audience response. Four faculty members, John Vanderbeek, Howard Redmond, Robert McCloskey, and Frank Houser, performed a barber shop quartet. The professors’ mere presence seemed to ignite the crowd and their fine vocals increased the applause.

The concert could have been longer. Many in the crowd felt a certain abruptness when the end approached. It seems the show was so good that the audience didn’t want to see an end to the concert. It could be stated that the concert was lacking in variety because of its emphasis on music: guitar, piano, and vocals. At the same time, there was so much variety within this musical realm that one never experienced a moment of monotony or dullness.

McMillan Hall in Concert could not have achieved such excellence without a fine technical crew. Credit should go to Tom Hoback as stage manager, Rob Novosly and Dawn Bianci as sound technicians, and Charles Spencer as audio coordinator. This crew played a major role in helping to continue a tradition of outstanding achievement in entertainment.
Women's Tennis Eyeing Nationals

By Barry Adams

The women's tennis team won three matches last week, bringing their season record to 10-1. They defeated Gonzaga 9-0, College of Idaho also 9-0, and then in a little closer match, took out Northwest Nazarene 6-3. Against the Crusader women from NWC, the Bucs women were number two in the Northwest Conference. The team sits at 19-0, number five Rebecca Seaton, and number six Julie Stodgrass. The first doubles team of Rice and Junis Johnson, and the third doubles team of Smith and Sexton were also winners for the Bucs. Johnson lost a close battle at first singles to Pogey McMillan. Johnson had defeated McMillan in an earlier match, 7-6 in the first set.

The women have had an excellent season so far and no player has lost more than two matches in singles. Number five Rebecca Sexton leads the way with an 11-0 record.

With Regionals coming up May 7-9 in Tacoma, Coach Diana Marks is looking forward to a good showing. "We should have a good chance of winning if we play like we can and have been playing all season. Our only loss this season was 3-4 to Easterns, and they're a Division 2 school so we wouldn't be at our regional tournament."

The top team from Regionals is obligated to go to Nationals and the individual winners in singles and doubles can go if they can find a way. The Whitworth women have a chance to do just that, and with the way they've been playing it looks like they just may be on their way to Nationals.

Baseball Team First in NWC

By Chris Edwards

The Whitworth Pirates baseball team has broken the three way tie for first place with their two victories over Willamette on Saturday. The Bucs overall record is eleven wins, eleven losses, with a 1-2 record in Northwest Conference play.

The Pirates faced the Eastern Washington Eagles in a non-conference game. The Bucs were up 6-0 after six and a half innings of play, but the Eagles chalked up three runs in the seventh, and again in the ninth. The Pirates loaded the bases twice in extra innings, but failed to get the winning run. With two outs in the bottom of the eleventh, Easterns got the necessary run and the victory. The final score was 12-7, Whitworth 6.

Next up was Lewis and Clark College. The Bucs came up on the short end again, losing 1-4. LC showed themselves to be a hard hitting team, despite good pitching performances by Joey Henney and Frank Johnson.

The Pirates then faced Pacific University. The Bucs went into the ninth inning with a score of 8-6 in favor of Pacific. Steve Adams came through with a three run shot, putting the Bucs on top, 9-6.

Whitworth was then greeted against Lewis and Clark State in Lewiston, Idaho. Jack Baldwin had the pitching chores that afternoon, but LC State prevailed, winning 14-6.

Assistant Coach Pete Lewis is confident about the team's ability to be NWC champs: "The team has been improving in its batting and the pitching is coming around. The pitchers aren't walking as many batters. If our pitchers throw up to their potential and the team holds onto its current .320 batting average, we have a good chance of making the conference playoffs," said Lewis.

In the bottom half of the three run battle, Jack Baldwin pitched and received the win with a final score of 9-8. Dennis Beemer threw well in relief and got the save. Steve Adams hit a solo shot out of the park after being dusted off by an inside pitch. Ken Anderson had three run homer that sealed the game for the Pirates.

Next up will be Whitworth University. The game was called after seven innings because of a heavy rain storm. The final score was 11-13 in favor of Whitworth.

Kelly Rice, Whitworth's number two singles player, won her match against Whitworth University, again, the Bucs swept both ends of a doubleheader. Mike Leighton started in the first game and pitched the first 5 innings before being relieved by Joey Henney who was credited with the win. The Bucs came from behind to tie the game at 5-5. In the bottom of the tenth, Mark Lehman, who was 3 for 4 at the plate, singled in the winning run. Lehman also had five runs batted in earlier in the game. The final score was 6-5 in favor of the pirates.

Steve Renz on the mound.

EXCEPTIONAL MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

FOR EXCEPTIONAL COLLEGE GRADS
(and those soon to be)

We Offer

- Starting salary up to $13,000; increases to $21,500 in 4 years
- 4 weeks annual vacation
- Fully funded graduate programs
- Superior family health plan
- Worldwide travel opportunities
- Prestige and personal growth potential

Current Opportunities

- Nuclear Engineering
- Business Management
- Aviation
- Law
- Medicine
- Intelligence
- Civil Engineering
- Shipboard Operations

For more information on these opportunities, contact Al Rowley or Barbara Wunderlich at 458-4608/4614.
Meet for Whitworth's women was "what the conference looked like. That's what the conference meet is..."

**Track Team Looking Good**

By Leo Trusclair

The Whitworth Men's track team tied for second place with Whitman College in a meet hosted by Pacific Lutheran University on the 19th of April. Willamette, this year's favorite to win the Conference title, won with 151 points to Whitworth's and Whitman's 49. Despite the score, Jeff Rahn and Mike Ruebretch took second and third place respectively in a 5,000 meter race which took a national best time of 14:15.6 to win first place. Rahn's and Ruebretch's 14:44.6 and 14:57.7, respectively were personal bests. At 10,000 meters, Art Kelly and Ray Robertson qualified for the team with first and second place with times of 32:19.5 and 32:39.3 respectively. Libertine, Rhee ran his season's best time in the hurdles with a time of 15.8 for first place. Jess Snider took first in the hammer with a throw of 134'6".

On the 18th and 19th in Bellingham, Whitworth's women ran in the Washington State Collegiate championship and despite the fact that the team is a young and learning team which is also short in numbers of participants, made a darn good showing. The highlight of the meet for Whitworth's women was the breaking of a four year record in the 4X800 meter relay by Dixie Reiner, Cindy Stanley, Lorie Carlton and Annette Swanson ran a 10:11.9 taking more than 10 seconds off the old record set in 1976. Dixie Reiner took second in the 1500 with a 4:48.8, and Cathy Armstrong placed third in the 10,000 meters with a personal best of 35:52. Whitworth finished in sixth place in the 4X400 and 800 meter medley races. Normes Thorwall also took a sixth in the javelin with a throw of 194'.

A non scoring meet was held on the 24th at SCC for the men. Assistant TRACK COACH Terry Kelly said that it was a meet solely intended for getting athletes qualified for the conference meet. Whitworth only had two qualifiers, but they did qualify in style. Jeff Rahn and Mike Ruebretch came through the tape hand in hand with an excellent time in 14:35.5 in the 800 meters. This puts the two at the top of the conference. If that's not enough, earlier in the season both runners ran a 3:50.8 at 1500 meters, a time which is two seconds off the nation's best. The 1600 meter relay team rose from third to fourth in conference, taking second place with a time of 3:23.9.

You can count on that relay team to continue the improvement in the conference meet.

**Men's Netters Set For Conference Matches**

By Barry Adams

Two out of three ain't bad. That's what the men's tennis team was saying after defeating Spokane Community College and Whitman and losing to PLU last week.

On Tuesday, the netters defeated SCC 5-4. Winners for the Pirates were number 1, Randy Osborne, number 4 Eric Timm, number 3 Ken Brown and the third doubles team of Timm and Ward Stratton.

On Friday, the team took on conference leading PLU. Things looked good as the teams split the six singles matches. However, things took a turn for the worse as the Pirates lost all three doubles matches, losing 6-3. Winners again in singles were Osborne, Timm, and Brown. About the fellowship with PLU, Whitworth coach Ross Cutter said, "that was the most matches we've won against them in a few years. It was a tough match, we played well, especially Randy Osborne, who's been doing it for us all season. Randy has won 14 of his 15 single matches and 14-3 for the season. I think he has a real good chance of winning the conference title. He'll probably be going in with the second seed." On Saturday, the netters avenged an earlier loss to Whitman, beating the Missionaries 5-4 in a tight match on the Whitworth courts. The match came down to the last match of the day, the third doubles. The gallery looked on as Erich Timm and Jim Neister defeated the Whitman counterparts, 6-1 in the third set to win the pivotal match. Other winners for the Pirates were Osborne, number 3 Barry Adams, number 5 Ken Brown, and the second doubles team of Adams and Brown.

The teams' season mark is now 12-7. However, since returning from California, the netters have won only 1 of 12. Their current mark is 5-2, tying them for second with Whitman. However, the conference decides the winner of a game and not match play. Coach Cutter said, "The netters have a good chance in conference."

"PLU and Whitman have to be favored going in, but I feel we should do well and could surprise some people in a few years." We have to tough in the third set. I'm proud of this team, this is the most wins a team has had in about five years and I'm looking forward to more good things," said Cutter.

The conference tournament is set for May 1, 2 at Walla Walla. District is the following weekend here at Whitworth. The district tournament will determine who goes to Nationals.
Giving Plasma Proves Interesting

By Heidi Vaughan

"Ooops, looks like we didn't get it."

The expression on the nurse's face as she spoke those words was a mixture of disappointment and frustration. I looked over at my brave co-conspirator and friend, Mary Kay, hugging on the table beside me. My grip on MK's hand tightened, and I tried to convey my most compassionate look. This ordeal was getting to be ridiculous, and we laughed nervously. I think we both wondered if the pain was worth the $10 for donating plasma.

I had first heard of Hyland Plasma Donor Center through a study at my college. I was grateful to be able to donate plasma twice a week and receive $10 for each donation. To this flat broke college student, donating plasma for cash sounded too good to be true.

As soon as I could get on the phone, I called Mary Kay, we'd both been financially deficient for a while, and her response to plasma donating was as enthusiastic as mine had been.

The next morning I phoned the Hyland Plasma Donor Center and asked about their donor program. The receptionist informed me that donating plasma is similar to donating blood.

"The procedure is as follows," she began. "First-time donors must have a physical by our staff doctor. He will OK your eligibility as a donor. We take several blood samples from donors before they actually donate, so that we may check iron and protein levels and the blood factors. All of this would take you approximately 45 minutes, after which you would go into the donating room and lie on a table bed."

"Next we would surgically scratch your arm, like they would if you were donating blood," she continued, "then insert a needle into your vein and remove a pint of whole blood. This pint would go straight to our lab where the plasma is removed, and then the blood cells, mixed with a saline solution, would be returned to you through the same needle already in your arm. We would then remove another pint of whole blood and follow the same procedure. The entire process is approximately one hour and fifteen minutes in the donating room."

"Since your red blood cells are returned to you," she added, "you could donate twice a week, as it takes the body only 48 hours to restore the plasma. Also there are none of the side effects that can accompany donating blood, since there is essentially no blood loss."

I set up an appointment for Mary Kay and I on Friday morning at 7:15 (when the center doors open).

Friday morning, after a hurried breakfast (required before donating), we were off to the Center located downtown on Third Avenue.

Inside the main doors of the Center was large waiting room full of people (at 7:15 am?). Some were clearly straight off Skid Row, and most looked to be over 55. The room did not smell good (no understatement). We turned our names in to the receptionist and found two chair and sat down.

Our turn came to see the doctor; a 45 minute wait. Question, urine specimen, Examination, and then wait for the Big Moment.

The donor room was filled with bodies on the table beds (at least beds in all), some donors reading as the blood flowed into the pint sacks, others merely staring off into the distance and the nurses. After one more blood sample, I was directed to my table-bed and was told that nurses would be asking my ID number and name on the door of the room, so that the nurses could be asking my ID number and name on the door of the room, so that the nurses could be returning the blood cells to the donors.

The rest of the process went as I had been told over the phone, and my pint bag was half full by the time Mary Kay was brought in to the tubed bed next to mine. Nurses had a little difficulty locating the right vein in MK's arm, but finally the needle was inserted and we were on our way. It was 9:20 by now.

After I'd filled my first pint bag, and my blood cells were being returned to my body, a nurse noticed that Mary Kay's arm was puffing a bit and her blood was flowing quite slowly.

The nurse withdrew the needle from MK's vein, and tried to insert it into a vein in the opposite arm. About this time, my own veins seemed to get puffy, and I was told that my blood/saline mixture was not flowing into my vein correctly. My needle was taken out also, and another was inserted into my opposite arm.

Not to be outdone, Mary Kay's second vein puffing up also. The nurses decided it would be too much to try another vein and were concerned that MK's veins might be "too fragile" for this program in the future. It was decided by the nurses to simply return MK's whole blood to her through a vein in her hand.

Neat. This little operation was successful, and Mary Kay was bandaged up and sent back to the waiting room before we were through with our second pint.

At 11:30 I was finally finished. I received my $10 plus an extra $4 and my very own "pimp card," or first-time card, for bringing a friend with me.

Back in the car, Mary Kay and I compared needle marks and bruised veins. It had taken MK twice up a process that was supposed to have taken only two. And we were disappointed that it could not become a weekly ritual as we thought it would. MK's nurse had termed MK a permanent donor reject." Shoot.

I've set up my second appointment to donate already; I figure it's worth another try; this next visit can't be much worse than the first.

Stiens Plan Dream House

Everyone has a dream house they would like to own, but how does one build a dream house? Stien had a plan to begin building the house over eight years ago.

Dr. Howard Stein, Professor of Biology at Whitworth, designed a 16-sided home, a round house, when his first house eight years ago. Stein said that the contractor took him out of the plan because of various difficulties. But Dr. Stien never forget the idea of building a round house.

He has since modified the plan, but it will still have twelve sides "because the angles are easier to work with."

The house will have a split level entry with an ascending and descending around the inside wall. In the center will be a "massive post that will support the beams," Dr. Stien. He added that there would be a circular stairway around the center post. In the daylight basement will be the bedrooms, bathrooms, and storage areas. Upstairs there will be an enormous living room, kitchen, dining area, and a study.

The study seems to be the Stiens' "entertainment"-posed house. Mrs. Pat Stien, instructor in the English, mentioned that the study would be fairly large. "That means a desk for both of us. We've never had that before," she smiled.

Mrs. Stien also had a hand in planning the kitchen. Mrs. Stien explained that they envisioned a kitchen in an Egyptian rather than a Greek.

So I sat in the middle of my kitchen and chewed with my wrist stick where I thought I wanted that and this because I wanted to be out and get the feel for it.

Because the Stiens entertain large groups of college students, they have made their living room about double the size of a conventional home's. But Mrs. Stien added, "We are not interested in having some smaller conversation areas so that it will be more enjoyable for intimate groups.

Dr. Stien added that the living room and other areas could be closed off and not heated, since much of the time only two of them would be living in the 2800-square-foot home.

The house will be heated by two wood-burning units and a heat pump, according to Dr. Stien. He admits to having toyed with the idea of solar heating or building an earth home. But after abandoning his dream once, he is rather reluctant to build a more conventional structure even to compromise the design significantly.

Dr. Stien said he reason for building the round house is a need to do something different, something creative. He stated, "You do things with circles that you can't do with rectangles. All the rooms do not have to be square, they can be round, oblong, oval, any shape..."

Mrs. Stien adds, "We have lived with this plan long enough that we find ourselves walking through it, knowing where we would put things."

The semi-official announcement of the birth of their brainchild, the round house, came in the form of a letter to the local paper. Dr. Stien sketched the main floor plan for the background of the stationary and Mrs. Stien typed the letter over the top. The reason for their move was set, "My house is too small for the Stiens. They have lived in that flat built about a year ago.

They will commence working on the building dreams this summer. Dr. and Mrs. Stien after wishes their daughter Beth, will do all of the construction work. Dr. Stien plans all the plumbing and electrical work he can since he has done most of it in the past. Mrs. Stien laughed when asked what her contribution was. "I've done some nails, Dr. Stien interupts, "She carries lumber. Still laughing, Mrs. Stien adds, "And I sweep a lot of sawdust, a lot of sawdust...

Both of the Stiens see this as a special way of creating. Dr. Stien says, "It's a totally different. Something new. And I'm not sure that I would rather be doing that."

In a few short weeks, if all goes according to plan, the Stiens will have begun construction. And about a year later, the roundhouse, now a dream, should be a reality able to be lived in.
Eaton and Hunt Selected As Danforth Associates

By Ken Norman

Two Whitworth faculty members, Dr. Phillip Eaton and Dr. Jim Hunt and their wives, Sharon Eaton and Linda Hunt, have been selected as Danforth Associates.

This program offers opportunities for interdisciplinary and interinstitutional activities among faculty and is designed to encourage effective teaching and to humanize teaching and learning in the campus community.

Dr. Eaton and Dr. Hunt were both nominated by Duncan Ferguson to be given applications to become Danforth Associates.

The professors and their wives had to fill out lengthy applications in order to be accepted to this nationally known association.

Both professors and their wives were very gratified and excited to be accepted and to have the experience of being Danforth Associates.

"It's teaching, but it is also being able to relate to students in a humanistic sense and discuss issues that are confronting them and some of their solutions. It's not just throwing material at them to learn," explained Dr. Hunt.

The requirements of becoming a Danforth Associate are to have a dedicated commitment to college teaching and higher level education. The purpose of the program is for the teachers to have an interest in teaching and in relating values in humanistic education.

Upon receiving the award, the associates are committed to attend national and regional conferences. At the conferences, the professors and their wives discuss timely topics of general interest. They have discussions with other teachers with the same interests in higher level education and humanistic teaching. They relate the topics of the conferences to teaching and develop some lifelong friendships with some of their associates.

An associate is required to attend at least one regional conference every two years and at least one national conference. The conferences usually have nationally known figures who speak on current topics.

There are two other faculty members at Whitworth who have been selected as Danforth Associates in the past: Doctor Short, from the applied behavior science, was an original Associate, and Dr. Dean Ebner of the English Department.

With our already dedicated and highly qualified staff, it is a good feeling to know that they also have a truly profound interest in bringing together faculty and students in education.

Mark Bueze solos on the saxophone during last week's home concert band and jazz band concert; the highlight ending the band's three-day tour of Eastern Washington.
Sports Dropped?

There has been a rumor circulating that Whitworth College has been considering dropping its sports program within five to ten years. There is nothing to this rumor, according to Whitworth Athletic Director Bill Knuckles. Mr. Knuckles said, "We've never even considered dropping our sports program; we feel that it has too much to contribute to the school." 

Chaplain Search

The Chaplain Search Committee is approaching the time to review the applications of the various candidates for the Whitworth chaplaincy. Students are invited to share their hopes, insights, and criterion for this key post. Input can be given to the student members of the committee by Susan Schlippe, and Jim Craig. The committee will probably meet on May 5 to begin this next stage of its task.

Sorry!

A few corrections need to be made concerning the article on the Board of Trustees in the April 14 issue of the Whitworthian. One relates to the health fees. The article states that they will be raised from $7 to $10 for the coming year. The actual raise will be from $7 to $20 per semester. The article also indicates that Student Life has hired a psychologist to work on campus, but this position has since been closed. A regular salary increase in health fees makes it possible to hire a counseling psychologist for the coming year, but this position is now being examined and has not been filled. Also, the dinner at the Ridgpath Hotel on Friday evening was the occasion of the presentation of the George Frederick Whitworth Medal to Warner Bowyer, a 30-year member of the board and president of the Whitworth Foundation. Senator Hatfield will be the commencement speaker on May 18, and at that time will receive an honorary doctorate. Also the Whitworth College Christian Students' group has been named.

Save-A-Buck Contest

Since the continued financial stability of the college is all of our concern, the Administrative Council is sponsoring a Cost Reduction Incentive Award program to encourage everyone to submit suggestions which could possibly result in the development and implementation of cost saving innovations and techniques. These suggestions might involve the use of financial and human resources, the development of better operating methods, arrangements conducive to the sharing of resources, ideas which could increase the awareness of the entire campus.

All current faculty, staff, and students are encouraged to participate. The suggestions may involve any area of the campus and its operation even if you are not directly involved with the area.

All suggestions should be sent to the Administrative Council (Station #2) and include your name, address, and phone number. The Administrative Council will serve as the clearinghouse and forward each suggestion to the appropriate department head, committee, or council for review and evaluation. The suggestions should either be ideas which would result in immediate current operating budget savings or demonstrate a reasonable savings from a capital investment.

Judging will be based on the following criteria:
1. Feasibility
2. Originality
3. Projected savings without loss of efficiency

Besides receiving much acclaim, notoriety, emulation, and praise from the campus, each award recipient will receive a congratulatory certificate for dinner for two at an exclusive local restaurant.

And the Band Played On

A celebration of 200 years of American bands and band music is the subject of a Smithsonian Institution photo exhibit on display in the HUB.

The exhibit of the 30 by 60 inch photo panels was opened with a reception April 16. Regular viewing hours are from 9 am to 11 pm, until May 4, according to Tunnel Sight, Student Activities Coordinator.

Among the many aspects of band history which may be enjoyed in the exhibition are early bands of the Revolutionary and Civil War, the famous concert bands of Patrick S. Gilmore and John Philip Sousa, Jazz and Swing bands of the early 20th century, the American Institution of Special Concerts and the special place of bands in schools and colleges.

Students and visitors are also encouraged to visit the section devoted to the development of band instruments. A booklet which parallels the material in the exhibition is available.

The exhibition is a part of the Smithsonian Institution's bicentennial celebration and is an endeavor to culturally enrich the history of the United States.

Makovik began with a faith journey of his life before reaching the conclusion to make a Christian. From there he gave not only an understanding of the story of Jeremiah and the visit to the potter, but also a challenge to serve God in every way of life. Makovik stated, "Each of us will be a potter in someone else's life. In our lifetime, we will all be both serve and receive. We are interconnected and we all are able to determine how effective we can be." Sasha spent the rest of the week with students showing the techniques he uses with the wheel and how he relates it to his life.

Upcoming Forums promise to be very informative and educational. April 28: Ernest Gordon, Dean of the chapel at Princeton University, will be speaking as a part of Focus Days. The theme will be "The Human Situation and the Freedom to Be."

May 1: A special opportunity to listen to and meet Dennis Brus, a South African writer/poet. Brus is now a professor of African literature at Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. While teaching in South Africa in the 1960's, Brus served an 18 month prison term for participating in anti-apartheid campaigns. After finishing his term, he

was permitted to leave South Africa with his wife and seven children on an "exit permit," a document which makes it illegal to return. Whitworth is very fortunate in having Brus share with us as he keynotes the Northwest Regional Conference for Amnesty International child at Gonzaga May 2 and 3.

May 6: Chapel. Dr. Bruce Murphy, associate professor of political studies, will speak.

May 8: Honors Forum. This Forum is a tradition at Whitworth. This is the only chance to honor certain individuals in various departments for outstanding academic achievement. Students as well as the favorite professor of the year, voted on by the senior class, will be honored.

In past years this Forum has always been special for seniors and at the same time entertaining for the whole campus.
Whitworth College's search for a new president continues. According to Dick Leon, chairman of the Presidential Search Committee, about ten letters of recommendation have been received. May eighth was the last day that nominations could be accepted, so the process of sifting through and contacting all the applicants has begun.

Presently, Leon and his secretary have been the brunt of all the applications. The two of them have been doing most of the sifting and contacting of all the applicants. When asked about the process of selecting a new president, Leon replied, "It's a lot of hard work. It easily takes about ten hours a week from my schedule. We're reviewing a number of names, some for the first time, and others from the previous search." 

Although he couldn't pinpoint an exact date by which a president would be selected, Leon had a basic timetable in mind. He said that it would probably take another five weeks to complete the files on all the applicants, then the applicants would be whittled down to about ten or fifteen. Then representatives of the college will meet on a first-hand basis with the prospective presidents.

In the last presidential search, the committee met with the candidates in a neutral city. This time, according to Leon, some of the candidates may come to Spokane, which enables them to see the college firsthand and to meet members of the college community.

According to Leon, there is an extensive list of qualifications that the committee is looking for in each of the candidates. He mentioned that there are three basic layers of criteria that the committee is taking into consideration. The first is the candidate's personal religious faith. Included in this is his/her activities and experiences of faith within the church and community. "The second criteria," said Leon, "are the personal qualities that indicate presidential stature, like leadership, charisma, and familiarity in representing the college." According to Leon, this is the most difficult area to judge. The third and largest category involves the candidate's competency in the various areas of administration. Into this branch falls various qualities such as ability to handle public relations work, cooperation to a liberal arts philosophy, devotion to student development, and various academic qualifications and scholarship.

In the end, after the Presidential Search Committee has made their recommendations, it still rests with the Board of Trustees to approve the recommendation. However, Leon said, "We're still several months from the end."

---

**Hatfield To Receive Christian Statesman Award**

**By Lise Greenfield**

The Whitworth College Christian Statesman award is an award to recognize outstanding men and women who are acting with distinction in higher levels of government. Senator Mark Hatfield will be receiving this award at commencement May 18, 1980 when Whitworth will confer a Doctor of Laws degree upon him.

The Board of Trustees established this award this year using the following criteria in choosing a candidate: "The recipient will have demonstrated by constant action integrity that is widely recognized. They should have shown clearly that they regard ethical integrity as beyond the influence of political expediency. Finally, awardees must be among those whose commitment to Jesus Christ is explicitly verbalized and demonstrated, their witness being so evident that Christians rejoice and others are challenged."

Senator Hatfield was the man they felt best fulfilled these requirements. Mark Hatfield was elected to the U.S. Senate in 1966 following the Oregon Secertary of State's term from 1955-1957 and State Representative from 1951-1955. Hatfield graduated from Willamette in 1943 and five years later finished Stanford with a Bachelor's Degree in Political Science. Three years after that he began his career in government.

The board established this award to honor the few famous Christians who have lead exemplary lives within their government office. It seems as if they wish to reward those who have witnessed peer pressure without hope of thanks. The College will be conferring the degree and presenting the award at graduation as their way of thanking Hatfield for a job well done.
Drinking rule defended

To the Editor:

Re: Janet Hall’s editorial advocating campus residents be allowed to drink alcoholic beverages on campus.

This editorial exemplifies a faulty and unrealistic reasoning in considering the drinking issue on campus. The most ludicrous of Ms. Hall’s arguments implies that the administration and the Board of Trustees are guilty of risking the lives of students by not allowing them to drink on campus. By Ms. Hall’s account, the blame for a hypothetical drunk-driving accident involving Whitworth students would again be attributed to an intoxicated operator of the car, but with the administration who “coerced” students to drink off campus and have to drive back. This contention is of vital concern for Ms. Hall. It tends to shift responsibility from the intoxicated driver to “those who make the rules,” a rather serious accusation leveled the administration.

This logic perplexes me, for my position is that one who drives while intoxicated should not drink at all, since they are not being responsible. Certainly the administration cannot be held accountable for a student’s behavior in such a manner. Additionally, if drinking was allowed on campus, what is to stop one from driving while intoxicated away from campus (for example, another “beer run”)

The editorial also ignores any realistic assessment of the consequences of allowing drinking on campus. Ms. Hall apparently has overlooked all of the practical difficulties. For one, drinking under the age of 21 is illegal; what is the campus community to do in making such distinctions in enforcement? Wouldn’t this create a serious division of the community? It is also another fact of life that the attitudes of contributors and benefactors of the college be kept in mind while formulating campus policy. I would predict that it would be almost impossible for Whitworth to raise enough money to continue to operate if its administration announced the retraction of the rule disallowing alcohol on campus.

In summary, it is not the responsibility of the administration if students who drive off campus are injured while intoxicated, the blame lies with those who drive while intoxicated. Allowing students to get drunk on campus so that they will theoretically avoid receiving injury while in a car is a reasonable solution. Secondly, any intelligent discussion of the issue should treat the practical consequences that will result, so that we don’t risk destroying a college by foolishly changing a campus policy.

Respectfully,
Kenneth Brown
Off campus, box 56

---

LETTERS: Campus communication critiqued

Dear Whitworthians,

Over the past months we have been faced with many crises ranging from riots, the olympic boycotts, and news of the Russian invasion of Afghanistan, just to name a few. But behind the all-encompassing Pinecone Curtain we are still faced with the same issues we had during the fall. First, it is nearly the end of the school year, and we all may go home still not knowing about the selection of a new president for the college. In fact, I feel quite uninformed about the process and have felt that way since the beginning. I read the Flash regularly and the Whitworthian from front to back, yet I didn’t even know who the candidates were or when they came to campus, except by word of mouth. This is the poorest means of communication, for many romors can start. In other words, I’d feel more comfortable reading something in print about this situation.

Secondly, just today, May 7 did I become aware that the selection of a new Athletic Director was also in the process. I also have been doing a lot of reading about Coach Sam Braesch’s resignation in the Spokesman Review. He stated that because of financial problems the athletic department was again going to combine the job of athletic director and head basketball coach. If this is the way it must be then I can handle it. But how often we forget the athletic department and its athletes. We have faced frustration in the tenure of four athletic directors in as many years, and certainly the basketball players who had as many coaches in just three years. Our athletic department has a lot of musical personnel, and I’m tired of it. Coach Braesch and Jim Knuckles did a very fine job of keeping things together on such short notice. We are so used to bid them “hello” and “good-bye” but I’ve yet to hear anyone’s appreciation for the time and effort. Coach Braesch gave us some of the most exciting basketball since I’ve been at this school. His enthusiasm and intensity was more than appreciated by this writer and I’d like to say “thanks” to Coach Braesch for his efforts and I’m sorry to see him go. And thank-you Coach Knuckles for stepping in and pulling together the athletic department. I can truly say they were where we needed them.

To conclude, I must say I feel the frustration of being one of the uninformed who must again go home for the summer to return to get a new set of faces. I bid the old ones good-bye and good luck and the new ones “hello,” but are we, the students, going to be informed on the issues that are pertinent to existence of this campus? Thanks for your time.

Michael Rubscheit

---

Political scene: a study tour student’s perspective

To the students of Whitworth,

I’m lying in my warm bed, feeling dewy and well-fed from the five course meal Bernadette Procher, of my Parian family, prepared this evening. But the peaceful feeling I had from concentrating my senses at all with them is melting away from the heat of the conflicts I sense between we Americans and the people of our world.

I have just finished reading two editorials in the Whitworthian, crying our opinions on the possibility of war. I too, though I am traveling through romantic French castles, quaint villages, and famous cultural sights, am thinking often of our international situation. And though we expatriate Whitworthians have a difficult time following what is always happening in the world (French re-wapers aren’t child’s play) we are learning things about people, human kind, that color our opinions of what should be done about the delicate position our country is in. I say our opinions but now I speak for myself.

I shout across the Atlantic to you! No! No! Americans, you don’t know war and neither do I. But the French people I’ve met, they’ve known it, and they say—never again. The youth of France tell us they will not fight. It isn’t worth it. When they ask me if Carter will make war, I say maybe. They can’t believe it. They can’t believe we youths would go fight a war, start a war, that has the possibility of world wide proportions. “And you know who will benefit,” one young man asked me. He answered himself: “The companies! The company’s. Your life for someone else’s Mercedes-Benz—‘f—off, ’t’ll sell them.”

But here in Europe what makes my guts, my soul, whatever it is, is the bond I’ve found does exist between cultures, and I don’t mean just the French. Germans, Germans, Algeria, Egypt, Italy, Palestine, and France I’ve met people who have real interest in humankind in one. And what hope I have from meeting them and seeing the love in them that is so like the love I know at home.

Right now the world is as fragmented and distrustful as it was in the times of the feudal castles I’ve been looking at. I ask, have we learned anything since those dark ages? The 600 year old fortis laugh coldly at our foolishness, as if they know their time comes again.

The hate and fear we carry within us doesn’t dissipate, it spreads. Iran suffered under the us, and now they have suffered the same. I’m not saying I disagree with what Iran did, for war is a necessary evil. But when the rivalry of countries becomes the cause of war, there is something to be said for the people. They are the ones who suffer, not the leaders. And Iran is no different. They are still suffering under the rule of the Shah. It’s the people in that country who have to live that way. What are we doing in the world that we can no longer help another country?

Which brings me to the next thought: why do we suffer and why do we fight? I believe it is to help out the people. I believe we don’t want to see our brothers suffer any more than we do ourselves. But why can’t we learn to live in peace together? It’s a problem in the world that we don’t always face, but we must face it. We must learn to live together, to help another country. It’s not always as simple as helping the people, but it is as important. We must learn to live in peace together.

Greg Strom said we must respect our forefathers’ actions in war that have given us our comfortable lifestyle. Okay, I think them for stopping Hitler’s consumption of Europe. But I say they stopped him with the old ways. “If you want peace, prepare for war,” the Romans said, and that 2,000 year-old foreign policy is still our own. Unless we are daring enough to use the creative minds God gave us that kind of perspective of war and peace will continue. And the war it creates will bring evil. And the plaque of hate goes round and round and we still live in the dark ages.

It is easy to have peace between countries when relationships are tranquil. The challenge now is to keep it when the tension is strained to the last thread. That is a peace to be respected. Aren’t we intelligent enough? Aren’t we loving enough to demand that kind of peace? Is it time to take the initiative and stop the cyclic hate and war? Or maybe we Americans, we Christians, aren’t still living in the ways of the past as we thought. And maybe we’ll stay right where we are in the age of distrust and war... the dark ages.

Karen Steffensen
Pots, France
Professor quotes Bible on sexual conduct

For those who really would like to know what Jesus and the New Testament teach about sexual morality I have selected several appropriate verses that are crystal clear on the subject. These verses are representative of the entire New Testament teaching on the subject and must become the basis of our sexual morality if we are to be truly Christian.

"You have heard that it was said, 'Do not commit adultery.' But I tell you that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already committed adultery with her in his heart. If your right eye causes you to sin, gouge it out and throw it away. It is better for you to lose one part of your body than for your whole body to be thrown into hell. And if your right hand causes you to sin, cut it off and throw it away. It is better for you to lose one part of your body than for your whole body to go to hell.

"For out of the heart come evil thoughts, murder, adultery, sexual immorality, theft, false testimony, slander. These are what make a man 'unclean.'"

"Be imitators of God, therefore, as dearly loved children and live a life of love, just as Christ loved us and gave himself up for us as a fragrant offering and sacrifice to God. But among you there must not be sexual immorality or any kind of impurity, or greed, because these are improper for God's holy people. For he who has lain with a prostitute is a partner of sin; but he who is immoral with a woman is her partner, and a man who commits adultery with another man's wife is partaking of his wife.

"Everything is permissible for me—even all things—but I will not be mastered by anything. 'Food for the stomach and the stomach for food'—but God will destroy them both. The body is not for sexual immorality, but for the Lord, and the Lord for the body. By his power God raised the Lord from the dead, and he will give us also. Do you not know that your bodies are members of Christ himself? Shall I then take the members of Christ and unite them with a prostitute? Never! Do you not know that he who unites himself with a prostitute is one with her in body? For the two will become one flesh. But he who unites himself with the Lord is one with him in spirit. Flee from sexual immorality. All other sins a man commits are outside his body, but he who sins against the Spirit does not belong to the spirit, but to the flesh, and his words are words of the flesh, not of the Spirit.

"When they kept on questioning him, he straightened up and said to them, 'If any one of you is without sin, let him be the first to throw a stone at her.' Again he stooped down and wrote on the ground. As the crowd began to go away one at a time, the older ones first, until only Jesus was left, with the woman standing there, accused of adultery. After fixing her with a steady gaze, Jesus said, 'Woman, where are they? Has no one condemned you?' 'No one, sir,' she said. 'Then neither do I condemn you,' Jesus declared. 'Go now and leave your life of sin.'"

MacMillan
'in concert'

Hard! The weekly two a.m. prelude of screeching tires and voices loud. Invoking the music of choice barley and hops, these bold night choristers pull all stops; And hurl forth their anthems obscene To campus sleeping on beds serene. Add to this song a touch of class The soothing sound of shant'ring glass, God night airs bear familiar theme— Wrenching doors of dryer and vending machine. Then the fugue, perverted somehow to charm. The ballad ladies; ringing their fire alarm. As this symphony grows to blight. (Oh, thank the stars, we'll hear no Nugent tonight) I turn my face from the morning sky Rocked to sleep by Dionysian Lullaby.

Doug Stewart

And now on marriage and sex: "'Haven't you read,' he replied, 'that at the beginning the Creator made them male and female, and said, 'For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and the two will become one flesh?' So they are no longer two, but one. Therefore what God has joined together, let man not separate."'

"But since there is so much immorality, each man should have his own wife, and each woman her own husband. The husband should fulfill his marital duty to his wife, and likewise the wife to her husband. The wife's body does not belong to her alone but also to her husband. In the same way, the husband's body does not belong to him alone but also to his wife. Do not deprive each other except by mutual consent and for a time, so that you may devote yourselves to prayer. Then come together again so that Satan will not tempt you because of your lack of self-control."

References: Matthew 5: 27-30, Matthew 15: 19-20a, Ephesians 5: 1-3, Ephesians 5: 5-7, 1 Corinthians 6: 12-20, John 8: 7-11, Matthew 19: 4-6, 1 Corinthians 7: 2-5 (From the "New International Version")

Professor George Weber

Honors forum chided

To the Whitworthian:

The Honor’s Forum on May 8 was an emotional and joyous experience for me. I think the organizers did a beautiful job of putting the program together. I appreciate the fact that those students chosen to be honored by the faculty and administration of Whitworth are not simply "gifted," rather they were being selected for honors because of their hard work, dedication and perhaps a desire to contribute, to serve others. They deserved their awards and I am very proud of all of them. However, this letter is not written about those honored by the Whitworth community that day, it is written about those who were insulted and hurt by the foolish and careless actions at others in the Whitworth community. Perhaps they thought they were being funny or humorous; Perhaps they thought they were being "cool." I thought they were being cruel and showed poor judgement.

After the ceremonies were over I asked a few students why the encores said the things they did toward those at Whitworth who have also exhibited hard work, dedication, and service to others. The response was generally that it was a "tradition." Well, my reaction to that is that harmful and hurtful traditions in any society or community can be broken, altered, or stopped if people try. I have no illusion that one letter in the editor will eradicate this shameful tradition of "insults in fun." but in the best Christian and democratic traditions, it is important for people to stand up and say what they think. Hence, this letter. In my opinion, the Whitworth community is above such traditions as "insults in fun."

Thank you.

Darlene Borland
Secretary, Psychology Dept.
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EDITORIAL

Monarchs, burgers, and the brave new world

Karen Harris

Leadership crisis. This is what an anthropologist, interviewed a few weeks ago in the Spokesman-Review termed our nation's problem. She termed the presidential candidates "a bunch of dum dum" and said she probably wouldn't vote for any of them. Why is it so hard to find good leaders any more?

Two hundred years ago our forefathers decided the best way to get one good leader was to choose two contenders and let them battle for the spot. The same followed with business. They embraced the policy "competition breeds quality." Today, Wendy's, MacDonald and Burger King must stoop to buying cheap beef from fourth world countries and flooding the air-waves with sing-song commercials in order to be the financial top dogs. Similarly, politicians must sandbag debates, accept bribes from industries, and embezzle money in order to afford the dog-eat-dog campaign competitions. As a result of our glorious free enterprise system we wind up with tacky fast food joints and dishonest officials.

I'm not suggesting we topple the entire democratic free enterprise system. But why not perpetrate a line of democratic dictators to co-rule with our present congress? A modern monarchy. Leaders who, relieved of the fear of re-election races, can make decision with long term benefits in mind instead of satisfying for the moment those corporate fund givers on whom their survival as politicians depends.

Perhaps if President Carter hadn't been trying to win votes from Ronald Reagan, he might have been more patient with his hostage rescue mission, keeping in mind that Iranians seek an end to World War II, not "the other front." He has spent too much time and compromise have the best chance of bringing the hostages' release without risk of war or international animosity.

Our democratic monarch could be picked randomly, as for jury duty. The ordinary citizen would be in the thick of politics, but holding a representative view. On the other hand, Congress could pick a Jane Pauly, Phil Donahue, or Dustin Hoffman type who would be approved of wide popular support. This leader could practice the ceremonial duties of the present president, e.g. attend funerals of foreign presidents, drink cognac with Brezhnev, throw out the first pitch of the All Star game, even give speeches reporting national policies. He or she would act as an intermediary between congress and the public, excel in diplomatic skill, occasionally be called on for opinion, but serve chiefly for show.

After reforming the presidential system, we could "clean up" congress by requiring campaign contributions go into a central fund to be doled out on the basis of financial need, and also put a price ceiling on campaign budgets, in order that money not be a pre-requisite for running for office.

With money saved by canceling the presidential election, congress could fund the setting up of cooperative neighborhood projects and community farms, and give tax credits for those who give up elaborate advertising budgets, and those who support sports, pageants, and activities whose chief purpose is other than to determine a winner. We have a national tradition of overproduction, and of competition. Maybe someday, though, products won't have to sell themselves but will be called to serve obvious needs.

"Not enough, or too much," declared one philosopher. At this point of too many politicians, too many breakfast cereals, too many basketball games, too many commercials, Why not risk "not enough?" Variety of experience is the spice of life. See you in the revolution. In the meantime, happy summer.
May 18th is an important day for a number of Whitworth students. It is commencement for 125 seniors. Goals will be reached and new paths will take their place to be looked forward to.

Among those graduating will be Chris Deulen, Richard Viel, Debbie Crouse, and Sarah Ramsey.

Debbie Crouse

Debbie, a Business Management major, is looking forward to a sales merchandising position with General Foods this summer and a trip to Coventry, England in the fall. There is also a possibility of a job opportunity for Debbie in England.

Having attended Whitworth for four years, Debbie says, "there's some beautiful people here and they've helped me out tremendously." She plans to go into a career involving sales merchandising, retail, or marketing, as long as she can deal with people.

At Whitworth, Debbie could be found filling such positions as Resident Advisor, SAGA Worker, Travel Manager, Dorm Chaplain, and Academic Vice President. She has been very active working on campus.

"Though one can get caught up in a tunnel vision, I stood back and considered the whole perspective," Debbie commented on her time at Whitworth. If she had it to do over, Debbie said she would like to attend another college for a semester or full year to compare and contrast the environment and the resources there if you want to tap into them.

Chris Deulen

Chris is a Psychology major from Scappoose, Oregon. He began his Whitworth career five years ago. Following his sophomore year, Chris spent some time working and visiting South America.

"I thought about changing it a couple times, but I never did," Chris commented on his major. He plans to go into Christian Counseling, a field implementing psychology and spiritual values. For Fall, 1980, Chris has been accepted to Fuller Seminary's Ph.D. program in Psychology.

Looking back on his experiences at Whitworth, Chris says that discovering his Christian faith was the most important to him. He expressed that one's faith can be even more valuable than preparing for a future career.

"The resources are there if you want to tap into them.

Richard Viel

Richard began taking classes at Whitworth in Fall, 1977, after two years at Passadena City College in California. Richard says that he heard about Whitworth from his sister who was on the first California Bus Trip, which was organized by the Youth Ministry at Richard's church, a graduate of Whitworth.

Richard became interested in History classes at Passadena and that became his major here at Whitworth, where he found a totally new environment and open to career options within the Communications field.

Among Sarah's activities connected with Whitworth are an internship at a radio station in Tacoma, an independent study in Whitworth's Public Relations department, and a Research and Writing Project at KWBS, Whitworth's student-run station.

"I don't think Whitworth had anything to do with making me a 'whole person' or not," Sarah added, but said that she did receive good academic preparation for her future.

Sarah Ramsey

Like Debbie, Sarah has also gone to college for four years at Whitworth. She is from Tacoma, Washington and says, "I wanted to go to a small school that was academically good" and added that she looked for one that was far enough but not too far away from her hometown.

Beginning her college career as a French and Spanish major, Sarah explained that she realized this did not offer her an open career field and desired a broader choice. She is graduating as a combined Communications and Journalism major.

"I hope to get a job in Seattle," she explained, going on to say she is interested in advertising, Public Relations.

Richard VIel, History major, plans to go on to a career in History Ministry. He spent two years at Passadena City College in California, and plans to go on to seminary following a period of working in New York or with 'Up With People.'

Debbie Crouse will graduate May 18th as a Psychology major and go on to Fuller Seminary's Ph.D. program in that field next fall. Chris has been actively involved in the Hunger Task Force, and HUB management at Whitworth.

Richard has worked in the library on campus and is currently Resident Advisor in Keola. Commenting on Whitworth, Richard says, "I couldn't have asked for a better education than I got here."

Richard plans to go on to seminary, but that is farther in the future. "I feel like it would be better for me to take some time and work," he explains. "Youth Ministry is the kind of career that interests him."

These four very different people will be commenting on new challenges on May 18, each looking toward a specific future and holding many lasting memories of their time at Whitworth College.
Sell Researches

By Richard Vei

When he was in second grade, Whitworth assistant psychology professor Dr. Robert Sell, began his first garden. Through the pursuit of an education in psychology, graduating from UCLA with a Bachelor of Arts degree in 1970 and from State University of New York with a Ph.D. six years later, agriculture has remained a strong interest for Dr. Sell.

It was this interest that prompted Dr. Sell's decision to alter his plan, leave Whitworth and seek a new career in agricultural research. However, as of May 9, he has officially agreed to continue at Whitworth for the next academic year. "The search process for my replacement, through a consortium of universities, is well advertised nationally," he says. "The fact that applicants ended up being very small and the department could not find anyone with the qualifications very well." As a result, the position will be re-opened and Dr. Sell will stay for one more year.

Neither the original decision to leave, nor the final decision to stay were easy for Dr. Sell. He has found the idea of agriculture research on the back burner for quite some time and now feels a strong yearning to give it the time it needs. "I have been increasingly aware of the world food problem and the problems we are apprehending to must be much of our irreplaceable fuels," he says. "Part of my dilemma has been that I love psychology and teaching, but I feel that it is something I need to do." The agreement that Dr. Sell has made with the college is actually a compromise which may offer him a good balance between teaching and research. He will continue to teach the full load of courses, but he will not have the student advisory and other responsibilities of a full-time faculty member. "I've found that I need more time to spend on my research than I've been allowed with my duties at Whitworth," Dr. Sell reflects. "Whether or not this arrangement will give me that time remains to be seen."

The area of agricultural research in which Dr. Sell is most interested is a total organic system sometimes referred as the "double dig" method. It is a method that was developed in the early 1900's by the French because they found that much of their crop lands had been depleted years after replanting. The system is called "double dig" because the earth is prepared to a depth of two to three feet. This allows the roots of the plants to grow straight down, rather than spreading out, and the plants can then be grown much closer together, increasing the yield per acre. The method also includes the use of companion planting-growing plants together which fit each others growth and have mutual benefits. The Cabernet Sauvignon, grape plants together which mutually repel insects hazardous to each other.

Though this system has been used for several years in many places, there has been little scientific research done in this area. "As a result," Dr. Sell claims, "a lot of myths have developed about the amount and quality of the food produced by this system. I would like to see if there is any scientific evidence to back up these myths." The little amount of research that has been done in this area has been done in California. According to Dr. Sell, one researcher in California has been able to produce crops of beans and cabbage up to forty times larger than crops planted in the traditional manner. If these figures prove possible with other crops, Dr. Sell feels that this system may hold at least part of the answer to the growing world food crisis, and he wants to be on the cutting edge of this new and exciting area of research.

Spring Tension High

At one time or another, most college students experience a certain amount of stress and tension. Now in the final days of Spring semester, with tests and term papers due, there has naturally been a noticeable increase in the amount of tension within the Whitworth College student body. Dr. Dave Phillips, the school's psychologist, commented that this is usually the case. He believes that there are constructive activities a student can implement into his/her schedule to reduce this stress.

Phillips graduated from Arizona State University and completed his masters and Ph.D. work in psychology at the University of Illinois. He has taught psychology at the University of Illinois and at the University of Pacific and has been in private practice for ten years. He views his role at Whitworth as one of assisting counselors in helping them deal with their problems and in reaching their goals. In his counseling he attempts to get his patient to define his/her problem. This is often the first step on the road to resolution. Phillips likes to believe he is supporting his patient, discussing problems non-judgementally. He often finds that a patient just needs someone to listen to their problems instead of proposing a solution.

The depression that the college experienced during Fall semester was of greater magnitude than past years. Phillips believes this depression is chiefly related to time of year. People often experience a decrease in tension. Now in the final days of Spring and summer, the sun and the arrival of more brisk temperatures mean students spend more time inside and less time outside. Phillips advises his students to do more pleasurable activities that accompany spring and summer. The emphasis in a student's life is now more on academics than recreation. If the physical side of a student's life is too far removed a depression may follow. Phillips believes the student needs a balanced program that would not only produce a more well-rounded individual, but lessen tension. He stated that college students do a good job of educating the student emotionally, but often the student immerses himself in academics and neglects many pleasurable physical activities. Along with a greater involvement in physical activities should be an increased knowledge of nutrition.

Phillips also found that much of student's depression arose out of a feeling of helplessness concerning worldly issues. It seems that many are constantly talking about the Pine Cone Curtain and how they feel isolated from social and political activities. This sense of isolation often contributes to one's depression.

One of the constructive products a student can do is set up a time schedule. In this schedule should be prescribed management of time, stressing certain activities at certain times. This schedule should have an emphasis on balance, touching all areas of human experience. A wholistic approach, according to Phillips, is a successful method of easing tension.

Blood Drive Successful

Every Fall and Spring for the past 15 years, Spokane's Spokane Blood Bank has sponsored a blood drive at Whitworth. The drive usually lasts for two days and uses Whitworth College facilities as its base. Last semester saw an average of 130 students a day came in to give blood with 85 succesful donors. This attendance broke last year's record and was the greatest showing since 1968.

Many of the students are turned away if they meet the requirements of a healthy donor. Some say they are iron-deficient or blood or any other sort of condition that would yield less than adequate quality.

The donor cannot give blood if he or she has not eaten a balanced diet during the day. Many students came in to give blood during the afternoon and were denied because they hadn't eaten anything since the night before.

Anne Washburn, a senior at Whitworth and coordinator of SERVE, was involved in this year's drive. The Spokane Blood Bank provided all the nurses and technicians that were needed and Anne and Anne were involved in much of the organizational work. Whitworth's Student Senate also did much of the function. The blood itself is used in many needs that arise in hospitals, such as a car accident where loss of blood is significant.
Signatures Needed
by Karen Harris

For those who keep up with Washington's energy news, especially Whimworthian Ray Robertson, "Woops" is more than an exclamation of careless­ness. For there lies the nickname given to WPPSS (Washington Public Power Supply System), a state­authorized rate contingency, also the target of Initiative 385, which Robertson is helping put on the ballot for the November election.

Robertson is in charge of rounding up 12,000 signa­tures from Spokane voters by July 2nd supporting the initiative which would allow public control over construction of large-scale power plants in the state of Washington. Robertson initiated the effort in April after a recent study revealed that it may be econom­ically inefficient for WPPSS to limit construction on five nuclear power plants already studied in the state (three at Hanford and two in Sasup, near Olympia) whose costs are expected to exceed $2 billion.

The study, as quoted in the April 8th Seattle Times, issue, showed that up to $2.7 billion could be saved by shutting down construction on the first six units. It would still fill projected energy needs through a combination of conservation and existing energy measures. According to the study, 157,000 tons of nuclear power men declined to comment on the report. Though WPPSS is a private utility, it is funded by its utility rate payers, and there is no mechanism for direct accountability to the rate payers.

Initiative 385, composed by a Seattle-based ad com­pany funded by Pacific Northwest Gas, seeks to limit nuclear power plants in Washington, declaring the state's power needs will be met with coal, gas, and nuclear power, and it is an amendment to a previous anti-nuclear bill. Robertson said those people are confused about the bill because of another bill, Initiative 385, which seeks to limit nuclear power plants in the state to that produced within the state. People think they've signed both bills. He stressed that 385 is not an anti-nuclear bill. Though this might limit nuclear power plants in Washing­ton, it doesn't rule them out. Its primary goal is to say the most cost-efficient means of energy production...it deals with conservation and hydro-electric, as well as nuclear plants.

Robertson also has worked on the Northwestern Power Plan, now in congress, which he says discourages conservation and small-scale energy projects in favor of large-scale plants, with the assumption that through high efficiency, power can be metered into consumers' utility costs while industries can continue to use "cheap power," also produced by the joint energy organizations. It also, Robertson said, produced a greater energy need than was accurate for Wash­ington.

With the help of Nutri­tion 1985, Robertson had five students and write letters to Congressman Tom Foley urging that the bill not be passed with­out amendments to consider other energy sources.

Because of his work with the Northwest Power Bill, Robertson was asked by the SAVE$ chairman Joe Ryan to head the SAVE$ campaign in Spokane. Since Initiative 385 came out earlier than 385, Robertson says many of the people who support the SAVE$ bill are now campaigning for 385 and volunteers are hard to find. He has compiled about 1,100 signatures so far by having petition tables set up on the Whimworth cam­pus, and downtown on week­ends. He plans to distribute petitions to other organizations and businesses, and continue recruiting people to collect signatures during lunch hours and weekends downtown.

"As just an hour near Riverfront Park," Robertson said, "we can gather a hun­dred signatures." He calculates that with a small team of volun­teers he can gather a thousand signatures a week until July 2nd.

Roberson said he would give petitions to any interested student or faculty member. Those interested in picking up a petition or helping the campaign can call him 483-4540.

KWRS Manager Reflects on Year
by Phil Lorencet

"Kenny Cragg, out-going station manager of KWRS, told about his experiences as student and manager of radio station, the changes that have occurred in the 2½ years that KWRS has been broad­casting, and some of the things that have happened in the future.

WHIT How long have you been with the station?

Kenny Since it opened in October of '77.

WHIT What was your role then?

Kenny Just a D.J., one night a week, Friday night 'til two, quite a show. A full two hours when nobody is listening. This station was being listened to by the people who were listening is because it takes a while for any radio station to really build up an audience. Nobody knew about us yet. And being how late it was at night, few people were listening. Just couldn't get good at it 'cause it was only two hours a week and by the time you get in there and you get a good feel for it you only got ten minutes left in your show and you have to sign off. I was pretty bad at first by everybody only had one show a week, because there was only six hours to broadcast on the weekends, where there's 19 now.

WHIT Only six hours? What were the times?

Kenny It was six 'til midnight, and then six 'til two on the weekends.

WHIT Six in the evening?

Kenny Yeah, and then Saturday night's operation on 'til 2 a.m. Started about ten in the morning.

WHIT How'd it go?

Kenny Well, everybody was new at it. Our-D. staff man­ager, John Flowers, he built the station from ground zero, and did a fantastic job. There wasn't any administrative or personnel staff to get going, the funding, building, connection with the FCC, and getting our first engineering. A lot of work was involved just to keep the station in order to just get us going on the air.

WHIT How much money have you saved?

Kenny Oh, with construction and every­thing probably 20 thousand dollars.

WHIT Paid for by the students?

Kenny We had to recom­pense all the old students for the station itself, and we got the construction permit, built it up about three years ago.

WHIT How much has it changed since?

Kenny From when we opened it changed in all aspects. First off, it's very difficult to get any operation like this going. We had a staff of 12, and it was very unclear about the positions. We just didn't know anything about radio. But there was a lot of student inter­est.

WHIT What was the hardest part?

Kenny Getting all the proper technical facts down to operate, meeting the FCC requirements, logging, and all the legalities.

WHIT What is the operating budget now?

Kenny Since we have to go to 100, we needed money for radio station. This takes a lot of money for the new equipment to meet the requirements. We got $5000 a year for operating budget for the year. We gave us everything we asked for last year except salaries.

WHIT Where do you think KWRS is now?

Kenny Hey, it's a big time. You mean how far it's come and that kind of thing? Oh, the im­provements over the last 2½ years have been phenomenal. The station shows, well it's a student run outfit, and the students are very active. It's well taken by the student body. They want to get active and they want to get involved, they're tied into it and they love it. I don't think there's any other organization on campus that the students are so involved in. We were on all summer, you know, 18 hours a day, and nobody was getting paid except myself and the secretary. Now that's dedication, and quite a love for something, for students to put so much work into.

WHIT How many students were involved last summer?

Kenny The most we had was 14, 15, and it got down to 9.

WHIT How many students are involved now?

Kenny We had 62 total stu­dents participate this year.

WHIT How many students were involved last summer?

Kenny An area that needs improvement, and hopefully we can do it with the new bud­get, to get more managing posi­tions. With a staff of three and everybody that's involved in running the station, it's ridiculous. We want an assistant news director, ad­ministra­tive manager, traffic coordina­tor and I believe that's it.

We also need support from the Administration. They've been very supportive, donating $500 a semester, which before they wouldn't have anything to do with us. We convinced them this year that the radio station is an important tool for the college as a whole. We're not just doing stuff for ourselves on campus. We're reaching out into the community and letting them know what Whimworth is all about.

WHIT What things are you happiest about have that have happened this year?

Kenny One thing I'm really impressed with is the News Department. That's something we've been really stressing this year. People used to choose either news or DJ, but you'll never get a news staff that way. Everyday seems to spin records. Now everyone starts out in the news because it gives them a back­ground, some practice dealing with a microphone, and they can go from there. Now we fit into a more structured place where the News has to be on the air at Eight o'clock, without delay.
The Whitworthian: Print Journalism...

Pat Williams, our infamous Editor-in-Chief; voted most cynical.

Not pictured but frequently present:
Krista Sherman, Business Manager; signs time cards.
Jonathan Cox, Feature reporter and staunch headline writer.
Sara Nilsen, News Reporter; published in Whitworth Today.
Rich Hall, most outstanding non-credit writer.
Paul Graham, versatile photographer.
Pam Pigott, news reporter; should be editor.

Karen Harris, Editorial Editor; only staffer worried about social justice.

Debbie Baierwald, Sports Editor; voted most disgusting.

Barb Murray, Photo Editor; most joshman.

Laura Hutchinson, News Editor: Fewest innovative storylines.

Jerry Hansen, Feature Editor: cause of more machinery breakdowns than all others put together.

A.O. Gray, Adviser: most distinguished adviser in the U.S.; all four-year schools included.
With A Difference

Barbara Wright, Production Assistant and occasionally graphic.

Brad Bonner, Photographer voted the person you'd most like to get in the darkroom with.

Greg Wright, President's Council Reporter and head mechanic.

Mark Meyer, voted most im- pressionable; news.

Ken Norman, News Reporter; voted most inspirational writer.

Lisa Greenfeld, most delinquent News Reporter.

Dave Veldhuisen, mountaineer photographer.

Ida We, Feature Reporter and head of our Foreign Field desk.

Harry Adams, perpetually prompt sports reporter and all-around jock.

Lee Trudiae, Sports Reporter and most chaste copyreader.

Chris Edwards, Sports reporter; most vicious personality.

Photograph by Brad Yuen
Several Trackstars Qualify For Districts

By Leo Truschel

Last weekend at the conference meet in Walla Walla, the Whitworth trackers took fifth place with 60 points. Steve Avolo took second in the 400 with a time of 49.6. Mike Rubrecht was second in the 1500, running a 3:52.1. Art Kelly came through with a surprise, running 32.49.1 at 10,000 meters for second place, as was Eric Krueger who threw the discus 145'1". The mile relay team took third with a time of 3:21.1 and Jeff Rahn was third in the 500.

Thursday, the women head for Boise, Idaho for the start of the AIAW Region IX meet for Division II and III teams. Qualifiers include Dixie Reimer, 1500 meters, Kathy Armstrong 5000 meters and 10,000 meters, Cindy Standley, 3000 and 5000 meters, Lori Pickard 200, Normann Thor- nquist and Daron Nelson, javelin and relay teams in the two mile, (Reimer, Standley, Lori Carlson and Annice Swanson), 800 meter, Pickard, Pam Frew, Connie Copeland and Tami Elliot, and mile relay, Pickard, Elliot, Copeland and Reimer or Carlson. The 800 meter medley relay team was third with a time of 2:06.3.

Over this weekend, the men go to districts in Tacoma. Whitworth's qualifiers are: Wayne Christiansen, pole vault, Steve Avolo, 400 meters, Eric Krueger, discus and shot put, Ken Packer, javelin, Jess Snyder, hammer, Randy Schoop, high jump and the mile relay team, Dave Williams, Nic Quinton, Charlie Lewis and Avolo.

Women’s Tennis Places Fourth

By Barry Adams

The women’s tennis team placed fourth this weekend in the Regional tournament held in Tacoma.

The team went in with high hopes for the Regional title at a berth to the national tournament, the hopes were dashed by bad luck in some tight matches as they were seeded out by eventual winner, Western Washington U.

Number one singles player, Janis Johnson said of the team’s play, “I think we played well in the early going, but we were tired out by long matches and mainly just ran out of gas. Five people made it to the semi’s and lost.”

Athletic Scholarships Fair & Equal

By Debbie Reinwand

With the advent of financial aid awards, there is generally some grumbling this time of year about athletic scholarships. According to Bill Rusk, head of Whitworth's financial aid office, most of this is unwarranted.

The actual dollar figure given to athletes is miniscule when compared to the overall college scholarships that students receive. Athletic scholarships are in a category along with music awards and that amount is $840,000. Under HEW law, women must receive a comparable amount to what the men receive. According to Rusk, Whitworth has long been in compliance with this ruling. There are approximately 1/3 as many females competing in sports as there are men, which is precisely how Whitworth divides up the awards. When Joseph Califano headed up HEW, he excluded football from the ruling, since the income from football generally covers the amount of the scholarships. However, Harris decided that football awards should be included in the initial award figure, thereby cutting out a chunk of money, and making the scholarships more even.

When the Civil Right Investigation team came to Whitworth, they discovered that they had already been dispersing their scholarships in this manner.

Another plus for Whitworth is that all awards are given by need, academic and athletic achievement. Rather than allot each sport a dollar figure and have them award students as they see fit, each individual student/athlete is evaluated.

Rusk feels that Whitworth does a good job of satisfying the student’s needs in a fair and generous way. “Everything is based on need. The student is evaluated on athletics and academics, and there is not discrimination between men or women.” Rusk said. He also mentioned that every year he hears students complaining that “not everyone will get their awards”, and that “the athletes get it all anyway.” Considering the small amount of financial aid awards, and the high financial aid offer per student (444 students applying, the average award is $10,400), neither of these are accurate statements. Rusk added that so far this year, he hasn’t heard any grumbling. “The one thing that is true is that we’re already starting a waiting list. Anyone that completed their financial aid file after May 1, is on a waiting list,” he concluded.
Plopper Goes To Nationals...Along With Osborne

By Barry Adams

Randy Osborne, Whitworth's number one men's tennis player qualified for nationals by winning the District I singles championship in play at Whitworth, Sunday. Osborne defeated Jeff Ratte of Whitman, 7-5, 6-1 in the finals.

Although Osborne was considered by most, the favorite to win the tournament, it took a near miracle to reach the finals. Against Scott Charleston of PLU, Osborne was down 5-4, 5-1, 40-15, hitting every shot in the book. He made a fabulous comeback, baffling Charleston and gaining spectator interest. The final score was 4-6, 7-5, 6-1. In his other matches in the tournament, Osborne defeated Ken Woodward, (PLU), 6-2, 6-2; Tom Skalley, 6-3, 6-1; and Al White 6-2, 6-1.

Osborne will compete in Nationals May 27-31 at the Rock Hill Tennis Club in Kansas City, Missouri. Ven·

The fourth hole, a 400 yard par four with out of bounds left was the hole that Plopper needed. Since the first three holes were relatively short neither player had had to use any club other than a sand wedge for their approach shots. But on the fourth both had to play longer second shots. Neither player hit the green and when Blume failed to get his chip close Plopper had only to get up and down in two to win, which he did.

The nationals will be held at the Bay Valley Golf Club in Saginaw Michigan, from May 27-30.

or the Whitworth team the district tournament was a success. They played both rounds under 400, which is a team average of under 80 strokes per player. In the process they took third place, beating out Northwest Conference Champions, Pacific Lutheran University, Western Washington played excellent golf the second day to overcome Simon Fraser by three strokes and win the team title.

For Whitworth, Tom Strater had a total of 155, Bob Lighty was at 159, Dan Paulson shot 162, Pat Williams recorded 169 and Tim Haugan finished with 171.

On May 1-2 the team competed in the 17 team Eastern Washington Invitation- al. On the first day of competition at Hungman Valley Golf Course the team shot its best competitive round of the season, 367. That averaged out to 73 or two over par per player. Both Plopper and Strater shot one under par 70 and were tied for fourth place. Freshman Paulson had a 72 while Lighty had 77 and Williams 78.

After 18 holes the team was leading their division, which included Western and Simon Fraser and was tied for third with Idaho, behind Washington State and Montana. However on the second day a rainy front one pushed the scores up and the team finished with 407, for a 774 total, finishing in sixth place. Plopper managed to finish in fourth place overall and he won in the NAIA division.

On April 28-29 the team played in the Northwest Con·

The 6900 yard layout proved tough for the Pirates, (spokesman's longest public course is only 6400 yards) and they finished in fourth place. That left them only six shots behind Pacific and eight behind second place Lewis and Clark. Pacific Lutheran won the event going away. Plopper turned in the teams best performance, tying for fourth place and gaining all-conference hon

Ray Plopper finished the regular season with a scoring average near 73. Plopper played his final 7 rounds without a double bogey.

By Pat Williams

Ray Plopper became the first Whitworth golfer in 17 years to go to the N.A.I.A. national tournament, last Monday and Tuesday when he won a sudden death play-off at the Veterans Memorial Golf Course in Walla Walla.

To get into the play-off with Western Washington University's Brian Blume, Plopper had bogeyed the final two holes and so after 36 holes had a 146 total of two over par.

The first round of the tournament had been played at the Walla Walla Country Club, and Ploppers one over par 73 had given him a one stroke lead. However after 27 holes Plopper had fallen to four over par and was tied for the lead, with five people within two strokes of him. It was then that he began a streak where he birdied seven of the remaining fifteen holes (including the play-off) to win.

The play-off began on hole one, a short par four with a dogleg left. Plopper played straight down the fairway and left himself with a sand-wedge to the green. Blume though, cut the dogleg and successfully drove to within five feet of the green. Plopper then put his shot a half foot away and made his birdie, as did Blume.

Both players parred the second hole and at the third both made yet another birdie.

but I'm sure Randy can hold his own, he's a tough dude and a fierce competitor.

The Whitworth team faced for second with Whitman in the tournament behind potential district champs PLU. This was Whitworth's best showing in a number of years. Competing in the tournament for the Pirates were Brad Adams, Eric Timm, Ward Stratton, Ken Brown, Barry Adams and Jim Huemer. Due to tough draws and other circumstances, the doubles team of Brad Adams and Osborne won the only other matches for the Bucs. They lost in the semifinals to Woodward and Koessler of PLU. They defeated the teams of Thomas and Lowe from Whitman, and Savage and Neson of Western. The doubles championship was won by the Number one doubles team from PLU.

The team finished the season with a 12-7 mark, the best for a Pirate team in five years. They are noted in tennis circles for their abundance of nicknames. The team includes an alligator, bear, panther and groundhog.

Next year's team should be tough although Osborne, Timm and Brown will be lost due to graduation and Houser is transferring.
Baseball Team Conference Champs

By Chris Edwards

The Whitworth baseball team is still on top of the Northwest Conference. The Bucs are currently tied with Linfield College for first place with an overall win/loss record of 14-14, 10-4 in conference play.

On April 26 the Bucs faced Willamette University and once again wiped them off the map. The Pirates won both ends of a doubleheader. In the first game the Bucs prevailed 6-2 with Mike Leighton throwing a three-hitter from the mound. The bats came alive as Doug Cey had five RBI’s.

In the second game, Whitworth faced Willamette’s powerful ace pitcher, Dave Wang. The Bucs came out on top thanks to Jim Deat’s clutch hitting. Deat put the game away with a two run triple in the sixth inning.

Next, the Whit faced Linfield and won 18-11. Tim Frisbee did the throwing as the team’s bats came through with a total of 19 base hits against one of the league’s best ball clubs. Dan Harder had two doubles early in the game, both good for runs.

Western Washington U. was the next team in town. It took the Bucs just seven innings to amass a 24-2 lead. The game was called after seven innings. Joey Kenney got the job of doing the run down over the Vikings. Once again, the Bucs bats were active as the team collected 20 base hits. Dan Harder and Marc Skubina had three hits apiece.

The Whitworth nine then hit the road for Oregon, where they faced Linfield once again. The Bucs had a bad day at the plate dropping the first one 5-0. The second game of the double header was a little closer, but again the Bucs lost, 7-6.

The next day the Pirates were Lehigh and Clark College. Tim Frisbee started on the mound, but was relieved early by Joey Kenney. The final score was Whitworth 14, LC 10.

The Pirates then faced rivals Eastern Washington Eagles for a non-conference contest. The team lost 15-6, falling victim to the Eagles bats. Steve Renz, Tim Frisbee, Mike Leighton, and Frank Johnson all took turns throwing on the mound.

Whitworth could win the conference this weekend with a sweep in their three game series with PLU. A three game winning streak would tie the Buc’s for first place in district play.

Coach Vaughn says he feels pretty good about this year. “A lot of people came through in the clutch, not just one person,” said Vaughn, “the team’s batting average is .305 which is very good, but our pitching has been very inconsistent, which has kept us from doing our best. We’ve stolen more bases than any other Whitworth team and won more games than any team since 1977.” Coach Vaughn feels good about the future for his sophomore dominated team. “We’ll need some infielders and a few pitchers to replace some of our graduating seniors,” said the head coach.

One of the team’s stronger points this season has been senior pitcher Steve Renz. Renz can often be seen coming in late in the game to put it away for the Pirates. He has appeared in 35 games in relief this season, and has a 2-5 win/loss record overall. Renz is 2-1 in league play. Renz definitely feels better about this season than last. He credits some of his improvement to his work on his fast ball in the off season. Renz also put in his time lifting in the weight room and running. He feels that the pitching staff has got to pitch up to their full potential, being very inconsistent so far.

Also graduating with Renz this year will be pitcher Mike Leighton and shortstop Steve Adams.

Rahn and Rubrecht

By Leo Trusclair

For two runners who didn’t know each other at the beginning of the school year, there has certainly been a turn around. Whitworth’s two versatile runners, Jeff Rahn and Mike Rubrecht have really distinguished themselves by splitting record times in the 800, 1500 and 5000 meters.

How did the year start for these two? Jeff, a transfer from two tough track programs at SCC and Seattle Pacific University started the season as an ineligible runner. Mike started the year way down in Florida, pursuing an internship which fell through. “I was supposed to run with Marty Liquori for five weeks, but couldn’t because of a bad knee, which was later diagnosed as tendinitis.”

Things began to look up for both of these runners as they became determined to win. Rubrecht started running again the first of December, averaging 80 miles a week, increasing to 100 by January. Rahn concentrated on weight lifting and was running about 12 miles a week.

In conference last week, Rubrecht took second in the 1500, while Jeff finished third in the 5000. This weekend a district, districts, Rubrecht will concentrate on the 800, while Rahn will run his best of 3:50.8 to the 1500.

There was a point when we knew we were way ahead of the other runners in terms of physical and mental training, so Jeff and I decided to reach even higher,” commented Rubrecht. So with that kind of thinking, both runners came across the finish line with a time of 3:50.8 in the 1500, two seconds off the national best of the year.

Rahn and Rubrecht got to know each other, and became aware of their similar goals and objectives. In the first outdoor meet of the year, Rubrecht ran a 8:33, and Rahn ran a 8:31.2, surprising each other with the similarity in their ability.

“If we were running together, I could tell I was running faster.”

“On the other hand, if I was running faster, Jeff would be gaining.”

“Staying close to each other was a good mental attitude.”

“Getting help in the weight room was a big deal.”

Both are from Seattle. Jeff is a transfer from two tough track programs at SCC and Seattle Pacific University. Mike started the year way down in Florida, pursuing an internship which fell through. “I was supposed to run with Marty Liquori for five weeks, but couldn’t because of a bad knee, which was later diagnosed as tendinitis.”

Mike Rubrecht battles tough competition from a field of runners.
There are more than 11 interest groups active on campus. Each of them work independently of each other and have their own themes. And yet they all share something in common, that is to try to educate the people on campus about the particular issue they are working with, offer services, and hope to bring the message across the campus as well as the community.

Among these groups, some are involved in hunger, peace, political prisoners, worship, mission, bible studies, and women's issues. The Peace Action Coalition, concerned with peace issues, attempts to educate the students on campus about peace. They will have speakers from off-campus to give talks and movies to show too. Meetings for the group will be held in the chapel. Liz Culm is coordinator for the group.

Lead by Jane Fuller, the Hunger Task Force is another main group. The Fasting for Cambodia last fall marked a prominent success of the group. Next fall they are planning to have a fasting before Thanksgiving time. Besides working on campus, the group does projects to help with hunger in Spokane and in world hunger. In the coming fall they plan to work with the Spokane Food Bank to widen their scope of service.

A similar interest group along with the Hunger Task Force is Nutrition 1985, which tries to educate people about world hunger, personal nutrition, and eating habits. Those who join the group are expected to have some ethical and moral responses for the hungry world. Amnesty International is basically concerned with political prisoners. Its coordinators are Carol Rose and Claudia Davis. The main work of this group is to get together twice a week, sit down and write letters to the leaders of those countries who have people in jail because of their beliefs, race or religion. They usually work with a "weight action sheet" which requires immediate responses and actions. It's amazing to see how many prisoners are released because of the letters. All this group needs is more people who are concerned and can spare their time to write.

The World Christian Fellowship group is concerned with both on-campus and off-campus services. According to one of the coordinators Toni Jacobs, they try to reach out to the students who do not belong to the fellowship, to reach out to non-Christians as well as international students too. They will be witnessing and discipling and putting the world in focus. They have small group meetings for sharing and large group meetings for bringing opinions and suggestions together.

With Ingrid Anderson as coordinator, the Women's Issues group is located in the Women's Resource Center in the HUB. The center provides information and resources about other women's groups in the Spokane community. They will have women speakers from the community to come and talk about their jobs and positions in the society. There will also be seminars on skill and movies shown.

Next year these groups will still be basically independent from each other. Information about the various groups is available in the Registration Office and displays by various groups will be put up in the HUB.

---

**Lois Lane, where are you?**

Have you ever admired a famous author's style of writing? Do you wish to be as secretly as someone becoming a famous writer yourself? Do you ever write thoughts down in a journal, enter poetry contests, or make up logical abstracts? If you do any of these things, or are interested in any type of writing, you could be a budding writer on the path to a promising career in the writing field.

Many students at Whitworth, whether they are English majors, chemistry majors, or even music majors possess writing talent that they never thought possible. Perhaps you are interested in being a research scientist. The job involves being able to accurately report your findings in a clear, concise manner. Maybe you are a religion major who wishes to translate the Bible into different languages. When it comes down to it, no matter what your aspiration in life, a general knowledge of writing can do nothing but benefit you in the field which you choose to enter.

Your school and KWRS radio are the two most important informants as to current happenings on campus. Our staffs are composed totally of students, most of them journalism majors or people who are interested in writing. Our staffs try to give complete coverage of campus events, but are hindered somewhat by the fact that many of us are journalism majors, thus possessing a somewhat limited viewpoints as far as other major groups at the college are concerned. In order to broaden our viewpoints, both the Whitworthian and KWRS encourage students from any department with an interest in writing to try your hand at writing for either the paper or the radio station. The purpose of this writing would be for you to gain some practical experience which will prepare you for any career.

There are many areas in which you can write. There are always plenty of news stories available, plus groups, features, columns, personal statements, and the like. If you are interested in a certain type of article, you are encouraged to go ahead and do just that. If you enjoy interviewing people and writing news articles for the radio, you are scared to speak over the microphone, write the article. Your name will never even be mentioned over the radio or on the other hand, if you want to see your name in print every two weeks, then the Whitworthian staff.

---

**Many Faculty To Leave**

This year nine faculty members are leaving Whitworth College. The Whitworthians joins with the students, administration, and faculty in honoring these faculty members and thanking them for their years of dedicated service to the college. Much good luck in the future to all of you!

Teachers who are leaving are as follows: William Hene - History/Psychological Studies. No replacement selected yet. Glen Hiatt - Speech Communications. Going on to graduate work. No replacement yet. Dr. Duprie - Continuing studies. No future plans, no replacement yet. Pam Westbrock - Home Ec Economics Department. Phased out. Patcy Keck Marshall - Getting married. No replacement yet.

Controversial Initiative

Rob Cowell, a Whitworth student who helps with this initiative, is more concerned with the risk involved in the storage and transportation of nuclear wastes.

Dr. G.H. Erickson of the Physics Department, in response to the issue, states that he is in favor of having some other facilities and storage sites developed throughout the country. He believes that transportation and storage will not be critical problems. Chemicals like chlorine and cyanide are transported and stored too. Apparently the people aren't too worried about the storage of these chemicals, some of which are toxic for infinite time.

Department Chairpersons

Chosen for 1980-81

By Sara Nilson

As a part of the structure of faculty here at Whitworth, chairpersons are chosen for each department. These chairpersons may not seem to be needed by the students, but they are important assets to the structure on the whole. Aside from their work with administration, two important functions seem to emerge in the job of department chairperson.

Dr. Erickson thinks that if the radioactive wastes are transported and stored in a rational manner, to remain well-marked and free from accidental exposure, there shouldn't be severe danger.

Rob Cowell, a Whitworth student who helps with this initiative, is more concerned with the risk involved in the storage and transportation of nuclear wastes.

Finally, Dr. Erickson points out that to totally prohibit the importation of radioactive waste into Washington would become a means of focusing attention for the other states to work on the problems.

The second function

...and the next speaker to advocate the teaching of "Scientific Creationism" in our schools...

George Whitworth Medal Awarded

The George F. Whitworth medal is awarded to people whose contributions and services to Whitworth college have been so extraordinary as to merit the highest recognition. This award has only been given five times previously. This year the medal was awarded to Werner Rosenquist, a thirty year board member, on April 10, 1980 at a banquet held in the Sidpath Hotel. The Board of Trustees and community dinner was held at the end of the Board's session this year.

Werner Rosenquist was a former Whitworth undergraduate where he studied Economics and Business. He was known for his drive and organization as well as holding a reputation for being a real go-getter. After he finished his education he settled in Spokane and managed to run a successful business in addition to donating a vast amount of time and energy to Whitworth College.

Rosenquist was chosen for the George F. Whitworth medal primarily because of his work with the Whitworth Foundation. He was the person mainly responsible for establishing the Foundation. This is the branch of the college dealing with deferred giving. Because of his work in this area the college has found itself much better off financially.

The medal was awarded to four other long-time members of the Board and once to one of Whitworth's presidents. Frank Warren, M.D., was the first to receive the award after serving as president for 23 years. The next person to receive the award was Mrs. Eric Johnston, for her donation of the Science building. The next three board members, in the order of receiving the medal were: Albert Arend, M.D., Herbert Hamblin, and Mrs. Grant Dickson. All of these people were noted for significant contributions to the college.
Whitworthian Co-Editors Selected

By Pam Paggett

Laura Hutchison and Debbie Reinewand were recently chosen by the media committee to serve as co-editors of the Whitworthian for the school year 1980-81. They will replace Patrick Williams, who served as editor-in-chief this year.

Laura Hutchison is an English major, with a minor in journalism. Her advisor is Dr. Deke Brinkworth, who is a journalism and political science major. They decided to run together largely because of the amount of work involved in being editor-in-chief. "With the class load I take," commented Laura, "it would be too much extra responsibility." Both girls agreed that by working together they would be better able to get the job done more efficiently.

Laura Hutchison and Debbie Reinewand, Co-Editors of the

We also need a production manager, a business manager, an ads manager, and type-setters." These are all paying positions, and job descriptions and applications are available in the SAC office. The applications are due today, May 12 at 3 p.m. Debbie and Laura plan to encourage reporters from this year to return, write letters to freshmen and transfer students who are interested in journalism, and go to the journalism classes in their recruiting efforts. More staff activities will be planned, and the newspaper will be a structured class.

Laura believes the newspaper's most important responsibility to the students is to tell the students what is going on in college administration, what is going on nationwide, and to be a means for students to express their views.

Laura, a sophomore, was a reporter and is currently news editor for the Whitworthian. She feels this experience will help prepare her for her career as a high school English teacher and will be of great value if she decides to go into journalism as a field. As former sports reporter and current sports editor, Laura hopes to work in government, journalism, or public relations in some way. "Working with a staff in a supervising position is a good experience in any job," Debbie said.

Do their future plans include work on any other publications? "No credit toward the Whitworthian, or perhaps to start a publication of their own," said Debbie. "If we are at the Whitworthian," said Laura. "Debbie feels she's given the once in a lifetime chance to be editor with Laura is enough for anyone," replied Debbie.

KWRS Informs And Entertains - All Summer

By Laura Hutchison

KWRS listeners who plan to live in Spokane this summer can expect a variety of soft, album-oriented rock, jazz/fusion music, and contemporary author interviews. The station scheduled a number of changes this summer, and the staff hopes to pick up five more deejays in training this summer.

The news staff at KWRS for next year includes many of the same people that worked there this year, with some of the positions changed. Jill Bauermeister takes over as Station Manager, with Chris Friends as Production Director. Bill Williamson, Program Director; Steve Grable, Operations Director; Laura Mader, Music Director; Donna Dietrick, Account Executive; and Rob Novsky, Traffic Coordinator (Advertising Agent).

Some changes in programming are planned for this summer. The classical section on the morning show is being moved to an hour later, and theそれにわたるjournalism competitions. "Every two we will feature a call, with pictures and comments on what the floor or dorm is doing," stated Debbie.

To publish the paper as they want it, many workers will be needed. "We need all new editors for next year. They will plan a new summer edition which includes news, features, human interest, editorial, and phones editor positions," said Laura.

We need all new editors for next year which includes news, features, human interest, editorial, and phones editor positions," said Laura.

KWRS is now underwriting Hoffman's. Music for the purchase of the Otari. The station underwrites nine different retailers. Underwriting is much like advertising. A company buys six seconds of airtime, and the money is put into some sort of station programming. In another type of underwriting, DJ's Sound City donates records instead of money. Northside Print Service allows KWRS to use its printing facilities. In turn, KWRS sells its bumper stickers and puts the money into programming. Fairwood Shopping Center also donates underwrite for KWRS, and Jill encourages staff members and others to do business with those stores. Underwriting is a benefit to many companies, who can write it off on their income tax and yet gain airtime.

KWRS has joined PROW (Public Radio Of Washington), where all 10-watt, public service stations around the country get together for strength and to share ideas. Jill and Chris Friens are working on starting an organization similar to PROW with small college stations in California, Washington, and Idaho. So far, they are working with Lewis and Clark College and Linfield College; finding easier methods to get records and sales, and strengthening the music program. KWRS also joined a service out of Los Angeles that sends information to all college radio stations around the country. This will help make KWRS known among college circuits.

Jill's last comment was to praise the KWRS deejays. "I think their hard times this month were the many machine breakdowns, such as the Otari, the receiver and turntable Q-amps, and the receiver. They are a good staff and should do a better job of making sure everything is in good order," said Jill. "The deejays have been doing a good job," and "I really do not know what they were going through." She encourages all students with questions or suggestions concerning the station to call the deejays or herself, and said, "We're a lot more open to it than we probably seem."
Summit A Survival

SUMMIT, a mountain survival program, is a certain focus in being offered this summer by the Inland Empire Parks and Recreation Department for anyone 15 years of age and older.

Separate sessions for high school and college students, as well as for adults will be offered, starting July 5th at Camp East in the lower Selkirk Mountains, near Newport, Washington.

The courses are 7 to 10 days in length and include both spiritual reflection as well as physical survival techniques in map/compass, food gathering, preparation, shelter construction, mountain medicine, outdoor leadership, fire building, understanding wilderness skills and psychology of survival.

Participants will also be provided a 22 mile cross-country expedition and a 24 hour "solo" survival plate for the weekend, but also plenty of good food, fellowship, entertainment, and relaxation. An enjoyable and time is planned, and, as always, an opportunity to develop new friends, learn about yourself, and grow in ones Christian life.

Experiences of the mind are not the only thing in store for The Weekend, but also plenty of good food, fellowship, entertainment, and relaxation. An enjoyable time is planned, and, as always, an opportunity to develop new friends, learn about yourself, and grow in one's Christian life.

Presidents Council Winds Up

By Greg Wright

President's Council has concluded its meetings for the year and in their last few meetings have reviewed the following legislation: The proposed budget for the 98-99 school year has been passed by both the House and Senate. This budget is the allocation of nearly $96,000 of student fees. Look for improvements in the HUB, continuation of the student publications and many new publications and many new projects.

The $2,600 still not allocated from the money withheld from funding forum applications will be for tennis court lights and new weights in the weight room. Other money will be allocated from the unallocated balances. The $35,000 Fine Bowl in school colors and included in this will be a paid $1,000 fine for the next football season.

Executive vice-president John Perkins will also urge any returning students who would like to serve on a committee next year to sign up now. Positions not filled will be filled by entering freshmen at the start of the next year.

Major decisions this year have led to a surplus of $4,000, which was used for forum. The council has also reviewed the question of the Fieldhouse loan, the working of which has not been resolved. The passing away of Ethel Henshaw has possibly a scholarship; one of which the council has helped to fund. The radio station is moving to 100 watts this summer and will have done so by the time classes begin in the fall. We are doing so, the station manager requested and received money for a new tape machine to help with the amount of production needed for their expanded operations.

The Trustees decided to sell 40 acres behind campus in the near future. The budget for the 98-91 year has balanced and is expected to show about 12 percent for each of the next few years. The health fee will be $20 per semester. The Trustees also renamed the Student Life Center, "The Eileen Hendricks Center for Student Life."

The new executive of the student body, Doug Nave, Tim Check, and John Perkins have come in with great ideas and new projects and ideas have been and will continue to flow when the council meets again next year.

Hatfield And Strom Commencement Speakers

By Mark Meyer

The Baccalaureate and Commencement ceremony on May 18 will be highlighted by two speakers, one of them a graduate of Walla Walla Community College Student Statesman Award. He will be Dr. John Perkins, Honorary Doctorate of Law Degree. President Lindaman will also be the keynote address: Doctor of Divinity Degree. The Whitworth address has been trying to arrange for Senator Hatfield to give the commencement address as it was the senior senator from Oregon.

In addition to delivering the commencement address, Senator Hatfield will be the first recipient of the Whitworth College Christian Statesman Award. He will also be the recipient of the Senator Hatfield has been asked to arrange for Senator Hatfield to give the commencement address as it was the senior senator from Oregon.

This year's student commencement speaker will be Whitworth senior Greg Strom. When asked to describe what he will be speaking on, Strom said, "I'm going to talk about the speech will be that if we want to get a look into the future, what happens if we abandon and discard the bad. The student commencement speaker is selected each spring with the consent and support of all students, and is composed of both students and faculty members. Strom added, "I think he's been a little bit of a surprise to us this year."

Greg was informed of his selection about a week ago through campus mail.